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HERIOT-WATT UNIVERSITY

Abstract
Vision, Image and Signal Processing group
Engineering and Physical Sciences
Doctor of Engineering
by Patrick Harding

This thesis is concerned with the automatic detection and segmentation of visually salient
image regions and subsequent targeted image compression in order to maintain observer
performance levels while reducing image filesize. In moving towards this goal, pertinent
issues have been addressed: the viability of “black-box” frequency transmission models,
statistical measures of the effect of image processing, observer perception of processed images
and how computer vision “feature points” correspond to visually salient image content.
We show that image feature points are distributed towards visually-salient image regions:
regions that are likely to attract observer attention. This remains true even when the “task”
of the observer is changed: observers performing a task generally direct their attention
towards image regions naturally rich in feature points.
A new algorithm based on feature points, “Visual Interest”, is proposed to predict image
regions attended by observers. This method segments image content likely to attract visual
attention under a variety of viewing conditions: passive viewing and search-directed viewing
for different observer tasks. The algorithm improves the predictive power of observer eye
fixations during object search task relative to “bottom-up” models. It responds only to
image content, requiring no prior machine learning, in contrast to the scientific state-of-theart which relies explicitly on object categorisation. “Visual Interest” can also be run with
object recognition to refine the segmentation for a particular object-category search task to
reduce the “salient” area to tighter image areas.
The resultant segmentation into salient and non-salient regions is used to generate regionof-interest compressed images suitable for multi-task observer analysis. Using pre-blur of
JPEG we gain 15% filesize reduction beyond global JPEG application acting on image
content alone and 25% when combined with object recognition. Using JPEG2000 ROI gives
reductions of down to 25% of the original filsize while achieving gain in PSNR and SSIM
statistics over the ROI, with the benefit of ROI priority transmission.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Electro-optic sensors are now almost universal for visual surveillance. An integral part
of these sensors is the decision about how the collected scene energy at the sensor head
(e.g. thermal for bolometers or photons for Charge Coupled Devices) is transformed into
an image array of pixels to represent the scene. This is a question of calibration and there
are a large number of possible settings tuned to capture different scene conditions. Such
settings on commercial cameras include “landscape”, “portrait”, “low-light”, “daylight” as
well as camera-scene motion correction. These settings govern the pixel value allocation in
the image. In RGB camera sensors, this is generally transformed into an 8-bit allocation
of values per image pixel, that is, 256 levels of intensity from zero up to a maximum 255,
per colour plane (Red, Green and Blue). This is the raw format of the collected data: eight
bits corresponds to the range of intensity values such that neighbouring values are difficult
for human observers to separate. This is seen in Figure 1.1, which compares separating
the lowest and maximum intensity levels into 4-bit levels and 8-bit levels, with 16 and 256
intensities, respectively. The 8-bit representation is perceptually smooth, while the 4-bit is
clearly “binned” and shows evidence of Mach banding (visual artefacts perceived between
intensity bands) and provides a demonstration of the logarithmic response of the human
eye’s response to different relative intensities (the well-known Weber-Fechner law).
In reality, digital storage space is limited and 8 bits per pixel (bpp) per colour plane is a
very inefficient method of storing data. There are methods, such as the Portable Network
Graphics (PNG) standard [1] that allow for much reduced and lossless storage of the data.
Even greater reduction in storage space can be achieved by discarding information in the
1
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2

Figure 1.1: Demonstration of binning captured image intensities from a sensor. The intrensities ascend from minimus to maximum left to right. Top: 16 level binning (4-bit).
Bottom: 256 level binning (8-bit). The lower image shows a smooth, gradual increase
between levels which are difficult to separate visually. The upper image is useful to demonstrate the non-linear perceptual separation of image shading levels, known as the Mach
effect.

image that is irrelevant to the way that a human observer perceives visual information.
This is done by the JPEG algorithm, which exploits the fact that the human visual system (HVS) is generally less sensitive to high frequency information in an image than low
frequency information [2]. Based on observer experiments, JPEG was designed to weight
the Discrete Cosine Transform of image blocks to reduce the high frequency information in
an image systematically, leaving a visually-lossless version of the original image but with
considerably lower storage occupancy than any statistically lossless version of the original
captured image. There can be even greater filesize reduction using wavelet compression,
such as in the JPEG2000 architecture [3].
While the reduction in stored filesize using lossy compression algorithms is impressive because it reduces the filesize while preserving the information in a near-visually-lossless format, compression algorithms generally use rule-of-thumb laws in order to achieve their purpose. Examples include the rule that observers are relatively insensitive to high frequency
in images, as stated previously. Such rules aid general image content preservation, which
is essential for images in which high image quality must be maintained all over the image.
The problem is that there are many scenarios in which it is unnecessary to preserve the
content to the same degree over the whole image. Such an example is a frame of CCTV
footage from a camera pointed towards a road for the purposes of monitoring traffic. In such
an image, the relevant content would include the road and cars and possibly other objects,
such as pavements, streetlights and pedestrians. The rest of the content in the image is only
important for an observer to contextualise the core content, but it is not relevant to the
purpose of the image and could be compressed further than a “global” compression scheme
allows for. This becomes very important at the compression algorithm limit at which the
image content and algorithm parameter combination is such that the output compressed
image shows artefacts and data is destroyed as a result of the algorithm. In the case that
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(a) Global JPEG Q15. filesize=18,696 bytes

(c) Zoom-in of 1.2(a)

3

(b) ROI: background preblur.
size=18,804 bytes

JPEG Q25.

file-

(d) Zoom-in of 1.2(b)

Figure 1.2: An illustration of the limitation of global compression schemes using numberplates: (a) shows a jpeg operation with Quality Factor 15 (“Q15”) applied to an image.
(b) shows the same image with the area away from the car blurred prior to compression.
The filesizes of (a) and (b) are comparable, but a higher Quality Factor of 25 is used in
(b). (c) is a zoom of (a) and, (d) is a zoom of (b) showing that by blurring the irrelevant
information in the image, the core content can be selectively preserved to allow for accurate
task performance: in this case reading the numberplate successfully.

a global compression application is applied at this limit, relevant image content will be
damaged as much as the irrelevant content. This could have significant implications in a
distributed surveillance scenario where images are sent over a low bandwidth communications channel. If the relevant content could be segmented automatically, the relevant image
content could be selectively preserved at the expense of the irrelevant content, allowing for
a greater reduction in filesize than is possible through the application of global compression
schemes.
The problem is illustrated in Figure 1.2 for the purpose of numberplate recognition. On
the left size of this Figure (1.2(a) and 1.2(c)) is an image saved at a restricted bandwidth
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using JPEG(Q15). An observer given the task of reading the alphanumeric detail in the
image would struggle to do so. On the right side (1.2(b) and 1.2(d)) is an image saved at
the equivalent filesize. The image regions horizontally distributed about the car were kept
at original resolution while the surrounding background or contextual regions were blurred
prior to compression, thus allowing for superior storage of the critical information in the
image using JPEG(Q25).
Global compression schemes clearly do not consider what image content is relevant to an
observer. This is very important in the surveillance context since algorithms are generally
applied conservatively to ensure preservation of all relevant content or they are applied
liberally at the risk of damaging important content. In the former case, the stored scene
representation is likely to be larger than necessary because it contains high resolution content
that is unlikely ever to be required. In the latter case, the file reduction achieved is evenly
spread over all image regions and important content could be damaged while less important
contextual information is preserved at too high a resolution. Thus global compression is not
optimised for the preservation of information relevant to observers.
Many images are collected with a view to passing them on to an analyst to perform a “task”
using the content of the image. It is the preservation of content relevant to task performance
that could allow for a major reduction in image filesize through compression, as described
above. However, the number of analytical tasks that could be performed on an image is huge.
Generally, an observer is not passively observing an image, but is observing it with a purpose.
This is the “task” they are performing. This could be a surveillance task, e.g. looking for
suspicious behaviour, or it could be quality assessment or memorising the image. Observer
attentional search patterns are dependent upon observer experience, natural ability, physical
condition (e.g. eyesight) and temporal condition (e.g. tiredness). Thus, predicting which
areas of an image are visually salient for a given task is a very challenging area of research.
Fundamentally, observers performing a task use their prior knowledge and experience of
previously-seen similar images or scenes to guide their attention to image regions that they
judge from experience to be worthy of contextual inspection [4]. This life-long learning
experience is difficult to replicate using a computer, making the modelling of human taskdirected visual attention complicated. However, predicting the image regions attended by
observers performing a task is critical if we seek to ensure their selective preservation at
high fidelity through a compression process. This thesis describes the research undertaken
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towards achieving the automatic selection of image regions relevant to observer tasks and
the use of this selection to improve image compression performance.
The idea of “visual saliency” is key to how visual attention is directed during task performance. Some image regions have some outstanding features that are likely to attract
observer attention. Which features are salient, however, is not straightforward. The human
visual system has a natural response to any stimulus, informing the observer of where it is
worth looking next [5]. This response is fast (circa 200ms) and is known as the “bottom
up” response [6]. It is this response that guides visual attention during passive viewing.
Task directed viewing is a great deal more complicated: an observer uses their lifetime experience of associating objects and scene contexts to guide their visual search towards their
goal. Their search is informed by the bottom-up response initially and they build up task
relevant information through subsequent search. The time taken can vary from extremely
short to very long depending upon the nature of the task, the relative size of task-relevant
objects within an image, the quality of the image and the observer dependent traits, such
as experience and fatigue, listed above. The bottom-up response is reliably predicted using
computational models (e.g. the model of Itti et al. [7]) while the current state of art at
predicting visual attention during task performance generally requires an involved learning
of the likely location of scene contexts and associated object positions (e.g. the model of
Torralba et al. [8]).
The work of this thesis analyses computer vision Feature Point (or Interest Point) algorithms
for their use as potential detectors of visually salient information. Schmid and Mohr describe
interest points as “local features at which the signal changes two-dimensionally” [9]. This
strong signal change can offer robustness in comparing two images to find accurate point-topoint matches, particularly in the case of partial visibility and high informational content.
These algorithms seek points that in some way are outstanding in image space and scale
based on local variations and they have the attractive property that they describe local
information in a strong descriptor which can in turn be used for point to point matching
between scenes and also for object recognition. Descriptors can remain highly robust in the
presence of numerous image transformation, such as rotation, light level and affine offset
[10].
The main contribution of this thesis is a solution to the visually salient segmentation problem
based only on feature points. It avoids the need for prior learning or knowledge about the
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image, reacting only to the image content presented and successfully segmenting image
content relevant to many analytical tasks.
To restate the utility of this technique, in observing a sports match, for example, a viewer is
interested in the ball and the players. These are salient. The grass of the field is relatively
homogenous and its representation as such is not too important but could rather be averaged
as long as it lies away from the match-relevant details. Additionally, there is high frequency
detail in the crowd that is important to police interested in crowd control. If irrelevant
image regions (background), such as the pitch and the sky can be encoded more efficiently
than the core (foreground or relevant) regions, then the bandwidth used for transmission
could be reduced substantially without reducing viewer satisfaction or reducing the utility
of the recorded images for other tasks, such as crowd monitoring.
Figure 1.3 shows the segmentation algorithm applied to the sport scenario above: The
players, the crowd and the adverts are all segmented automatically, selecting image content
that is relevant to multiple tasks (for example, watching the game or crowd monitoring).
The areas outwith the salient selection can be selectively downgraded in compression.
The parameters of the algorithm are chosen after extensive observer experiments and can
be combined with object recognition from feature points to further narrow down the area
assessed as salient. The algorithm is validated using observer trials on images segmented and
with region of interest based compression applied to them to reduce the image filesize by an
average of 15% (relative to the global JPEG application) with no tail off in observer performance. The feature point descriptor matching propoerty can be used for object recognition
within the same algorithmic pass to check a database of recorded objects. The horizontal
context around a discovered object match can be selectively preserved to achieve a reduction in filesize of 25% (relative to the global JPEG application) with no tail off in observer
performance in the case that the object recognition-based contenxtualisation improvement
is applied.
It is this latter case that is shown in Figure 1.2 in the Bottom Right segment. The image was
segmented automatically to preserve relevant image content at the expense of image detail
unnecessary for task performance. Utilising the Region of Interest function in JPEG2000
with the segmentation algorithm developped in this thesis we can reduce storage size by
75% of the original while gaining better image statistics over the ROI than a simple global
application.
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Figure 1.3: The Visual Interest segmentation algorithm applied to a sports example.
Top left is the original image. Top right is an attention probability map derived from the
features in the original image. Bottom left is the segmented probability map. Bottom right
is the successful segmentation: the players, the crowd and the adverts are all segmented
automatically, leaving a large background area of circa 45% of the image area which can
be stored with lower fidelity. This has been achieved with no tuning beyond the original
parameter calibraiton.

The rest of this introduction describes the background research and provides an overview
of the thesis, along with figures demonstrating the principal outcomes of work.

1.1

The EngD and the research motivation

The EngD is a doctorate focussed on innovation in industry. This work was performed in
the Engineering Doctorate Centre at Heriot-Watt University and co-sponsored by Thales
Optronics of Glasgow along with ESPRC. Thales is a specialist designer and manufacturer of
high specification optical systems. The company also has interest in understanding algorithm
impact on observers as part of system modelling. Their main customer is the UK Ministry
of Defence. At the time of project conception the company was developing many algorithms
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for enhancing images to improve performance. Thales found that it was hard to quantify
the benefits of the algorithm integration to the customer. How to apply the algorithms to
images so as to optimise the image for the end user to carry out their required task on
the images was not obvious. Thus, the EngD was originally motivated by the following
challenges:

• how can we quantify the impact of algorithm application on observer task performance?
• how can an algorithm be applied automatically to an image to optimise it for observer
task performance?

This information would greatly assist the design of sensors: performance-boosting algorithms
could be used, replacing expensive optics. Further, high degrees of image compression could
be applied automatically without removing important (i.e. salient) content in an image.
This thesis describes the route of research undertaken with the goal of answering the question of algorithm impact on human performance. Initial investigations concentrate on the
problem of measuring general image processing algorithm impact on observer performance.
The conclusions of these investigations leads to a focussing of the research problem and
considering a different approach: that of using computer vision techniques to predict image
areas of visual attention and thus prioritising these regions to provide efficient data compression without reducing task performance of observers, for example when searching for
specific objects.

1.1.1

Related projects

EngD regulations allow for the submission of either a traditional thesis or a portfolio of
innovative research projects. The initial remit of this industrially-sponsored doctorate was
to perform two main channels of investigation with a view to a portfolio submission. The
proposed titles for these research projects were initially: 1) “A laser imager from Commercial
Off The Shelf (COTS) components” and 2) “Quantifying the impact of image processing
algorithms on observer task performance through sensors”.
The laser imaging project was cancelled due to a corporate restructuring decision in which
this business area was granted considerably more resources to obtain faster design and
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development. Accordingly, the focus of research was shifted entirely to image processing
and image analysis. The literature review and design trade-offs for the laser project are
made available in an Appendix to this thesis (Appendix A), since they constitute a major
body of work.

1.2

Overview of the thesis

This thesis describes the development of new image processing techniques which address
visual saliency and compression. The principal output of this thesis is a segmentation
algorithm that detects visually salient information in images and automatically segments
out this data. This technique combines established computer vision techniques with new
ideas in a novel way to achieve a robust output that has been validated by comprehensive
observer testing, in contrast to much of the work in computer vision literature.
Initial investigations were designed to assess the possibility of treating algorithms in a blackbox fashion as system components. For performance modelling of sensors, a standard technique is to use frequency transmission of all of the components arranged for image capture.
This typically involves measuring the modulation transfer function (MTF) of each component in the system and these component MTFs are multiplied together to give a “system”
MTF (Chapter 4, Holst [11]). Archive data on how frequency transmission impacts on
observer performance is then used to estimate range performance for different target categories under different conditions, such as atmospheric attenuation and turbulence levels.
This process is used at the sensor design stage. The aim was to integrate an “algorithm
impact” toolbox into existing sensor models. If found practical, such a toolbox would allow
for integration of image processing into the sensor design process. If not, alternative methods of investigation of algorithm impact would be researched and developed. The initial
investigation into frequency transmissions models for algorithms showed that the methods
were unsuited to general performance prediction. This work is described in Chapter 3.
The next stage of investigation looked into the perceptual impact of image processing on
synthesised textured images and how low-level statistical metrics (statistical moments and
correlation) changed with the application of image processing algorithms. The textured
regions were chosen because we wanted to quantify how image processing operations transformed local image regions perceptually. That is, how textural transformations are perceived
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at particular “degrees” of image processing (chosen via parameter adjustment) and how this
perception can be measured. It was found that many metrics matched the general shape
of the psychophysical impressions from observers, but that the metrics were insufficient
as unique labels and that it would be impractical to assess task performance using this
methodology.
After these initial investigations, it became apparent that what was required was an understanding of visual search in different observer viewing modes; we needed more about the
knowledge factors that motivate observer search during passive or task-directed viewing.
Furthermore, low level statistics were shown to be insufficient as to label the mathematical
impact of image processing transformations: we really needed to model foreground saliency.
After a literature review into computer vision techniques and visual psychology, an investigation was performed examining the coincidence of feature points and image regions visually
salient in both passive and task-directed viewing. The set of feature point algorithms used
was SIFT [12], MSER [13], Harris-Laplace [14], SURF [15], FAST [16, 17] and Kadir-Brady
Saliency [18]. These were chosen because of their different mathematical bases. A thorough
mathematical description is provided in the literature review in Chapter 2. Passive visual
saliency has been successfully modelled by Itti [7] and Harel [19]. Task directed viewing we
represented in a new way: using a probability map generated by the density of observer eyefixations recorded using eye-tracker equipment on observers performing search tasks. The
robust point-matching between image feature points between original and image-processed
imagery was also examined, with a view to using it as a measure of image processing impact.
(i.e. the change in the number and/or location of matched points after image processing
may prove significant.)
The robustness of feature point matching between original and image processed images was
shown to be stable for contrast enhancement. Additionally, new points were introduced
to image regions that were previously low-contrast, implying a relationship between visual
saliency and the presence of feature points in an image region. Measuring the feature point
matching robustness as JPEG is applied, the robustness declined steadily as higher levels of
JPEG compression were applied to degrade the general image quality. This implies that the
feature-point matching could be a valuable label of the mathematical impact of compression,
one that could possibly be matched against archived observer performance on image classes
for a given task.
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Figure 1.4: An illustration of the overlap of our passive and task-directed saliency maps.
Regions in neither map are in Black. Regions in the passive saliency map exclusively are in
Blue. Regions exclusively in the task map Green. Regions in both passive and task-derived
maps are in Red. The green parts of these plots represent the attentional shift away from
the passive-viewing case due to the introduction of a task. For thesholding of 50% of image
area, there is approximately a 20% attention shift away from the bottom-up-only case due
to the influence of a visual search task

Further research found that the feature points are generally strongly distributed towards the
salient regions of an image. This is perhaps unsurprising as some of the feature detectors
are designed with the concept of saliency (mathematical “local surprise”) in mind. This
remains the case even when a visual search task is introduced: the shift in attention away
from the passive viewing case is towards feature-point rich regions, as illustrated in Figure
1.4. As such, if an image region contains many such “features”, we can conclude that this
region is likely to attract visual attention, even though we do not know the observer task
or any specific information regarding the image content. As such, we can think of features
as indicators of potential visual saliency: in image regions containing features, it is possible
that an observer performing a task may find that area of relevance, even though we have
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no specific knowledge about the observer’s task, nor the image content.
In light of this observation, rather than attempt to quantify algorithmic impact upon human
performance, we develop new methods to exploit feature points to improve upon computational visual attention maps for predicting observer attention in task-directed viewing
(eye-fixations are a key indicator of visual attention). This naturally leads to the possibility of compressing images more efficiently by segmenting them into task-relevant and
task-irrelevant regions. In regions which are barren in feature points, we know that there
is a low probability of detailed observer attention: in contrast, high feature densities imply
the possibility of observer interest under some unspecified task. This is the generic case in
which we use a density measure of all features in an image to segment a probability map to
preserve content relative to multiple tasks.
It is at this point that the feature point descriptors become valuable: if more information
regarding the observer task is known, we can prioritise certain image regions to narrow down
the segmented area. For example, if our observer has been assigned the task, “count the
number of cars in the image” and we know that the image has been collected at eye-level,
we know that objects of a similar class in the image are highly likely to be horizontally
distributed. We can compare the descriptors of the features in the image to databased
descriptors describing “car” like objects (for example as constellations of features [20]) to
narrow down the segmented area to that around the detected objects. In this way we can
detect and segment generic (or “potential”) visually salient material and then narrow down
the salient area in the event that we have higher level information regarding the image and
the observer task.
An example of the utility of such a segmentaiton is in reducing the overall filesize of the
image by retaining salient features at high fidelity and reducing the details in the nonsalient regions. This would allow for task performance to be carried out at at least the same
task performance level, but on an image of lower filesize. Alternatively, we could choose to
maintain the same filesize and achieve superior retention of detail over the region of interest
such as illustrated in Figures 1.2.
The next investigation researched methods for refining models of passive visual saliency
to predict object-search eye-fixation locations more efficiently. This involved using feature
points to perform simple object recognition. The detected objects were then used as a centroid for a horizontally-biased object probability map to be created which was then blended
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(b) GBVS map of 1.5(a)

(c) Object context modulation of
1.5(b)

Figure 1.5: Demonstration of Object-task contextualisation. Points are eye-fixations from
observers: green crosses are first three fixations from the observer set, red crosses are all
subsequent others. (a): Original image plus task-performance eye fixations from a “count
people” task. (b) shows the Graph Based Visual Saliency (GBVS) visual saliency map
of original, (a), thresholded in 10% saliency slices by area. (c) shows an Object-matched
task contextualisation saliency map, thresholded in 10% saliency slices by area. Note the
improvement of eye fixation prediction relative to GBVS only.

with the unmodified probability map from the Harel model of passive visual attention to
improve the performance of the map in predicting search task directed observer eye-fixations
by 10%. It was demonstrated how thresholding this new map can be used to improve image
compression ratios compared to global methods. The benefit of this refinement is shown in
Figure 1.5.
Finally, feature points are used to construct a probability surface of “Visual Interest” that
encompasses regions attended by observers during multiple search tasks. The algorithm
is based upon feature points only. It adapts the threshold of the feature point algorithm
SURF to match a suitable interest-point density corresponding to an average of interest point
overlaps with visually salient regions found by prior experimentation. The interest point
locations in space are then used to construct an attention probability map. This surface
was formulated on a nearest-neighbour basis and appropriate parameters are established
via careful experimentation on a wide range of image data. This experimentation involved
collecting eye-fixations from observers performing different tasks on a database of images.
For each image, the algorithm created a new candidate probability surface. This surface
was normalised to the interval [0.1 1] and depth thresholding was carried out at percentage
intervals. For each threshold level, the number of eye-fixations lying above threshold and
the area above threshold were recorded. This information was displayed in ROC curves for
each threshold level. A ground truth analysis was also performed by manually extracting
object categories relevant to the set tasks and testing their overlap with the above-threshold
region. The ROC overlap of the tested surfaces with these objects was also analysed. Thus,
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a predictive judgement could be made as to the best parameters for joining the points and
choice of a suitable threshold based on the trade off between captured eye fixations and the
area deemed “non-salient” for each threshold, as well as the available ground truth data.
Ideally, the surface should capture as many eye-fixations from each task as possible while
excluding as great an area as possible.
This surface can then be thresholded automatically to segment the image into “foreground”
and “background” regions corresponding to salient and non-salient regions defined by the
threshold. The algorithm can be operated in two modes. The first is based on the interest
points alone to predict visual attention. The second is to check a database of objects
registered as clusters of feature points via a matching process. Returning to the sports
example, the crowd is not salient to those watching the match, but is very rich in feature
points. Naturally the crowd does stand out, but the crowd can be filtered out if it cannot
be matched to the more salient objects, such as the ball or the player, thus further reducing
memory/bandwidth requirements without loss of salient information. If an object is detected
a task surface is then combined with the Visual Interest surface constructed from the feature
points (as described previously and shown in Figure 1.5). This allows for a refinement of the
probability map due to object contextualisation. This, in turn, allows for a greater area of
the image to be excluded from the foreground by thresholding the surface, thus achieving a
greater reduction in filesize. An illustration of the segmentation generated by the algorithm
is in Figure 1.6.
To validate the technique, new images from several different visual-band cameras were segmented automatically using the Visual Interest algorithm both in interest-point only mode
and with object contextualisation based around car numberplates. These images were scaled
to different levels so that the number of cycles over each numberplate character varied between 2.5 and 4 at intervals of 0.5, corresponding to the zone over the limit of alphanumeric
readability [21]. The salient parts of the images were left intact and the non-salient parts
were blurred using a Gaussian filter. This had the effect of suppressing high frequency
detail in the non-salient regions thus achieving more efficient data coding. Global JPEG
compression was applied to these images at levels Q40 and Q50. The segmentation and data
exclusion due to blur resulted in an extra degree of compression for each image. Per image,
on average this was 15% lower bits per pixel (bpp) than the global compression level across
the set. Observer testing was done on the scaled images and generally for images above
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Figure 1.6: The resulting saliency segmentation before compression: (left col.) using
interest points only; (right col.) combining interest points and objects (here, cars).

the theoretical limit of readability of 3 cycles, the observer performance for the blur-treated
images was at the same levels as the globally compressed images.
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Achievements

Throughout this thesis, we have addressed a challenging research question. In the course of
doing so we made the following research contributions:

• Demonstration of the impracticality of frequency transfer modelling of non-linear algorithm impact.
• Discovery that well established image feature points are strongly distributed towards
visually salient image regions. Notably this applies when an observer is viewing a
scene passively or is performing a task on the image. Further we have shown that this
holds true even between different tasks. (see Figure 1.4).
• Discovery that where top-down (i.e. task-directed) visual processes divert observer
attention away from the bottom-up/passive viewing case, such a diversion goes to
regions rich in image points.
• Demonstration that object recognition can be used as a context modulation for a
model of bottom-up visual saliency, which improves the prediction of object-search
task visual attention for the object class. The task-correction was applied to the
Graph Based Visual Saliency algorithm [19] and captures on average 10% more of
observer eye-fixations during object search task compared to the original (see Figure
1.5).
• Proposal of a new “Visual Interest” surface for predicting regions that are potentially
visually salient for many different possible objective search tasks given to an observer.
This algorithm is feature point based, single-pass and suitable parameters have been
chosen for general application to RGB images from multiple sensors. This surface
acts only on image content and can be used to segment images into “core” and “contextual” regions. It can be combined with the object contextualisation scheme to
refine the core region. (See Figure 1.6.) The parameters for the surface construction
and the segmentation have been verified by eye-tracker experimentation using human
observers.
• Proving that the new surface proposed can be used to compress images to greater
levels than global compression schemes while maintaining observer performance levels relative to global schemes. Higher compression performance is achievable for no
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relative loss in observer performance. On average, the images treated with the above
process were 15% smaller in terms of bits per pixel (bpp) than standard JPEG images
yet with no loss in observer performance. JPEG2000 ROI coding has been shown to
reduce the image storage occupancy to 25% of the original size while gaining in quality
measures (PSNR, SSIM) over the ROI.
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Thesis roadmap

Chapter 2 sets the scene by reviewing the scientific state-of-the-art as reported in the peerreviewed literature. This chapter puts the contributions of this thesis in the context of
the latest work in image processing, sensor modelling, psychovisual testing, computer vision
interest point detection & visual saliency, both in psychology and computer vision modelling.
Chapter 3 describes the modelling techniques to approximate algorithms as sensor components and analyses the impact of image processing operations on Minimum Resolvable
Contrast. This chapter explains in detail why the traditional sensor modelling route is not
a viable one for non-linear, spatial-shift inducing algorithms (meaning most algorithms that
would be interesting to model).
Chapter 4 deals with the issue of measuring impact of image processing algorithms using
metrics and comparing that to the perceptual interpretation of observers. A range of measures is demonstrated against observer results over a range of generated textures, algorithms
and their parameters. Feature point matching between the original and processed images is
tested and is shown to be robust with a steady decline for compression.
Chapter 5 describes how a set of common image feature detectors coincides with visual
saliency. The conclusion that feature detectors are also primitive detector of visual saliency
is drawn. In particular, it is shown that when human visual attention is shifted away from
the passive saliency case due to the influence of observer task, there is a general shift to
regions that are rich in interest points. The properties of feature detection are used further
enhance this process via object detection in order to refine attention prediction for objectclass search. Prior knowledge of horizontal bias in eye-level visual search and the general
horizontal distribution of objects in real world scenes can be used to create a refinement
to bottom up models to create a task-attention predictive surface that outperforms the
predictive power of state-of-art bottom up models by 10% at detecting task-directed eye
fixations in the case of an object detection of the same class as the search task.
Chapter 6 builds on Chapter 5 to construct a saliency probability map from feature points
that can be used to segment an image into core and contextual interest regions that capture regions interesting to many distinct tasks. Full observer tests are presented justifying
parameter choices. The algorithm is demonstrated to work in two modes: original “interest
points only”; or the original in combination with object detection from interest points (as
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described in Chapter 5). Observer trials on images compressed using the segmentation show
that higher compression than global schemes can be achieved for no tail-off in observer task
performance through the preservation of the image core content.
Chapter 7 Explores how to use the Visual Interest surface proposed and validated in Chapter
6 to improve the image compression process over two computer vision databases. JPEG and
JPEG2000 are utilised. Comprehensive statistics are presented to validate claims. (See also
Appendix C.)
Chapter 8 concludes by drawing the research strands of this thesis together and highlight
directions for future work.

1.5

Observer testing

The conclusions of this work are derived in part from human observer experiments. Full
ethical approval was obtained to perform these experiments from the ethics committee of
the school of Engineering and Physical Sciences at Heriot-Watt university.

Chapter 2

Literature Review
This chapter introduces the general topics in the thesis so that the general background of the
scientific state-of-art relevant to each thesis chapter is clearly presented. The topics covered
in this literature review outline the research topics necessary for the algorithm work. These
are: image processing (2.1), sensor modelling (2.2), artificial texture generation (2.3), interest point detection and description (2.4), visual saliency (2.5), visual attention in computer
vision (2.5.3) and observer testing (2.6).

2.1

Image processing operations

There are many image processing operations available. Generally, these can vary from simple
mathematical operations with an observable effect, such as basic image inversion, contrast
stretching or kernel convolution filtering to complicated algorithms designed to act towards
retaining or enhancing human image interpretation and fusing information from different
sensor classes. Broadly speaking we address two classes of operation in this thesis, image
enhancement in which the operation is intended to make details in the image more clearly
visible to an observer and image compression in which the binary-level data of the image is
manipulated to reduce the stored image filesize. Contrast enhancement generally changes
the intensity values in the image pixels so that detail that is hidden in low-intensity regions
(e.g. dark objects in shadow) can more easily be seen. Sharpening algorithms make blurred
detail in the image more clear which aids viewing. Compression comes in two modes: lossless
and lossy. Lossless compression is reversible and reproduces an exact representation of the
20
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Figure 2.1: A sample image stored at high resolution. Subsequent figures show the effect
of some common image processing operations on this image.

original image. Lossy compression takes advantage of the fact that the Human Visual System
is less sensitive to high frequency image information than low frequency information. Thus
the high frequency information can be suppressed without necessarily reducing perceptual
image quality. Such a lossy algorithm can be “visually lossless” or indistinguishable from
the original in pairwise contrast testing. However, there is the risk that such an algorithm
can be applied with parameters which introduce artefacts into the image thus reducing
visual quality. JPEG is the algorithm that is used most often in this thesis out of the many
available choices. This is because it has two attractive properties: first it can be applied to
give a “visually lossless” representation of an original image; second it is designed specifically
to do so on photo-real images, the class of images that are used in this work.
The main algorithms discussed in this thesis are described below: these algorithms are mathematically distinctive and represent the classes of algorithm in which Thales was interested
in developing a deeper understanding. We demonstrate the visual effect of the algorithms
on the image in Figure 2.1 where appropriate.
Filtering operations. Kernel convolution is used for many applications in image processing. In this process a typically-small convolution filter of 3 × 3 pixels is convolved with the
image, the filter centre being passed over every pixel and the calculation of the new image
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is performed using the 2D convolution formula, 2.11 :

gcon (x1 , x2 ) =

∞
X

∞
X

Image(x1 , x2 ) × f ilter(x1 − i, x2 − j)

(2.1)

j=−∞ i=−∞

In practice, the sum is carried out over finite bounds, corresponding to the relative size of
the filter. For the typical filter of 3 × 3 pixels, the limits are -1 and +1. Mathematically,
it is convenient to add an extra boundary layer to the edges of the image prior to filtering
so that the output image is of the same physical pixel dimensions. This can be done by
wrapping round or by mirroring the data inside the image so that the boundary contains
enough information to create an output of the same image dimensions.
The choice of Kernel determines the functionality of the algorithm. A general high-pass
kernel is:



−1 −1 −1




HighP ass = −1 9 −1


−1 −1 −1

(2.2)

whereas a low-pass convolution filter is:



1/9 1/9 1/9




LowP ass = 1/9 1/9 1/9


1/9 1/9 1/9

(2.3)

The effect of these filters on the test image in Figure 2.1 is shown in Figure 2.2. The two
basic operations act as primitive sharpening and blurring operations respectively.
More sophisticated kernels exist that are targeted to applications such as noise removal.
An example of this is the non-linear median filter which is designed to remove “salt and
pepper” noise (irregular noise caused by, for example, errors in transmission) [22]. This
filter calculates the median value of the pixels in the image surround in each pixel, up to
the kernel size. An example of the impact of the median filter is shown in Figure 2.3.
1

this data from the MATLAB documentation on
http://www.mathworks.com/help/techdoc/ref/conv2.html

the

2d

convolution

filter,

available

at
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(a) High pass filtering of Figure 2.1
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(b) High pass filtering of Figure 2.1

Figure 2.2: High and Low pass filtering: (a) shows 2.1 high passed though convolution
with kernal in Equation 2.2 (b) shows 2.1 high passed though convolution with kernal in
Equation 2.3

(a) Figure 2.1 with added “Salt and Pepper” noise

(b) (a) “cleaned” with a median filter

Figure 2.3: Using convolution filtering for noise removal: (a) shows 2.1 with added salt
and pepper noise. (b) shows (a) “cleaned” with a median filter.
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(a) CLAHE application to Figure 2.1: 4 × 4 tiles
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(b) CLAHE application to Figure 2.1: 30 × 30 tiles

Figure 2.4: The effect of CLAHE contrast enhancement of 2.1.

CLAHE. The Contrast-Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalisation (CLAHE) algorithm is
a contrast enhancement algorithm [23]. Contrast enhancement algorithms generally seek to
increase the contrast between “target” objects or regions and the scene background, allowing
for improved analysis. This is done by utilizing the available grey levels as captured and
modifying them either globally or locally in order to bring out detail in images. CLAHE
works by tiling the image into a specified number of tiles and performing local contrast
enhancement upon each tile. The local tile regions are then stitched together using bilinear
interpolation in order to avoid the creation of artificial boundaries within the image. The
contrast stretching can be limited to avoid damaging relatively homogenous areas due to
noise amplification in a regular image. The parameter for this algorithm is the number
of tiles, along each axis of the image. The total number of tiles imposed upon the image
T otaltiles = N T iles(x) × N T iles(y). Figure 2.4 shows the effect of implementing CLAHE
on the image in Figure 2.1 using 4 × 4 and 30 × 30 tiles, respectively.
Unsharp masking. Unsharp Masking is actually the name of an image sharpening process.
Its name is derived from the process of taking a blurred version of an image from itself, to
create a sharpened image. In the algorithm, an “unsharp” Laplacian filter is created and
this unsharp filter is then convolved with the original image, as per equation 2.1 and the
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(a) low-pass filtered image from Figure 2.2

(b) Unsharp masking of (a)

Figure 2.5: Unsharp masking using α = 0.2 on low-pass filtered image from Figure 2.2.

resultant image subtracted from the original to give the sharpened image [24]. The filter is
defined in equation 2.4


U nsharp =

−α

α−1

−α





1


α − 1 α + 5 α − 1
(1 + α) 

−α α − 1 −α

(2.4)

in which α is the degree of sharpening and varies between 0 and 1. This unsharp filter is
then convolved with the original image and the resultant image subtracted from the original
to give the sharpened image. An example of unsharp masking using a value of α = 0.2 on
the low-passed image in Figure 2.2 is shown in Figure 2.5.
JPEG. JPEG is an international standard (ISO) for still image compression [2]. Wallace
provides a good general overview of the standard [25]. The standard was created by the
Joint Photographic Experts Group, a joint ISO/IEC & ITU-T committee. They seek to
address problems that had arisen from the rapid growth of digital image applications. These
problems were to conserve bandwidth across limited channels of communication and to
reduce storage volume requirements for digital image data. There is a great number of
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possible compression methods available that can act with loss of information or without.
Depending upon the content of a captured digital image, and the required application,
quite widely different methods could be used to arrive at similar compression ratios and
compressed image quality. The primary aim of the group composing the JPEG standards
was to give a set of guidelines so that if an image were labelled suitably (e.g. suffixed with
“.jpeg” or “.jpg”) it would be successfully decoded by a standard reader. This initiative
allows for images recorded by machines in different countries built by different manufacturers
to produce compatible data [25]. This compression standard was very successful and JPEG
images are used as standard in many areas, especially on the Internet where smaller file sizes
improve page-loading speed over limited bandwidth connections. A large part of this success
is, first, that the technology is issued as Open Source material, much of this contributed
by the Independent JPEG Group (IJG) . Second, the standard can be implemented using
Huffman coding without requiring to pay licence fees or royalties2 .
The JPEG standard is set out as guidelines to compress photo-real still images both in
colour and in greyscale. It is published as an ISO standard [2].
This was the first attempt to build an international standard for continuous tone images
of general dimensions. The impact of compression algorithms are difficult to analyse statistically, so various candidate algorithms were tested for subjective quality using human
observers. Trials showed that an 8 x 8 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) method was best
for the preservation of subjective image quality [2, 26]. This method forms the bulk of the
operational part of the standard in the form of encoder/decoder methods (the “codec”)
and is described in detail below. The nature of the images examined for the benefit of
the committee are of importance: JPEG is based upon a technique that allows for the
survival of frequencies that contribute to the perception of quality in photo-real images.
JPEG is therefore designed to preserve the subjective quality of natural, real-world images
such as photographs or realistic artwork. Quality degradation is more noticeable when the
standard is used to compress text (or certain artificial scenes), since the algorithm smears
the intensity of the text across the image blocks rather than maintaining the clear binary
shading of characters and background. It is likely that there will be significant statistical
differences between an original and a JPEG-compressed image, the extent of which will be
2
It should be noted that there are Patents held on the Arithmetic coding method, but that the Huffman
coding method is to date considered free to use. The JPEG committee has an explicit goal of having the
baseline standards as free to use wherever possible
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perhaps unobserved or differently interpreted by a human observer relative to machine based
calculation.
The standard has four “modes of operation”, which are summarised briefly as follows3 :

1. Lossless encoding: the image is encoded to guarantee exact recovery of every source
image sample value (even though the result is low compression compared to the lossy
modes).
2. Sequential encoding (lossy): each image block is encoded in a single left-to-right, topto-bottom scan.
3. Progressive encoding (lossy): the image is encoded in multiple scans for applications
in which transmission time is long, and the viewer prefers to watch the image build
up in multiple coarse-to-clear passes.
4. Hierarchical encoding (lossy): the image is encoded at multiple resolutions so that
lower-resolution versions may be accessed without first having to decompress the image
at its full resolution.

Regarding these four modes of operation, some of them are not regularly used. For example,
the lossless JPEG encoding is hardly ever used, as it is relatively awkward compared to other
compression standards for no extra gain in lossless performance (it is also independent of
the DCT method of encoding and is therefore in a way inconsistent with the rest of the
standard). The encode and decode stages of this process are shown in Figure 2.6 and in
Figure 2.7 respectively.
The standard is set so that it can operate on an image holding 24 bits per pixel (8 bits per
colour space). (There does exist a 12 bit per component JPEG standard for applications
requiring higher image pixel-depth.) An image encoder uses the forward DCT method to
compress an image and a JPEG compressed codestream can be decompressed and transformed back into an image using the inverse DCT method as a decoder, as shown in Figures
2.6 and 2.7.
The DCT acts upon dimensional “blocks” of 8x8-pixel size that are extracted from the
original image. Different colour spaces are treated separately so that in effect the operation
3

these terms quoted directly from [25]
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Figure 2.6: The generic JPEG encode flow chart. Lossy stages are highlighted in blue.

is performed on several greyscale images (each representing one of the colour layers of the
original image in Y Cr CB colour space) that are combined later.
Essentially the DCT acts upon this stream of blocks, the order of which can be marked to
give the “mode of operation” desired. The next section is a description and illustration of
the implementation of the DCT method to a greyscale image.
Mathematically, the DCT is similar to the discrete Fourier transform. It is described by
equation 2.5





N
−1 N
−1
X
X
(2x + 1) uπ
(2y + 1) vπ
1
D(u, v) = √
C(u)C(v)[
p(x, y) ∗ cos
cos
]
2N
2N
2N
x=0 y=0

(2.5)

Where:
u, v are the spatial frequency components of the image, N is the number of pixels along
one side of the block, x, y are the spatial components of the block and the normalisation
coefficients are defined as:
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Figure 2.7: The generic JPEG decode flow chart. Lossy stages are highlighted in blue.

C(u), C(v) =

√1
2

for u, v = 0;

C(u), C(v) = 1 otherwise.
This simplifies for this application since it is acting upon an 8x8 tile of the image:
The forward DCT (FDCT) is in equation 2.6:





7 X
7
X
1
(2x + 1) uπ
(2y + 1) vπ
D(u, v) = C(u)C(v)[
p(x, y) ∗ cos
cos
]
4
16
16

(2.6)

x=0 y=0

Similarly this operation can be reversed for our block using the inverse DCT, shown in
equation 2.7:





7
7
1 XX
(2x + 1) uπ
(2y + 1) vπ
C(u)C(v)D(u, v) ∗ cos
cos
]
p(x, y) = [
4
16
16

(2.7)

u=0 v=0

These equations deal with the spatial frequencies within an image. The spatial frequency
of an image can be viewed as the amount of variation between pixels in the image. High
spatial frequency means that there is a lot of inter-pixel shading difference and low spatial
frequency means that there is little variation between pixels.
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Each 8x8 block is a 64-point discrete signal, which is a function of spatial image dimensions
x and y, which are aligned to the original image pixel grid. The FDCT acts upon this 64point signal to give 64 orthogonal basis signals in frequency space. The output is a set of 64
amplitudes determined by the input “signal” (the 8x8 pixel block). These 64 output values
are called the “DCT coefficients” and can be thought of as 2D spatial frequency components
of the original block (or a measure of variation between the original pixels). There will be
a 2D zero-frequency component (which can be though of as a measure of overall block
“sameness”) called the “DC coefficient” and 63 further “AC coefficients” describing sample
value difference. Examination of equation 2.6 will show that the DC value will normally
be much larger than the AC coefficients due to the normalisation conditions and the cosine
terms being maximised.
Typically, changes across a photographic image (or “realistic”, in terms of the way a humansystem interprets an image) are smooth, with few highly abrupt variations. By observation,
this will be true of the majority of 8x8 blocks in the majority of images. This lack of
harsh variation in such images is in fact an indication that most of the data in the block is
contained in the low frequencies. This is reflected in the output of the FDCT of a typical
block with lower frequency coefficients having much higher values than do the coefficients
associated with higher frequencies. Many of the high-frequency coefficients in a smooth 8x8
block will be zero or near zero. Therefore in frequency space it may be possible to encode
the values more efficiently than in dimensional space.
The division of any image into a stream of 8x8 data blocks that are treated separately
allows regions of high change (such as edges) to be preserved as they will transmit the high
frequencies appropriately, while storage space can be very heavily saved in regions of low
variation.
It is worth noting that the DCT in itself does not necessarily cause any information loss
as long as it can be perfectly computed. Unfortunately, in the computation of the DCT
coefficients there will always be a certain degree of inaccuracy, or rather difference in outcome
depending upon the method used. JPEG does not specify the required FDCT and IDCT
algorithms, but merely specifies an accuracy test at the compliance stage. This means that
different algorithms attempting to compute FDCT and IDCT from identical input images
can be JPEG compliant and yet overall produce measurably different output images.
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In reality, of course, it is quite possible that there might not be any redundancy in the
DCT coefficients of a particular image and the calculated coefficients may vary depending
upon the precise method used. Therefore there is a requirement to introduce some kind of
decision-making process as to which of the high frequency components are worth keeping and
which ones can be safely discarded. If there is a discriminating threshold set so that higher
frequencies are discarded if they are deemed to be unimportant, then extra redundancy can
be created and the file size reduced. This is the basic principle behind the JPEG standard.
In order to strip out redundant frequencies from the FDCT-calculated coefficients it is next
necessary to perform a process called “quantisation”. This draws upon an archived table
of quantisation elements. Each element in the Quantisation Table has a value between 1
and 255 that will be used to divide its corresponding FDCT-calculated DCT coefficient.
This operation is performed on an element by element basis and this strips out the least
significant frequency components, as desired. Quantisation is defined as division of each
DCT coefficient by its corresponding quantiser element followed by rounding to the nearest
integer:


D(Quantised) = Round

D(u, v)
Q(u, v)


(2.8)

Where Q(u,v) is the element from the quantisation table for frequencies u and v.
Typically the quantisation table for luminance values might be as follows:

QL =

16 11 10 16

24

40

51

61

12 12 14 19

26

58

60

55

14 13 16 24

40

57

69

56

14 17 22 29

51

87

80

62

18 22 37 56

56

109 103

77

24 35 55 64

81

104 113

92

49 64 78 87 103 121 120 101
72 92 95 98 112 100 103
and for chrominance values:

99
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17 18 24 47 99 99 99 99
18 21 26 66 99 99 99 99
24 26 56 99 99 99 99 99
QCR =

47 66 99 99 99 99 99 99
99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99
99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99
99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99
99 99 99 99 99 99 99 99

These matrices are predetermined through observer trials and are those suggested as examples in Annex K to the JPEG ISO standard ISO/IEC 10918-1, page 143 [27]. There is
no fixed Q, and it can be varied to fit application requirements. The examples above were
offered as guidelines accompanying the ISO standard.
The human visual system places a much greater emphasis upon brightness over colour.
This explains why the high frequency coefficients are divided more heavily earlier in the
chrominance table than the luminance table.
The JPEG algorithm is designed as a visually-lossless algorithm for photo-real images, and
the quantisation tables suggested are derived from experimental testing to this end.
The Q tables above can be modulated to improve or reduce the image “quality”. If we wish
to have an adjustable quantisation factor we need to multiply the elements in this matrix
by an appropriate weighting. This weighting is known as the Quality level or factor. This
factor is a number between 1 and 99 and is used as a multiplier to determine the weighting
of the quantisation.
Qmultiplier = 1 if Qualitylevel = 50
Qmultiplier =

50
Qualitylevel

Qmultiplier =

(100−Qualitylevel)
50

if Qualitylevel < 50
otherwise.

This value is then used to multiply the Quantisation matrix, with appropriate rounding.
A higher quality level lets higher frequencies through by reducing the magnitude of the
quantisation elements. A lower quality level suppresses the higher frequencies by increasing
the magnitude of the quantisation elements.
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Figure 2.8: The ZigZag JPEG transformation. This figure shows the pattern used to sort
the 8X8 grid of DCT coefficients into a line of 64 numbers. The coder follows the path
of the blue arrows in working across the grid in order to place each element in the right
order. This ordering aims to gather the low frequency coefficients at the start of the string
and the high frequency coefficients towards the end. Because many of the low frequency
components will have been stripped out of the original matrix by quantisation and rounding
this should place large numbers of zeros towards the end of the chain, allowing for more
efficient encoding. Over many blocks the DC component will be recorded as the difference
between the previous DC coefficient and the current DC component.

Finally, these blocks are then linearised using the zig-zag pattern shown in Figure 2.8. The
structure of this 64 element chain is that the first component is the DC component of the
transform and that the end components will contain relatively long chains of zero values
due to the high weighting. The chains of the individual blocks are then stitched together.
The DC component is recorded as the difference between the previous and current value, to
reduce information further. Finally, the full chain is encoded using Huffman or Arithmetic
encoding, which is generally successful due to the high levels of redundancy at the tail end
of each 64-length block, due to the quantisation.
The standard value Q50 (Qualitylevel = 50) is the original quantisation matrix derived
from experimental data: it is “expected” to produce a visually-lossless output for photo-real
imagery. Generally, increasing the Quality Factor will retain higher frequency detail in an
image and reduce the probability of introducing “blocking” artefacts into the image. The
Quality Factor is a mathematical weighting and has no relation to the perceptual quality of
an image, which is a complex process to model [28].
An illustration of the trade-off in Q-value is shown at both extremes in Figure 2.9. The
figure shows that visually-lossless representation of the scene is possible if a high Q is used,
but if Q is reduced too far the data in the 8 × 8 blocks can becomes distorted so much that
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(b) JPEG Q05 of Figure 2.1

Figure 2.9: Demonstration of JPEG. The image quality of (a) is visually indistinguishable
from the original, the image quality of (b) is dreadful, showing strong blocking artefacts.
The filesizes are 72 kbytes and 6 kbytes respectively, relative to an original image of 151
kbytes.

some blocks become artefacts with an average value approximating the local content, but
destroying and quality. There is a trade-off therefore about which Q gives a balance between
visual quality and the storage size.
bits per pixel (bpp) is a good measure of compression performance because it allows for
comparison between compression techniques. In an 8-bit greyscale image the raw filesize is
8 bpp and in an RGB image it is 24 bpp. The image size in Figure 2.1 is 440 by 583 pixels a total of 256626 pixels, while the filesizes are 72 kbytes and 6 kbytes respectively for Q90
and Q5, shown in Figure 2.9. The storage size, therefore of the Q90 case is approximately
0.281 bpp and the Q5 case approximately 0.023 bpp.
JPEG2000. There are several limitations with JPEG compressed images while using them
in many applications and this drove the JPEG committee to develop a new standard,
JPEG2000, based on different compression methods while attempting to follow the same
general framework. In general, JPEG2000 has not (at time of print) become a popular
standard, possibly due to the licensing costs associated with it. It is well used in certain
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specialist applications that require highly compressed images to be transmitted over limited
bandwidths.
JPEG2000 holds a certain similarity in architecture to JPEG, but has a different mathematical basis and many more features [29]. The core of this system is described in part 1 of the
JPEG2000 standard [3]. JPEG 2000 is based on the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT),
scalar quantisation, context modelling, arithmetic coding and post-compression rate allocation. The DWT can be performed with the reversible Le Gall (5,3) taps filter which
provides support for lossless coding [30], or otherwise the non-reversible Daubechies (9,7)
taps biorthogonal one can be used, which provides for overall higher compression but cannot
run losslessly [31]. The quantiser is independent for each sub-band and follows an embedded deadzone scalar approach. Each sub-band is divided into rectangular “code-blocks”,
typically 64 coefficients wide and 64 tall, and then entropy coded using context modelling
and bit-plane arithmetic coding. The coded data is organized in “layers”, which correspond
to quality levels, using the post-compression rate allocation and output to the codestream
in packets. The output codestream is parseable and can be resolution, layer, position or
component progressive, or any combination thereof. Resolution levels may be specified as
a part of the input. JPEG 2000 has several features arising from the nature of the coding
process. Examples include random access, which is possible because of the independent
coding of the code-blocks and the packetised structure of the codestream. There is also
the possibility to encode images with arbitrarily-shaped Regions of Interest (ROI) [32]. Because the sub-bands are encoded bit-plane by bit-plane, regions of the image can be selected
that will precede the rest in the codestream by scaling of the sub-band samples so that the
bit-planes encoded first only contain ROI information while subsequent ones only contain
background information. The decoder only requires the factor by which the samples were
scaled. The scaling can then be inverted based only on the amplitude of the samples. Other
features within the standard include simple rotation, multicomponent images, palletised
colour, error-resilience and compressed domain lossless flipping.
An example of the JPEG2000 process applied to our test image is shown in Figure 2.10.
The filesize of the image on the left of the image in Figure 2.10 is only 16kb and the one
on the right is 4 kb. This is equivalent to bpp values of 0.0623 and 0.0156 respectively,
considerably better than for JPEG. One issue with the JPEG2000 algorithm is that the
artefacts produced at high compression levels are perceived as more visually-disturbing
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(b) JPEG 2000 of Figure 2.1:“-rate” 0.125 bpp

Figure 2.10: The image quality of (a) is visually indistinguishable from the original, the
quality of (b) is poor. The filesizes are 16 kbytes and 4 kbytes respectively, relative to an
original png image of 151 kbytes.

than the blocking artefacts produced by JPEG, as can be seen by comparison of the right
images in Figures 2.9 and 2.10 [33, 34].
PNG. Portable Network Graphics (PNG) is a W3C recommendation for free coding of still
images [1]. It is a commonly used lossless image compression algorithm. It is based on a
predictive scheme and entropy coding. The prediction is done on the three nearest causal
neighbours and there are five predictors that can be selected on a line-by-line basis. The
entropy coding uses the Deflate algorithm of the popular Zip file compression utility, which
is based on LZ77 coupled with Huffman coding. PNG is capable of lossless compression
only and supports grey scale, palletised colour and true colour, an optional alpha plane,
interlacing and other features. The algorithm achieves a storage size of 151kb for the example
image in Figure 2.1, corresponding to 0.588 bpp.

2.1.1

Region of interest compression

There has been much recent work using the concept of visual saliency to define image
regions of interest for image and video compression. The principal is straightforward: keep
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the salient information at high fidelity and blur or undersample the remainder of the image
to achieve efficient encoding. As we have discussed, the effects of this are not necessarily
straightforward to estimate.
Much of the visually relevant information in video is concentrated in a small area of the
image, typically towards that area that the narrow-angle focus of the human eye subtends
to. Itti presents a model of foveal attention in video using blur away from the image centres
[35], illustrated in Figure 2.11. The Figure shows the success of the technique at picking up
narrow areas of salient information: in a video running at full rate, a given observer’s visual
attention is focussed over a narrow area of the image allowing for smaller filesize encoding.
Itti blurs the data in each frame to a progressively higher degree as the distance away from
the salient area increases to show that the proposed method is effective in both predicting
human attention regions and improving subjective video quality while keeping the same bit
rate.
Yu et al. used gaze-direction tracking to justify treating saliency as distinct across scales [36].
They then reduced the entropy across the image, per scale, and also used psychophysical
experiments to validate the approach. They produce some compelling imagery based on
wavelet compression, as illustrated in Figure 2.12.
Rahtu et al. addressed the segmentation of salient objects from images and video (although
they did not progress to compression) using conditional random fields [37]. Slowe et al.
proposed an early region-of-interest finder which was applied to images prior to compression,
but did not use the advanced concept of pre-cognitive saliency [38]. Dhavale and Itti applied
their bottom-up, biological model of human visual saliency to MPEG in a multi-foveated
scheme, yet did not consider the notion of a set task based around object recognition [39].
The technique of Itti involving pre-compression blur seems the most straightforward way of
enhancing the region-of-interest for a given filesize and has the advantages that no modification of the compression standard is required.
Region-of-interest (ROI) image coding is one of the features included in the JPEG2000 image
coding standard, but some people have proposed enhancement of this ROI. For example,
Zhang proposes a Perceptually Optimized Shift (POShift) ROI method for the JPEG2000
code in which the bitplanes are aligned based on perceptually optimized order, which makes
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Figure 2.11: Examples of predicted priority maps for two settings of Itti’s model. (a)
Maxnorm feature normalization, continuous priority map (0 virtual foveas), foveation pyramid depth 4. (b) Fancynorm, three foveas, depth 6. Top left: original frame. Top right:
foveated frame (with fovea centers marked by yellow squares when using discrete foveas).
Bottom left: saliency map (brighter for higher saliency). Bottom right: priority map (darker
for higher priority). (From [35].)

the visually most important bitplanes (in both ROI and BG) to be priority coded [40].
However, the limits of JPEG2000 ROI compression are nowhere extensively documented.
In using any salient region detector to enhance compression performance, this thesis will
look at pre-blur applied to images prior to JPEG application and integrating any proposed
segmentation into the existing JPEG2000 compliant ROI encoder mechanism.
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Figure 2.12: Examples of images generated using the Yu saliency prediction. The images
are of equivalent filesizes. (From [36].)

2.1.2

Summary of image processing algorithm review

The range of algorithms described above is not exhaustive by any means. Clearly lossless
compression is best wherever it is practical, but “lossy” compression algorithms, while mathematically destructive do not necessarily cause visual damage to an image. Indeed, there is
a clear tendency to build the human interpretation into the design of the algorithm wherever
it is helpful. For example, extensive observer trials were used to determine the architecture
of JPEG; there is consideration made about where observers direct their visual attention to
exploit region of interest compression; in contrast enhancement there is adaptive stitching
of image tiles to avoid the generation of distracting artefacts. The major problem is that
these algorithms remain highly parameterised and only offer “rule of thumb” guidance as to
their impact. The following section reviews attempts to measure image processing impact.

2.2

Sensor modelling and image processing impact

There has been much debate in the remote sensing industry about how best to model the
performance of electro-optic sensors. The standard process for sensor modelling is to estimate spatial frequency transmissions through the chain of optical and electrical components
designed to capture the scene energy. This frequency data is then compared with archive
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data on how observers cope with different target classes for particular image energy classes
(e.g. visible or infrared waveband). It was initially proposed to examine algorithms as
another component in the sensor modelling chain and thus build algorithm impact directly
into traditional sensor models. This section describes the current state-of-the-art in sensor
modelling and literature pertaining to the challenge of modelling algorithms in a sensor
modelling environment.

2.2.1

Imaging Sensor Performance Modelling

The performance of optical sensor systems can be modelled in terms of their ability to
detect, recognise and identify objects within their fields of view. Image processing algorithms
offer many application-specific advantages to images that are collected from sensors, such
as noise reduction, edge enhancement or compression, and are becoming core components
of any surveillance system. What impact an image-processing algorithm has on the end
performance in terms of detection, recognition and identification range ,“DRI”, of a sensor
system is not yet fully understood and current sensor models cannot predict their effects,
except in the a few special cases such as contrast stretching [11].
There are many different optical sensors available e.g. visible-range CCTV Cameras, near-IR
detectors and thermal (far IR) detectors. Their end use could be in a passive surveillance
system or an active investigation system (such as in radar or in an MRI scanner). All
electro-optic (EO) systems experience a certain degree of error (“noise”) that will be translated into the image produced as an output. Noise cannot be eliminated completely - it
is a fundamental characteristic of electronic systems due to thermal effects upon electrons
(Chapter 18, Holst [11]). Most EO systems are not limited in performance by fundamental
effects but instead have noise limitations due to many phenomena. Apart from the electronics, there are factors such as the atmospheric density and turbulence, the collection optics
and the lighting conditions, all of which will combine to introduce noise into the collected
images (Chapters 4 & 15 Holst [11] and Chapter 1.4, Fox, [41]). Furthermore, there is
a wavelength-dependence in many sensors that introduces different resolution capabilities
between systems.
In the images generated from sensors, image processing can be used to de-noise images,
e.g. SUSAN [42] or the median filter, pp. 469-476 in [22], as well as highlighting scene
features, e.g. CLAHE [23], or in compression, e.g. JPEG [2] to relieve bandwidth strain in
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onward transmission, often in combination [43]. In order to examine the impact of image
processing on DRI range performance it is necessary to describe in detail the various DRI
criteria available and under what circumstances they are valid.

2.2.2

Industrial benchmarks of task performance

The standard benchmark of observer task performance through digital sensors is the Johnson Criterion, based upon the early work of Johnson [44]. Johnson proposed that the
visualisation of targets be broken into four categories of tasks. “Detection” (an object of
potential military interest is present: object vs. noise), “Orientation” (the object is approximately symmetrical or unsymmetrical and its orientation may be discerned: side view
vs. front view), “Recognition” (the class to which the object belongs: e.g. tank, truck,
man) and “Identification” (the object is discerned with sufficient clarity to specify the type:
e.g. T-52 tank or friendly jeep) [11]. Using scale models of battlefield military targets he
proposed that their categorisation could be modelled by an equivalent black-and-white bartarget matched across the minimum dimension of the model targets viewed through through
electro-optical devices, such as image intensifiers. Since there is substantial variation in any
group of observers, Johnson published his bar-target data at the level where 50% of a group
of observers would succeed in the task. This is referred to as the N50 level. His findings
were adapted slightly to form the industry standard described as the Johnson Criteria: Detection: 1.0 cycles across the minimum dimension, Aim: 2.5 cycles across the minimum
dimension, Classical Recognition: 4.0 cycles across minimum dimension, Identification: 8.0
cycles across the minimum dimension [11, 44]. The methods used by Johnson have been
expanded to give the number of cycles required for DRI across the full range of detection
probabilities (0-100%). This is known as the Target Transfer Probability Function (TTPF)
and for each probability level gives a multiplying factor to the required number of cycles
across the target for each discrimination task [11]. The TTPF is given below.

TTPF =

(N/N50 )E
1 + (N/N50 )E

(2.9)

where N50 is the probability level equating to 50% of a population able to discriminate
the object to the required level. and E is an experimentally derived constant. E = 3.76.
Biberman provides a detailed discussion of the TTPF [45].
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The Johnson criterion is a good guideline for Target Acquisition (TA) based DRI in an image
but there are a few issues. The first problem is that it is analysing a two-dimensional object
using only a one-dimensional model, meaning that potential information on other axes is
not examined. There is also a wavelength dependence meaning that there are substantial
differences between the visible and the IR bands and there is potentially great confusion
between similar vehicles even in the same wave band, as described by Leachtenauer [46].
There has been work on further sub-categorising the tasks (extending the discrimination
levels) by introducing categories such as “clutter rejection”, “Identification friend or foe”
and breaking down the detection band into probability levels (pages 412-413, Holst [11]).
One of the main issues in terms of fitting these objects into digital imagery is that images
are based on a square grid. If a bar target is averaged out over several pixels (e.g. if a
four-cycle bar target is spread over a range of ten pixels) this will result in a reduction of
contrast in the bar-target, thus causing some degradation in the human interpretation of
the scene.
Vollmerhausen et al. have identified a target acquisition prediction based system called
the Targeting Task Performance (TTP) metric [47]. This new metric takes the human
eye’s contrast threshold function into account and is able to deal with sampled imagers and
certain digital image enhancement operations (such as contrast modification) to collected
images. This is an improvement on the Johnson method, the flaw of which is that there is
an assumption that the performance of a sensor is defined by the highest spatial frequency
“visible” at the average target-to-background contrast. Further work has been done in order
to translate the vast quantities of archived Johnson Criterion cycle data to the TTP and it
has been found that the relationship between Johnson and TTP is a scale factor of 1 : 2.7
for the recognition and identification tasks [48].
An alternative method to the target-acquisition basing is the National Image Interpretability
Rating Scale (NIIRS). This scale is used in the Intelligence-Surveillance-Reconnaissance
(ISR) classification of images. This method is a ten-point scale running from 0 to 9 that
rates aerial photography on the basis of identifiable detail within the images (see pages
461-463, Holst [11] and [49]). Desired military reconnaissance features describe the detaillevels on the scale. It has different descriptions based upon resolvable detail from different
waveband sensors – Visible, IR, Thermal and Radar. 0 means that the target is entirely
obscured and as the scale rating increases the resolution improves and is described explicitly
for each sensor wave band in terms of resolvable object features. Work has been done on
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translating between the Target Acquisition and ISR basis, including parametric models,
in order that information from different sensor classes can be interpreted more easily and
disseminated to the relevant groups in a battlefield scenario [50].
Another method of identification is Triangle Orientation Discrimination (TOD) threshold
that determines the spatial spectra distribution of a non-periodic standard triangle pattern.
The modulation effects on such a pattern by an imaging system are then analysed and
modelled [51]. Present work on staring thermal imagers suggests that current models can
be developed further to predict the TOD for a wide range of sensors [52].
In terms of other metrics for object identification within an image, there is a correlation
between ability to detect potential targets within an image and the “clutter” or detail in
an image. The ability to detect potential targets reduces as the clutter increases. This is
intuitive: a distant object in front of trees is more difficult to pick out from a scene than
an object silhouetted against the sky. It can be broadly split into three classes - “high”,
“moderate” and “low”, based upon the signal to clutter ratio in a square cell of side dimensions twice the minimum dimensions of the target [53]. The Johnson criterion was originally
tested against a bland background (i.e. no distractors from the target) and so it is not valid
in high-clutter situations [44]. Tests have managed to derive a target transfer probability
function in the presence of these three distinctive levels of clutter [53]. The 50% detection
probability-level number of cycles across the target (at which the Johnson criterion is based)
is found to require multiplicative factors of 0.5 for low clutter, 1.0 for moderate clutter and
2.5 for high clutter. However, clutter only affects detection and the other task brackets of
recognition & identification are not affected by the presence of background clutter (page 420,
Holst [11]). Three target acquisition performance measures in the presence of clutter are
described in the work of Rotman and Aviram [54]. The three clutter metrics described are
probability of edge (PoE), local contrast (DOYLE) and statistical image texture. Broadly
speaking these metrics describe the possibility of an observer confusing the background clutter in a still image with the target within it. Work on the subject of detection of objects
in cluttered images has been written by Brunnstrom et al. which summarises the methods
discussed above as well as explaining in some detail some perceptually based models for
image discrimination [55]. Some authors refer to background clutter as the “complexity” of
an image.
DRI may improve between frames of video of a scene. An object on a road may be more
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Figure 2.13: Clock being imaged by a lens onto a screen; a point source in the scene
(upper right) becomes a point spread function blur in the image (lower left). (From [57].)

easily distinguished as a vehicle from background features (such as a rock) over several
frames if it is observed to be moving, as described by Szu et al. [56]. This observation is in
fact related to visual saliency (described extensively later in this chapter).

2.2.3

Spatial frequency transmission through system components

All of the DRI criteria discussed above rely upon an assessment of the ability of an observer
to perceive spatial frequency detail and to separate it from the background. Clearly, the
range os spatial frequency transmitted through optical system components is essential to
assess how the system will affect DRI.
Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) is a way of measuring the spatial frequency through
an optical component. It is derived from the point spread function in optics, illustrated in
Figure 2.13: each point source in the object becomes a point spread function (psf) in the
image. Each point in space in the original image is blurred by the optical components in
the system (in this example a single lens) before it is projected onto the the screen. This
process is repeated for each of the infinite number of points in the scene. The image is the
sum of all the individual blurs.
Assuming that the PSF is constant over the image, then the image can be represented as a
convolution of the PSF over the scene. If h(x, y) represents the spatial shape (the intensity
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distribution) of the point spread function, then h(x − xf, y − yf ) represents a point spread
function at location (xf, yf ) in the image plane. If scn(xf, yf ) describes the brightness of
the object scene, and img(x, y) is the brightness of the image, then we have equation 2.104 .

Z

∞

Z

∞

img(x, y) =
−∞

h(x − x0 , y − y 0 )scn(x0 , y 0 )dx0 dy 0

(2.10)

−∞

A convolution in space corresponds to a multiplication in frequency, the optical system is a
spatial filter:

IM G(ξ, η) = H(ξ, η)SCN (ξ, η)

(2.11)

in which IM G(ξ, η) is the Fourier transform of the image, img, SCN (ξ, η) is the Fourier
transform of the scene, scn and H(ξ, η)is the Optical Transfer Function (OTF). ξ and η
are the spatial frequencies in the x and y directions, respectively, the units of which are
cycles per millimetre or cycles per milliradian. To keep image intensity proportional to
scene intensity, the OTF of the optics is normalized by the total area under the PSF blur
spot using equation 2.12.

R∞ R∞
H(ξ, η) =

−j2πξx

−j2πηy

e
−∞ −∞ h(x, y)e
R∞
−∞ h(x, y)dxdy

dxdy

(2.12)

The Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) of the optics is the magnitude of the function
H(ξ, η): |H(ξ, η)|. The Phase Transfer Function (PTF) can be ignored if the PSF is symmetrical.
There are models that attempt to gain a “system MTF” by calculating the point spread
functions of every component in an optical system, such as the atmosphere, optics, detector,
electronics, display and observer eyes. These components all contribute to add blur (spread)
to the system, as shown in equation 2.13 in the spatial domain (in which ∗ denotes the
convolution process: see 2.1) and in equation 2.14 in the frequency domain.

hsystem (x, y) = hatm (x, y) ∗ hopt (x, y) ∗ hdet (x, y) ∗ helec (x, y) ∗ hdisp (x, y) ∗ heye (x, y) (2.13)
4

The following discussion on the MTF being from [57] and [58]
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Hsystem (ξ, η) = Hatm (x, y) × Hopt (ξ, η) × Hdet (ξ, η) × Helec (ξ, η) × Hdisp (ξ, η) × Heye (ξ, η)
(2.14)
In this way, the system modulation transform is the product of the component modulation
transfer functions. Modelling this process by estimating a system MTF is involved and
there are many tools to aid design, usually involving passing information from laboratory
and field tests on system components into a unified model. A basic model is proposed by
Winzell [59], but the model is only relatively basic and considers a wide range of factors,
such as turbulance, aerosol, sensor noise, angular dependencies, sampling limits and optical
blur factors. NVTherm is an advanced modelling tool to estimate the system MTF of sensor
systems, covering more blur-contributions [57]. Such models make the assumption that the
blur caused by the system optics (the optical PSF) is the same anywhere within the region
of the image being analysed: the image of a point source does not change with position.
The system is “shift-invariant”. This is not a wholly accurate assumption, but it does
allow for performer range calculations to be calculated within an acceptable margin of error
by correlating the transmitted frequencies with archived observer performance information,
such as the Johnson Criteria. An example of the MTF correction for target undersampling
by NVTherm is shown in Figure 2.14.
An example of the target acquisition model is shown in Figure 2.15. In this figure, produced
for thermal imaging, “MRT” is the Minimum Resolvable Temperature, which corresponds
to the Minimum Resolvable Contrast.
At its most basic form it is a two dimensional function giving the fractional transmission
of spatial frequency through a system. The individual MTFs of system components can be
combined multiplicatively to give the overall MTF of a system. If the MTF can be applied
successfully to image processing algorithms then all that is required to combine this to sensor
performance is to multiply the algorithm MTF with the MTF of the sensor component chain.
The NVTherm model explicitly allows for custom MTFs to be inserted and so this is an
attractive idea for sensor modellers. The spatial frequency transmitted by the system could
be compared directly to the DRI criteria above to give range information. Unfortunately
the MTF method is only valid under certain conditions: the processing performed must be
linear and spatially shift invariant (Chapter 4, Holst [11]). Some algorithms such as edge
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Figure 2.14: Application of the MTF “squeeze” estimation for undersampled targets (i.e.
targets at less than Nyquist). Contraction is calculated based on total spurious response
ratio in each direction. Contraction of frequency axis is applied to both horizontal and
vertical MTF. Contraction is applied to signal MTF, not the noise MTF. (From [57].)

enhancement are linear and shift invariant, but others such as compression can be highly
non-linear and non shift-invariant, for example JPEG as described above. The MTF can be
used as an approximation to non-linear systems, but only those very close to being linear,
which is not necessarily predictable.
In terms of relating the MTF to spatial frequency transmission there are numerous methods
for assessing the impact of an algorithm on an embedded frequency pattern in an image.
These methods can generally be described as image quality metrics. There are two kinds
of image quality metrics. The first class is made of metrics based on mathematical error
analysis of an algorithm. These include Mean Square Error (MSE), Peak Signal to Noise
Ratio (PSNR), correlation and other statistical methods employed to assess the difference
between images after passing through an image processing algorithm. Raw error measures
tend to work best when the distortion is due to additive noise contamination [60]. It is
often the case that an error assessment will have the same value, but that the nature of the
information loss is different [61, 62]. This can lead to the assessment having little to do with
the human-observed effect on an image. The second class of image quality metrics is based
upon subjective, human interpretation-based models. There is evidence that such models
could potentially be used to model the effects of non-linear, non-shift invariant algorithms
such as compression [63]. These psychophysical-result based models avoid the potential
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Figure 2.15: Tactical Acquisition Process using NVTherm. A target of given dimensions
subtending a certain number of cycles to the imager captured at a given resolvable temperature will be detected, recognised or identified at particular ranges from the sensor. The
TTPF can then be used to assign probabilities of discrimination at particular ranges. (From
[57].)

ambiguity of using pure image statistics, but are potentially costly to perform and can
prove to be very task specific.
In terms of the experimental methodology of analysing how spatial frequencies are passed
through an algorithm, there are many ways that can be considered. One is to embed
spatial frequency related targets into an image, operate the processing algorithm upon it
and compare the effect of the algorithm over the localised zone where the “target” was
embedded by comparison between the original and the processed imagery. Another method
is to use an automatic target recognition (ATR) algorithm to search for embedded target
information to give a probability of success, such as performed by Ruch and Dufour [64].
Which metrics are used depend upon the nature of the task.
There is a certain desirable ordering to the application of image processing algorithms.
For example, the presence of noise in an image severely degrades the performance of lossy
compression algorithms compared to un-noisy images [43]. It would therefore be desirable
to perform possible linear noise-cleaning operations before applying the compression algorithms. Unfortunately, the MTF of a compression algorithm is not automatically a viable
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measurement that can simply be multiplied with the MTF of the linear noise-removal algorithm to give an overall frequency transmission. The MTF of non-linear algorithms such as
compression can vary widely depending upon the method used. Jenkin [65] suggests that
the first order Weiner kernel transform could be used as an alternative to the MTF measure,
but it is still a forced linearisation of non-linear data.
There have been many attempts to apply quality metrics to compression algorithms, but
few of these actually address the specific question of how to apply an MTF-like metric to a
DRI measure through a non-linear algorithm. Ekstein et al. consider model observers and
how they can be used to preserve image quality in an optimal fashion [66]. They look at two
scenarios. The first is “Signal Known Exactly but Variable” task (SKEV), in which the signal
varies (in size and shape) from trial to trial but is known to the observer. In the second,
“Signal Known Statistically” (SKS) the signal varies from trial to trial and the observer
does not have knowledge of which signal is present in that trial. The model observers
and real human performance at detecting artificial medical defects in real medical images
are analysed. They found that the model outperforms basic metrics at matching human
performance and suggest that SKEV models could be used as a good first approximation
for automated evaluation of the more clinically realistic SKS task. Caimi et al. address
the impact of image compression algorithms on automated target recognition, presenting
quality and performance measures for ATR designed specifically for image compression [67].
They analyse spatial measures such as cut-off frequency, effect of greyscale quantisation
on variance, measures of texture preservation, and statistics of the modulation transfer
function (MTF) and present statistics on the reliability of each method. Stengrimson and
Simon present work on quality measurement of the JPEG2000 algorithm and what levels
might be suitable for different image classes [33].
Cox and Driggers address this issue directly using an Information Transfer Function (ITF)
[68]. The proposed ITF has the “complexity” of the scene portrayed in the image as the
limiting factor of the transmission of spatial frequency data. The complexity is calculated
as a global measure across the image by taking all spatial frequencies in both axial directions and applying a progressively higher weighting to progressively higher frequencies and
summing them to give an integer value. The conceptual ITF is an MTF-like descriptive
method of spatial frequency transmission through a compression algorithm in the presence
of background clutter. They postulate that a distinct surface of the above general form
will exist for each compression ratio, such as that illustrated in Figure 2.16. In Figure 2.16
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the concept of the ITF is laid out as slices of modulation transfer function: as the level of
complexity in an image (high frequency detail) increases, the range of spatial frequencies
that can be transmitted through the algorithm for a given compression ratio reduces. This
is equivalent to saying that if the compression ratio required is fixed (due to external factors, such as bandwidth constraints) there is a limit to the volume of high frequency spatial
detail that can be retained. A high background clutter will prevent high spatial frequency
detail from being transmitted through the algorithm and such detail will be irretrievably
lost. There is a flat region of the surface that suggests safe transmission of all data. This
ITF diagram is conceptual.

Figure 2.16: Conceptual Information Transfer Function for a generic compression algorithm applied to obtain a given compression ratio (from [68]). This is effectively a series
of MTF-like plots showing the transmission of spatial frequencies for images of calculated
“complexity” levels (complexity is a measure of high frequency content, defined in equation
3.1). In this theoretical model, since the compression ratio is fixed, if there is high complexity, the spatial frequencies that can pass through the algorithm are more limited than
of the image is of low complexity. As such, the compression algorithm at fixed compression
ratio acts as a high pass filter with a dependency on image content. Note that there is a
plateau at which all information can pass through the algorithm.

Cox and Driggers examined the ITF concept using two images and three distinct compression
ratios. They embedded bar targets of discrete spatial frequencies in an image of determined
complexity. Complexity is in this context is calculated by a progressively weighted sum of
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all spatial frequencies in a digital image, such that the higher frequencies receive a higher
weighting. The complexity is a global measure of the detail (spatial frequency variation)
across an image. The images incorporating the targets were then compressed at different
ratios to allow the background imagery to interfere with the bar targets while undergoing
the compression algorithm. The pre- and post-compression bar targets were compared using
MSE and correlation comparisons to give the ITF.
They did observe some trends indicating the above general conceptual pattern through twodimensional cross sections, but their lack of error analysis and clear guidance on how they
performed their research leaves much to be examined.
Subsequent tests have found that an MTF for compression algorithms is a good approximation under certain conditions, confirming the above conceptual transform to be true within
limitations [69].
Hadar et al. cite the ITF work in their attempt to fit an MTF to compression but do
not give their impression of the ITF process in detail [70, 71]. They do provide some
light analysis, however. They use five test images for JPEG compression, four of which
are artificial “target” images containing different kinds of frequency information. Their
technique JPEG-compresses each image and performs a correlation analysis for each image.
They claim that it “can be easily shown” that for stationary images the correlation ITF is
identical to the MTF for correlation. This is not entirely correct. The way that they are
choosing to define the MTF is such that this is true if performing the correlation globally
across an image of a target containing frequency information. This could be a special case of
the ITF, where the image is the probe but in reality the ITF will usually be quite different,
acting over the local region of the image. Beyond this, the authors ignore the ITF approach,
failing to address the issue of image complexity.
They continue to attempt a measure of an “average” MTF for a compressed image. The
MTF of a real image is clearly an inappropriate measure due to the non-linear, shift-invariant
nature of JPEG but they claim that it gives an “indication about the global decompressed
image quality”. The test set of artificial imagery that they have used is unlikely to react
well to JPEG as the JPEG standard was designed to preserve photo-realistic images, so any
statistical difference will not be a “good” test of how the algorithm reacts to real images.
There is only one real image analysed, of which the only detail revealed is that it is “of trees”
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in the first paper. The second paper uses the famous “Lena” image. The authors state that
the MTF does not indicate distortion such as blocking effects. Such blocking effects are
actually very heavy JPEG approximations that start to occur at high levels of compression
and impact heavily on the observer’s impression of the scene. It can therefore be concluded
from this paper that the MTF is a poor measure of performance of highly compressed JPEG
images. There was no attempt to measure how the MTF that was calculated for the single
real image fitted-in with observer performance. It is clear that their measures are too specific
to be a good enough measure to predict range performance through an image-processing
algorithm except in the very widest sense. Their proposed measures are inadequate to deal
with the effects of general images undergoing general levels of compression.
Work addressing the problem of assessing the impact of compression on sensor performance
directly is “Effects of Image Compression on Sensor Performance” by O’Shea et al. [72]. In
this paper there is an attempt to use the DCT analysis in JPEG to derive a “compression
MTF” approximation and the authors attempt to validate their results by comparing human
observer tests with their MTF-based model to provide prediction of range performance.
The basic premise behind their work is that the DCT-based JPEG is intrinsically similar to a
typical MTF found in sensor systems: low frequencies survive well while high frequencies are
cut-off through the quantisation process. Their approach is clearly going to be problematic
as the quantisation causes some extreme rounding in some cases, but since the implementer
controls the quantisation process, it should be possible to calculate an approximate prediction of frequency decline in an MTF-like way that can be used in a sensor model. They
looked at an image set of standard military targets collected using a LWIR (Long Wave
Infra-Red) camera. This is significant because the output from such a camera is usually
quite different from images collected in the visual spectrum. Characteristics of such images
are usually that the target is quite distinct from the background. A typical image is shown
in Figure 2.17 for the purpose of illustration.
It is worth noting that it is possible that JPEG might not be the best algorithm for realistic
compression of this class of image as the standard is designed to deal with slow-changing,
photo-real images while the above image has somewhat more abrupt changes. (In fact,
the authors examined JPEG2000 observer trials and found that for this class of image the
performance of JPEG2000 is far superior to that of JPEG). The image set used in the tests
contained less detail that the sample image displayed in Figure 2.17.
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Figure 2.17: An example of a thermal image: an Airbus A380 captured by Thales Catherine MP camera. Thales Optronics, by permission.

In order to calculate their MTF, they assume that a quantised matrix of DCT coefficients
gives an approximation of the MTF loss on an image block induced by JPEG compression. Given the nature of their test set as mainly uniformly-coloured targets against darker
backgrounds they state that for an image where the target is essentially white in frequency
spectrum and the target to background contrast known, a nominal “block” to represent the
entire image can be constructed. The DCT of this conglomerate 8x8 block can then be
taken to give the MTF approximation. The target spectrum is not white, but has in fact
been filtered by the components that make up the sensor that has collected the image. This
approximation was made because it is a simple case to model and because this was the first
analysis into this method.
The effective MTF matrices were calculated using the known image target contrast and
a known image intensity mean of 128. The values that they calculated for their image
set led to an “MTF” DCT coefficient matrix for the whole image of 64 elements valued
“24” (rounded down from 26.5). This arises from the assumption that the spectrum of the
target is white - in most images the high frequency components have already been filtered
by numerous imager MTFs and so there will be a preponderance towards lower frequency
coefficients. Continuing, the authors then divided this MTF DCT matrix by two different
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quantisation factors representing quality levels of 20 and 60. The 2D MTF was taken as
the ratio of the original “white spectrum” image DCT to the quantised, normalised to 1 at
the peak ratio. This 2D “MTF” was then approximated by the 2D product of a single 1D
Gaussian MTF by itself. The authors say that this approximation was a “gross” one. It
may have been required for convenient input to the sensor performance model. The derived
JPEG MTFs were then used to predict the range performance of an observer for the two
quality levels. They found that the JPEG-MTF based modelling overestimated the range
performance substantially when compared to the results of their perception experiments
using trained observers on the same image set. The authors conclude their paper by saying
that a simple Gaussian MTF is not suitable to predict JPEG effects.
Considering the findings above, it can be concluded that “average” measures of the degradation through MTF-like means do not properly convey the visual impact of JPEG on the
way that an observer interprets it. The approaches are very specific by design, but the
method of O’Shea et al. is at least working from the right direction. They have looked at
the algorithm and have attempted to fit the model to the way that the algorithm works.
The obvious failing here is that this method still attempts to use a pan-image estimate
of frequency content by setting-up a “representative” matrix of DCT coefficients to cover
the whole image. This ignores the way that JPEG acts upon 8x8 blocks individually. The
JPEG process introduces substantial statistical errors in each block, which have a non-linear
relationship to the human interpretation of global image quality. Most of these errors arise
through the quantisation process and rounding, in both the coding and the reconstruction
directions. How large the error is depends upon the original frequency content and upon the
quantisation used. This in turn will dictate how close an MTF is able to describe the JPEG
process. As the MTF is only an approximation, and likely a bad one for highly non-linear
and shift-variant blocks, perhaps the MTF here described needs to be considered as a range
of possible MTF approximations based upon local frequency content. This is actually very
similar to the ITF idea proposed by Cox and Driggers [68].

2.2.4

The effect of image processing on human performance

There have been some attempts at analysing the performance of observers against image
processing operations and noting these effects for use in sensor modelling tools. These experiments use extensive observer performance testing and compare to modelling predictions.
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Observer testing forms a part of this literature review, and is described later in section
2.6. Here we are considering the state of art in predicting observer performance after the
application of image processing.
Contrast enhancement in infrared imagers is considered by Bosq and Fanning [73]. They
perform observer trials in images using contrast enhancement and compare observer “identification” performance on contrast-enhanced images to that on unenhanced images. Contrast
enhancement is then modelled in the US Army thermal target acquisition model (NVThermIP) by changing the scene contrast temperature. The model predicts improved performance based on any improved target contrast, regardless of feature saturation or enhancement. To account for the equivalent blur associated with each contrast enhancement algorithm, an additional effective MTF was calculated and added to the model, this being
possible due to the shift-invariance of the contrast enhancement processes. The measured
results are compared with the predicted performance based on the target task difficulty metric used in NVThermIP and the effect of contrast enhancement can be modelled successfully.
This is also stated explicitly in the introduction to Holst [11].
The impact of magnification on target performance are looked at by Teaney and Fanning
using similar observer experiments [74]. The US Army target acquisition models have a
dependence on magnification, due in part to the structure of the observer Contrast Threshold
Function (CTF) used in the model. The perception studies are used to quantify under- and
over- magnification within the model and the correlation between observer performance and
model prediction are presented.
The effects of target aspect angle, dynamic imaging, and signal processing are considered
in the work of Beintema et al. [75]. The signal processes considered were DSR (Dynamic
Super Resolution) and LACE (Local Adaptive Contrast Enhancement). They found that
the effects of DSR were less than predicted by conventional models and that the LACE
algorithm obtained the same performance levels as on an image optimised manually. Superresolution versus dither is assessed by Fanning and Reynolds in and demonstrates that
accurate performance modelling is possible within a sensor modelling framework [76].
Dixon et al. provide a good discussion of measures of success for multi-band image fusion
post-compression and related assessment in objective and subjective tasks in [77]. They find
some success for specific applications but generic metrics are still not achieved. They do not
attempt to integrate their approach into sensor modelling.
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Tests on video compression by Espinola et al. show that modelling is not yet linked to real
observer performance [78]. (Compare this with the similar study for still images described
above, [72].) They study and attempt to quantify the effect of various video compression
algorithms and their impact on tank identification performance using a series of controlled
human perception tests on three dynamic simulated scenarios: target moving/sensor static,
target static/sensor static, sensor tracking the target. Again, the effect of compression is
difficult to model because of the divergence from linearity and shift-invariance.

2.2.5

Summary of sensor modelling and image processing impact

While the impact of certain contrast enhancement algorithms on observer performance
through sensors can be successfully modelled, the same is not true for compression algorithms. Many experiments involve extensive observer testing to reach negative results:
seeking general impact measures of observer performance on processed imagery is prohibitive
in terms of time and in likelihood of results being obtained.
Observer performance modelling of sensors is well advanced, involving assessment of frequency transmission through multi-component systems in combination with archived observer experimental performance to give accurate predictions. Assessing the MTF of image
processing algorithms has the attraction of fitting directly into these models. However,
unless the processing operations have linear and shift-invariant characteristics, the MTF
assumptions break down and provide highly questionable results. The ITF approach of Cox
and Driggers provides a potential method of measuring approximative “slices” of MTF for
compression algorithms [68].

2.3

Artificial texture generation

There are some very successful texture generators. A good illustration of the power of
texture generation is given in the work of Efros and Leung, who propose a sophisticated
texture generator that synthesises a sample into larger regions of texture [79]. The proposed
method grows a new image out from an initial seed, one pixel at a time. Their process assumes a Markov random field model and the conditional distribution of a pixel given all
its neighbours synthesized so far is estimated by querying the sample image and finding all
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Figure 2.18: Example generated textures using artificial seeds. Given a sample image
(left), the algorithm synthesized four new images with neighbourhood windows of width
5, 11, 15, and 23 pixels respectively. Input images are: (a) synthetic rings, (b) Brodatz
texture D11, (c) brick wall.From Efros and Leung [79].

similar neighbourhoods. There is a single parameter used to control the degree of randomness in the generated texture. The results are very good, as shown in Figures 2.18 and 2.19,
showing generation based on artificial and real-world sample textures. Notice how perceptually intuitively the window size corresponds to the degree of randomness in the resulting
textures.
Cohen et al. use Wang Tiles for image and texture generation [80]. Wang Tiles are squares
in which each edge is assigned a colour. The authors propose a stochastic system for nonperiodically tiling the plane with a small set of these Wang Tiles. A valid tiling requires all
shared edges between tiles to have matching colours. The tiles may be filled with texture,
patterns, or geometry that when assembled create a continuous representation. The primary
advantage of using Wang Tiles is that once the tiles are filled, large expanses of non-periodic
texture (or patterns or geometry) can be created as needed very efficiently at runtime. They
demonstrate generation of a large arrangement of plants and other objects on a terrain.
They further consider how such environments can be rendered efficiently by pre-lighting
the individual Wang Tiles containing the geometry. The resultant output images are nonperiodic texture in colour.
Gelenbe et al. describe a technique for texture modelling and synthesis using a random
neural network (RNN) [81]. This technique involves learning the weights of a recurrent
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Figure 2.19: Texture synthesis on real-world textures: (a) and (c) are original images,
(b) and (d) are synthesized. From Efros and Leung [79].

network directly from a sample texture image. The same trained recurrent network is then
used to generate a synthetic texture that imitates the original one in s non-periodic fashion.
The computation time of this process is much smaller than for approaches using Markov
Random Fields.
Bleiweiss et al. describe a much simpler texture generation scheme, which does not rely
upon any sample image being presented to the algorithm. The texture is grown across the
image from a set of parameters that seed an autoregressive formula [82, 83]. The texture
is based on a random Gaussian field, generated pixel-wise. The parameters specified for
generation include the mean, the standard deviation and two coefficients, a1 and a2 . The
parameters used to generate the random field are governed by equations 2.15 and 2.16

meanrandom = mean × (1 − a1 − a2 + a1 × a2 )

σrandom =

p
σ 2 (1 − a2 × a2 − a1 × (a1 × (a2 × a2 ))2 )

(2.15)

(2.16)

The values generated in equations 2.15 and 2.16 were then used to generate a random
Gaussian field R(i, j) where i, j are the pixel coordinates. The autoregressive texture is
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then grown upon these values with an initial top row and left column seed value of 1 using
equation 2.17.

P (i, j) = a1 × P (i, j − 1) + a2 × P (i − 1, j) + a1 × a2 × P (i − 1, j − 1) + R(i, j)

(2.17)

This offers a texture that has some relationship between pixels over a certain distance
depending upon the initial coefficients. Because the texture is grown from the seed values
at the side it was necessary to carve-off the border regions of initial growth where the texture
had not yet reached a recursive stable state.
There is clearly a wide range of available texture generators that can either replicate the
effect of other textures or that are based on mathematics alone.

2.3.1

Summary of artificial texture generation

There are some very advanced texture generation processes. These are either based on
a structured initial pattern that the algorithm aims to replicate over a wider field or are
generated using simple mathematical formulae controlled by some input numbers. Textures
are an accessible technology and have the advantage that they can be classified using their
generation parameters rather than using collected scenes of unknown statistics. This could
be useful in assessing the effect of image processing algorithms.

2.4

Image feature points

The later parts of the thesis concentrates on image feature points, discovering interesting
properties of these points related to human perception and combining them in a novel way to
produce a new saliency detector. These feature point algorithms have very attractive properties such as robust point description through certain viewpoint and scale transformations
and appear to cluster naturally towards visually interesting features in the image.
In Computer Vision there are many methods of obtaining distinctive “features” or “interest
points” that stand out in some mathematical way relative to their surroundings. An example
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of the distribution of these point schemes is shown in Figure 2.20 in which the number of
points has been constrained to 200 in the image by iterative thresholding of each algorithm.

Figure 2.20: Illustration of the distribution of some common feature point schemes,
thresholded to give 200 points on a test image: SIFT [12], MSER [13], Harris-Laplace
[14], SURF [15], FAST [16, 17] and Kadir-Brady Saliency [18].

These points in space and scale can be encoded into vector descriptors based on local window properties, such as orientations and gradients. These descriptors offer reliable pointmatching across many image transformations, such as affine viewpoint shift, orientation
change, scale shift and illumination. This means that they are natural candidates for labelling image processing impact since image processing introduces a systematic “shift” in
the image data.

2.4.1

Interest point detector and descriptor performance

The matching of descriptors is typically performed using a distance measure between vectorised point descriptors, typically checking the nearest to second nearest diatance. An
example of descriptor matching between two images of the same highly cluttered scene is
shown in Figure 2.21.
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Figure 2.21: A descriptor matching example between angularly offset images. There
are 400 nearest neighbour matches obtained with the GLOH descriptor on Hessian-Affine
regions. There are 192 correct matches (yellow) and 208 false matches (blue). From [10].

An illustration of the matching power of the SURF algorithm (explained below) is shown
in Figure 2.22. This shows the reliable point matching possible between reference and test
images over 10 degree offsets and different scales. Note the good correspondence between
the matched points in this eye-level scene.
There is also a mismatched point in the right column. For this threshold the point was
sufficiently close to a descriptor from the reference to be misclassified. The performance of
this algorithm is clearly good in the illustration, but there are many considerations while
discussing the relative merit of feature point algorithms.
There has been substantial experimentation into the performance levels of detection and
description algorithms. Speed is an important factor. Tutelelaars and van Gool have created
an edge based region detector [84, 85] and an intensity extrema based region detector [85, 86].
These algorithms have a comparable performance to MSER while taking 250 and 16 times
longer to run, respectively [87]. In many ways, the robustness of the point-finding algorithm
is the most important factor: the points need to be found consistently before any kind of
matching can be carried out. In reality, there is a struggle between speed of implementation
and robustness & description power vs. speed of matching. Detectors have been compared
by Mikolajczyk et al. in [87]. One of the important factors they examine is that of scale.
This is shown in Figure 2.23 in which the “characteristic scale” of two images recorded at
different zooms as a function of the Laplacian operator is demonstrated. The ratio of scales
between the images corresponds to the scale factor between the two images. The authors
continue to analyse a set of cross scale feature detectors in terms of performance metrics
related to the effectiveness of the descriptors of the points. The authors look at a set of
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Figure 2.22: A demonstration of SURF. Surf points are shown in small blue crosses and
matched points are shown in large red crosses. (Left col.) Reference Images. (right col.)
Offset test images. The test images are taken at a different scale and are offset by an angle
of 10◦ relative to their respective reference images. Note the strong matching that takes
place here, for example between the points on the bicycle to the left of the bike hut. Note
also the mismatched point in the lower right image. (This can be rejected by checking the
point distributions in the reference image.)

transformations including viewpoint, scale, illumination, defocus as well as JPEG. A sample
of their robustness measurements is shown in Figure 2.24 showing point resilience through
JPEG transforms. Interestingly for the JPEG compression, the decline in performance as
the compression is increased seems to have a steady decline until a particular turning point:
it may be possible to use matching fall off as a measurement of JPEG “impact” on observers
in combination with observer trials.
Local descriptor performance is evaluated by Mikolajczyk and Schmid in [10] again through a
range of image transformations. Examples from their database of images and their transformations is shown in Figure 2.25 along with a sample of their results. They show substantial
resilience to the range of transforms under investigation.
In these papers [10, 87], detector and descriptor performance have been quantified in terms
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Figure 2.23: Example of characteristic scales. Top row shows images taken with different
zoom. Bottom row shows the responses of the Laplacian over scales. The characteristic
scales are 10.1 and 3.9 for the left and right image, respectively. The ratio of scales corresponds to the scale factor (2.5) between the two images. The radius of displayed regions in
the top row is equal to 3 times the selected scales. (From [10].)

of resilience to many image transform operations in terms of robustness. The question of
the impact of JPEG transformation is addressed explicitly in this work on resistance to
transforms, but only on a six-image dataset. The performance of a chosen combination of
detectors and descriptors depends on the nature of the transform imposed on the image:
some of the above techniques have descriptors designed to cope with certain transformations,
such as rotation, scale, affine shift and illumination variation, while other transformations
are not built into the descriptor design and accordingly have varied performance. In all
of the transforms examined there were mismatched points at some algorithm thresholds:
since these transforms are not designed to cope with image processing operations, it could
be expected to find substantial performance tail off when certain transforms are applied,
although the best match was head-on JPEG at Q95. This is explicable due to the slight
high-frequency degradation imposed by the quantisation matrix at that level, allowing for
local preservation of illumination and orientation information in the image.
The basic principle of these operators is that they find local points in space and scale that
are in some fashion outstanding to their local environment. In the following sections we
outline briefly a set of algorithms looking for interest points. Some of these detection and
recognition algorithms integrate region descriptor techniques and these are described where
appropriate.
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Figure 2.24: Detector performance through JPEG transformations (from [87]). (a) Repeatability score for different JPEG compression values. (b) Number of corresponding
regions. (c) Matching score. (d) Number of correct nearest neighbour matches.

2.4.2

Harris corner

The “Harris Corner” by Harris and Stephens is a good invariant feature detector across
brightness and noise level [88]. The measure computes local changes in a window around
each point in an image and looks at local changes. Smooth areas (homogenous groups of
pixels) show low gradients; edges show strong gradients in only one direction; corners show
strong gradients in all directions surrounding a point. A plot of the local gradients at each
point shows where the “features” in the image are.
Harris corners work as follows:
The second moment matrix is calculated for each point in the image, as shown in equation
2.18.


M =

Ix Ix Ix Iy
Ix Iy

Iy Iy




in which Ix is as defined in equation 2.19 and Iy is as defined in equation 2.20.

(2.18)
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Figure 2.25: Top: examples of transformed image sets. Bottom: ROC curves for an image
rotation of 45◦. (a) Descriptors computed for Harris points (No scale). (b) Descriptors
computed for Harris-Laplace points. (From [10].)

Ix = ( 1 0 −1 ) ∗ I ≈

∂I
∂x

(2.19)

Iy = ( 1 0 −1 ) ∗ I ≈

∂I
∂y

(2.20)

These values are looked at though a Gaussian window, applied using a Gaussian kernel,
described in equation 2.21:
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MG = G(σ) ∗ 

Ix Ix Ix Iy
Ix Iy

Iy Iy




(2.21)

The convolution applies over approximately a 3 σ radius. The response function is recorded
for each location using equation 2.22.

R = det(MG ) − k(T r(MG ))2

(2.22)

Where k is a small constant, typically 0.04 to 0.06.
The determinant is equal to the product of the two eigenvalues and the trace is equal to
their sum. Two large eigenvalues indicates a smooth region, one large eigenvalue and one
small eigenvalue indicates an edge while two small eigenvalues indicate the presence of a
corner.
The conventional Harris Corner has a fixed size window and due to this the Harris Corner
is poor at identifying points though changes in scale. In order to identify image regions
that are corners in scale, there is the need for a continuous scale-space function that acts
in the scale direction. The problem of identifying an appropriate and consistent scale for
feature detection has been studied in depth by Lindeberg [89, 90]. This function can later
be discretised into scale layers, much as space is pixelated in an image. The works of
Koenderink and Lindeberg show that that under a variety of reasonable assumptions the
only possible scale-space kernel is the Gaussian function [90, 91].

2.4.3

Scale-adapted Harris corner and Harris-Laplace

Mikolajczk and Schmid have created the “Scale Adapted Harris Corner” to deal with feature
extraction over a change in scale [14, 92]. The Scale Adapted Harris compensates for this
failing by replacing the circular window of fixed dimensions used by the original Harris
corner with a window that it iteratively deformed around each point in scale and viewpoint
such that the features selected through the process are those that should survive a range of
scale transforms and viewpoint shifts.
The scale adaptation computes a scale-adapted second moment matrix, described in equations 2.23 and 2.24.
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µ(x, σI , σD ) = 


2
µ(x, σI , σD ) = σD
· G(σI ) ∗ 

µ11 µ12
µ21 µ22


(2.23)



L2x (x, σD )

Lx Ly (x, σD )

Lx Ly (x, σD )

L2y (x, σD )




(2.24)

σI is the integration scale, σD is the differentiation scale, Lx,y is the derivative in the x, y
direction.
Local derivatives are computed using Gaussian kernels of the size determined by local scale
σD (differentiation scale).
The derivatives are then averaged in the neighbourhood of the point by smoothing with a
Gaussian window of size σI (integration scale).
The response function acts upon the scale invariant second moment matrix, as in equation
2.25:

R = det(µ(x, σI , σD )) − k(T r(µ(x, σI , σD )))2

(2.25)

The response can be thought of as a measure of “cornerness”. As per conventional Harris,
the local maxima of the response function determine the location of interest points.
Mikolajczk and Schmid attempt to build in automatic scale selection into the detection
process. This process aims to select a scale at which there is a maximum similarity between
the feature detector operator and the local image structures. To do this they use the
Laplacian of Gaussian method shown in equation 2.26:

|LoG(x, σn )| = σn2 |Lxx (x, σn ) + Lyy (x, σn )|

(2.26)

They then combine 2.26 this with the scale adapted Harris to obtain a Harris-Laplace feature
detector.

1. First the response, R is calculated to localise points in scale space (see eq:2.22).
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2. Select points at which LoG attains a maximum over scale.
Through an algorithmic process it is possible to find the location and scale of interest points
simultaneously.
A number of scales are pre-selected so that σn = ξ n σ0 , in which ξ is a scale factor. The
steps of the algorithm are explained in Algorithm Box 1.
Algorithm 1 Harris-Laplace point detection
for all possible image locations do
detect local maxima of a point, x
threshold out small responses to reject incidence of small cornerness,
compute matrix µ(x, σn ) with the integration scale σI σn and local scale σD = sσn (set
to 0.7 in authors’ work)
apply iterative algorithm that simultaneously detects location and scale of interest
points
if LoG has no extremum then
reject point
end if
if LoG is below threshold then exclude the point then
reject point
end if
end for
The remaining points are then treated as follows:
1. Find local extremum over scale of the LoG for point x(k) else reject the point. Inves(k+1)

tigated range of scales is limited to σI

(k)

= tσI

where t ∈ [0.7, · · · , 1.4]

2. Detect spatial location x(k+1) of a maximum of the Harris response (cornerness) nearest
(k+1)

to x(k) for the selected σI
(k+1)

3. Go to step 1 if σI

2.4.4

(k)

6= σI

or if x(k+1) 6= x(k)

Kadir-Brady scale saliency

Kadir and Brady have developed a salient region detector based on the concept of image
entropy [18]. It builds on the work of S. Gilles in considering entropy as a feature [93].
Shannon describes image entropy as a measure of information. As such it is a measure of
unpredictability in regions of images [94]. “Saliency” is a point or region that clearly stands
out within its locality. As such, a salient region is a region that can be considered as a rarity
within an image. This could be viewed as a precursor of forthcoming “robust” features.
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The underlying thinking behind saliency is the idea that local entropy is an intuitively
sensible measure of unpredictability [95]. The local entropy is described by Shannon and is
defined in equation 2.27:

HD,Rx = −

X

pd Rx log2 pd Rx

(2.27)

d

where Rx is the local region, d is a descriptor from within a set of possible descriptors
D = {d1 . . . dr } (e.g. a shading value between 0 and 255), pd Rx (di ) is the probability
of getting di across the local region Rx [94]. (In the case of a digital image this can be
approximated using the actual local distribution of pixels or some close approximation to
the pdf across the region). The broader the spread of the intensity values, the flatter the
regional histogram becomes and the more “unpredictable” the points in the region become.
However, this measure cannot deal with scale change. Kadir and Brady introduced the
concept of statistical dissimilarity across scale and have combined this with the Shannon
entropy. They define Saliency as in equation 2.28:

yD ≡ HD (sp , x) × wD (sp , x)

(2.28)

within which

Z
HD (s, x) ≡ −

p(d, s, x) log2 p(d, s, x).dd

(2.29)

d∈D

(this is the continuous case of the Shannon entropy) where:
p(d, s, x) is the probability density as a function of scale s, position x and descriptor value
d, which takes on values in D.

Z
wD (s, x) ≡ s
d∈D

∂
p(d, s, x) .dd
∂s

(2.30)

The vector of scales, sp , at which entropy peaks is defined by:


sp ≡

s:

∂HD (s, x)
∂ 2 HD (s, x)
= 0,
<0
∂s
∂s


(2.31)
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Of course, for digital image processing purposes, the discrete case is more applicable. In this
case the Shannon entropy is defined as above but the Inter-Scale saliency method becomes:

wD (s, x) ≡

s2 X
|pd,s,x − pd,s−1,x |
2s − 1

(2.32)

d∈D

and

sp ≡ {s : HD (s − 1, x) < HD (s, x) > HD (s + 1, x )}

(2.33)

Using this method, low entropy regions with peaked histograms are classified as being nonsalient while flatter histograms with broad grey level ranges are considered salient. This
is weighted by differences seen in scale space of the images to find salient features across
scale and local spaces. In order to deal with scale, the statistics of the local descriptor are
used over several scales to measure the degree of self-similarity. An appropriate descriptor is
applied to each category, with more salient features requiring more robust descriptors than
non-salient features. The authors use the sum of absolute difference of the histogram grey
levels.
The authors have extended the general concept above from salient points to salient volume
(an <3 space containing the two spatial dimensions of the image and the scale dimension).
This makes the method more robust to changes in noise level, illumination and other factors
that might distort a point beyond the recorded “description” by quite a margin but are
unlikely to do so across a whole volume of points. An affine-invariant version of this has
been developed by Kadir, Brady and Zisserman [96]. This salient feature detector is clearly
very attractive to the aim of tracing the impact of image processing algorithms. With clearly
defined salient regions that have been well labelled though the process of examining regions
of differing degrees of saliency, keypoints could be extracted from Original and Processed
images and the overall saliency of the features could be used as a direct comparison.
The algorithm follows the steps laid out as follows (taken from Kadir et al. [97]) in Algorithm
Box 2:
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Algorithm 2 Kadir Brady point detection
for all pixel locations in the image do
for all scales between smin and smax do
IS = Sample local descriptor values at I(x,y),
P(d,s)=Estimate local pdf from IS,
HD(s)=calculate local entropy of P(d,s)
WD(s)=calculate interscale saliency between P(d,s) and P(d, s-1),
Run smoothing filter over WD(s),
for all scales over which entropy attains a peak, SP do
YD(SP,x,y)=HD(SP)xWD(SP)
end for
end for
end for

2.4.5

Maximally Stable Extremal Regions

Maximally Stable Extremal Regions is a watershed-like algorithm that is based on an intensity value analysis of a thresholded image. The watershed-principle is that any greytone
image can be considered as a topographic surface. If we flood this surface from its minima
and, if we prevent the merging of the waters coming from different sources, we partition the
image into two different sets: the catchment basins and the watershed lines [98]. This process allows for image region segmentation. The regions obtained are of arbitrary shape and
they are defined by the border pixels enclosing a region, where all intensity values within the
region are consistently lower or higher with respect to the surrounding neighbours. Thresholding is applied to the image. Those points lying below the threshold are shaded to 0, those
above are shaded to 1. This process is stepped though until the maximally stable regions
are found.
Algorithm as explained by Matas et al. [13].
Image I is a mapping I : D ⊂ Z → S. Extremal regions are well defined on images if:

1. S is totally ordered, i.e. reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive binary relation =
n
o
exists. In this paper only S =
0, 1, ..., 255 is considered, but extremal regions
can be defined on e.g. real-valued images(S = R).
2. An adjacency (neighbourhood) relation A ⊂ D × Dis defined. In this paper 4P
neighbourhoods are used, i.ep, q ∈ D are adjacent (pAq)iff di=1 |pi − qi | ≤ 1.

Region Q is a contiguous subset of D, i.e. for each p, q ∈ Q there is a sequence
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p, a1 , a2 , . . . , an , q and pAa1 , ai Aai+1 , an Aq..
(Outer) Region Boundary ∂Q = { q ∈ D\Q : ∃Q : qAp} i.e. the boundary Q of Q is
the set of pixels being adjacent to at least one pixel of Q but not belonging to Q.
Extremal Region Q ⊂ Dis a region such that for all p ∈ Q, q ∈ ∂Q : I(p) > I(q)p
(maximum intensity region) or I (p) < I (q) (minimum intensity region).
Maximally Stable Extremal Region (MSER). Let Q1, ..., Qi−1 , Qi , ...

be a

sequence of nested extremal regions, i.e. Qi ⊂ Qi+1 . Extremal region Qi∗ is maximally
stable iff q(i) =

|Qi+∆ \ Qi−∆ |
| Qi |

has a local minimum at i∗ (|.|denotes cardinality). ∆ ∈ S is a

parameter of the method.

2.4.6

Feature Accelerated Segment Test

FAST stands for Feature Accelerated Segment Test and is a speed-enhanced detector of
corners [16]. The technique is speed enhanced though a learning process. The segment test
criterion operates by considering a circle of 16 pixels around the corner candidate, p. A
base detector classifies p as a corner if a set of n contiguous pixels exists in the circle all of
which are brighter than the intensity of the candidate pixel Ip + a threshold or all darker
than Ip - a threshold [17]. The authors chose n = 12 and speed up the process by only
examining pixels at the compass points since if p is a corner then at least three of these
must be brighter than Ip + t or darker than Ip - t. Due to numerous weaknesses in this
method, the authors have engaged a process of machine learning a corner detector.
The learning phase involves analysing a set of images and collecting the corners using a
convenient threshold and used the slow segment test criterion for n. This is a slow algorithm
which analyses all 16 pixels in the circle formed around the corner. There are three states
possible for each pixel on the circle:

Sp→x =




d, Ip→x ≤ Ip − t



< Ip→x < Ip + t
s, Ip − t



 b, I + t ≤ I
p
p→x

(2.34)

where d denotes the darker state, s denotes the similar state and b denotes the brighter state.
An x is chosen and computing Sp→x for all of the available values of p in all of the training
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data P over all the images results in the partitioning of P into three subsets, Pd ,Ps ,Pb . The
next stage is to use an algorithm that selects the x that yields the most information about
whether the candidate pixel is a corner, based on the local entropy. That done, the process
is applied recursively on the three subsets of information and each new x is set to yield the
maximum information about the set it applies to. This reiterative process end when the
entropy of a subset is zero. This means that all p are either classified as corners or not
corners.
This technique offers a decision tree that can classify all of the corners in the test set, which
acts as a good approximation for other similar points.
Finally, a score function is computed for each detected corner and non-maximal suppression
is calculated to remove adjacent corners with higher V. The definition used is:




X

V = max 

|Ip→x − Ip | − t,

x∈Sbright

X

|Ip − Ip→x | − t, 

(2.35)

x∈Sdark

Where Sbright = {x|Ip→x ≥ Ip + t} and Sdark = {x|Ip→x ≤ Ip − t}.
This learning process allows for real-time corner detection. Rosten et al. have recently
proposed a faster and more resilient version of this algorithm in [99].

2.4.7

SIFT

SIFT is the Shift Invariant Feature Transform by Lowe [12]. In this, the author proposes that
distinctive invariant features can be used as highly distinguishable “keypoints”. Keypoints
from the whole image can be used to provide reliable matching between different viewpoints
and object database comparison can robustly identify objects amongst clutter and occlusion.
The SIFT technique involves the following stages:

1. Scale-space extrema detection involving a difference of Gaussian approximation to the
Laplacian of Gaussian function to find potential points of interest that are invariant
to scale and orientation
2. Keypoint localisation to determine the stability of scale and location of each surviving
point
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3. Orientation assignment based upon localised image gradient at the selected scale. Image data will be transformed relative to each keypoint’s orientation, scale and location
for future operations.
4. Keypoint descriptors are assigned to interesting points that allow for high probability
of point-recognition in the presence of illumination change and distortion.

SIFT Scale-space Extrema Detection: The scale-Space of an image is a function, L,
that is produced from the convolution of a variable-scale Gaussian with an input image:

L(x, y, σ) = G(x, y, σ) ∗ I(x, y)

(2.36)

where G, the Gaussian function is defined as:

G(x, y, σ) =

−(x2 +y 2 )
1
2σ 2
e
2πσ 2

(2.37)

where σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian function.
Stable scale-space extrema are sought using a Difference of Gaussian (DoG) function convolved with the image. DoG is computed from the difference of neighbouring scales separated
by a constant multiplicative factor, K:

D(x, y, σ) = (G(x, y, kσ) − G(x, y, σ)) ∗ I(x, y)

(2.38)

D(x, y, σ) = L(x, y, kσ) − L(x, y, σ)

(2.39)

Mikolajczyk claims through his investigations that the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) maxima
and Minima produce the most stable image features relative to other possible image techniques [14]. Lindeberg claims that for true scale invariance, normalisation of the Laplacian
by σ 2 is required [90]. Using the heat diffusion equation as a basis with t = σ 2 gives:

∂G
= σ∇2 G
∂σ

(2.40)
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Therefore for scales kσ and σ

σ∇2 G =

∂G
G(x, y, kσ) − G(x, y, σ)
≈
∂σ
kσ − σ

⇒ G(x, y, kσ) − G(x, y, σ) = (k − 1)σ 2 ∇2 G

(2.41)

(2.42)

Therefore the Difference of Gaussian method is a good approximation to the Laplacian of
Gaussian, being separated by the small constant factor k.
The above process can be taken advantage of efficiently by incrementally convolving the
original image with Gaussians to create a pyramid of images in scale space. A doubling
of σ (referred to by Lowe as an “octave”) is divided into an integer, s, intervals so that
1
k = 2 /s . s + 3 images in the stack of blurred images are produced for each octave so that
final extrema-detections covers a complete octave.
The adjacent Gaussian-blurred images, representing the different scales, are then subtracted
to produce DoG images. Once an octave has been processed, the Gaussian image having
twice the initial σ is reached by subtracting every second pixel in every row and column to
create the new image.
SIFT Local Extrema Detection: Each sample point is compared to 8 surrounding points
in its own scale, in 9 in the scale below and in 9 in the scale above. Selection of a possible
interest point is based only on whether the value of the point is greater or less than all 26
comparators.
Lowe performed an experimental-based evaluation of sampling frequencies in the image and
scale domains in order to find which scales might be a suitable compromise in order to avoid
scanning over all frequencies and thereby save computation time. He defines a “matching
√
scale” as being within 2 of the correct scale and “matching location” as being within σ
pixels where σ is the scale of the keypoint. The result of his experiments found s = 3 to be
suitable, although object recognition usually depends more on overall quantity of correctly
matched keypoints, as opposed to the % matching. The s = 3 figure offers detection of a
useful and stable subset even with a course sampling of scale. Prior smoothing of each scale
sets σ = 1.6 to be a suitable. Finally, smoothing the original image before seeking keypoints
is avoided by doubling the dimensions of the original image using a linear interpolation.
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SIFT Accurate Keypoint Localisation: Once potential candidates have been found
locally and across scale space a detailed fit examined location, scale and ratio of principal
curvatures. This allows for point rejection of the hold poor contrast or are poorly localised
along an edge. Brown and Lowe fit a 3D quadratic function to local sample points to
determine interpolated position of maximum/minimum [100]. Scale space function D(x, y, σ)
shifted so that origin is at sample point . Taylor expansion is used for the interpolation:

D(x) = D +

∂DT
1 ∂2D
x + xT
x
∂x
2
∂x2

(2.43)

D & derivatives are evaluated at sample point. x = (x, y, σ)T is the offset from this point.
Extremum x̂ is found by taking derivative with respect to x and setting it to zero.

x̂ = −

∂D−1 ∂D
∂x2 ∂x

(2.44)

Substituting this into above function gives:

D(x̂) = D +

1 ∂D
x̂
2 ∂x̂

(2.45)

If this function is less than 0.03 it is discarded. Points are also discarded if the offset is
greater than 0.5 because the extremum in that case must lie closer to another point.
For stability it is insufficient to discard only low contrast points. Edge response must also be
eliminated. DoG responds quite strongly to edges. Poorly defined peaks in DoG will have
large principal curvatures across the edge but a small one in the perpendicular direction.
The principal curvatures can be computed from a 2x2 Hessian Matrix, H, computed at the
location and scale of the keypoint.


H=

Dxx Dxy
Dxy

Dyy




(2.46)

Brown suggests that the Hessian and derivative of D are approximated by using differences
of neighbouring points. Eigenvalues of H are proportional to the principal curvatures of
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D. Computing the eigenvalues is unnecessary as the ratios of the eigenvalues is all that is
required.
Call the two eigenvalues of H, α and β. Let r be the ratio between the eigenvalues so that
α = rβ. The sum of eigenvalues if the trace of a matrix and the product of eigenvalues is
the determinant. Therefore:

T r(H) = Dxx + Dyy = α + β

(2.47)

Det(H) = Dxx Dyy − (Dxy )2 = αβ

(2.48)

T r(H)
(α + β)2
(rβ + β)2
(r + 1)2
=
=
=
Det(H)
αβ
rβ 2
r

(2.49)

Therefore:

So to check that ratio of principal curvatures is below some threshold r, it is sufficient to
check
T r(H)
(r + 1)2
<
Det(H)
r

(2.50)

Lowe uses r = 10.
SIFT Orientation Assignment: Orientation assignment is for the benefit of creating a
later descriptor. Each keypoint is assigned a consistent orientation based on local properties
of the image. (The author has chosen what he claims is the method that gives the most
experimentally stable results). Scale of keypoint is used to select the Gaussian smoothed
image L with the closest scale so that all computations are performed in a scale –invariant
manner. For each image sample L(x, y) at this scale, the gradient magnitude, m(x, y) and
orientation θ(x, y) are pre-computed using pixel difference, as described in equations 2.51
and 2.52.

m(x, y) =

p
(L(x + 1, y) − L(x − 1.y))2 + (L(x, y + 1) − L(x, y − 1))2

(2.51)
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(2.52)

An orientation histogram is formed from the gradient orientation of sample points within a
region around a keypoint. This histogram has 36 bins covering 360 degrees. Each sample is
added to histogram in the appropriate bin and is weighted by the gradient magnitude and
by a circular Gaussian window with a σ that is 1.5 times that of the scale of the keypoint.
Peaks in histogram correspond to dominant direction of local gradient. The highest peak
and also any other peak within 80% of the maximum are used to create a keypoint with
that orientation. Multiple keypoints can therefore exist at the same location and scale but
with different orientation. A parabola is fit to the three histogram-values nearest to the
peak values to interpolate the peak position.
SIFT Descriptor:
The SIFT description process is illustrated in Figure 2.26. The local gradient and orientation
information around the distinctive points is transformed into a 4 × 4 array of histograms
with 8 orientation bins in each. These are normalised to cope with uniform illumination
change. Therefore the output is a 4 × 4 × 8 = 128 element descriptor for each distinctive
point.
These stored vectors can be used for reliable point matching between offset images. A
nearest-to-second-nearest neighbour matching process is used to classify points as matched
or not. There is a threshold applied to this distance, which if set appropriately will exclude
the majority of mismatches from the process.
SIFT Algorithm. The algorithm follows the steps laid out as follows:

1. Expand Image to double of original size using linear interpolation
2. Build scale-pyramid of images sampled at different scales.
3. Calculate Difference of Gaussian images to form new pyramid.
4. Select Candidate Keypoints by comparing each point with 26 neighbours.
5. Interpolate 3D location of keypoint using 3D quadratic function.
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Figure 2.26: A keypoint descriptor is created by first computing the gradient magnitude
and orientation at each image sample point in a region around the keypoint location, as
shown on the left. These are weighted by a Gaussian window, indicated by the overlaid
circle. These samples are then accumulated into orientation histograms summarizing the
contents over 4x4 sub-regions, as shown on the right, with the length of each arrow corresponding to the sum of the gradient magnitudes near that direction within the region.
This figure shows a 2x2 descriptor array computed from an 8x8 set of samples, whereas the
SIFT algorithm uses 4x4 descriptors computed from a 16x16 sample array. Reproduced
here from [12].

6. Eliminate edge responses using ratio of principal curvatures technique with a suitable
threshold.
7. Calculate magnitude and orientation of each keypoint.
8. Set up histogram of orientation from local region around keypoint. Each sample added
to histogram is weighted by its magnitude. Histogram is divided into 36 bins.
9. Parabolic fit across near neighbours to peak is used to assign an orientation to the
maximum point of the histogram. (Peaks within 80% of the value of the peak will be
assigned a separate orientation).
10. Encode point as a vector-descriptor.

2.4.8

SURF

SURF stands for Speeded Up Robust Features. It acts similarly to the SIFT algorithm, but
it is designed to be faster and takes a few simplifying steps. This detector is based upon the
Hessian matrix. The Hessian matrix is used to select both location and scale [15]. Given
a point x = (x, y) in an image I, the Hessian matrix, H(x, σ) in x at scale s is defined in
equation 2.53.
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H(x, σ) = 

Lxx (x, σ) Lxy (x, σ)
Lxy (x, σ) Lyy (x, σ)


(2.53)



whereLxx (x, σ) is the convolution of the Gaussian second order derivative

∂
g(σ)
∂x2

with the

image I in point x. Similarly for Lxy (x, σ) and Lyy (x, σ).
The algorithm next uses box filters to get an approximation of the Gaussian scale filters. By
approximation, det(Happrox ) = Dxx Dyy − (0.9Dxy )2 . Because of the box filter arrangement,
there is no need to iteratively apply Gaussian filters resulting in an increase in processing
speed. The scale and location are then interpolated using the same method as Brown and
Lowe [15, 100].
The process offers an advanced descriptor, describing the distribution of the intensity content
within the interest point neighbourhood, similar to the gradient information extracted by
SIFT. SURF uses 1st-order Haar wavelet responses in x and y direction rather than the
gradient, exploits integral images for speed, and uses only 64 dimensions, rather than the 128
in SIFT. This reduces the time for feature computation and matching, while simultaneously
increasing the robustness.

2.4.9

Summary of Feature Points

In short there is a range of interesting feature points available that can be used for reliable
point matching through a variety of image transformations, including scale, illumination,
viewpoint change and rotation.
Most interestingly from the point of trying to assess the impact of image processing algorithms, when feature points are used on progressively higher degrees of JPEG compression,
their robustness declines slowly but steadily until extreme degrees of compression when
artefacts cause the matching to decline more rapidly. The features are robust to a range
of natural changes/distortions, thus any strong decline in measured feature robustness in
processed imagery can be attributed to the image processing algorithm distorting the image
to the point that an increased number of features are mismatched. As such, image features
could be used to assess “turning points” at which image processing algorithms substantially
alter the image information away from the original image.
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Exactly which combinations would be best as a tracer of image processing performance is
unclear from the literature and whether the points are visually-salient or not is not clear in
their design. A summary of the main features of these algorithms is laid out in table 2.1.

Harris-Laplace
Kadir-Brady
MSER
FAST
SIFT
SURF

Processing time (µs)
785
27.7
2.29
5.42
15.2
0.901

descriptor integrated?
no
yes
no
no
yes
yes

Notables
long run-time
high speed
robust, slower than SURF
robust performance

Table 2.1: Summary of feature-point algorithms. Processing time is normalised to time
taken per image pixel on greyscale imagery and is rounded to three significant figures. The
timings are relative. Processing time per image will depend on the available hardware.

2.5

Visual saliency

The human visual system is a complex system that is not fully understood. In image analysis
there are regions of an image that the end observer is drawn to because of the nature of
the image content in combination with the observer’s purpose. This human visual system
reacts in different fashions to different stimuli and different tasks and is influenced by many
factors. Here we describe the state of the debate on the workings of the human visual system
with particular reference to the guidance of visual attention. We consider the deployment of
visual attention in different viewing modes, passive and task-performing, and examine the
state of art in automatic computational assessment of visual attention.

2.5.1

The Human Visual System

The general human visual system (HVS) is trained to look at scenes and to give the observer
good general awareness of their surroundings, usually in combination with their other senses.
The first part of the system is the physical capture of light-reflected information via the eyes.
The second part is a fast-reaction processing of incoming information in the visual cortex.
These work together in an integrated fashion to provide the observer with information.
The basic layout of the human visual system is well described by Schmidt and Lang [101].
A schematic view of the optical tract of the HVS is presented in Figure 2.27.
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Figure 2.27: Schematic view of the optic tract of the human visual system. The optic
nerves (green, blue) unite in the chiasma nervi optici. From there, the hypothalamus (H),
the corpus geniculatum laterale (CGL), the area praetectalis (PT), the superior colliculus
(SC), and the visual cortex are connected. In Schmidt and Lang [101].

There are two eyes that are controlled by six exterior eye muscles. These eyes act independently and the binocular arrangement allows for depth perception via triangulation. Each
eye has a retina, which is an array of biological photo receptors. The receptor density on
the retina is not uniform [102]. The received light signal is transmitted to the brain in
neural signals via the optical nerve in each eye. The chiasma is the location in the brain
where the information from the two eyes is combined and split according to the visual field.
Beyond this, there are two geniculate nuclei where the information from the optical nerves
is projected to the primary visual cortex, where higher level interpretive vision is carried
out.
The human visual system continually updates the world around it to keep the observer
informed of their surrounding. Typically the projection of the visual environment on the
retina changes every 200 to 600 ms due to movements. These movements are preconscious
if the nature and geometry of a scene are unknown and are consciously directed to the
current object of interest once objects in view are set into sensible context. Eye movements
are generally done so that the eye is focusing the object of interest onto the most accurate
part of the retina. This is called the fovea and lies close to the optic nerve at the back of
the eye and covers a field of vision of around 5◦ , with between 4-40 times the density of
receptors in this zone compared to the rest of the eye. The maximum receptor density of
1.6 × 105 cells/mm2 is found within 1◦ of the centre of the fovea [101].
The movements can be classifies into three types: saccade, fixation or smooth pursuit. Saccades are fast movements between fixation points. The HVS maintains a general awareness
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of scenes and jumps to the next-highest point of interest as quickly as possible. The frequency of these jerky movements is once every 10-80 ms, depending upon what is being
observed. The amplitude of these saccades ranges from 0.03◦ to 90◦ with angular velocities
> 500◦ /s for large saccades [101]. Fixations occur between saccades and are the time that
observation is carried out. They can be considered as a cluster or array of micro saccades
observing a cone over a certain period of time, typically 200-600 ms. Smooth pursuit occurs
when the eye tracks an object moving across the broad field of view by continually adjusting
the eye direction to focus the object onto the fovea. The eye can handle and angular object
velocity of up to around 100◦ /s and above that the eye saccades and the head instinctively
moves to aid vision.
We are interested here in how an observer guides attentional deployment in an image analysis
context. Potter found that the general gist of a scene is interpreted very quickly, within
less than the duration of a single fixation or period of relative gaze stability [103]. This
is generally below 200ms. However detailed search by eye movements does take place to
enhance knowledge of the scene, as described by Yarbus [104]. This is necessary due to
the properties of the eye, in which the field of high detail vision of the eye is limited [105].
Interesting primers to scenes are “Introduction to real-world scene perception” [106] and
“Regarding Scenes” [107], by Henderson.
There are in fact important differences between a real perceived scene and an image. An
image is two-dimensional and usually bounded within some sub-section of the volume of
information available to the human visual system from the same location. There can be
resolution issues in a captured image and if an image is suddenly presented to an observer,
the observer requires some reaction time to interpret the image. Finally, there is no input
from other senses available to enhance the knowledge of the image content.

2.5.2

Visual attention in psychology

Visual attention is a very widely studied area. In this thesis we are interested in how the
content of an image combined with task guides visual attention, both in the fast-response
case and in more involved analysis of complex images.
Wolfe discusses in some detail the study of visual attention and provides many visual examples, such as target/distractor combinations [5]. (These are mainly not related to photo-real
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images but rather they are letters and shapes set up in simple stimulus arrays.) Pre-attentive
vision, peri-attentive vision (vision during attention) and vision after attention are all considered in his work, which uses and interprets visual search experiments throughout. In such
an experiment, the observer is looking for a target item in a display containing a number of
distracting items. The efficiency of a visual search can be assessed by looking at changes in
the performance levels of the observers: generally, “reaction time” or “accuracy” as a function of changes in the “set size”, the number of items on display. From this data, information
about pre-attentive vision can be inferred. A common measure for the search efficiency of
observer tests on basic artificial images is the slope of the (ReactionT ime)×(set−size) function. In this model, the pre-attentive state is considered to guide visual attention to varying
degrees of efficiency. Some items within their contexts will simply “pop-out” to the observer
as being obviously of interest, in this case the slope of the (ReactionT ime) × (set − size)
function will be near zero. On the other hand, the target-distractors arrangement may
be such that only a very inefficient visual search can be used to search the image. This
inefficiency implies a lack of pre-attentive visual processes.
Somewhere in between these two extremes lies conjunctive search, where there the preattentive information provides imperfect guidance. The idea is that a pre-attentive view
is quickly registered and is used to guide later attention. Qualities the may trigger preattentive notice include colour, orientation, curvature, size, motion, depth cues and aspects
of shape.
In subsequent discussion of attention, the author describes attention as like a gatekeeper,
passing a relevant subset of the available stimuli to limited capacity processes. Attention on
one area can result in an observer experiencing difficulty detecting other stimuli presented
soon after. The trend is to miss second targets presented within 200-500 ms of first targets.
This phenomenon is in part driven by inhibition of return – a mechanism of the human
visual system whereby attention to an object at a moment in time makes it harder to reattend the same object within the next second or so. Attentional Vigilance is a combination
of top-down driven processes, monitoring a display for something worthy of attention, and
bottom-up, stimulus-driven aspects.
In terms of post-attentive vision, there is apparently no persistent perceptual effect of attention. This is illustrated though a repeated search example. Wolfe [5] found experimentally
that an inefficient search for an object on trial 1 does not get searched more efficiently
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on trial N. This is heavily related to “change blindness” where changes can be made to a
scene that the observer does not notice because the change has not produced any attentiongrabbing transients that might allow for the change to have been detected. (This effect is
used to produce [37])
Thus attention can only be granted to one or perhaps a few objects at one time. However,
the large number of potential objects of interest will likely be larger than that in many
interesting scenes. This implies that most visual stimuli that are seen at any particular
moment are represented either pre-attentively or post-attentively.
Stirk and Underwood discuss further the concept of change blindness and how low-level
salient features from bottom up processes do not predict change detection in natural scenes
successfully, due to the locally-focused nature of detailed attention [108]. There is strong
evidence of an “inhibition of return” that operates on the human visual system where an
image region will often be recorded as looking a particular way and the scan pattern does
not return there until other priority regions of the image are examined [109]. If the image
changes in between scans, the observer will suffer from change blindness. Lansdale et al. find
evidence that experimental participants do use contextual saliency to detect image changes
[110].
There is detailed debate about what attributes guide visual attention. The bottom-up
response is clearly very important to the formation of the overall understanding and ultimate
interpretation of the image. The top-down processes are governed by the “task” the observer
is performing, whether a memory of an object search. How precisely these two factors
combine is under debate, but it is generally accepted that the top-down process builds upon
the bottom-up contextual information to provide the overall scene understanding.
The HVS reaction time to “pop out” (i.e. extremely obvious within the image context)
bottom-up style stimuli is approximately 25-50ms while more involved searches are competitive with the eye-saccade time of 200ms [6]. The top-down information about the identity
of a target acts quickly to configure the visual system to look for that target, even taking
less than 200ms in some cases [111]. This is again competitive with the eye-saccade time.
Top down processes are cue-adaptive and involve voluntary control. Hopfinger et al. find
by magnetic resonance analysis of experimental participants that distinct brain networks
were engaged by attention-directing cues versus subsequent targets. Superior frontal, inferior parietal and superior temporal cortices were selectively activated by cues, indicating
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that these structures are part of a network for voluntary attentional control [112]. This
control-biased activity in multiple visual cortical areas, resulting in selective sensory processing of relevant visual targets. Furthermore observers performing task directed viewing
select visual features optimally [113]. Therefore the top down processes are at the control
of the observer and are efficient from a processing perspective.
An interesting discussion about the nature of dynamic vs. static cuing of attention is
presented in the work of Carmi and Itti and concludes that dynamic visual cues play a
dominant causal role in attracting attention, some static visual cues play a weaker causal
role and other static cues are not causal at all possibly reflecting top-down causes [114].
Motion is generally a very important cue in saliency, as described by Wolfe [115]. (It can
also affect task performance, as discussed by Szu [56]).
A summary of contextual cuing is set out by Brokmole et al. [116]. In this work the authors
examine whether contextual cueing in naturalistic scenes results from a learned association
between local information around the target or from the global scene information. The
experiments were in two parts. The first set of experiments involved observers learning the
position of targets in repeated scenes. Some of the observers were then shown stimuli in
which the local information around the target was preserved, but the global scene changed,
while other observers were shown new local information in the same global scenes. They
found that complete transfer of learning occurred for violations of local content, but that
the learning advantages were completely eliminated when the global content was altered.
The second experiment involved changing the local and global image content during the
learning stage. Observers were shown the same local content in different global contexts,
different local contexts in the same global contexts or a consistent repetition of both local
and global information. They found that cueing developed faster and yielded higher benefit
under the condition of global context repetition. They conclude that observers are biased
to associate targets within their global scene content and that only when such contexts are
non-predictive in nature is local content used to encode a consistently located target.
They explain these conclusions (which differ from some previous work on non-naturalistic
scenes) as being the result of possible three factors. First, real scenes contain more readily
interpretable data than letter arrays. They are arranged in a spatially licensed manner, and
adhere to physical and semantic constraints established by the identity and context of the
scene. Second, the global context may provide a superior retrieval cue for past searches
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and likely target locations. Third, specialized brain areas are dedicated to the processing of
global scene information in novel circumstances.
There is further good general discussion of the attributes guiding the deployment of visual
attention in the work of Wolfe and Horowitz [117] and contextual cuing is discussed in
depth in [118–120]. How these initial representations guide eye movements is discussed by
Castelhano and Henderson [121]. In the case of restricted context, there is evidence that
repeated display of images is more efficiently dealt with through repeated visual search
rather than memory, implying that context allows for more efficient search patterns [122].
The role of memory in search is important. As noted above, at any particular moment there
is only very narrow vision of the scene. Williams et al. looked at incidental retention of
visual details of encountered objects during visual search. They ran observer experiments
for conjunction targets and then performed a token discrimination task that examined their
memory for visual details of the targets and distractors from the search task. They conclude
that despite there being no memory task involved as a part of the experimental procedure,
visual details of the targets and objects were retained after the search. By using eyemovement measures, it was concluded that objects that were well remembered were looked
at more frequently by participants during the search [123]. The authors suggest support
that detailed visual information is included incidentally in the visual representation of an
object after the object is no longer in view. Castelhano and Henderson run experiments to
test the extent of visual memory in visual search. Participants in the experiments performed
intention memorisation and incidental visual search learning tasks while viewing real-world
scenes. A visual memory test was then run, of which the participants had no forewarning.
It was found that for some of the classes of task, the performance following memorisation
and visual search conditions was reliably above chance occurrence. The conclusion is that
demonstrations of good visual memory during scene viewing are not due to intention scene
memorisation by participants, but rather are incidentally generated as a natural product of
scene observation [124].
Also core to efficient visual search is the idea of object-scene consistency. Simply put, scenes
are quickly analysed if the objects inside them are positioned in semantically sensible places.
Brockmole and Henderson examine whether semantic consistence modulates the degree to
which new objects appearing in a scene are prioritised for viewing [125]. New objects were
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added to real-world images during both observer fixation (new object with transient onset) and observer saccade (new object without transient onset) conditions. Furthermore,
the new object was either consistent or inconsistent with the general scene. The object
consistency did not affect the capture of attention by transient onsets, suggesting transient
motion signals capture visual attention in a bottom-up process. In the absence of a transient motion signal, scene inconsistent objects were fixated sooner than scene consistent
objects. The authors conclude that this suggests that attention prioritisation without capture is a top-down memory-based effect that is partially controlled by the object’s identity
and meaning within the context of the scene. Brockmole et al. used chessboards as an
experimental learning context since their meaningfulness depends on the observer’s knowledge of the game. In chess-realistic object positions the search benefits for repeated boards
were four times greater for chess experts than novices and for randomly generated board
positions and contexts, the experts’ search benefits were twice those of the novices. The
authors conclude that the stimulus meaningfulness independently contributes to learning
context-target associations the experts find the semantics of the scene easier to interpret
and so they are at an advantage relative to the novices [126]. Lansdale et al. present a
study of expert analysts vs. novices acting on aerial imagery [110]. The authors recorded
eye movements of these two observer classes performing change-detection tasks and location
memory tasks on aerial photographs. The experts were more accurate in both tasks and
the eye scanpaths were quite different. The novices fixated preferentially upon contextually
salient features throughout the tests whereas experts did not. However, both groups showed
a strong influence of saliency in change detection and memory tasks. The discretionary
nature of saliency use allowed experts to use semantic information to prioritise their search
patterns while in tasks requiring spatial memory analysis of contextual visual saliency delivers easily acquired landmarks to reference the location of items in an image for both classes.
There is firm evidence that experience guides visual tasking very strongly but also that
bottom up processes are vital as a part of attentional guidance.
A very common image analysis task is object search. There is work that addresses directly
the interaction between context and the detection of objects in a scene such as in the works
of Oliva et al. [127, 128]. The role of global features in object search is addressed carefully
by Torralba et al. [8, 129]. There is a general horizontal search bias in object class search,
due to the horizontally-distributed nature of the world, as described by Hansen and Essock
[130].
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Eye movement characteristics differ across individuals but there is a great deal of consistency within individuals when viewing different types of images, as outlined in the work of
Castelhano et al. [131, 132].
Throughout the above papers there is wide usage of eye-tracking equipment to validate
claims about visually-attended regions. Eye-tracking offers a real-time behavioural index
of ongoing visual and cognitive processing in a relatively uncumbersome fashion [105]. The
technique for running eye-tracking is lucidly explained in [8]. In general, it is possible to
detect the two eye-pupils and to calibrate their direction using an on-screen visual stimulus.
The saccadic nature of the eyes means that there is no such thing as a pixel-accuracy fixation
since the eyes always flicker around image areas of interest during testing. Rather, fixations
are recorded as the averaged position of the centre of a cluster of saccade-detections that lie
within a particular radius of screen pixels over a period of time. Eye fixations are therefore a
function of the average time dwelt in a particular image region with a lower time threshold
and a supposed maximum radius. They are a core indicator in the assessment of visual
attention.

2.5.3

Visual attention in Computer Vision

As previously reviewed and discussed, the processes of observer attention are not straightforward. There are different available interpretations for many aspects and the impact of
tasking upon direction of attention depends not only upon contextual information but also
on scene semantics and observer experience. An observer has a life-long experience of realworld scene analysis to draw upon which is hard to match using computer techniques. That
said there are models of visual attention in existence, most of them biologically inspired and
some requiring a learning phase in addition to image content analysis.

2.5.3.1

Models of visual saliency: passive viewing

The best-known and most cited model of visual saliency is the work of Itti et al. [7]. This
model is based on the observed psycho-visual processes in assessing the saliency of the images. The output is a “Saliency Map” highlighting the pixels in order of ranked saliency
using intensity shading values. It is similar to an interest-probability map for passive viewing. The Itti model assesses centre-surround differences in Colour, Intensity and Orientation
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Figure 2.28: Itti Saliency Model Architecture. (Reproduced from [7]).

across scale and assigns values to feature maps based on outstanding attributes. Cross scale
differences are also examined to give a multi-scale representation of the local saliency. The
maps for each channel (Colour, Intensity and Orientation) are then combined by normalizing and weighting each map according to the local values. The general architecture of this
model is shown in Figure 2.28. In this way homogenous areas are ignored and “interesting”
areas are highlighted. Henderson shows that the eye fixations from contextual viewing for
memory tasking do cluster towards the interesting regions of an image containing objects
[105]. The pertinent figure is reproduced in Figure 2.29 with the original caption.
The maps from each channel are then combined into “conspicuity maps” via cross-scale
addition. These are combined into a final saliency map by normalization (see Figure 2.30 for
an illustration of the normalisation) and summed with an equal weighting of 1/3 importance.
The model is widely known in the computer vision community, however the combination
weightings of the map are arbitrary at 1/3 and it is not the most accurate model at predicting
passive eye-scan patterns [19]. The basic measure is however an interesting one and generally
attention is attracted in terms of Bayesian surprise [133]. Frintrop et al. [134] propose a
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Figure 2.29: Distribution of fixations over a scene. Representation of all fixations (indicated by red dots) produced by 20 participants viewing a scene in preparation for a later
memory test. Note that the fixations are clustered on regions containing objects; relatively
homogenous regions of a scene receive few if any fixations. (Reproduced from Figure 3 in
[105]).

different map weighting scheme in which the square root of the number of local maxima is
used as the map weightings, thus promoting maps with few local maxima regardless of their
value.
Itti and Koch discussion suggests that there are five important indicators for computational
models of focal visual attention [6]. Firstly, perceptual saliency of stimuli critically depends
upon the surrounding context. Secondly “saliency maps” providing stimulus conspicuity are
efficient and plausible bottom up models. Thirdly, inhibition of return is a crucial element
of attentional deployment in computationally modelling human visual attention; return to
the most salient point in a computer model is undesirable. Fourthly, attention and eye
movements tightly interplay. Fifthly, scene understanding (gist) and object recognition
strongly constrain the selection of attended locations. All of these indicators are in line with
the review of current thought in visual attention mechanisms above.
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Figure 2.30: Itti Saliency Model Normalisation. By assigning higher weighting to maps
with irregularities than more homogenous maps, the salient features are detected. (Reproduced from [7]).

The saliency models can be used for many applications and are generally reliable at predicting bottom up effects. For example the Itti saliency model can be combined successfully
with inhibition of return to detect hard targets in cluttered background by stepping through
the salient-ranked map peaks [135]. The technique can be extended to video by adding in
new cues. In video the strongest predictor of observer fixations during passive viewing are
motion and temporal change [136]. The cross-scale mechanisms and distinct region seeking
is in fact rather similar to the concept of interest points and in [137, 138] scene classification
using features from visual saliency is successfully explored.
A strong method for creating bottom up saliency maps is the Graph Based Visual Saliency
algorithm by Harel et al. [19]. This method uses a similar basic feature extraction method
to [7] but then forms activation maps in which “unusual” locations in a feature map are
assigned high values of activation. The authors use a Markovian graph-based approach
based on a ratio-based definition of dissimilarity. The output of this method is an activation
measure derived from pairwise contrast. Finally, the activation maps are normalized using
another Markovian algorithm, which acts as a mass concentration algorithm, prior to additive combination of the activation maps. Testing of these models in found that the Itti and
Harel models achieved, respectively, 84% and 96-98% of the ROC area of a human-based
control experiment based on observer passive viewing eye-fixations [19]. Harel et al. explain
that their model is apparently more robust at predicting human performance than Itti’s because it (a) acts in a centre-bias manner, which corresponds to a natural human tendency,
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and (b) it has superior robustness to differences in the size of salient regions in their model
compared to the scale differences in Itti’s. The performance of passive prediction is high in
these models and they are widely used and cited.

2.5.3.2

Models of visual saliency: task-directed viewing

While there are reliable predictors of bottom-up attentive processes, the same cannot be
said for task processes. This is intuitively understandable when one considers the nature of
tasking. The range of possible tasks, top down processes and observer experience levels is
very large. The models therefore have to narrow down the process to something manageable
by computers.
There are some sophisticated models available. Most of this work is biologically-inspired:
they generally work on the basis of a bottom up attention map in combination with some priors about the nature of the task that introduces an element of learned target representation
that biases the map as an approximation to top-down processes.
Navalpakkam and Itti propose a top-down saliency metric that maximises the signal-tonoise ratio between a search target and distractors [139]. However, this approach requires
knowledge about bottom-up saliency in order to optimise the signal to noise ratio. Peters and
Itti combine bottom up with a low-level signature of the entire image, and learns to associate
different classes of signatures with the different gaze patterns recorded from human subjects
performing a task of interest [140]. Torralba et al. look at a more sophisticated scheme for
attention prediction that is based upon the contextualisation of objects relevant to search
task conditions [8]. The technique used to create the top-down correction to the bottom up
surface associates object-class recognition with semantically-plausible locations defined by
scene gist via a prior learning process. This is a clever model because it can reliably analyse
the “gist” of a scene (essential to observers in informing their task) and discover the likely
object class location, providing sophisticated task directed viewing eye-fixation prediction
refinement even in the absence of any actual objects of the class. Figure 2.31 shows the
general layout of the Torralba et al. [8] task-modelling technique, with the original caption.
The authors exploit horizontality (see also [130]) in the distribution of objects to produce
their contextual modulation. The context modulation process is described in some detail
in other works of Torralba [120, 127, 141]. The difficulty of this technique is the learning
phase of objects in gist contexts, which could be hard to generalise.
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Figure 2.31: Contextual Guidance Model that integrates image saliency and scene priors.
The image is analysed in two parallel pathways. Both pathways share the first stage in which
the image is filtered by a set of multiscale oriented filters. The local pathway represents
each spatial location independently. This local representation is used to compute image
saliency and to perform object recognition based on local appearance. The global pathway
represents the entire image holistically by extracting global statistics from the image. This
global representation can be used for scene recognition. In this model the global pathway
is used to provide information about the expected location of the target in the image.
(Reproduced from Figure 1 in [8].)

Figure 2.32: Top-down saliency calculation of the search for a vertical cyan bar in the
test image. The excitatory map shows the presence of target-relevant features, while the
inhibitory map considers all green bars as background. Subtracting the inhibitory map
from the excitatory map, a top-down map is calculated. (Reproduced from [142, 143].)

Frintrop et al. proposes a learning algorithm that seeks to find target relevant feature in an
image as well as to learn background features [142, 143]. The target features are accorded
high probabilities on an excitatory map and the background features are accorded high
probabilities on an inhibitory map. These maps are then combined to promote the targetrelevant features while suppressing areas of known background characteristics. This is an
effort to build a top down probability map. The concept is illustrated in Figure 2.32.
In [142] a system of object detection and goal-directed search is proposed combining the
bottom up method discussed in [134] with the top down methods proposed in [143]. This
system is labelled VOCUS and the process diagram is shown in Figure 2.33.
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Figure 2.33: Goal directed search method by Frintrop. (Reproduced from [142].)

VOCUS combines the bottom up model with the top down model as a weighted sum with
a factor t in the range [0,1]:

S = (1 − t).Sbu + t.Std

(2.54)

the author describes the difficulty of choosing the factor t in equation 2.54. There is a
trade off in human perception between bottom up and top down that is not currently well
understood.
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These techniques can provide some sophisticated predictions of observer eye-fixations during
task directed viewing that significantly outperform the bottom-up only maps. However, they
are complicated and require a reliable learning phase of database object class recognition and
gist/context association assessment. This is all complicated and is likely to be difficult to
reproduce consistent results in general scenarios. Furthermore, the techniques here described
are looking to find regions of focused attention, that is, they look to narrow down to the
most salient locations. For the purpose of image preservation for compression, this narrow
task focus may be too closed and result in loss of important detail if too closely followed.

2.5.4

Object recognition

Object formation is learned by human observers as a lifelong habit. The ability for machines
to recognise objects is harder as it is necessary to go through a training phase in which
attributes of the object to be learned are appropriate to the object recollection required.
Object recognition of a particular object is possible over scale and rotational transformations
and is demonstrated using interest points in [12]. However, in the case outlined in above,
what is more useful for many applications is to find a particular “class” of object - instead
of finding a particular object in an image the task is to identify all generic objects of a
given class in an image [8]. This is more tricky due to the variation that is possible. The
mechanism is broadly to learn what a set of objects of a given class look like using various
measures and to describe the relationship between object features in such as way that the
“object” is least likely to be confused with some other rival classification.
Viola and Jones have produced a real-time object detection scheme based on comparison
with learned features represented by Haar basis functions [144]. This algorithm is over
10 years old and at the time of publication it ran successfully for face detection in real
time. The way that features are learned is illustrated in Figure 2.34, showing how the Harr
basis representations are used to “learn” what a general face looks like from one particular
reference image example.
Fergus provides a detailed description of the difficulties in object classification [20]. Problem
cases for object recognition include changes of aspect, changes of viewpoint, illumination
differences, background clutter, occlusion, and intra-class variation. In the work Fergus
builds up a sophisticated “constellation of interest points” model in which object classes
can be expected to have a certain distribution of similar features, within a certain variation,
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Figure 2.34: The first and second features selected by AdaBoost. The two features are
shown in the top row and then overlayed on a typical training face in the bottom row. The
first feature measures the difference in intensity between the region of the eyes and a region
across the upper cheeks. The feature capitalizes on the observation that the eye region is
often darker than the cheeks. The second feature compares the intensities in the eye regions
to the intensity across the bridge of the nose. (From Viola and Jones, [144])

learned from a large training set of categorised objects. The kinds of object areas that can
be consistent over object class are shown in Figure 2.35, and the constellation model is
shown in general in Figure 2.36.

Figure 2.35: Two images containing cars that look dissimilar. The coloured circles indicate regions of both instances that are similar in visual appearance and relative location.
(From Fergus, [20])

A mathematically detailed review of object descriptive techniques is given in [145] and
heuristics of Feature Detectors and Photometric Descriptors for Object Recognition are
presented in [146]. It is possible to learn object categories in a weakly supervised manner,
such as done by Fergus et al. [147] and to extract object categories from large image
collections is technically possible as demonstrated by Russell et al. [148].
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Figure 2.36: Graphical models for the two shape dierent shape representations. The
location of each part is represented as a node in the graph, with the edges indicating the
dependencies between them. (a) The full model. (b) The star model. (From Fergus, [20])

This thesis is primarily concerned with using object-detection to improve automatic prediction of visual attention. As such, the focus of this thesis is to get a reliable object detector
that works for this purpose, rather than engage deeply in the process of developing new object detection, a major area in its own right, as described above. The method of detection
to be used in this thesis is detection of previously seen objects. A suitable method for doing
this is to use a count of feature point matching from reference objects, as demonstrated
by Lowe. Objects are stored as an array of feature point descriptors. According to Lowe,
object recognition usually depends more on overall quantity of correctly matched keypoints,
as opposed to the correct percentage matching [12] (see also 2.4.7).

2.5.5

Summary of Visual Saliency

In spite of the complexity of the human visual system, the general consensus is that observers
have a fast natural response to a scene or an image called “bottom up” processing. This
processing is activated by variation in local context within the stimulus and acts as the
primary guide in the case of passive viewing. Task performance uses the same fast bottom
up response as an initial guide to the deployment of attention before calling upon a lifetime
of learning of objects and their likely semantic contexts to complete the task efficiently.
The modelling of bottom up attention using biologically inspired models has been shown to
be highly successful. Impressive models of task performance do exist, copying the biological
model of modulating the bottom up case around likely object-in-scene contexts, but these
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are generally considerably more computationally intensive and rely on a learning phase
which cannot reasonably be expected to approach the depth of human observer. Generally,
observers direct their attention in a horizontal fashion, which can allow for a narrow of focus
around likely locations.
Interestingly, the mechanism of feature points (such as SURF, discussed in Section 2.4)
are similar to the bottom up saliency map calculations: feature points are strong local
gradients in two dimensions over scale while saliency measures review orientation, colour
and intensity differences over scale. This is worth exploring further: if the feature points
are related to visual saliency they can be used as detectors of visually salient information
in combination with their powerful point descriptors. This is highly important because
there are some very accessible object detection schemes available, based on constellations of
matched image features. Hence, the feature points could be used to detect visually salient
material and their descriptors used to check a database for objects in order to exploit
horizontal contextualisation in predicting eye fixations.

2.6

Observer testing and psychophysics

In the assessment of any task, observer testing becomes necessary for either information
gathering, or validation. This is because of differences that exist between observers. These
arise from different levels of raw ability, experience and physical attributes, such as eyesight
and fitness. Generally, this data is normalised as much as possible, such as getting participants to correct their eyesight to the “normal” level. Apart from these differences between
observers, there are also some errors that will be made by every observer unwittingly. Lapse
errors (such as pushing the wrong button for no apparent reason) occur, independent of
stimuli and there is a guess rate at which it is generally possible for an observer to input
the right answer to the test even if he ignores the content of the test, as described in the
work of Wichmann and Hill [149]. Sekuler and Blake describe the general set-up of perceptual experiments in [150]. In psychophysics, where observation data is generalised to make
rules about a system of observation, there are many possible ways of interpreting the data,
including Monte Carlo modelling and curve-fitting packages, such as the bootstrap package
described in [149, 151].
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The general process of assessing human observers through testing is additionally described
in detail in much of the work reviewed so far (such as [44, 73–78] and all of the visual
psychology papers). All observers need to be uncoerced and told of their right to withdraw
at any moment. The design of the experiment must be ethical and involve no harm being
done to the observers through recklessness in experimental design. For observer testing on
screens, the screen needs to be calibrated to a base standard of contrast and colouring so
that the observer experimental data can be widely transferred. The observer needs to sit
at a suitable distance from the screen. Typically, this is 60cm but the distance should be
such that the lines in the image are at the limit of resolvability: there should be no screen
“lines” visible and the information in each line should correspond to the width of the field
of view at the observer distance.
Typical instructions to observers include distinguishing image pairs displayed on a screen
(pairwise contrast), memorising image content or some other analytical task, such as counting a number of objects of a given class present in a scene. The responses can be recorded
via a computer interface or written down by an experiment overseer.
The process of eye-tracking is a very good indicator of visual attention as shown by Yarbus
[104] and confirmed in later work by Henderson [105]. In this technique, the observer’s head
is fixed and a calibration process is used to record the position of the observer’s two eyes
looking at calibration spots on the screen. This allows for the gaze-direction from the eyes
to be used to extrapolate the position of the pixels on the screen that are being attended.
Henderson describes the eye-tracking analysis in detail [8, 105]. Because the detail is being
extrapolated, there is an error term, between 30 and 50 pixels to the eye-fixation spots.
The eye-tracker used to gather the data in this thesis was the Tobii x50 system, shown in
Figure 2.37. This system is suitable for tracking eye-movements on any screen or real scene,
with appropriate calibration. The system uses binocular tracking at 50 Hz and is accurate
to 0.5 degrees, with a drift of less than 1 degree.
Torralba has made the image and eye-tracker data from the experimental work available in
[8]. This data is used in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, original data is collected using the system
shown in Figure 2.37 and Torralba’s data is also utilised.
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Figure 2.37: Tobii x50 eye-tracker. (From Tobii service documentation.)

2.7

Conclusions

A wide range of relevant literature pertinent to visual saliency, feature points, image processing and psychophysical testing has been reviewed. There is potential to model certain
algorithmic transformations as a component in a sensor frequency transmission model. The
traditional frequency transmission methods used in sensor modelling could be used to predict the range performance expected for a given algorithm, but the difficultly is that the
MTF sensor component modelling breaks down in the presence of non-linearities and spatial shifts. The Information Transfer Function in particular is worth exploring as a forced
linearisation of the data [68].
Measuring the impact of image processing algorithms is typically done using large scale
human experimentation, which takes a long time to set up and can be difficult to generalise.
Measuring visual attention computationally is therefore highly valuable and in particular
mathematical image generation could be useful in assessing the impact of operations: if the
texture is controlled and image processing operations applied, the number of perceptually
different images generated can be measured using observer trials and compared with metrics,
with a view to applying algorithms automatically using a limited range of parameters.
The behaviour of feature points through image processing operations could be a strong
measure of the process’s impact on observer image perception. If the distribution of features
is substantially altered in a processed image compared to an original, this may indicate a
strong change in the image noticeable by observers.
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By inspection, the feature points coincide with much useful image information and a review
of visual saliency showed that reliable common models use very similar algorithmic mechanisms for feature detection. There was no literature found directly addressing the feature
points as saliency detectors even though a strong link is likely, a priori. Feature detectors
as detectors of visually salient information is definitely worth exploring.
Furthermore, task-directed image observation was found to be often horizontally constrained
in eye-level imagery, since that is the natural way that similar objects are generally distributed in the real world. If feature points are shown to be visually salient, there is the
possibility of creating an object detector from feature point descriptors that could be used
to modulate the output of a passive, “bottom-up” attention map to gain better predictive
power of task-directed attention.
Finally, there is the theme running through research that image regions are ranked by
importance. Some image regions are relatively bland or contain only information relevant
for and observer to understand the gist of a scene and the context of likely objects. Such
regions could be classified as “background” regions. In contrast, there are image regions
that are highly salient and critical to observer understanding of an image. Such regions can
be classified as “foreground” or “salient”.
In terms of how these regions are affected by image processing operations, there are clearly
some redundant image processing steps: Q99 in JPEG is effectively indistinguishable from
Q70 in JPEG for many images. A bland background region is likely to be transformed to
a more limited perceptual range of textures by a processing operation than the number of
available mathematical parameter steps. There is therefore scope to explore the redundancy
of output background texture to reduce the parameter space of algorithms based on the
perception of their output.
The effect on foreground of image processing operations is more complicated: contrast
enhancement can clearly promote background regions to foreground regions by revealing new
details but in compression algorithms there is the danger that the algorithm could damage
foreground material while preserving background material at too high a definition because
of a global interpretation of the image. Addressing this explicitly, there are many techniques
available for region of interest compression. Particularly, blurring the non-salient regions
can provide a benefit to JPEG and the JPEG2000 algorithm has a built in ROI processor.
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For compression, there is therefore a strong incentive to be able to identify salient material
in images in order to exploit efficient encoding.
Modelling of bottom up saliency is reliable, but is inadequate when tasking is introduced.
The modelling of task-directed attention is complicated and fragile due to the need for a
learning phase. The problem with the state of art in task directed viewing is that there is
a range of tasks that could be performed on any image and narrowing down the task for
ROI compression risks damaging relevant data from the image lying outside the task-specific
ROI.
Ideally, for ROI compression, a broad range of image content related to the performance of
multiple tasks should be passed into an ROI compressor. For best image content preservation, the assessment of the salient regions on an image should be conservative at first to
capture a large area of potentially salient material relevant to both bottom up and taskdirected viewing. After that, if higher levels of information regarding objects and their likely
contexts are/become known then the search area could be narrowed. The similarity of certain feature detection architectures with those of bottom up saliency algorithms may mean
that feature points could be useful in creating this large salient area detection and their
built-in descriptors could be useful in detecting objects to narrow the salient area based on
detected object context. This would deliver a faster model for mapping task-directed visual
attention, having no direct learning phase, and the conservative content preservation would
ensure a high likelihood of the transmission of salient material through an ROI compressor
even when no specific information about the task or the scene is known.

Chapter 3

Modelling algorithm impact as a
sensor component
In this chapter, we consider the practicality of modelling the effect of an image processing algorithm as a sensor component. In traditional sensor modelling, the frequency transmission
of each sensor component is modelled carefully and these “modulation transfer functions”
(MTFs) are multiplied to give a “system” MTF. In combination with archived observer task
performance information based on spatial frequency perception, it is possible to extrapolate
observer discrimination task performance through the optical system. Treating an algorithm
as a sensor component, calculating an algorithm MTF that can be multiplied with the system
MTF is clearly therefore attractive.
However, many algorithms are non-linear and distort the data between pixels, making the
reliable estimation of an algorithm MTF difficult. Additionally, it is not necessarily the case
that archived data on observer performance based on object resolution through the sensor
will hold true if an image is processed.
We analyse the most promising algorithm MTF technique identified in the literature: the
Information Transform Function of Cox and Driggers [68] to assess its utility. We further
perform observer testing of minimum resolvable contrast during real-time image processing
on bar targets to inform discrimination task range predictions during image processing. The
conclusions are that the ITF technique is not a good method of modelling frequency transfer;
that global image classification schemes are flawed; and that while range advantage can
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potentially be gained from simple image processing of targets against a bland background,
thorough observer testing would be required to generalise the range performance modelling.
Finally, observer Minimum Resolvable Contrast experiments are performed on frequency
bar targets undergoing real-time image processing. Observer target discrimination range
performance calculations are carried out and it is shown that sharpening algorithms can
increase predicted range performance under certain conditions. However, new field tests
would be required to get an appropriate dataset of archived range performance.
The content and conclusions here described were circulated as a Technical Report for the
Technology Group at Thales Optronics [152].
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The initial remit for the industrial doctorate was to investigate methods of assessing the performance impact of image processing when applied to electro-optic imagery. The motivation
behind this was clear: it is desirable to be able to quantify the likely performance benefits
of using a particular algorithm for the benefit of a potential purchaser. This is especially
true when they are to be incorporated in high-end imaging sensors having clearly defined
performance expectations. In sensor modelling it is standard practice to use the modulation transfer function to estimate the survival of spatial frequency through all of the optical
components of a system. The transmitted frequency profile can then be used to estimate the
likely performance of observers looking for different target classes, using parametric models
(such as NVTherm) and archived observer data such as the Johnson criterion [44]. These
sensor models work because the MTFs of each optical component in a sensor can simply
be multiplied together in frequency space allowing for an accurate frequency transmission
profile [11]. However in the case of most algorithms (especially the more complicated ones
that offer higher value) the algorithm process is non-linear and is shift variant (meaning
that there are details spatially shifted between image pixels as a result of the algorithm).
It is possible to model some of the linear processes, such as certain primitive contrast enhancement algorithms in a way that can be combined with existing sensor modelling tools
[47]. However, many algorithms of interest are non-linear and shift variant (for example
JPEG) rendering a pure MTF approach infeasible. However, a range of MTF values could
be calculated as an approximation.
Cox and Driggers propose an Information Transfer Function (ITF) for compression to be
used like the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) of an Electro-optical component in order
to help to model sensor performance [68]. The first part of this chapter provides a review
of their paper and the technique, with new data and more thorough results, in order to
assess the viability of an Information Transfer Function at correctly simulating MTF-like
behaviour for non-linear, shift-invariant algorithms.
The second part of this chapter is to make an estimation as to the benefit in task performance
that might be expected from applying some simple algorithms. Typically, the system MTF
is usually compared with archived observer performance data for target discrimination tasks,
expressed as resolvable frequency information across a target such as the Johnson criterion
[44]. An investigation was performed on the Minimum Resolvable Contrast (MRC) of black
bar frequency patterns undergoing real-time image processing. The information from this
process was then used to estimate the range vs. discrimination task performance during
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simple real-time image processing by convolution filtering with blurring and sharpening
filters.

3.1

A critique of the Information Transfer Function

A key variable introduced by the Cox and Driggers is that of the “Complexity” of an image.
The central tenet of the paper is that in the most general terms the frequency transmittable
through a compression algorithm for a given compression ratio is limited by the detail in
the image. That is, the more detail there is in the image, the harder it is to transmit high
frequency information through the algorithm: conversely, the less detail is in the image, the
easier it is to transmit high frequency information through the algorithm. This is described
as follows:
“It is known that images which have a limited dynamic range and low frequency content and
hence low information content require fewer bits to be encoded. In contrast, images which
have a wide dynamic range and a broad frequency spectrum contain more information and
more difficult to compress. Given these observations, a target in a low Complexity image
will suffer less degradation than the same target with a very complex image.”
The “Complexity” of an image is a mathematical function based upon the Fourier Transform:
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in which ξ and η are the frequency components of the image under investigation and S(ξ, η)
is the Fourier transform of the image. Normalisation by K is applied,
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where GL is the maximum Grey Level in the dynamic range of the image format.
So the Complexity is a weighted sum of frequency components across a digital image, with
higher weighting granted to higher frequencies. It is clear that images with higher frequency
components will possess higher assessed Complexity through the use of the above formula.
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The authors then considered how to assess the effect of an algorithm on frequency information by embedding bar targets of different spatial frequencies into images (categorised by
their Complexity) to act as probes of frequency information.
The image containing the bar target was then compressed and the statistical difference
between the original bar target and the post-compression bar target image was measured.
The authors looked at two measures of similarity between the bar targets to give a value
for the ITF. These were based around the MSE and the correlation coefficient between the
original and compressed images:

IT F = 1 − M SE

(3.3)

IT F = Correlation Coef f icient

(3.4)

and

They tested three images at three different compression ratios using two compression algorithms, JPEG and the Daubechies 6 wavelet transform. They did see evidence of MTF-like
behaviour, at given compression ratios and complexities although their presentation of the
data was somewhat poor, representing fitted polynomials in two dimensions that obscured
the underlying data and very likely had little to do with the actual form of the ITF surface.
Disappointingly, no information was published in 3D form to grant a comparison with their
conceptual ITF shown in Figure 2.16. Neither was there any attempt at correlating their
derived ITF results with observer range performance trials.

3.1.1

Criticism

The first criticism of this technique is that it is very sparse in results and verification. The
idea is however one of the most promising from the literature review and so we explore it
in more detail. The two key questions here are:
• Is the Complexity a good measure of the frequency content across an image?
• Is their probe-embedding model (“frequency survivability method”) a fair approximation to use in building up an MTF-like measure?
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Of course, these questions can only be properly answered by considering how the compression algorithms themselves act to compress an image. However, there is little information
from the paper itself that we can look to for a proper conclusion. We therefore set about
verifying the technique using a wider range of images of a given “complexity” to see if the
proposed frequency-probe embedding method can give us usable “ITF” surfaces, as illustrated conceptually in Figure 2.16. In doing so, we want to see if the ITF technique produces
a consistent set of MTF-like lines for images of distinct complexity.

3.1.2

Verification

A new set of 12 test images was used because the original test images were unobtainable.
Twelve images of distinct “complexity” were chosen for the experiment, ranging from 3.6
up to 36. The images used are shown in Figure 3.1 and their recorded complexities are
in the caption. Looking at the images, it is clear that while they are of increasing global
“Complexity” there are local image regions that are bland of content in each image.
Unfortunately, the original paper is very sparse in the details of how the probes were embedded into the image. It was decided to perform an overwrite of all the pixels in the
relevant region, as in the paper. The greylevel shading values of the bars used were [0 255]
(representing the maximum range) and [119 135] (representing a difference of 8 bits around
the mid-value), shown in Figure 3.2. An example of a probe embedded in an image is given
in Figure 3.3.
The process is outlined in Algorithm Box 3.
The probe targets were shifted along the image axes at intervals of 50 pixels so that the
difference in local statistics from different image regions could be taken into account by
averaging the measured result from all probe positions across a given image.
The ITF values finally calculates are the mean values across all embedded target positions,
for each separate image (i.e. Complexity) and for each separate compression ratio. The ITF
values only applied to the local regions of the embedded bar targets and the resultant ITF
had the plot shape shown in Figure 3.4.
For all of the derived values, the compression had no statistical effect on the ITF. In all
cases IT F data + IT F std = 0.998
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Figure 3.1: Top Row: I1. C=3.6008, I2. C=4.8995, I3. C=6.0131. Second Row: I4.
C=7.0807, I5. C=8.6254, I6. C=9.5715 Third Row: I7. C=12.0961, I8. C=14.2108, I9.
C=18.2262. Fourth row: I10. C=25.8698, I11. C=30.0046, I12. C=36.0865.

Where the ITF data is the average ITF of the probes across all of the image positions
examined and the ITF std is the standard deviation between the measures. This is very
high, as the maximum ITF is one. Repeating the experiment using bar shading values of
[119 135] (±8 bits around 127, the central pixel shading value in an 8-bit system) yielded
results more like the conceptual ITF, as illustrated in Figure 2.16.
Figures 3.5, to 3.8 show the results for the ITF test using bar targets with shading values
119 & 135. Only the correlation results are shown. The MSE results were of the same broad
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Figure 3.2: Bar target frequency probes for embedding. The frequency of the bars is
varied to match different spatial frequencies, the highest frequency being one line per pixel.
The images are 8-bit and the shading values of the bars used were [0 255] in the left image
and [119 135] in the right.

Algorithm 3 Collect ITF data
for all images do
calculate image complexity
for all target positions do
for all target orientations do
for all target sizes do
Embedded a bar target (to act as the frequency probe),
for compression ratio = 10:10:40 do
JPEG Compress the image to match the desired ratio, then:
Record the 1-MSE value and the correlation between the original and the
reconstructed JPEG bar target
end for
end for
end for
end for
end for
form, but with different values, as should be expected mathematically.
These figures are closer to Figure 2.16 (the ITF as visualised by Cox and Driggers) than
was Figure 3.4. However, there is obviously not a smooth surface from which any inter-data
extrapolation could be made reliably. Figure 3.9 shows figure 3.5 from along the Complexity
axis.
Figure 3.9 shows that the ITF for the JPEG algorithm achieving a compression ratio of
20 does follow the general conceptual form envisaged by Cox and Driggers: the ITF is
essentially a set of MTF-like slices that can be expected for images of a given complexity.
These could be usable as an approximation to the system MTF, however, the technique
is extremely sensitive to which frequency probe values are used. In a simple binary-level
probe of fixed pattern, such as used here, there are 2562 = 216 possible shading values of
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Figure 3.3: Embedded bar target in one of the test images. The bar is 8 × 8 pixels and
is the same shading as that in Figure 3.2, right. The probe is highlighted by the red circle
surrounding it.

the bars in an 8-bit depth and deciding which pattern best represents spatial frequency is
not obvious start point for choosing the values. Furthermore, the “correlation ITF” and the
“1-MSE” ITF methods arrived at different plot shapes. How well different probe shadings
approximate an MTF that can be used to estimate Detection, Recognition and Identification
range performance is an unknown, so clearly the method is incomplete. To complete the
method, knowledge of how the probe method varies with human DRI interpretation would
be required: a quite large undertaking. Larger probes in the image will possibly overlap
many tiles. Using the above probe embed method there could be whole JPEG tiles where
the original image content will not impact at all onto the superimposed probe. (Such as a
24x24 pixel probe representing 8, 3-pixel-deep bars alternating dark and light shading). In
this case the Complexity of the image becomes irrelevant as a label for that JPEG block.
There are numerous probe embedding methods than can be used. Just the dark bars could
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Figure 3.4: Calculated ITF results for both ITF calculations for 12 images, each possessing different “Complexity”. Each coloured line represents a distinct image of a given
Complexity. This plot shows compression ratios =10, 20, 30, 40. The shading values of the
bars in the bar targets used as probes were [0 255]. This figure shows that the bar target
probes survived the compression process perfectly over all compression ratios.

be used, leaving original content in between; the shading values could be linked in some
way to the scene statistics; the target could be superimposed onto the existing block values
without saturation. Which of the many possible methods will help best to approximate the
MTF for a given background Complexity is unknown.
The above shows that the ITF technique, as proposed, is not workable. That is, taking a
representative set of images and processing them along lines suggested in the paper has not
succeeded in producing a consistent set of MTF lines for images of distinct Complexity. In
any case, there is no stated absolute relationship with observer based perception.

3.1.3

Limitations of global image classification

The Complexity recorded for each image is actually a global measure based upon spatial
frequency detail across the whole of an image. The following images are the ones used for
the ITF analysis and are here presented in order of increasing Complexity. The full image
is shown and the Complexity, C, applies to the greyscale image of the luminance transform
of the components of the colour images. The Complexity is effectively a measure of the
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Figure 3.5: ITF by Correlation, compression ratio 10, probe shading 119 and 135. Each
coloured line represents a distinct image of given Complexity.

degree of high frequency in the image. Examining the following test set, it can be seen how
this applies: in the low Complexity images there can be large regions of low variation and
in the higher images there are more points of detail, such as sharp edges that lead to their
classification as “high” Complexity images. It is worth noting that subsections of many
images are devoid of detail, although they have a high Complexity value attached to the
whole image. Clearly these sections will behave very differently to the high detail sections
within the image. The Complexity must be remembered as an average measure of global
high frequency content.
It is clear that in many of the images in Figure 3.1 there is much spatial detail in recorded
“noisy features” or semi-periodic texture, such as in the sea or background grass. More
worryingly, several of the images only contain localised details with large low frequency
regions of space associated with them. The assessed Complexity of these images is not
necessarily helpful. I10 has a Complexity of 25 while there are others that have complexities
greater than this, but that have regions of entirely clear space, such as I11 or I12. To put
it another way, it is clear that two images of the same nominal Complexity can have very
different local statistics.
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Figure 3.6: ITF by Correlation, compression ratio 20, probe shading 119 and 135. Each
coloured line represents a distinct image of given Complexity.

Having examined what the ITF method actually delivers, and the nature of how “Complexity” applies to an image we can now answer the questions:

• Is the global, overall Complexity a “good” measure of the frequency content across an
image?
• Is the model of Cox and Driggers (“frequency survivability method”) a fair approximation to use in building up an MTF-like measure?

The answer to both questions is “no”. For any algorithm that acts on independent subsections of a whole image, the Complexity is not a very useful label of how the entire image will
be treated: there would be many blocks that would act very differently from a background
of the average Complexity.

3.1.4

Summary of Information Transfer Function

The black box model proposed by Cox and Driggers has been shown to be unusable at
present, due to high ambiguity as to how the derived function approximates an MTF.
However, there are deeper problems with the ITF method, such as the global measurement
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Figure 3.7: ITF by Correlation, compression ratio 30, probe shading 119 and 135. Each
coloured line represents a distinct image of given Complexity.

of Complexity as well as the use of the compression ratio. It is possible that probe embed
perception experiments might allow an MTF approximation to be made, and a localised
Complexity measure, might be usable to classify it. Changing the compression performance
level from compression ratio to the quality level could allow for a more reliable ITF surface,
but really the concept seems to be of little practical use.
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Figure 3.8: ITF by Correlation, compression ratio 40, probe shading 119 and 135. Each
coloured line represents a distinct image of given Complexity.

3.2

MRC to range conversions in the presence of image processing: observer task performance estimation

This section describes observer experiments on Minimum Resolvable Contrast perceived by
a small group of observers on a screen during real-time image processing. The recorded
observer results are then used to calculate range performance for object discrimination
tasking with reference to the Johnson criteria.
The minimum resolvable contrast of line pairs is a key measure in the science of range performance of sensor systems. This follows the work of Johnson who derived the Johnson criteria
that together form a key industry metric [44]. The Johnson Criteria state that different
levels of target discrimination can be represented by an equivalent number of line pairs (cycles) across the target, the ones of interest being Detection, Recognition and Identification
or DRI. Johnson’s criteria were derived from observer-based trials and by performing an
MRC analysis such information can be translated into a range performance.
In a Minimum Resolvable Contrast experiment, the observer illuminates a set of bar targets
so that they have a specific contrast. In this case the target was a USAF 1951 test chart
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Figure 3.9: Cross sectional ITF by Correlation, compression ratio 20. Looking along the
Complexity axis.

that has sets of bars of decreasing spacing (representing higher spatial frequency), shown in
Figure 3.10.
This chart was backlit using a lux-controlable source. Experimental data was collected using
a Minimum Resolvable Contrast set-up, in the Optics Lab facilities at Thales Optronics.
The background light at the bar-target template was adjustable using a slit arrangement.
The bar-target at backlight 10, 100 and 1000 lux was imaged using an off-the shelf camera
and it’s output fed through a dedicated image processing unit1 . Three different states were
presented to the observers: Low-pass, unfiltered and high pass. The algorithm used for the
low and high-pass calculations were the convolution filters described in the literature review,
repeated below for convenience in equations 3.6 and 3.5.



−1 −1 −1




HighP ass = −1 9 −1


−1 −1 −1
1

(3.5)

This unit is essentially a PC unit that is used within the Algorithms Group at Thales Glasgow. It is
known as VIEW which stands for Video and Image Enhancement in “WiT”. WiT is a commercially available
visual programming package.
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Figure 3.10: 1951 USAF test chart.



1/9 1/9 1/9




LowP ass = 1/9 1/9 1/9


1/9 1/9 1/9

(3.6)

Three observers with eyesight corrected to normal were asked to observe the backlit bartargets on a computer screen. The screen was calibrated using an automated device to
provide accurate representation of the received signal from the camera. The viewing distance
of the screen from the observers was 60cm. The contrast of the bar-targets was reduced
by increments and the observer minimum resolvable set of line-pairs was recorded for each
light level and for each state. As the contrast reduces, so does the observer’s ability to
resolve the difference between bars. The observer simply needs to note which is the smallest
target that is possible for him to resolve. Each bar target has a known spatial frequency in
cycles per millimetre. This can be translated into an angular frequency through the system
through a simple multiplication of the linear frequency by the focal length of the optical
system projecting the bars.
An example of the unprocessed test chart at low light levels is shown in Figure 3.11, an
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Figure 3.11: 1951 USAF test chart, viewed through the MRC system. The chain of
optical components contributes a blur to the targets preventing clear transmission of the
higher frequencies.

example of the low-passed test chart is Figure 3.12 and an example of the high-passed test
chart is shown in Figure 3.13. Note the difficulty of perceiving the high spatial frequencies
in the original, the relatively worse situation for the low pass and the relative improvement
for the high pass.
In order to convert this recorded angular frequency to a range prediction it is simply a
question of dividing by the number of cycles required across the target and multiplying
by the width of the target. Johnson’s metric was used, which gives Detection = 1 cycle,
Recognition = 4 cycles, Identification = 6.4 cycles. The decided target was a standard
NATO tank, generally accepted as being 2.3m wide.
Of course, the atmosphere needs to be taken into account and so a “task line” related to
the nominal visibility is added to the plots of MRC vs. range, the cross-over points between
these data sets giving the range performance for a given visibility.
The filters that were applied were simple low-pass and high-pass filters. These were delivered
in the form of the following kernels and were applied in real-time to the system-only images
through the process of convolution.
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Figure 3.12: 1951 USAF test chart, viewed through the MRC system and undergoing
real-time low pass convolution filtering. The Minimum resolvable spatial frequency is higher
than in the original as high frequencies are blurred out by the algorithm

The averaged responses are plotted in Figure 3.14. Error bars are not included since the
results were highly consistent between participant, the difference only being one set of bar
targets at most and incidence of different resolvability being low.
From this basic plot the minimum frequency values can be extracted and the frequency
multiplied as described above in order to get the range performance estimate for each of
the three target discrimination tasks, Detection, Recognition and Identification. Figure 3.15
shows the data in Figure 3.14 converted into range information for the detection task. As
described this uses one cycle as the cross target resolution. Recognition and Identification
would be very similar charts, but the number of required cycles across target is different. A
task line corresponding to maximum visibility through the atmosphere of 10 km has been
plotted in orange. The intersection of this task line with the experimental data is the range
performance for the required task of detection.
Results: The results in Figure 3.15 show what might be intuitively expected - that lowpassing the information will destroy the resolvability of vital information, leading to reduced
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Figure 3.13: 1951 USAF test chart, viewed through the MRC system and undergoing
real-time high pass convolution filtering. The Minimum resolvable spatial frequency is
lower than in the original as the edges are sharpened by the algorithm.

target discrimination range performance (around 33% less) and that high-passing the information will improve target discrimination range performance (around 10% extra distance).
This of course assumes that the Johnson criterion would remain in tact for images that are
image-processed. This might be true for simple algorithms but only thorough testing would
verify this claim.
There are, however some caveats to this outcome. Firstly, this range modelling is based
upon resolving bar targets against a bland background and the Johnson criterion does the
same. The impact of even these simple algorithms could be very different when applied to
cluttered images: for example the edge enhancing properties of the high pass filter could
create a lot of visual distractions that could conceivably decrease observer performance in
some scenarios. Secondly, the difficulty of modelling non-linear algorithms as a frequencyattenuating sensor component has been shown. Johnson’s results were based on standard
viewing in the absence of processing and will not hold true in the presence of more interesting
examples, such as JPEG, designed to preserve image quality while modifying the statistics
of the image in a shift-variant and non-linear way.
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Figure 3.14: Horizontal MRC vs. spatial frequency at different backlight levels undergoing
real-time image processing. The blue lines are plots for the MRC of the system alone. The
green plots are the results for the low pass filter. The red plots are the results for the high
pass filter.

3.3

Conclusion

The most promising technique found in the literature review to model algorithm impact
on frequency transmission, the ITF, was investigated and found to be just conceptual and
of no practical use. The major issue was that the probe embedding proposed was open
to enormous variation. While it is possible to model certain algorithms within an MTFbased sensor model, the more interesting algorithms cannot be reliably assessed within that
environment. Valuably, the idea of labelling an image globally has been shown to be a poor
way of image labelling. In future work consideration of local image areas is essential.
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Even though observer testing showed that the minimum resolvable contrast of bar targets
can be improved by live image processing, implying an improvement in range performance,
there is no existing pre-recorded Johnson-like criteria from which to estimate the range
performance accurately from such information. In any case, any such data would only apply
to targets against a bland background, which limits the utility of the technique.
The idea of creating a parametric modelling toolbox for use in combination with state of
art sensor performance models is not viable for the interesting non-linear algorithms and
a different approach to tasking will be required. The next Chapter of this thesis looks
at measuring observer perception of image processed mathematically generated texture regions (representing homogenous image regions) and measuring the effect of image processing
algorithms on feature point statistics.
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Figure 3.15: Horizontal MRC vs. Detection Range for 2.3m wide object in 10km visibility
at different backlight levels and undergoing real time image processing. The blue lines are
plots for the MRC of the system alone. The green plots are the results for the low pass
filter. The red plots are the results for the high pass filter.
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Chapter 4

Metrics for measuring the impact
of image processing algorithms
The work from the previous chapter demonstrates that global labelling of real images is flawed
because of the high variation of the content in many images. We thus wish to constrain the
problem to assessing how well mathematical metrics (statistics) correspond to observer perception of the change induced by image processing operations over image regions of statistical
similarity, appearing homogenous to an observer. We perform this analysis on artificiallygenerated textured images as a way of representing perceptually-homogenous image regions.
For this, we use simple metrics: the four moments (mean, variance, skew and kurtosis),
Mean Square Error (MSE), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity (SSIM). The metrics are recorded for each generated image class as three non-linear
algorithms (CLAHE, JPEG and unsharp masking) are tuned through a range of their parameters. We measure observer psychophysical perception of the processing impact in terms
of difference perception between images in the set of original and processed images. The
goal is to measure the perceptual shift in local image regions caused by a particular mathematical process, potentially offering a step towards intelligent algorithm application, where
for example an algorithm might be tunable towards a perceptual goal, such as selecting the
algorithm parameters required to separate textures into visually distinct areas automatically.
Furthermore, we show that feature-point matching is stable in the presence of JPEG and
CLAHE. In the case of image contrast enhancement the matching generally remains stable
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while new points are brought above threshold. In the case of JPEG, feature point matching might be used as a stable measure of the decline in image quality if matched against
perceptual tests. Most notably, the CLAHE algorithm has the effect of introducing new feature points in the processed image in regions that lack features in the original image. As
regions become more contrast enhanced, there is a higher number of features introduced in
the regions previously barren of features. Since contrast enhancement introduces more detail
into an image that was not previously easy to see this implies that feature points are also
detectors of visually salient information.
The processing of the artificial textures in this chapter was presented and published in Proc.
Image and Signal Processing for Remote Sensing XIV, Cardiff 2008 [153].
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Introduction

Assessing the impact of image processing algorithms is a complicated process. Eventually, it
requires observer testing to be carried out for validation. More fundamentally, describing the
change in the image mathematically is complicated. This chapter describes work regarding
“metrics” for the impact of image processing.
The first part describes experimental work on processed mathematically-generated images
representing regions of texture. If a particular mathematical operation is applied to an image, the observer will see a new image afterwards: the image has been “shifted” perceptually.
Metrics are tested as are psychophysical observer impressions of the perceptual difference
generated by the algorithm parameter steps. The first part concludes that the measures
tested are ineffective: even though the metrics correspond in many cases to the shape of
the psychophysical observer perception of the algorithm-induced shift they are insufficient
labels of the changes within the images. Furthermore, the statistics of the mathematical
images would change drastically if a target or foreground object were to be placed in the
scene.
The second part looks at more advanced image description techniques using feature point
detection and matching algorithms, working with real images. In this section, the matching
ability of detected features is considered as images are processed through the range of
image processing algorithm parameters. The conclusion of this chapter is that the matching
performance of feature point matching algorithms could potentially be used to apply image
processing algorithms automatically to preserve a certain level of detail in images, with the
right calibration. Also, it was observed that feature points are primitive detectors of visually
salient information. This latter point is expanded upon in the next chapter.

4.2

Measuring the impact of image processing algorithms on
statistical images

In observing, for example, aerial imagery of countryside an observer will often intuitively
pick-out regions of the image based on their texture and classify them as separable fields.
Application of image processing algorithms to such an image, transforms the individual
textural regions from their initial state to a new set of textures. These textures will often be
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(a) Original

(b) CLAHE

(c) Unsharp Masking

Figure 4.1: Texture transformation of image processing operations. (a): original image of
fields. (b): contrast enhanced version of the original using CLAHE. (c): sharpened version
of the original using unsharp masking. Applying the image processing algorithms obviously
transforms the textures representing the fields into new textures.

mathematically distinguishable. However, different processes applied to the same original
image are often difficult for an observer to distinguish. An example of this is shown in Figure
4.1, which shows the effect of image processing aerial imagery. The original image has fields
that could be separated by an observer and potentially classified. The application of the
CLAHE algorithm splits up the fields further and the unsharp masking algorithm sharpens
the image to reveal even more detail.
This implies that there exists a “threshold of application” beyond which an observer will find
it difficult to distinguish between two processed images generated from the same original
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texture but using separate image processing parameters. By collecting information on the
perceptual redundancy of processed textures, it may be possible to apply algorithms intelligently using database information. For example, if two textural background regions of an
image need to be kept distinct, the database could inform an algorithm about which possible
algorithm parameter values would be suitable. In reality, there may be many processed images generated using an image processing algorithm with different parameter inputs on the
same original texture that an observer would group as “similar” or “the same”. Although
an algorithm is capable of producing a number of mathematically distinct images equal to
the number of parameters used, the number of textures generated that are distinguishable
could be considerably less than this number. In terms of the optimal application of the
algorithm upon the texture region, it is worth knowing which parameter steps of the algorithm application will produce perceptually redundant image regions so that the number of
perceptually relevant parameter options can be assessed. This can generally be considerably
lower than the number of available algorithm parameter values. A small set of “background”
images is generated mathematically and analysis of this set is performed. The concept of
“background” as opposed to foreground is worth considering in more detail here.
In performing a task, such as scanning an image for an object of interest that might or
might not be present in the scene, the visual system of the observer is likely to pick out
salient cues within the image that could be intrinsic or could be learned. Such cues would
provide foreground information. In contrast to this, background information could simply
be a region classifiable as being textured in some way. While changing the content of a
digital image using a processing algorithm can change an observer’s impression of an image,
this is not necessarily related to how the same observer might perform a “task” on the
same image. (An example of a task is observer detection or higher discrimination of an
object within a scene. This is not necessarily related to general quality perception [77].) If
trying to perform a task looking at a digital image, clearly the content around a task-critical
object within the image is core to the performance levels of the task. If the object stands
out clearly against the background, performance will improve. If the object blends very
closely into its surroundings, task performance may be very difficult. Since the nature of
“background” is difficult to define, it is worth examining what happens to mathematicallygenerated “background-like” cases when they are processed. Image processing algorithms
are applied to statistically generated image textures, and image metrics are used to quantify
the effect on the texture as a function of a key parameter of each algorithm. The image
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metrics are then related to observer perception of the effect on the texture. Knowledge of
these factors could assist the intelligent application of an algorithm to different background
regions of a captured image, for example to enhance the contrast of different fields in aerial
imagery to aid observer classification.

4.2.1

Image generation

There are many methods for generating textural images, as described in the literature review
chapter (2.3). Furthermore the number of possible images that could be used is vast. In
this work, images are synthesised using mathematical formulae and can be labelled using
their generation parameters and their texture class (defined by their generation formula).
Two classes of image, “Gaussian” and “Autoregressive” were generated, so that degrees
of structure in the images could be controlled. The Gaussian images are composed of
individual pixels filled using a random Gaussian noise generator and have no inter-pixel
structure beyond a Gaussian image histogram. The Autoregressive images are built upon
a Gaussian seed, but there is a mathematical relationship between pixels in the texture.
In this way we can create images varying from unstructured to highly structured for our
analysis as well as label them accurately using the parameters used in their generation.
Underlying both methods is the inclusion of pseudo-random number generation. The CPU
clock value was used to seed the random number generator to avoid the risk of number chain
repetition.
The Autoregressive image generator was based upon one described in “Texture Generation
for use in Synthetic Scenes”, page 38 [83]. The texture is based on a random Gaussian
field (generated in the same manner as the Gaussian above). The parameters specified
for generation include a mean a standard deviation and two coefficients, a1 and a2 . The
parameters used to generate the random field are constrained by the following formulae:

randommean = mean × (1 − a1 − a2 + a1 × a2 )

randomσ =

p
σ 2 (1 − a2 × a2 − a1 × (a1 × (a2 × a2 ))2 )

(4.1)

(4.2)
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Figure 4.2: Example of a “Gaussian” image. The pixels are filled individually using
pseudo-random values generated to give a Gaussian image histogram.

(a) Autoregressive: a1=a2=0.3

(b) [Autoregressive: a1=a2=0.35

(c) [Autoregressive: a1=a2=0.4

Figure 4.3: Autoregressive images. These are grown on Gaussian backgrounds similar to
4.2. Note the increasing degree of structure that is added as the parameters a1 and a2 are
increased from 0.3 in (a) to 0.35 in (b) to 0.4 in (c).

These values were then used to generate a random Gaussian field R(i, j) where i, j are the
pixel coordinates. The autoregressive texture is then grown upon these values with an initial
top row and left column seed value of 1 using the following formula:

P (i, j) = a1 × P (i, j − 1) + a2 × P (i − 1, j) + a1 × a2 × P (i − 1, j − 1) + R(i, j)

(4.3)

This offers a texture that has some relationship between pixels over a certain distance
depending upon the initial coefficients. Because the texture is grown from the seed values
at the side it was necessary to carve-off the border regions of initial growth where the
texture had not yet reached a recursive stable state. The parameters for generation for the
Autoregressive textures were a mean of 128 and a standard deviation of 32. It was decided
to keep a1 = a2 for simplicity and to choose values 0.3, 0.35 and 0.4. These corresponded to
increasing structure within the images. Because of the random nature involved in generating
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the images it was necessary to generate sets of images of the same parameter specifications
collect statistics of the results. Single examples of the original images generated are shown
below. Figure 4.2 shows an example of a texture labelled “Gaussian” generated using a
mean of 128 and a standard deviation of 32. Figure 4.3 shows examples of “Autoregressive”
images generated with an input mean of 128 and 32 but with different values of the a1 , a2
autoregressive coefficients.
The Gaussian image has no specific inter-pixel relationship. In other words it is random
and prediction on a pixel to pixel basis is not possible. The Autoregressive images do have
an inter-pixel relationship, the distance of which is governed by a1 and a2 . This causes the
appearance of structure within the images. The Gaussian case is to be considered a control
for the experiment while the autoregressive images offer greater degrees of structure as a1 ,
a2 increase. It is anticipated that the images should react distinctly and yet understandably
to image processing algorithms.

4.2.2

Image processing algorithm set

In choosing the image processing algorithms set to apply to the image textures, it is necessary
to consider at least two points. Firstly, it is necessary to choose algorithms that work on
distinct mathematical principles so that any recorded effects can be easily related to the
workings of the algorithms. Secondly, to keep the results space tractable, the algorithms
should have one primary parameter that will be altered, while any other possible parameters
will be fixed. This will allow the evolution of impact measurements to be understood with
a minimum of potential for confusion. In light of these limitations, the algorithms chosen
were: JPEG [2], Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalisation (CLAHE) [23] and
Unsharp Masking [24], the mathematical details of which are set-out in the literature review
chapter.

4.2.3

Impact metrics

In deciding measures of “impact”, there exist many measures of image quality1 but such
measures are usually an attempt to measure the quality of photo-real images. For processed
textures these measures would have little relevance to their original purpose. Instead, a
1

A recent paper discusses that there are 111-plus measures available for image “quality” assessment [154]!
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small set of simple and mathematically distinctive measures is proposed. These measures
are recorded for the processed textures for comparison with the observer results. Due to
there being high similarity between generated images of the same input parameters by
design, if a set of such images is processed then the output image set should hold similar
statistics.
The metrics chosen were the mean, the variance, the skew, the kurtosis, the Peak Signal to
Noise Ratio (PSNR), the correlation coefficient and the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM)
[155]. These statistical metrics are very basic for the most part, but applying them to images
that are relatively homogenous (or statistically well-classified) does make sense. The mean
and variance are well known but a review of the other metrics follows.
Skew is a measure based on the 3rd moment of the data. It a measure of how the data
is distributed across the allowed values of a dataset. In this case the allowed values are
those of the image intensity histogram. In a Gaussian distribution the skew of an image
is zero. If the skew is negative the distribution of data is weighted towards the left of the
histogram. Similarly, if the skew is positive the distribution of data is weighted to the right.
For univariate data Y1 ...YN the skew is defined in equation 4.4 (from 1.3.5.11. in [156]).

PN
Skew =

− Y )3
(N − 1)s3 )
i=1 (Yi

(4.4)

in which Y is the mean of the data, s is the standard deviation and N is the number of data
points.
Kurtosis is a measure based on the 4th moment of the data. It measures how the data is
distributed between the tails and peak of the curve. In a Gaussian distribution the kurtosis
is zero. If the kurtosis is positive the distribution of data is weighted towards having more
data in the tails of the curve than in the Gaussian case. Similarly a negative kurtosis implies
that more data is in the centre than is out in the tails. For univariate data Y1 ...YN the skew
is defined in equation 4.5 (from 1.3.5.11. in [156]).

PN
Kurtosis =

− Y )4
(N − 1)s4 )
i=1 (Yi

(4.5)

in which Y is the mean of the data, s is the standard deviation and N is the number of data
points.
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For the mean, variance, skew and kurtosis, the value for the original image is calculated and
is compared to the value calculated for the processed image.
PSNR is an intrinsic measure of comparison between two images. In this case the measure
is that between original and processed images. In this implementation of the PSNR the
difference is taken between the images and the mean of the square error is calculated. The
PSNR is then calculated in decibels using the following formula [157]:
P SN R = 20log10 ( √

255
)
M SE

(4.6)

The correlation coefficient is calculated using the following formula [158]:
CorrelationCoef f icient =

(N × Cov(A, B))2
(N × V ar(A)) × (N × V ar(B))

(4.7)

in which Cov is the covariance between data A and B and N is the number of data points.
It is a measure of how similar the data sets are and outputs a value between -1 and 1 where
-1 is strongly negative correlation, 0 is no correlation and 1 is strong positive correlation.
Positive correlation indicates a strong statistical relationship between the datasets, negative
correlation indicates a strong inverse relationship between the datasets and 0 correlation
implies no relationship between the datasets. Therefore any results that are non-zero could
imply a statistical relationship and the strength of the relationship depends on the magnitude
of the correlation coefficient.
The Structural Similarity index (SSIM) is a measure of the structural similarity between two
images [62]. It attempts to separate the components of the images into luminance, chrominance and structure. It acts to take local statistics into account by filtering the image with
a local window function (default Gaussian). By subtracting the non-structural components
of the images by approximating the luminance to the mean, and the chrominance to the
standard deviation a value of the structural difference is then calculated using the following
measure

SSIM map =

(2 × m12 + C1)(2 × σ12 + C2)
(m21 + m22 + C1)(σ12 + σ22 + C2)

(4.8)

in which multiplication is done element by element rather than by matrix. m1 = filter
outcome of window and image1, m2 = filter outcome of window and image2, m12 = m1 ×m2 .
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Figure 4.4: Experimental procedure. An image is generated based on a texture algorithm.
This image is then processed through the range of parameter variables for a given image
processing algorithm. The metrics are recorded for each processed image.

σ1 = filter outcome of window and image1, σ2 = filter outcome of window and image2,
σ12 = σ1 × σ2 . C1 & C2 are small constants to avoid division by zero. The index is the
mean value of the map output.
This set of metrics describes the basic statistical properties of individual images and also
allows for a statistical comparison between the generated images. Since the images should
be globally statistically classifiable, this set is composed of a small yet viable group of global
image statistics that it is hoped can reliably trace the processes to be applied to the images.

4.2.4

Experimental data

The data collected for this experiment is divided into two sections: computer collected
data and observer experiment collected data. The data in each case was collected from
mathematical images of texture processed to a certain degree using one of the algorithms
described above.

4.2.5

Computational data collection

The methodology is as follows. For each set of image generation parameters and a particular
algorithm:
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1. An image is generated and the appropriate statistical metrics of the original image
were collected.
2. The image is processed using the chosen algorithm and with a particular algorithm
parameter. The appropriate statistics of this single image were collected and the
difference metrics were calculated between the original and processed images.
3. The algorithm parameter was increased by one step and stage two above was repeated
until the parameter steps were exhausted.

This process is illustrated in Figure 4.4. The above set of steps was run sixteen times for
each set of image generation parameters to gather group statistics.
The process was carried out for the three algorithms, across the desired parameter spaces
using the specified four textures, repeated sixteen times. For each image processing algorithm and each texture-class defined by its parameter space, the output was a set of 7
charts (one for each statistical metric) showing a single metric with error bars vs. image
processing parameter. The output was therefore 12 sets (3 algorithms applied to 4 image
classes) of 7 charts. This information can be used to see how well each metric used traces
human perception of the impact of the algorithms for different image processing algorithm
parameter inputs.

4.2.6

Collection of observer data

As described in the introductory section, the aim is to measure the correlation of the mathematical metrics with observer perception (“impression”) of the effect of an algorithm on
a texture. Therefore the observer experiments need to provide data that indicates which
degrees of processing acting on a base texture are reliably perceptibly different or otherwise
to a set of observers. This data can then be compared to the mathematical metric data.
The aim is to build a psy-function of observer impression: this is a plot of the aggregate
observer impression of texture similarity of a given texture compared to the other textures
in the set consisting of the original and processed images.
The basic question posed to an observer is therefore: can a given pair of texture images from
a data set be distinguished? For this test the data set should include the original image
and other images produced through the processing of the original image by a particular
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algorithm but using different parameters. The full set of algorithm parameters will give
the following possible sets of image pairs, {P (Ai ) ∨ O} vs. {P (Aj ) ∨ O} are the same, and
record the response, say 1 for yes and 0 for no. After stepping through all parameters there
would be a function mapping how similar the observer found {P (Ai ) ∨ O} compared to all
other textures in the set. Over a set of observers, this data becomes more credible as the
observers performing the same test question will likely tend to respond in a statistically
similar fashion that can be regarded as a trend. Taking the data as a Bernoulli process (a
sequence of independent random variables) and therefore assuming the number of correct
responses given by the observers for given input i to be the sum of random samples with
a probability of success pi allows the textures to be grouped perceptually. A psy-function
of algorithmic-texture perception can be built up, specifying the relationship between the
underlying probability of a correct response p and the input stimulus intensity. By calculating a psy-function for each value allowed in the set {P (Ai ) ∨ O} and then summing
them, it is possible to get an overall function that displays how similar the set of observers
found all other textures relative to a point. This psy-function may then be compared to the
mathematical metrics.
After some initial consideration, it was decided to constrain i,j to a subset of the allowed
parameters. This was done firstly because upon inspection of the processed images, there
were some quite subtle changes at full parameter resolution for many texture/algorithm
combinations indicating that full resolution was unnecessary and secondly because this would
limit the number of time-consuming observer tests required. In all of the examples, the
original generated textures used the same formulae as in the computational experiments.
For CLAHE, the Ntiles values for {P (Ai ) ∨ O} were taken from the set O, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20,
24, 28, 32, 36, 40 (where O is the original, unprocessed image). The comparison values
{P (Aj ) ∨ O} were taken from the set O, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28,
30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40. Therefore for each observer 11 psy-functions were generated at a
resolution of 2-Ntiles.
For JPEG, the Quality Factor values for {P (Ai ) ∨ O} were taken from the set 10, 20, 30,
40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, O (where O is the original, unprocessed image). The comparison
values {P (Aj ) ∨ O} were taken from the set 5 ,10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65,
70, 75, 80, 85, 90, 95, O. Therefore for each observer 10 psy-functions were generated at a
resolution of 5-Quality Factor.
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For unsharp masking because the observed difference in output for even quite large parameter step differences was small, it was decided to take the alpha values for both {P (Ai ) ∨ O}
and {P (Aj ) ∨ O} were taken from the set 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1, O.
Therefore for each observer 12 psy-functions were generated at a resolution of 0.1 alpha.
The appropriate image pairs from the above sets were combined with a black separatorspace to form a single image of test pairs. The test pairs were based upon the same original
image. A random element ensured that for such tests {P (Ai ) ∨ O} had an equal chance of
appearing on the left or right hand side of the pair image. It was these pair-images that
formed the basis of the testing on the observers.
10 observers were used, having ages between 20 and 58 with an average of 42 years. They all
had normal, or corrected to normal vision. Before testing began, the aims of the experiment
were explained to the observers, and were shown example videos of a textured image being
tuned through the parameters of an image processing algorithm.
The image pairs were displayed in a random order for each required value of {P (Ai ) ∨ O}
There was no time limit imposed upon the observer, although observers were advised to
try to spend less than four seconds on each image pair. The viewer distance was set at
around 60 cm (free viewing) and the screen resolution was adjusted to display the images
suitably via an automated screen calibration process. The observers were asked to respond
to the image pair stimuli by pushing a particular keyboard button whether they perceived
the images as “the same” or as “different”. This is subtly different from asking if they
are “identical” which is likely to elicit a more conservative response. Depending on the
algorithm involved, the observers were given a short break approximately every 200 images
to reduce fatigue on the observer. Lapse errors (errors that are independent of stimuli, such
as pushing the wrong button for no apparent reason [149]) are always present in observer
experiments although fatigue can increase their rate of occurrence.
An estimate of the lapse rate was made by collecting the statistics of the error rate for image
pairs of matching images. This depends on the context of the surrounding processed image
set: if there is a large number of perceptually similar images around the “identical” test pair
then that will make it harder to identify the textures as “the same” than if the neighbouring
textures were all easily distinguishable. The guess rate must also be estimated: this is the
rate at which it is generally possible for an observer to input the right answer to the test
even if he ignores the content of the test. The overall lapse rate was approximately 5% using
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the estimate above. The guess rate varies with the number of tests in a block compared to
the number of actual correct responses. This rate is between 5% and 10% depending on the
algorithm combinations used above. In general a psy-result needs to be above this notional
guess-rate to have some significance.
The recorded set of observations for each value of {P (Ai ) ∨ O} compared to all {P (Aj ) ∨ O}
were averaged across the observer set to give the psy-function for each {P (Ai ) ∨ O}. For
each algorithm, the averaged psy-functions for each parameter point were summed to give a
master psy-function of the perception of the textures generated by the algorithm. Summing
all psy-functions across the parameter space will create an average of how similar each point
is to the other points along the axis. In this way the summed psy-functions will provide a
perceptual grouping map that can be compared with the statistics.

4.2.7

Results: metrics vs. psy-functions

The data is organised per metric and compared with the “psy” data recorded from the
observer tests. The mean is in Figure 4.5, variance in Figure 4.6, skew in Figure 4.7,
kurtosis in Figure 4.8, PSNR in Figure 4.9, the Correlation coefficient in Figure 4.10 and
the SSIM in Figure 4.11. The Correlation Coefficient, the SSIM and the PSY functions have
been constrained in the y-axis to an interval of [0,1] and the rest are auto-scaled. The psy
data (the average response of the observer set over the range of pairwise contrast trials of
processed mathematically generated imagery) is presented in the right column and repeated
in each Figure.
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Mean vs. Psy

Figure 4.5: Graphs showing the evolution of the mean left column and psy outputs right
column over each of the generated texture classes as each algorithm is tuned through its
available parameters. The rows are ordered into the algorithm classes: from top to bottom,
JPEG, CLAHE and unsharp.

Figure 4.5 shows the “mean” metric plotted alongside the psy function of image similarity
as assessed by the observer group. Clearly, there is no visible relationship between the image
means through processing and the psychovisual impression of similarity.
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Variance vs. Psy

Figure 4.6: Graphs showing the evolution of the variance left column and psy outputs
right column over each of the generated texture classes as each algorithm is tuned through
its available parameters. The rows are ordered into the algorithm classes: from top to
bottom, JPEG, CLAHE and unsharp.

Figure 4.6 shows the “variance” metric plotted alongside the psy function of image similarity
as assessed by the observer group. Similarly as with the mean, there is no visible relationship
between the image variance through processing and the psychovisual impression of similarity,
for any of the three candidate algorithms.
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Skew vs. Psy

Figure 4.7: Graphs showing the evolution of the skew left column and psy outputs right
column over each of the generated texture classes as each algorithm is tuned through its
available parameters. The rows are ordered into the algorithm classes: from top to bottom,
JPEG, CLAHE and unsharp.

Figure 4.7 shows the “skew” metric plotted alongside the psy function of image similarity as
assessed by the observer group. Similarly as with the mean, there is no visible relationship
between the image variance through processing and the psychovisual impression of similarity.
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Kurtosis vs. Psy

Figure 4.8: Graphs showing the evolution of the kurtosis left column and psy outputs
right column over each of the generated texture classes as each algorithm is tuned through
its available parameters. The rows are ordered into the algorithm classes: from top to
bottom, JPEG, CLAHE and unsharp.

Figure 4.8 shows the “kurtosis” metric plotted alongside the psy function. Again there is
no obvious relationship between the psy plots and the metrics as the algorithm parameters
are tuned through their ranges.
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PSNR vs. Psy

Figure 4.9: Graphs showing the evolution of the PSNR left column and psy outputs right
column over each of the generated texture classes as each algorithm is tuned through its
available parameters. The rows are ordered into the algorithm classes: from top to bottom,
JPEG, CLAHE and unsharp.

Figure 4.9 shows the “PSNR” metric plotted alongside the psy function. This implies
inverse relationship between PSNR and the psy perception of visual similarity between the
images: as the Q is increased, the PSNR increases more quickly. . Again there is no obvious
relationship between the psy plots and the metrics for CLAHE. The unsharp metric is a
slow increase with Q while the psy function slopes in the opposite direction.
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Correlation Coefficient vs. Psy

Figure 4.10: Graphs showing the evolution of the Correlation Coefficient left column and
psy outputs right column over each of the generated texture classes as each algorithm is
tuned through its available parameters. The rows are ordered into the algorithm classes:
from top to bottom, JPEG, CLAHE and unsharp.

Figure 4.10 shows the “Correlation Coefficient” metric plotted alongside the psy function.
Here there are notable trends. The slope of the metric for JPEG is approximately constant
and turns at the same point as the psy function, especially for the autoregressive textures.
The CLAHE and unsharp metric plots are not obviously similar to the psy functions: the
CLAHE has strong deviations at the extremes and the unsharp is sloping in the opposite
direction.
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SSIM vs. Psy

Figure 4.11: Graphs showing the evolution of the SSIM left column and psy outputs right
column as each algorithm is tuned through its available parameters. The rows are ordered
into the algorithm classes: from top to bottom, JPEG, CLAHE and unsharp.

Figure 4.11 shows the “SSIM” metric plotted alongside the psy function. In all, the SSIM
metric reacts to the image processing operations similarly to the correlation coefficient.
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Review of results

Looking at the results for JPEG, shown in the top rows of Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.8, 4.7, 4.9,
4.10 and 4.11 it is evident that the mathematical metrics do not correspond well to the
shape of the psy-function from observers. The mean remains constant over all parameters
except for the very lowest ones in which block averaging takes place, and the skewness and
kurtosis tend to zero quickly above the most extreme applications of the algorithms. The
variance has a lot of movement, but little relation to the psy function. The psy-functions
show that, as expected from the design of the JPEG algorithm, the observers found images
above Quality Factor 40 difficult to distinguish, including the original image. It is easy to
see that there is little intuitive correspondence between many of the metrics and the shape
of the psy-functions. There is an obvious dip in the psy Autoregressive (a1=a2=0.4) case
at around Quality Factor 20, which is not detected by the metrics. That said, the PSNR
change with Q could be used with the slope of the Correlation coefficient or SSIM metric
against Q to calculate the break down of the smooth JPEG perception. This would involve
much further experimentaiton.
For CLAHE however, the textural shift is less well represented by the metrics, with some
major shift clearly being detected but there also being some strong false alarms that diverge
strongly from the psy function. The original texture stands out from all the others, as
is expected. The psy-functions generally possess a long grouping of perceptually similar
textures between roughly 2 and 25 NTiles and then the perception of the images changes
as NTiles approaches 40. The images were 400x400 pixels in dimension. The algorithm is
tiling this area with N T iles × N T iles tiles, contrast-enhancing each and performing a bilinear interpolation between these regions. The bilinear interpolation should not be extreme,
because the image is designed to be statistically homogenous, with little difference between
the “regions” of the image. However, above 25*25 tiles the tile dimension is only 16x16 and
it is possible that there do exist statistical variations between the small contrast-enhanced
tiles that cause the tile clipping effect and the bilinear interpolation to change the global
image statistics and observer impression of the global image. The form of the PSNR is very
similar to that of the SSIM index when viewed over a local area of their respective y-axes. In
spite of this general similarity, there are clearly areas where there is difference, most notably
for N T iles = 40. At N T iles = 40 there is a sudden change in perception of the Gaussian
texture, which is also matched by the four moment-based metrics (mean, variance, skew
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and kurtosis). In the Autoregressive cases, the observers did not note such a phenomenon,
although the metrics for the Autoregressive continue to pick-up the same change as in the
Gaussian case. Obviously, there are numerous other exceptions. The metrics indicate some
neighbouring parameter steps that coincide with a flat psy function: the metrics and the psy
function have similar trends, notably the CLAHE shifts at similar locations to the events
in the psy (e.g. 4.7). That said, while for CLAHE, it might be possible to distinguish
the textures on the strength of the computational metrics alone, but not to label them
accurately.
In unsharp masking, the original image is perceived as very different from the processed
images. Overall, none of the metrics have much relation to the perception of the images.
The mean value is not a significant metric and the skewness is small. The kurtosis reduces
as the autoregressive constant increases. While many of the metrics have a similar shape to
the psy-function it is not possible to associate the metrics to the Psy-functions. This is likely
due to the nature of the images used in this study. Outside of this experiment, the algorithm
reacts quite well in sharpening features such as edges in “photo-real” images, but in this
study we have deliberately excluded meaningful features from the process. Essentially, the
algorithm is sharpening a slightly modulated noise field and the observers appear to find
many of the processed textures difficult to distinguish. This algorithm therefore could be
more useful at aiding a viewer to notice features than to distinguish textures.

4.2.8

Summary of processing statistical images

As a step towards intelligent algorithm application we generated image-sets of known statistics and processed them using mathematically distinct algorithms over a range of possible
parameters. For each image processing parameter used, we collected basic statistics of the
generated image. We next carried out observer experiments to determine a psy-function
describing how an observer might perceptually group neighbouring images. It was observed
that the metrics clearly had a similar shape to the CLAHE psy functions, but no clear,
useful relationship with the other two algorithms. Using a database of how various textures
shift perceptually for given a image processing operation might allow for the intelligent
application of algorithms on certain classes of images sensitive to contrast enhancement,
such as aerial imagery or certain medical applications by selecting the algorithm required
to separate a texture into visually distinct areas automatically.
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However, the process is time consuming, requiring involved observer trials and the metrics
here analysed do not give a general label to the textures, even if they do trace observer
psychophysical ability to distinguish the textures well in some cases. While “backgrounds”
are of interest in some applications, e.g. aerial imaging of crops, in many more cases the end
use of most images is to spot for objects in the foreground. In the presence of foreground
objects this analysis would be severely interrupted due to statistical shifts in the data that
would make a shift in such simple metrics difficult to understand.

4.3

Feature point matching performance on image-processed
imagery

In considering general surveillance-type imagery we need a superior way of measuring the
local environment at a higher level of significance than metrics applied to statistical backgrounds. Such images are structured because people take images usually of objects or places
of interest. Background regions are only likely to be recorded by passive surveillance and
contain no relevant information other than context.
Feature points are local features at which the signal changes two-dimensionally [9]. Their
descriptor matching for point to point correspondence is a powerful computer vision tool:
the descriptors are an excellent label of a local image region and, to an extent, are robust
to many classes of image transformation. These descriptors are designed to record a point
interesting in local space and scale robustly so that it can be correctly matched to another
descriptor of the same features but from a different viewpoint or scale. Here, instead of
collecting images from different scales and viewpoint, we are interested in the application of
image processing algorithms to a particular original image and how the descriptor matching
(original to processed) performs as an algorithm is tuned through the available parameters.
How the matching performs during image processing is important because if the algorithm
is shifting the data points, there is likely to be a shift in observer attention, perhaps from
the introduction of artefacts or due to the revelation of previously invisible detail. It may
therefore be possible to compare the matching performance to recorded observer performance
and use matching degradation as a measure of perceptual impact. An example image is
shown in Figure 4.12 (identical to Figure 2.1). The effect of image processing this image
on the feature points in the image is shown in Figure 4.13 for CLAHE and Figure 4.14
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(b) (a) plus SURF feature points

Figure 4.12: Surf points distributed on an image.

for JPEG. In matching points, there is always the possibility of mismatching of points and
the mismatch between the original image and an extreme application of JPEG is shown
in Figure 4.15. (In this section, we do not look at the unsharp masking algorithm since
the photo-real images in our dataset are in focus.) The illustrative point from these figures
is that matching remains stable even while the image content is distorted systematically
by the algorithm. Furthermore, in the case of the CLAHE algorithm, there is clearly an
introduction of new feature points in the enhanced field regions as the contrast is increased.
This introduction of new feature points in the higher contrast area implies that there is
more material likely to merit inspection by an observer: this is a hint that feature points
are detectors of visually salient material.
We use the SIFT and SURF feature detection algorithms as our feature points, since they
run relatively quickly and have integrated descriptors for robust matching 2.1. We use two
image processing algorithms at this stage, JPEG and CLAHE, ignoring the unsharp masking
algorithm, since we are testing against images already in focus. We run an experiment
over 72 photo-real images (the dataset from Torralba: see url in [8]) using the following
experimental procedure:

1. Collect the SIFT and SURF location and descriptor data for each image in the 72 image
set. The SIFT and SURF algorithms are thresholded to limit the initial number of
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(a) CLAHE on Figure 4.12(a) with NTiles =
4 × 4 plus SURF points

(b) CLAHE on Figure 4.12(a) with NTiles =
30 × 30 plus SURF points

(c) Descriptor matching (a) to Figure 4.12(b)

(d) Descriptor matching (b) to Figure 4.12(b)

Figure 4.13: An example of the effect of CLAHE on SURF feature points. (a): SURF
point distribution on CLAHE with NTiles = 4. (b): SURF point distribution on CLAHE
with NTiles = 30. (c): SURF point descriptor matching of SURF points in (a) to surf
points in Figure 4.12(b) shown in green. (d): SURF point descriptor matching of SURF
points in (b) to surf points in Figure 4.12(b) shown in green.
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(a) JPEG Q5 on Figure 4.12(a) plus SURF
points

(b) JPEG Q90 on Figure 4.12(a) plus SURF
points

(c) Descriptor matching (a) to Figure 4.12(b)

(d) Descriptor matching (b) to Figure 4.12(b)

Figure 4.14: An example of the effect of JPEG on SURF feature points. (a): SURF point
distribution on JPEG Q5 of Figure 4.12(b). (b): SURF point distribution on JPEG Q90 of
Figure 4.12(b). (c): SURF point descriptor matching of SURF points in (a) to surf points
in Figure 4.12(b) shown in green. (d): SURF point descriptor matching of SURF points in
(b) to surf points in Figure 4.12(b) shown in green.
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Figure 4.15: Feature point mismatching through JPEG. The image shown is JPEG Q=5,
with black crosses “+” being the surf points and grey circles being the matched points. The
mismatched points are shown with red circles. The error is calculated as the mean euclidean
displacement between matched points, which should be zero for an excellent quality image.
In this example, a displacement higher than 1.5 pixels has been used. The error in matching
for JPEG is in this case not very high because the spatial shift resulting from the algorithm
is low, it acting over 8 by 8 blocks. That said, there is always the possibility of mismatching
similar features over long ranges.

points to circa 200 through an iterative process. The threshold for the SURF algorithm
is fixed at this threshold while the image is processed.
2. Process each image using all parameter steps of the JPEG and CLAHE algorithms.
There are [1 100] steps for the JPEG quality level, with “100” representing the original
image and [1 40] steps for CLAHE, with “1” representing the original image.)
3. Perform descriptor matching between those of the Original and Processed images for
each image over the entire image set. The threshold used for matching is the default
for both feature detection algorithms.
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4. Measure the number of SIFT and SURF points generated at each degree of processing
as well as the number of matched points.
5. Measure the normalised mean displacement of the SIFT/SURF data point matches.

The metrics are the number of generated points, the number of matched points and the
normalised mean displacement of the points. This latter measure records the Euclidean
distance between each point in the original and its corresponding matched point in the
processed image. Unmatched points are excluded. The average distance is recorded and is
normalised by the number of matched points. Where the shift in position over the whole
set of points is low, the error is low and matching is stable. Where the shift is higher, point
to point mismatching is occurring over longer ranges. Normalised mean displacement is
therefore a measure of determining the error in point matching as a result of applying the
image processing operation.
The metric outputs for JPEG are displayed in Figure 4.16 and the metric outputs from
CLAHE are displayed in Figure 4.17.
Figure 4.16 shows the evolution in the measures as the JPEG algorithm is tuned through
its key parameters. The top row shows how the number of interest points at fixed threshold
and how the number of matches changes. Our knowledge of the algorithm is that it is a lossy
algorithm with the data treated within discrete 8x8 blocks. The pattern seen is one that
we might expect to see, a priori. The number of points remains approximately constant for
each processing stage for high Quality Factors and the number falls slightly for lower Quality
Factors. This means that as the Quality Factor is reduced and the image information is
being shifted, the essential structure of the data remains the same but with artefacts coming
into play, suppressing or adding interest points depending upon the original content and the
degree of application. The lower row shows the normalised mean displacement from original
position of the matched points. High displacement is an indicator of mismatching. The error
bars show that the upper errors can be very substantial but this arises from mismatching of
points over large distances and this range is really image dependent: patterned and repeating
images will always have a higher likelihood of mismatching than images of irregular content
because of the similarity of features. Overall, the value of the matching declines as the
Quality Factor is reduced, as well as the number of matches overall, as should be expected
from a systematic distortion of the high frequency detail.
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Figure 4.16: JPEG processing. left column: SIFT, right column: SURF. Threshold for
SIFT/SURF is fixed for each image to give 200 points in the original image. Quality Factor
= 100 is the original image in all plots. Top row shows the evolution of the number of points
and the number of matched points. Bottom row shows the normalised mean displacement
between matched points between the original and processed images.

Figure 4.17 shows the evolution in the measures as the CLAHE algorithm is tuned through
its NTiles parameter. The top row shows how the number of interest points at fixed threshold
and how the number of matches changes. Our knowledge of the algorithm is that it is a
local contrast enhancement algorithm based on a grid of image tiles and so the data makes
sense: as the image content is increasingly contrast-enhanced, more and more interest points
are created. These points in turn create confusion for the matching scheme and the overall
number of matches falls slowly as the number of tiles across the images is increased. The
lower row shows the normalised mean displacement from original position of the matched
points. Overall, the value of the matching remains fairly constant over the whole range
of the parameter tuning. This means that while the contrast enhancement algorithm adds
points to the data, the nature of the enhancement is such that the matching process can
still act very successfully.
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Figure 4.17: CLAHE processing. left column: SIFT, right column: SURF. Threshold for
SIFT/SURF is fixed for each image to give 200 points in the original image. NTiles x NTiles
= 1 is the original image in all plots. Top row shows the evolution of the number of points
and the number of matched points. Bottom row shows the normalised mean displacement
between matched points between the original and processed images.

4.3.1

Summary of feature point matching performance on image-processed
imagery

Feature point matching is stable between original and image processed imagery. In compressiontype algorithms, such as JPEG, the tail off in matching performance is gradual and is approximately linear down to the Q = 25 level, at which distracting artefacts generally become
problematic in the processed images [25]. The degradation in matching performance could
be used with reference to recorded human observer performance at different Q-levels as a
measure of the impact of JPEG on likely observer task performance. With CLAHE, the
point matching stability remains stable over the range of parameters, even though the number of points is greatly increased as the contrast is enhanced. It is not so obvious how this
could be used to measure the impact of the algorithm on observer performance. Notably,
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the stability of the matching could be used to label image regions that were always of high
contrast and thus separating the newly introduced points from the total. This could be
used to indicate new image regions that become rich in feature points because of the application of the algorithm. Interestingly, these improved-contrast regions are likely to attract
visual attention due to the introduction of detail: the feature points may therefore cluster
in regions that naturally attract visual attention.

4.4

Conclusion

The work on applying metrics to mathematically-generated images shows that some primitive metrics trace the psycho-physical impression of observers very closely over the parameters of certain image processing operations, notably CLAHE. However, such metrics are
inadequate to describe the textures uniquely and overall, the statistics of background textures would change in the event of a foreground object being introduced (for example a
tractor being in one of the fields in Figure 4.1. Feature point matching is shown to be stable
in the presence of CLAHE image transformations and JPEG degrades slowly and regularly
as the Quality Factor of the algorithm is reduced. Critically, applying the CLAHE contrast
enhancement algorithm produces many new feature points that are clearly separable from
those feature points found in the original using the matching properties of feature points.
(The error levels in point to point matching are stable over all of the parameters of CLAHE.)
This implies that the contrast enhancement process, which is designed to make perception
of detail more clearly visible to human observers also introduces more image features and
in regions distinct from the original image. This implies a relationship between naturally
“visually salient” image regions and the clustering of feature points in an image. That is,
there is an implication that feature points may be related to human visual saliency. This
latter point forms the basis of the following chapters in this thesis in which this idea of
feature detectors that act as detectors of visually salient materiel is explored more fully.

Chapter 5

The Visual Saliency of Feature
Points
In this chapter we consider the visual saliency of image features. Feature detectors are
designed to detect local features at which the signal changes two-dimensionally and have
attractive matching properties via their powerful description techniques. We use images
of real-world scenes for the analysis. We use two state-of-art models of bottom-up visual
saliency to obtain saliency maps for the passive viewing scenario to the images and we construct a task-viewing surface from task-directed eye-fixations of observers. We then perform
an overlap count between each feature detection algorithm and each class of saliency surface.
We also demonstrate this relationship to be true on image-processed images. We show that
where there is a shift in visual attention away from the bottom-up viewing case due to the
imposition on a task, attention shifts to regions rich in interest points.
We further use an object-recognition algorithm based on feature point matching using homography. In combination with foreknowledge of horizontal search bias in observer search
for eye-level imagery, this allows for a refinement to the bottom up modelling of visual
search under task for object classes. We construct a horizontally-biased attention prediction
map based around the presence of a detected object. This surface is then combined with a
saliency map from a bottom-up model. This is shown to improve the overlap of task-based
eye-fixations by approximately 10% relative to the bottom up case only.
The work of this Chapter was published in the proceedings of the SCIA 2009 conference in
LNCS [159] and in [160], presented at the IEEE ICSIPA conference in Kuala Lumpur 2009.
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Introduction

In the previous chapter and from the literature review, we uncovered many indications that
feature points have the property of detecting visually salient information.
Firstly, by observation, feature points operators tend to cluster in image regions around
“interesting” parts of the image too (see Figure 5.1) while similarly, observers cluster their
eye fixations on image regions which are generally not bland 2.29.
Secondly, scale-invariant interest point algorithms examine images for strong local signal
change in space and scale (e.g. SIFT [12]), the principle being very similar to that used
in high quality bottom-up visual saliency prediction algorithms (e.g. that of Itti et al. [7])
which look for local variations in orientation , intensity and colour.
Thirdly, we note that contrast enhancing image regions with few features generally introduces new features while matching remains stable.
These indications imply that feature points act as primitive detectors of visual saliency in
images. If this is formalised, feature point detectors can be used as detectors of visually
salient information and their point-to-point descriptor matching could be used to detect
higher level information to narrow the search context in, for example, the case of detecting
an object of the class of a search task.
Here we investigate the co-occurrence of feature points and image information visually salient
in different observer viewing conditions: both passive and task-directed, to assess the viability of using the interest points as primitive saliency detectors.
We further check the co-occurrence of features and bottom-up salient image areas after
image processing.

5.2

A comparison of feature point locations with passive and
task-directed visually salient image regions.

We wish to determine: (a) how well the interest-point detectors coincide with the human
visual system’s impression of images i.e. what is bottom-up visually salient, and (b) how
the visual salience changes in the presence of a task such as “find all cars in this image”.
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We choose six feature point detection algorithms: SIFT [12], MSER [13], Harris-Laplace
[14], SURF [15], FAST [16, 17] and Kadir-Brady Saliency [18], shown superimposed on one
of our test images in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: illustration of distribution of the interest-point detectors

These schemes are well-known detectors of regions that are suitable for transformation into
robust regional descriptors that allow for good levels of scene-matching via orientation,
affine and scale shifts. This set represents a spread of different working mechanisms for the
purposes of this investigation (see 2.4). These algorithms have been assessed in terms of
mathematical resilience [10, 87]. But what we are interested in is how well they correspond
to visually salient features in the image. Therefore we are not investigating descriptor robustness or repeatability (which has been done extensively - see e.g.

[87]), nor trying to

select keypoints based on modelled saliency (such as the efforts in [161]) but rather we
want to ascertain how well interest-point locations naturally correspond to visual attention
probability maps generated for passive and task-directed viewing conditions. This is important because if the interest-points coincide with salient regions at a higher-than coincidence
level, they are attractive for two reasons. First, they may be interpreted as primitive saliency
detectors and secondly can be stored robustly for matching purposes.
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Modelling passive visual attention

There exist tested models of “bottom-up” saliency, which accurately predict human eyefixations in passive observation scenarios. Here, two models are used, those of saliency by
Itti et al. [7] and the model by Harel et al. [19]. These models are claimed to be based on
observed psycho-visual processes in assessing the saliency of the images. They each create
a “Saliency Map” highlighting the pixels in order of ranked saliency using intensity shading
values. An example of this for Itti and Harel saliency is shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: An illustration of the passive saliency maps on one of the images in the test
set. (Top left) Itti Saliency Map, (Top right) Harel Saliency map (Bottom left) thresholded
Itti, (Bottom right) thresholded Harel. Threshold levels are 10, 20, 30, 40 & 50% of image
pixels ranked in saliency, represented at descending levels of brightness

The Itti model assesses centre-surround differences in Colour, Intensity and Orientation
across scale and assigns values to feature maps based on outstanding attributes. Cross scale
differences are also examined to give a multi-scale representation of the local saliency. The
maps for each channel (Colour, Intensity and Orientation) are then combined by normalizing
and weighting each map according to the local values. Homogenous areas are ignored and
“interesting” areas are highlighted. The maps from each channel are then combined into
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“conspicuity maps” via cross-scale addition. These are combined into a final saliency map
by normalization and summed with an equal weighting of 1/3 importance. The model is
widely known and is therefore included in this study. However, the combination weightings
of the map are arbitrary at 1/3 and it is not the most accurate model at predicting passive
eye-scan patterns [19]. The Harel et al. method uses a similar basic feature extraction
method but then forms activation maps in which “unusual” locations in a feature map are
assigned high values of activation. Harel uses a Markovian graph-based approach based
on a ratio-based definition of dissimilarity. The output of this method is an activation
measure derived from pairwise contrast. Finally, the activation maps are normalized using
another Markovian algorithm which acts as a mass concentration algorithm, prior to additive
combination of the activation maps. Testing of these models in [19] found that the Itti and
Harel models achieved, respectively, 84% and 96-98% of the ROC area of a human-based
control experiment based on eye-fixation data in passive observation trials. Harel et al.
explain that their model is apparently more robust at predicting human performance than
Itti because it (a) acts in a centre-bias manner, which corresponds to a natural human
tendency, and (b) it has superior robustness to differences in the size of salient regions in
their model compared to the scale differences in Itti’s.
Both models offer high coincidence with eye-fixations collected from passive viewing observer
trials. The use of both models therefore provides a pessimistic (Itti) and optimistic (Harel)
estimation of saliency for passive attentional guidance for each image.

5.2.2

Modelling task-directed visual attention

There is at present no corresponding model of task performance on the saliency map of an
image but there has been much work performed in this field, often using eye-tracker data
and object learning [8, 113, 139, 140]. It is known that an observer performing a specific
task will perceive the bottom-up effects mentioned earlier but will impose constraints on
his observation in an effort to priority-filter information. These impositions will result from
experience and therefore are partially composed of memory of likely target positions in
similar scenarios. (In Figure 5.4 the green regions show those areas which became salient
due to a task constraint being imposed.)
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Experimental setup

Given that modelling the effect of tasking on visual salience is not readily quantifiable,
we use eye-tracker data to construct a “task probability surface”. This is shown (along
with eye-tracker points) in Figure 5.3, where the higher values represent the more salient
locations, as shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.3: Original image with two sets of eye tracking data superimposed representing two different search tasks. Green points = cup search, Blue points =painting search.
(Centre top) Task Map derived from cup search eye-tracker data, (Centre bottom) Task
Map generated from painting search eye-tracker data. (Top right) Thresholded cup search.
(Bottom right) Thresholded painting search.

The eye-tracker data generated by Henderson et al. [8] is used to generate the “task saliency”
of each test image. This can then be used to gauge the resilience of the interest-points to
top down factors based on real task data. The eye tracker data gives the coordinates of the
fixation points attended to by the participants. This data, collected experimentally during
search-task, is the “total task saliency”, which is composed of both the bottom-up factors
as well as the top down factors.
Task Probability Surface Construction: The three tasks used to generate the eye-tracker
data were: (a) “count people”, (b) “count cups” and (c) “count paintings”. There are 36
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street scene images, used for the people search, and 36 indoor scene images, used for both
the cup and painting search. The search target was not always present in the images. A
group of eight observers was used to gather the eye-tracker data for each image with an
accuracy of fixation of +/- 4 pixels. (Full details in [8].) To construct the task surfaces for
all 108 search scenarios over the 72 images, the eye tracker data from all eight participants
was combined into a single data vector. Then for each pixel in a mask of the same size as
the image, the Euclidean distance to each eye-point was calculated and placed into ranked
order. This ordered distance vector was then transformed into a value to be assigned to the
P
di
pixel in the mask using the formula P = N
i=1 i2 in which, “d” is the distance to eye point i
and “N” is the number of fixations from all participants. The closer the pixel to an eye-point
cluster, the lower the P value is assigned. When the pixel of the mask coincides with an
eye-point there is a notable dip compared to all other neighbours because d1 in the above
P-formula is 0. To avoid this problem, pixels at coordinates coinciding with the eye-tracker
data are exchanged for the mean value of the eight nearest neighbours, or the mean of valid
neighbours at image boundary regions. The mask is then inverted and normalised to give
a probabilistic task saliency map in which high intensity represents high task saliency, as
shown in Figure 5.3. This task map is based on the ground truth of the eye-tracker data
collected from the whole observer set focusing their priority on a particular search task.
It should be noted that the constructed maps are derived from a mathematically plausible
probability construction (the closer the eye-point to a cluster, the higher the likelihood
of attention). However, the formula does not explicitly model biological attentional tail
off away from eye-point concentrations, which is a potential source of error in subsequent
counts.
Interest-points vs. Saliency: The test image data set for this experiment comprises 72
images and 108 search scenarios (3x36 tasks) performed by 8 observers. In doing so, the
bottom-up and task maps can be directly compared. The Itti and Harel saliency models
were used to generate bottom-up saliency maps for all 72 images. These are interpreted
as the likely passive viewing eye-fixation locations. Using the method described previously,
the corresponding task saliency maps were then generated for all 108 search scenarios.
Finally, the interest-point detectors were applied to the 72 images (an example in Figure
5.1). The investigation was to determine how well the interest-points match up with each
viewing scenario surface - passive viewing and search task in order to assess interest-point
coincidence with visual salience. We perform a count of the inlying and out lying points of
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the different interest-points in both the bottom-up and task saliency maps. Each of these
saliency maps are thresholded at different levels i.e. the X% most salient pixels of each
map for each image is counted as being above threshold X and the interest-points lying
within threshold are counted. This method of thresholding allows for comparison between
the bottom-up and the task probability maps even though they have different underlying
construction mechanisms. X = 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50% were chosen since these levels clearly
represent the “more salient” half of the image to different degrees. This quantising of the
saliency maps into contour-layers of equal-weighted saliency is another possible source of
error in our experimental setup, although it is plausible. An example of thresholding is shown
in Figure 5.2. The process in Algorithm Box 4 summarises the data collection process.
Algorithm 4 Collect Interest Point co-occurrence data
for all Interest point detection algorithms do
for all 72 images do
record spatial locations of 200 most salient points, and
record the Itti and Harel saliency maps of the image, and
calculate the task saliency maps from task eye fixations on the image
for all saliency maps do
for area threshold = 10%:10%:50% of map area do
count the number of interest points in and out of the thresholded area
end for
end for
end for
end for
It can be seen in Figure 5.1 that the interest points are generally clustered around visually
“interesting” objects i.e. those which stand out from their immediate surroundings. This
study analyses whether they coincide with measurable visual saliency. For each image, the
number of points generated by each interest point detector was limited to be equal or slightly
above the total number of eye-tracker data points from all observers attending the image.
For the 36 images with two tasks applied, the number of “cup search” task eye-points was
used for this purpose. The bottom-up models of visual saliency are illustrated in Figure 5.2,
both in their raw map form and at the different chosen levels of thresholding. In Figure 5.3
the eye-tracker patterns from all eight observers are shown superimposed upon the image
for two different tasks. The derived task-saliency maps are also shown, as are the task
maps at different levels of thresholding. Note how changing the top down information (in
this case varying the search task) alters the visual search pattern considerably. Figure 5.4
shows the different overlaps of the search task maps and the bottom-up saliency maps at
50% thresholding. There is a noticeable difference between the bottom-up models of passive
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viewing and the task maps. Note that the green-shaded pixels in these maps show where the
task constraint is diverting overt attention away from the naturally/contextually/passively
salient regions of the image.

Figure 5.4: An illustration of the overlap of the thresholded passive and task-directed
saliency maps. Regions in neither map are in Black. Regions in the passive saliency map
exclusively are in Blue. Regions exclusively in the task map Green. Regions in both passive
and task-derived maps are in Red. The first row shows Itti saliency for cup search (left) and
painting search (right) task data. The second row shows the same for the Harel saliency
model. For Harel vs. “All Tasks” at 50% threshold the average % coverages are: Black 30%, Blue - 20%, Green - 20%, Red - 30%, (+/- 5%). For Harel (at 50%), there is a 20%
attention shift away from the bottom-up-only case due to the influence of a visual search
task

The full image percentage coverage statistics at different thresholds for these interest regions
(No overlap, bottom up, task, bottom up and task, bottom up or task)are illustrated in
Figure 5.5 for the Itti bottom up model and in Figure 5.6 for the Harel bottom up model.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show that the “task shift” induced by the introduction of top-down
factors in the form of an objective task is significant. While the coverage levels for the
bottom up saliency and task surfaces remains approximately similar for constant thresholds,
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Figure 5.5: Full statistics of the % coverage of each regional class for all tasks and the
Itti model of bottom up visual attention. Figure 5.4 is an illustration of a subset of this full
data.

the overlap between the bottom-up and task surfaces is generally considerably lower than
the threshold level, showing that at all thresholds the regions important for bottom up and
for task are considerably divergent.

5.2.4

Results and discussion

Coincidence of Interest Points with Passive Saliency: The average count of the interest-point
overlap with the two models of bottom-up saliency at different surface area thresholds for
all images in the image set is shown in Figure 5.7.
In comparing the interest-point overlap at the different threshold levels it is important to
consider what the numbers mean in context. In this case, the chance level would correspond
to a set of randomly distributed data points across the image, which would tend to the
threshold level over an infinite number of images. Therefore at the thresholds in this investigation the chance levels are 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50% overlap corresponding to the threshold
levels. If the distribution of interest-points is notably above (or below) chance levels, the
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Figure 5.6: Full statistics of the % coverage of each regional class for all tasks and the
Harel model of bottom up visual attention.

interest-point detectors are concentrated in regions of saliency (or anti-saliency/background)
and they can be considered statistical saliency detectors. Considering first the Itti model,
it is clear that in general the mean percentages of data points are distributed in favour of
lying within salient regions. For example, the SURF model (best performer) has 29% of
SURF interest-points lying within the top 10% of ranked saliency points, 49% of SURF
points distributed towards the top 20% of saliency points and 86% of the SURF points lie
within the top 50% of saliency points. Overlap with the Harel model is better than for the
Itti map. This is interesting because the Harel model was found to be more robust than
Itti’s model in predicting eye-fixation points in passive viewing. The overlap levels of the
SIFT and SURF are almost identical for Harel, with 46%, 68% and 93% of SIFT points
overlapping the 10%, 20% and 50% saliency thresholds, respectively. All of the values are
well above mere coincidence with very strong distribution towards the salient parts of the
image. They are therefore a statistical indicator of saliency. For each saliency surface class,
the overlaps of SIFT, SURF, FAST and Harris-Laplace are similar while the MSER and
Kadir-Brady detectors have lower overlap. Coincidence of Interest Points with Task-Based
Saliency: The interest-point overlap with levels of the thresholded task maps is illustrated
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Figure 5.7: The results of the bottom up saliency map by Itti (left) and Harel (right)
models computed using the entire data set in comparison to the interest-point detectors.
The bar indices 1 to 5 correspond to the 10 to 50% surface percentage coverage of the
masks. The main axis is the percentage of interest points over the whole image set that lie
within the saliency maps at the different threshold levels. The bars indicate average overlap
at each threshold. Errors are collected from the 72 image set: standard deviation is plotted
in black.

in Figure 5.8: bottom up and task data is combined in Figure 5.9.
As illustrated in Figure 5.4, the imposition of a task can promote some regions that are
“medium” or even “marginally” salient in passive viewing to being “highly” salient in taskdirected viewing. The interest-points remain fixed for all of the images. This section therefore needs to consider the chance overlap levels as before, but also how the attention-shift
due to task-imposition impacts upon the count relative to the passive condition. The detectors are again well above chance level in all cases, with both SIFT and SURF the strongest
performers, with 30%, 48% and 83% of SIFT points overlapping the 10%, 20% and 50%
thresholds respectively. In the task overlap test, the Kadir-Brady detector performs at a
similar level of overlap to the others - in contrast to the passive case, where it has the poorest overlap. The Kadir-Brady “information saliency” detector clearly does highlight regions
that are of interest to task performance, while not picking out points that are the best
overlap with bottom-up models. K-B saliency is not the best overlap with the task surface
and there is not enough information in this test to draw strong inference as to why this
favourable shift should take place. Looking at Figure 5.4 this should not be surprising since
there exist conditions where the bottom-up and task surface overlap changes significantly:
between 8% and 20% shift (Green, “only task” case in Figure 5.4) for coverage of 10% and
50% of surface area.
Figure 5.9 reveals that the average Itti vs. interest-points overlap is overall very similar to
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Figure 5.8: The overlap of the interest-points with the task probability surfaces taken
from all 108 search scenarios. The bar indices 1 to 5 correspond to the 10 to 50 surface
percentage coverage of the masks. The main axis is the percentage of interest points over
the whole image set that lie within the task maps at the different threshold levels. The bars
indicate average overlap at each threshold. Errors are gathered for all 108 tasks: standard
deviation is plotted in blue.

the aggregate average task vs. interest-points overlap (between approx. +/- 7% at most for
SIFT and SURF) implying that any attention shift due to task is directed towards other
interest-points that do not overlap with the thresholded bottom-up saliency. Considering
the Harel vs. task data, the task factors do reduce the surface overlap compared to the Harel
surfaces by around 12% to 20% for the best performers, but very low for the Kadir-Brady.
The initial high coincidence with the Harel surfaces (Figure 5.7) may cause this drop-off,
especially since there is a task-induced shift of around 20% in some cases by the addition of
a task (Figure 5.4).
The lesson here is that the interest points are detectors of visually-salient information and
that when a task is imposed on an observer, they generally direct their attention towards
regions rich in interest points, as is shown by Figure 5.9, in which the overlap with the “Itti”
and “Task” surfaces is equal and the overlap with the “Harel” and “Task” is high, in spite
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Figure 5.9: The average percentage overlaps of the interest-points at different threshold
levels of the two bottom-up and the task saliency surfaces. The difference between the
passive and task cases is plotted to emphasise the overlap difference resulting from the
application of “task”.

of the large shift in attention to new image regions away from the bottom up case when
tasking is imposed on the observers, as shown in Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6.

5.2.5

Feature point saliency on image-processed imagery

In the previous chapter we considered the matching power of the SIFT and SURF algorithms
between Original and Processed versions of the same image. Here we perform a similar
experiment, but this time counting the overlap of the detected SIFT and SURF feature
points in space with the GBVS scheme. How the number and distribution of feature points
shift/change after image processing is important because if the algorithm is shifting the
data points, there is likely to be a shift in observer attention, perhaps from the introduction
of artefacts. Generally, image processing operations change the underlying properties of
an image and will therefore divert observer attention away from the positions that are
interesting in the original, non-processed images. Whether the interest points coincide with
visual saliency after image processing is a necessary question to ask if these points are to
be a reliable measure of image processing impact, as postulated in the previous Chapter.
As discussed there, the collection of eye-tracker data over an entire image set and range of
image processes is not a realistic option here due to the required collection time. In terms
of assessing the distribution of the interest points relative to the visually salient parts of
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the image as the image set is processed we will therefore use only the bottom-up models
of passive attention. We will use the previously described feature-point overlap at a given
thresholded “saliency” to monitor this distribution as we apply image processing to the
image set.
For this part of the experiment we will use the SIFT and SURF algorithms as out interest
points because these points were found to have the highest overlap with the visually salient
parts of the image and provide comparison with the feature point matching from the previous
chapter, shown in Figures 4.16 and 4.17. We look here at the GBVS model of Harel et al.
of visually salient information since this is the more reliable model for predicting passive
fixations.
We follow the following procedure:

1. Collect the SIFT and SURF location and descriptor data for each image in the 72 image
set, processed by all parameter steps of the JPEG and CLAHE algorithms. The SIFT
and SURF algorithms are initially thresholded to limit the number of points in the
original image to circa 200 through an iterative process. This threshold is recorded
for each image and feature point algorithm and kept while the image is processed. In
this way, the number of points in each processed image decreases or increases relative
to the original.
2. Calculate GBVS Saliency Maps for each image in the 72 image set, processed by all
parameter steps of the JPEG and CLAHE algorithms. (There are [1 100] steps for
the JPEG quality level, with “100” representing the original image and [1 40] steps
for CLAHE, with “1” representing the original image.)
3. Threshold the maps to the 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50% most salient pixels of the saliency
map by area.
4. Count the interest point location overlap at each level of processing and each level of
thresholding

Figure 5.10 shows the overlap data of the interest points with the GBVS surfaces over
the range of parameters of the two image processing algorithms. Again, these trends are
understandable given the knowledge of the algorithms. The JPEG trend is flat all the way
along. There are no new points created by the algorithm intrinsically and the structure is
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Figure 5.10: Overlaps with GBVS algorithm by Harel et al.. left column: SIFT, right
column: SURF. Threshold for SIFT/SURF is fixed for each image to give 200 points in
the original image. Top row shows the % overlap for with GBVS as the image set is JPEG
compressed, bottom row shows the % overlap for with GBVS as the image set is CLAHE
enhanced.

stable. Therefore, the overlap with saliency remains effectively constant. The CLAHE trend
arises because there are many new points added by the application of the algorithm. The
counting into bands of ranked saliency therefore causes there to be a smaller percentage
overlap as new interest points are brought above threshold by the algorithm. Overall, there
is a flattening of the saliency profile as new points are brought in to the image.
So, the distribution of points remains highly distributed towards modelled bottom up
saliency even after image processing has been applied, as hinted at in the previous chapter.
It may be possible to link feature point matching performance described there to observer
performance at some later stage, although such tests would have to be well considered. This
result is a very useful one, because now we can use the feature points as automatic detectors
of visually salient information and use their matching properties for other applications, such
as scene matching or object recognition.
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Summary: feature points as detectors of visually salient information

The overlap between six well-known interest point detection schemes and attention probability maps were compared. The probability maps were calculated using two parametric models
of bottom up saliency and task-directed viewing was approximated by creating a map from
experimentally recorded observer eye-fixations. It was found that for both saliency models the SURF interest-point detector generated the highest coincidence with saliency. The
SURF algorithm is based on similar techniques to the SIFT algorithm, but seeks to optimise
the detection and descriptor parts using the best of available techniques. SIFT’s Gaussian
filters for scale representation are approximated using box filters and a fast Hessian detector
is used in the case of SURF. Interestingly, the overlap performance was superior for the
supposedly more robust saliency model for passive viewing, Graph Based Visual Saliency
by Harel et al. Interest-points coinciding with bottom-up visually-salient information are
valuable because of the robust description that can be applied to them for scene matching.
However, when an observer performing a task, the attentional guidance probability surface
is shifted away from the bottom up maps in an unpredictable way. Even though statistical coincidence between Interest-points and the task probability surface remain well above
chance levels, there is still no way of knowing what is being shifted where. The comparison
of Kadir-Brady information-theoretic saliency with verified passive visual saliency models
shows that Kadir-Brady is not in fact imitating the mechanisms of the human visual system, although it does pick out task-relevant pieces of information at the same level as other
detectors.
Overall, feature points are distributed towards image regions visually salient in both passive
and task-direct viewing modes, as verified by task-directed observer eye-fixations and robust
models of passive visual attention. The feature detector algorithm generating the best
overlap was the SURF algorithm, with 29, 49 and 86% of generated points lying within the
top 10, 20 and 50% image areas respectively. Generally, we conclude that feature points
are strongly distributed towards visually salient information in images. This allows for their
use as primitive detectors of visually salient image regions. This remains true for bottom
up saliency when image processing is applied to the images. In the absence of a parametric
task-directed viewing attention prediciton model we cannot be sure about the overlap with
task in the presence of image processing: carrying out extensive observer trials for such a
dataset is prohibitive in terms of time.
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The powerful matching abilities of these descriptors, in combination with their power as a
primitive detector of visual saliency is an attractive combination if these two characteristics
can be combined in an application. Most importantly, where there is a shift in attention
away from bottom-up salient information due to the imposition of top-down tasking, the
shift goes to regions that are naturally rich in interest points. This allows for the possibility
of constructing a multi-task surface, as described in the next chapter in this thesis.

5.3

Task-based visual saliency

Here we shall use the matching properties of feature points to perform object recognition
from previously-recorded objects. The object location is then used to create a “top-down”
refinement to the GBVS bottom up map appropriate for object class search task. This
is done to (a) demonstrate the utility of the feature points and (b) create a useful tool
for later work involving the creation of a salient region detector from feature points only,
combining their dual properties as detectors of visually salient information with their robust
point-to-point matching.

5.3.1

Introduction

As see above, the influence of task can shift visual attention away from the bottom-up
case substantially. The bottom-up response is still an essential HVS response in the case
of tasking and provides valuable information on scene layout, which in turn informs the
observer about where to guide further search which is a top-down process. In general,
observers have a horizontal search bias when performing a task [130]. Here we are seeking
to use the knowledge of likely contextual search locations in an image for a known task in
order to construct a new visual saliency surface suitable for predicting eye fixation locations
of observers performing task-directed viewing.
Existing models of bottom-up saliency are reliable indicators of passive visual attention
regions in an image [7, 19]. However, during task directed viewing there is often a strong shift
of attention away from the passive observation case [162]. This arises from the imposition of
top-down processes by the observer carrying out the task in combination with the bottom up
response [8]. Models have been constructed for the top-down case, but involve complicated
prior learning of general object classes and their scene contextualisation [8, 113, 139, 140].
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Such models have the advantage of enhanced attention prediction power even in the absence
of a target object being present in the image, but the complexity of the learning process
and the specific scenarios makes these models hard to generalise.
The proposed method uses a robust model of instantaneous visual attention (i.e. “bottomup”) combined with a pixel probability map derived from the automatic detection of a
previously-seen object (task-dependent i.e. “top-down”) based on image feature points.
The objects to be recognised are parameterised quickly in advance by a viewpoint-invariant
spatial distribution of SURF feature points, as described in the literature review 2.5.4. The
bottom-up and top-down object probability images are fused to produce a task-dependent
saliency map. The proposed method is validated using observer eye-tracker data. Compared
to the bottom-up model of Harel, the object-recognition model shows an average of 10%
higher prediction of task-directed observer eye fixations.

5.3.2

Correcting “bottom up” maps for task-directed viewing

What is proposed here is a task-oriented correction to bottom up models of visual attention
in the case that a previously-seen object is present. The underlying premise of the proposed
bottom-up correction is that if an object of interest is found to be present in the image, the
general contextual information of the scene can be approximated. The visual system during
task-prioritised viewing is guided by prior experiences of associating task objects to likely
scene location contexts [163–165]. Objects generally lie within semantically sensible parts of
an image (e.g. pedestrians along pavements) and there is a known strong horizontal search
bias in observers performing search tasks, based on the image context [130]. An illustration of
this effect is presented in Figure 5.11 in which eye-fixation points from observers performing
search task are imposed on an image. Detected objects can therefore be used to construct
a horizontally-biased “object presence” attention map for combination with the attention
maps from bottom-up/passive viewing models to give more accurate prediction of taskdirected eye-fixations than the bottom up models alone. Figure 5.11 (bottom) shows the
thresholded Graph Based Visual Saliency [19] map generated from the upper image, with
eye-fixations still imposed. Overlap is generally good, but there is still substantial energy
in the map lying away from the core region while eye-fixations lie outside the thresholded
area.
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Figure 5.11: (Top) An image with eye-tracker points superimposed. “x” denotes all eye
fixations of eight observers performing the task “count the number of people” on the image.
“+” denotes the first three eye fixations across all participants. (Bottom) Graph Based
Visual Saliency (GBVS) model of passive visual attention computed from the image. The
attentional map is thresholded to 10 - 50% by area. (The images and the eye-fixations are
generously made available by Antonio Torralba at the URL in [8].)

We use SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features [15]) interest-point matching to a reference image
to determine object presence in a test image. We further propose an object confirmation
technique based on comparing the distribution between the reference and test image matched
points to introduce higher confidence to the object recognition process. This process is not
general object recognition, but would apply to particular object retrieval, such as finding a
particular vehicle in a database from a single or small number of stored reference images,
allowing for the possibility of scale, viewpoint and illumination changes.

5.3.3

SURF matching and object confirmation refinement

We will use the matching properties of SURF feature points to detect previously-seen objects in a database. The implementation of such a scheme is fast and offers high-speed
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Figure 5.12: Object contextualisation from SURF matching example. Circles denote detected SURF points, “+” denotes matched points between reference and test images. Image
as shown in Figure 5.11. Leftmost: manually extracted reference image with SURF points
matched to test image. Centre: test image showing SURF points matched to reference
image. Right: our object contextual correction map (unthresholded).

computation to get robust point matching. The SURF algorithm’s natural clustering towards the visually salient regions in an image can later be exploited in combination with
this object detection scheme to gain high value from the implementation. SURF (Speeded
Up Robust Features [15]) is a robust feature-detector and descriptor combination that can
be used for point to point matching between images. Generally, the SURF algorithm finds
locally interesting points over many scales and stores these points into a set of point descriptors robust to rotation and scale transformations as well as skew anisotropic scaling
and perspective effects, covered to some degree by the overall robustness of the description
technique. The descriptor matching applies well over viewpoint change, scale change and
different lighting conditions (see [15] for thorough performance measures) as well as being
naturally-distributed towards image information visually salient in passive and task-directed
observer viewing conditions [159].
Due to the robustness of the matching technique with appropriate thresholding, the presence
of descriptor matching between a reference image and a test image generally delivers a high
confidence that the reference image content is present in the test image. For an example of
SURF detection and matching, see Figure 5.12. For this experiment we manually extract
an object of interest from a larger image and store a squared-off copy of this object as a
reference image along with a mask describing the object envelope within the reference image.
We then “learn” such a reference image by running the SURF algorithm over it and storing
the descriptors. Interest points outside the object envelope are excluded along with their
descriptors.
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Of course, the thresholding for matching between images can vary and there could be mismatched point to point correspondences. For this reason, we propose a refinement in the
object recognition technique based on the overlap between the matched points in the reference image and the matched points in the test image transformed homographically to the
plane of the reference image. This allows greater confidence in the presence of the object as
opposed to a series of unrelated (but probably robust) point to point correspondences.
In this thesis, a minor refinement is proposed to deal with the case of matching (that is,
“recognising”) objects between images taken at approximately the same scale but from
different angles. This process is based upon a homography transform between the matching
points and the proximity of reference point and homographically transformed test points
determines the presence of an object. The points are then checked constellation-wise in a
fashion similar to that shown in Figure 2.36 (b), but acting on rigid SURF features and
avoiding the learning phase of the potential variation between feature locations, necessary
for generic object class recognition: it was not the core purpose of the research to build a
highly robust object detector.
The technique proposed here is one of specific object recognition based on the distribution
of interest points and not general object categorisation (such as described in [20, 147, 148].
In the process of object recognition a reference image (of an object of interest in this case) is
“learned” by applying the SURF algorithm, transforming the matched interest-points into
an invariant frame of reference then computing a spatial distribution. The SURF algorithm
is highly robust to transformations so for a high matching threshold matches between the
reference image and the test image, can be interpreted as belonging to the same object
based on probability of matching. There is always the possibility of mismatching occurring
between points, because the SURF detection and matching thresholds will be differently
affected by different viewing angles. Figure 5.13 shows two images with an affine offset of
10◦ . The left image is a “reference” image containing an object of interest, in this case a
car. The right image is a “test” image that might or might not contain the same object of
interest. The objective of the interest point based scheme is to assess whether the object
is present or not. Figure 5.14 shows the result of SURF point matching between the two
images. The two thresholds are the SURF points threshold, set to the default of 4.0, and
the SURF point matching threshold, set to 0.15.
Even though the basic matching at the same scale is robust there is no specific spatial
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Figure 5.13: A pair of images from two affine viewpoints. (Left) Reference Image. (right
col.) Test image offset by 10◦ of angle. The images are taken at approximately the same
distance and the objects in the images are of the same approximate pixel area.

Figure 5.14: SURF matching between reference and test images. Surf points are shown
in small blue crosses and matched points are shown in large red crosses. (Left:) reference
image. (Right:) Offset test image. As can be seen, there is good matching between the
object in the reference and the object in the test image.

information available. We therefore use the corrected spatial distribution of the matches to
parameterise the object. In brief there are two images, one is the Reference Image and the
other is the Test Image. The matched points between these images have been calculated
and the correspondence between these points is reliable. (This is achievable by choosing
the appropriate thresholds at the SURF detection and matching phases.) It is assumed that
the learned object in the reference image will have the features included in approximately
the same plane. This should similarly constrain the matched points in the test image to be
similarly planar. This is a reasonable assumption in since surveillance images are usually
at some distance from the camera, although it could be a major source of error if sceneobjects have major depth variations on their surface. Matched points are denoted (IM P 0 )
where I is the image label, R or T for Reference or Test, M denotes that the points are
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matched and P’ is the plane. Therefore (TM T 0 ) denotes the Matched Test Points in the Test
Image plane. We first calculate the homography matrix between Test and Reference Image
planes using matched points in each image, (TM T 0 ) and (RM R0 ) [166]. We then transform
the matched points in test image to Reference plane, (TM R0 ). This is done by using the
standard homography relationship:
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The spatial distribution of the (TM R0 ) is then computed. This is the angular and radial
displacement to all points from a zero point.

D(TM R0 ) = (r1..n−1 , θ1..n−1 )

(5.3)

The distribution of matched Test points,(TM R ), with each Reference point is overlapped
and the displacement δ calculated. Then for each Reference point we apply the Euclidean
distance tolerance threshold and count the inliers to δ. The best zero location is chosen
based on greatest number of inliers. The object is judged present or absent, based on the
number of classified object points within the threshold for the best fit matches. In the
event of a mismatched point being chosen as the initial zero point for the calculation of the
matched and shifted test points, the matching will very likely fail. In the case where there
are no inliers, it is therefore necessary to choose a different test point for constructing the
distribution and to repeat the process. The full set of permutations could be run through,
but is not necessary if the confidence in the matching is high - after a few permutations, the
method should overlap with the points within tolerance if the object is present. The method
is quite robust for assessing the inliers of an object distribution. Because the distribution
is only derived from the matched points in the test image, the technique works in the
presence of partial occlusion where the number of matches may fall but the distribution
is still likely to overlap in the reference image. Figure 5.15 shows the test points on the
left to be transformed homographically through to the plane of the reference using the
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Figure 5.15: SURF matching between reference and test images. Surf points are shown
in small blue crosses and matched points are shown in large red crosses. (Left:) Test
image matched points for transform to the reference plane using the homography equation. (Right:) The descriptor of the transformed matched test points superimposed on the
reference image at the best fit position.

matched SURF points shown in 5.14. On the right is the transformed description of points
from the test image imposed upon the reference image. This description is passed through
every point on the reference image and the distance between each matched test image
point transformed to the reference plane and the nearest matched reference image point is
calculated. The points in the reference image are cycled through until a points lie close or
until the number of permutations are exhausted. The “best” fit (i.e. lowest distance values
to reference matched points) of the transformed test point descriptor is shown on the right.
The points lying within a Euclidean distance of 3 pixels of a reference-image matched points
are classified as object points and are shown in Figure 5.16.

Figure 5.16: Object recognition between reference and test images. Surf points are shown
in small blue crosses and matched points are shown in large red crosses. The green circles
represent object points, defined as the matched points in the reference image that lie within
a Euclidean distance of 3 pixels of a transformed match point from the test image, as
illustrated in Figure 5.15, right. (Left:) SURF, matched and Object points in the reference
frame. (Right:) SURF, matched and Object points in the test frame.
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Figure 5.17: Example images from the database of angular offset images. The angular
offset varies with the rows and the object changes between columns.

A potential disadvantage is that for very low numbers of matches, the homography may
be relatively poor, therefore causing errors in the transform. Another is that the technique
is not scale adapted and the objects need to be of approximately the same scale. Overall
the method can provide a strong confirmation of the object presence at a higher level than
merely the presence of the SURF points suggests, due to the tight constraint placed on
the threshold distance tolerance between the reference and test points, assessed by the test
distribution. We choose to assess “object recognised” if there are six points classified as
object points.
In order to test the classification ability of the system, we performed a test on the matching
performance and object classification over different viewpoint angles. Some images from the
dataset are shown in Figure 5.17. Six sets of viewpoint shift images were collected, each
based around a different object in the scene, with the viewing angle varying from 0◦ to 30◦
in steps of 5◦ . The 0◦ (head-on) image in each set had an object region manually extracted
from it. This object image forms the reference across each set. Next, the images representing
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Figure 5.18: The results of testing the reliability of the object recognition against angle.
Angle index 1:7 represent angles 0◦ to 30◦ of offset in steps of 5◦ . Chart i shows the averaged
“Object Present” judgement from across the test set. Chart ii is the mean percentage of
object points classified from the matched points. For iii and iv, the charts show the mean
of the matched and object points as a fraction of the 0◦ viewpoint cases. Comparing
iii and iv shows that the fall off of matched SURF points and Object classification is
approximately at the same rate, with the object-performance falling slightly faster than the
SURF matching. These figures show that it can be expected that the object recognition
technique will be robust to 15◦ viewpoint changes, with a fall off between 15◦ and 20◦ to
much lower recognition expectation levels.

the viewpoints 0◦ to 30◦ from each set were tested against the associated reference image
for the set, both for the number of SURF matches and for the number of classified object
points. The matching and classification statistics of the SURF points and object points over
the different angles are shown in Figure 5.18. It can be expected that the object recognition
technique will be robust to 15◦ viewpoint changes, with a fall off between 15◦ and 20◦ to
much lower recognition expectation levels. Note that the ability of the object recognition
was not tested over scale in this paper, but due to the radial/angular basis of the distribution
measure, the algorithm could be adapted to be resilient to scale changes. This is outwith
the scope of this thesis.
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Object context surface

We are trying to model task-directed visual attention by modulating the reliable bottom up
maps with a contextual search surface based on object presence. Once a reference object of
interest is detected in an image, we construct an “object context surface” for combination
with the bottom up map of the raw test image. The premise behind the construction of this
surface is that objects of similar class are generally horizontally distributed in an image and
that during tasking there is consequently a strong horizontal bias in attention. Of course,
there is a compromise in judgement required here. The horizontal search pattern is quite
strong for scenes with some kind of horizon and starts to break down as the potential image
area for search increases, e.g. as altitude is increased from eye-level observation towards
aerial photography. The horizontal constraint is generally true for eye-level imagery. We
choose to construct our surface using the following steps:

1. We find the centre height of the detected object from the matched SURF points in
the test image.
2. We take the horizontal line through the centre point as our axis of object context.
3. We take two boundaries to define the core context of the image. One 1/6 of the image
height above and 1/6 of the image height below the centre line. We saturate the map
within this area. (In the case that the detected object is larger than the 1/6 either
side of the centre, the size of the object is chosen instead of 1/6 height.)
4. Outside the core context, the map is tailed-off in the vertical direction according to
the formula:


distance(x, y) =

(y − cny )
2


(5.4)

where (x,y) is the current point in the map of the same dimensions as the image (excluding
the core context) and cny is the closest point y dimension to the saturated mask. This
equation weights the distance values so that there is a tail-off from the core context in the
vertical direction. See Figure 5.12 for an object presence surface example.
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Combination of bottom up and object-presence contextual surfaces

Now we have models for the bottom up case and for the target present case. We wish to
fuse these data maps together in a way that will preserve the core information. The bottom
up map contains important contextual information likely to attract attention during passive
image observation. The top down map is based on the detection of a known object and is
based on prior knowledge of search bias in observers in general naturalistic imagery.
The combination depends strongly upon the degree of belief of the value of each component.
In our case, by inspection on our data sets (see later - Validation), we set the surf detection
and matching thresholds appropriately so that we have strong belief in the presence of
our object based on SURF matching alone. In the case of further “object confirmation”
by distribution as outlined above there is similarly a high belief in the plausibility of the
top-down surface.
The human visual system deals with task by reading the bottom up information in a scene
but imposing contextual constraint on the search. Therefore we seek to combine the surfaces
in such a way that the object map dominates, but allows for strong bottom up areas to
remain possible attention zones. Due to each being derived from different bases it is common
to apply a power to the maps prior to combination in the general form of equation 5.5 [8].

C(x, y) = (BU (x, y)) ∗ (O(x, y))γ

(5.5)

where C is the combined map, BU is the GBVS saliency map [19], O is the “object” surface,
either from SURF points or from object-classified points. The indices (x, y) are the pixel
locations and are included to show that the above is elemental, not matrix multiplication.
We choose here γ = 0.05. The depth of the map is fixed to lie between the interval [0 1].
Therefore using a low power has the effect of of flattening the object distribution component,
thus enhancing its importance. We also rescale the values before combination of the two
different maps to reflect their degree of belief. We trust the bottom up map in the passive
case, but it is less reliable in the task case. We choose therefore to set the pixel values of
the bottom up map to between [0.32 0.95] and the values of the Object map to between
[0.93 0.95] while retaining a large floating point value for each pixel, allowing for smoothness.
These values were chosen out of many possible values to produce maps that combine to offer
domination of the attentional surface by the object context component with the possibility
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Figure 5.19: Thresholded Combined Bottom up GBVS map and Object context correction. Eye fixation data overlaid from all participants. All fixations denoted by “x”, first
three only by “+”. Note the shift in energy towards the known target area compared to
the pure bottom up case in Figure 5.11

of attention diversion to the bottom up map in the case of a strong output away from the
object horizontal context, as described in [8]. An example of the thresholded combined map
is shown in Figure 5.19 against eye-tracker data. Note the overlap improvement compared
to GBVS alone illustrated in Figure 5.11.

5.3.6

Validation of the combined surface

Since the aim here is to build an improved attention map, composed of a bottom up map
plus a top-down object-centred modulation, the map is here tested against human observer
eye-fixations, recorded during task-directed viewing, to assess how valuable a correction to
the bottom-up only case the proposed object-surface is.
The eye-tracker data and image set from Torralba and Henderson has been used to validate
the model (to view, see URL in [8]). The test image data set again comprises 72 images
and 108 search scenarios (3x36 tasks) performed by 8 observers, “count the people” on
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the first 36 images and “count the cups” and “count the paintings” on the other 36. Objects appropriate to the search-and-count task performed by the observers were manually
extracted as reference images from the test images for all 108 search scenarios e.g. if the
task was to count the number of paintings, a painting would be extracted from the image,
if present. Overall there were 61 object present cases and 61 appropriate objects for task
were extracted out of the 108 tasks. These objects were stored as reference images in a
head-on, 0◦ object recognition test process. Each reference image (i.e. 1 extracted “object”
per task) was tested using one-pass surf descriptor matching against the descriptors from a
one-pass surf application to the other 108 search task images. Our surf matching thresholds
were such that there was practically no mismatching between the reference and test images.
The largest number of mismatches per image (i.e. matches from the wrong image) was 1
and this was a statistically very rare event. 30 out of 61 objects were recognised using our
object confirmation (This is > 6 matched surf points lying within overlap tolerance) and
47 examples had reliable SURF matching to at least three points in the test image. The
reason for these low values can be attributed partially to our conservatively high matching
threshold and partially to the object size in the image - often the area of the object pixels
was very low (1% of image area of 800 x 600) and this did not allow for robust descriptor
representation in quantity.
For each search scenario, three saliency maps were created: (i) Bottom Up saliency; (ii)
SURF combined map only from matched points; (iii) Object combined map from Object
points. The construction mechanism for (ii) and (iii) was identical, but there was a subtle
change of the object centre line since not all matched points were classified as object points.
Essentially the statistics from (ii) and (iii) were identical within reasonable error, so below
only cases (i) and (ii) are presented (iii, is actually a refined subset of ii allowing for higher
confidence). Illustrative maps of classes (i) and (ii)/(iii) are shown in the left and right of
Figure 5.20, with the object contextualisation in the centre.
All 72 imgaes had a bottom up map applied. SURF-only object maps were constructed when
there were at least three matched points between the reference and test images (47/61 cases).
Object surfaces were further constructed when there were more than 6 points classified as
object points (30/61). Where the object was detected, the bottom up and top-down object
contextual maps were combined as described above.
The attentional maps of each class were thresholded to different image areas representing
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Figure 5.20: Saliency Maps. left Bottom Up Saliency map (GBVS). centre Object Context Map. (Centred either around matched SURF points or around confirmed Object from
SURF point distribution.) right Combined Bottom Up and Object Context map.

the more salient half of the image. X = 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50% were chosen since these
levels clearly represent the “more salient” half of the image by area in slices.
For each search scenario, the eye tracker points lying within and without each threshold
level of each mask were counted. We chose to use all of the available eye fixations from all
8 observers. This gives the exhaustive search case. The overlap was considerably higher if
only the first three fixations were considered, but such fixations may contain elements of
centre bias and so the statistics are not presented here. The comprehensive statistics for
the overlap between the probability maps and the task-directed observer eye fixations are
shown in Figure 5.21. On the left, the overlap of task-directed eye fixations of all 8 observers
over all 108 tasks vs. the 72 bottom up maps is shown. On the right, the overlap of the
eye-fixations of all 8 observers in the 47 tasks where an object surface from at least three
SURF matches could be constructed. There is a substantial overlap improvement using
our object-present surface, with there being approximately a 10% higher attentional overlap
relative to the bottom up models alone.

5.3.7

Summary of task based visual saliency from feature points

We have successfully demonstrated a new method of combining a reliable model of bottom up
saliency with an object recognition scheme to construct a combined bottom-up and objectpresent (i.e. task) attentional map for an image. This offers considerable advantages over
previously reported methods. Specifically we do not require an intensive training phase and
can remain viewpoint invariant. Testing of the resulting combined map against observer eyefixations shows that the combined maps offer substantial improvement against the bottomup only case at predicting the location of task-directed human observer eye-fixations, if an
object is detected. Even though the object recognition technique that we use here is based
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Figure 5.21: The overlap of all eye fixations, gathered over 8 experimental participants
performing a “search and count” task on each image with the attentional maps segmented
to different area segmentation levels. left: eye-data vs. bottom-up only (72 images, 8
participants, 108 tasks). right: eye-data vs. combined bottom-up and SURF-point object
context attentional maps. (47 incidents of # SURF Matches > 3, 8 participants, 47 tasks).
The bar indices 1 to 5 correspond to the 10 to 50% image area segmentation coverage
of the masks, as illustrated in Figure 5.11 and in Figure 5.12. The vertical axis is the
percentage of eye fixations over the whole image set that lie within the saliency maps at
the different mask segmentation area threshold levels. The bars indicate average overlap at
each threshold. Errors: standard deviation is plotted in red. There is a ten percent (or so)
higher eye-fixation overlap when object context can be combined with the pure bottom up
case.

around the recognition of a specific object, the approach presented would still apply in the
case of general object-class recognition. This is one obvious future extension to this project
but impact on performance needs to be considered carefully.

5.4

Conclusion

This chapter has considered the correspondence between computer vision feature points
and visually salient information in images. It considers both passive viewing using reliable
parametric models and task-directed viewing based on real observer eye-fixations, necessary
in the absence of a reliable model of task-directed viewing. The outcome of experimentation
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is that there is a very strong co-occurrence of feature points and visually salient information.
Thus feature detector algorithms are detectors of visually salient information in images.
Critically, where there is a shift in attention away from bottom-up salient image regions
due to observer top-down imposed task, the shift is directed towards regions rich in interest
points.
We further use the descriptor matching functionality of the interest points to detect previouslyseen objects in an image. We exploit this functionality to create a modulation to the bottom
up surface oriented towards the objects so that in object class search, the predictive power
of an attentional map improved by an average of 10% in terms of captured eye-fixations.
The next stage of research is to create a general visual attention surface from interest points
and to integrate the object attention improvement into a single algorithm, described in the
following chapter.

Chapter 6

“Visual Interest” segmentation
using Feature Points
In this chapter we build upon the results from the previous chapter to create a new attention
probability map for “Visual Interest” derived from interest points. This map is designed to
provide segmentation of an image into regions of core and contextual interest via thresholding
in order to retain areas of an image relevant to different tasks that become “salient” as a
result of top-down processes during observer task performance. We describe the full analysis
of the options for the surface parameters and provide comprehensive data from observer
experiments in order to justify parameter choices. We later generalise the algorithm to
apply to any input image to create a single-pass, content adaptive map suitable to predict
visual attention for many possible observer tasks. Finally, we combine the object-matching
approach described in the previous chapter with the new map to further reduce the attentional
area. We apply a compression circuit to this technique and test observer performance on
our treated images. We demonstrate a notable gain in compression performance for our
Visual Interest segmentation-treated images relative to global schemes for no loss in observer
alphanumeric reading ability just above the resolution limit.
The basic mechanisms and discussion of possible surfaces are described in the proceedings of
SCIA 2009 proceedings [167] and the mathematical options expanded upon in the proceedings
of the IMA Conference on Mathematics in Defence [168]. The research leading to the “Visual
Interest” segmentation has been summarised in a submission to the journal Machine Vision
Applications.
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Introduction

This work builds on the discovery that where visual attention shifts away from bottomup visually salient regions due to task, the attention shift is directed towards regions rich
in interest points as described in Chapter 5. In the work of this Chapter we use interest
points to construct a visual attention probability map designed to preserve image content
relevant to many analytical tasks. We use feature points selected by the SURF algorithm
[15] because it is fast and is the feature point algorithm most highly coincident with visually
salient image regions (of the feature point algorithms analysed).
Comprehensive eye-tracking of observer fixations performing search tasks is used to validate
the parameters both for the construction of this map and for the segmentation of it into
“salient” and “background” regions. A set of rules is created with parameters set such
that the segmentation is expected to be successful on generic street-level surveillance-type
imagery in RGB or black & white with no further user input required.
Finally, this segmentation algorithm is applied to the compression problem on a new set of
images collected from visual band electro-optic sensors from different manufacturers. The
“salient” regions are kept at high resolution and quality while the “background” regions have
their high frequencies suppressed to save filesize. This offers an advantage over conventional
globally-applied compression in which either a rule of thumb is used to provide good global
image quality, thereby preserving too much data and thus using a larger filesize, or the
data is compressed too heavily to achieve a particular bandwidth constraint, thus risking
information loss. Comprehensive observer performance score data is collected as a back up
to the claims. Relative to global compression schemes, our method achieves on average 15%
lower stored image filesize while maintaining observer task performance equal to that on
globally compressed images.
When we later combine our map with the object contextualisation, such as demonstrated in
Chapter 6, our method achieves on average 25% lower stored image filesize while maintaining
observer task performance at levels equal to that on globally compressed images.
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Theory: construction of a multi task probability surface
from SURF interest points

To construct a visual attention probability map from interest points there are three factors
that must be analysed to give a consistent result. The first is the threshold of the interest
points algorithm. This parameter generally governs the number of points generated for a
given image, but is image-content dependent. The second is how to join the points together.
This will be expressed as the extent to which spatial neighbour points are included in the
local density calculation. The third and final factor is how this surface can be thresholded
consistently to segment the image into regions of likely visual attention and background.
The following sections discuss the options for these parameters, that is; what density of
points is desirable, and how can these points be best combined to give a surface that can
be thresholded to preserve salient image content.

6.2.1

Choice of threshold for SURF points

SURF has a threshold parameter that governs the number of points that are detected on an
image. The algorithm looks for regions of high local variation over space and scale, filters
these points for robustness and then applies the threshold to determine the number of points
that are allowed through to the output.
The relationship between the number of SURF points and the threshold depends on the
image content. The threshold parameter filter acts on the absolute strength of the points,
based upon the local variation. Therefore an image with bland content is expected a priori
to return a lower number of points for a given threshold than would an image containing
much detail.
What is sought here is a set of interest points that will naturally cluster around the busy
regions of an image and leave plain, featureless regions barren of points. We could do this
by imposing a fixed number of points per image and iterating, changing the threshold until
we reach that number. This is not an ideal situation for in the case of very busy or very
empty images we risk rationing or over-fitting weak points to the data using this method.
It is therefore desirable to choose a threshold that could cope with many images reliably to
give a suitable distribution of points on the image but based on the image content alone.
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Figure 6.1: A general camera capture-output sequence.

Electro-optic sensors are often calibrated to balance the received signals in some way to
reflect the degree of belief about the image quality as the output. There are many such
operations available, as attested by the array of optional settings on any digital camera.
Usually image compression is applied as a part of the capture process. A general camera
capture sequence is shown in Figure 6.1. For a given camera setting, the output quality
of the sensor-algorithm sequence should remain essentially similar. Of course, substantial
variation is possible depending on scene conditions such as lighting and weather. In general,
however, a series of images taken at approximately the same time of day using the same
camera settings (thus effectively the same lighting and conditions) should be classifiable as
a set because the series of balancing and other algorithms should react to similar real-world
objects in a consistent way when constructing an image. Often JPEG compression set for
high visual quality is used as a part of this process, due to the design being for photo-real
imagery.
While these processes undoubtedly help to produce high quality photos, traded off against
storage capacity, the potential for variation between different camera-algorithm combinations is large and will impact the image content, and therefore the expected output of the
SURF algorithm.
We now make use of two datasets to determine our choices of threshold. The first is that of
Torralba et al. (see url in [8]) and the second is our own. The Torralba dataset is 72 images
heavily compressed using JPEG (inspection of the set shows JPEG blocking artefacts). Each
image is RGB and 800 x 600 pixels in dimension. Our dataset “Aberdeen” is a series of 36
images containing burghers, streetname signs and numberplates in that city. The data was
collected using a Canon digital SLR. The output images are RGB, 3888 x 2592 pixels and
compressed with JPEG to give high quality, with no noticeable visual artefacts.
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Figure 6.2: left: Average number of SURF points generated for a given SURF algorithm
threshold. right: Average number of SURF points generated for a given SURF algorithm
threshold/image area. Standard deviation at each value is shown.

The SURF algorithm was applied with thresholds 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 for all images in these datasets. The
resultant number of points generated on each image was counted. This is shown in Figure
6.2, left. The right side of this figure shows the same data, normalised by the respectful
image areas of each set.
The Y-axis is effectively a density value of the points generated for a given SURF threshold.
The density function can be translated into a global (pan-image) average point separation
by taking the inverse of Figure 6.2 left. E.g. a density of 0.005 corresponds to there being a
SURF point for every 200 pixels in the image. We take the square root of this value to get
a linear average pixel separation. The result of this is plotted in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3 shows that while there may be some overlap between the extremes of the real
datasets, generally they are distinct from each other in how they react to SURF, and there
is substantial possible cross over between datasets. In order to get the same average linear
spacing for the two datasets we need to apply different thresholds. The lower the threshold,
the more points get through and so the average spacing decreases. Both sets tend towards
a lower limit of circa 11 pixels of linear separation if ( all) points are let through.
The values in Figure 6.3 are global spacings. In general it can be expected that the SURF
points will cluster towards the visually-salient regions in an image thus creating different
local spacings. Table 6.1 shows the data from Harding and Robertson [159]. This data is the
percentage overlap of SURF points vs. different slices of saliency map categories by area.
The map categories are that of Itti [7], that of Harel [19] and a “task” surface generated
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Figure 6.3: Average linear spacing of SURF points generated for a given SURF algorithm
threshold. Standard deviation at each value is shown.

Area Slice
50-100%
60-100%
70-100%
80-100%
90-100%

Itti
86 ± 11
69 ± 15
58 ± 17
40 ± 17
20 ± 13

GBVS
95 ± 5
89 ± 9
81 ± 12
67 ± 16
43 ± 18

Task
82 ± 11
73 ± 11
61 ± 11
49 ± 11
30 ± 11

Mean(All)
87.7
77
66.67
52
31

sd(All)
16.34
21.79
24.02
27.75
25.24

Table 6.1: Table of SURF point distributions towards %age area slices of three distinct
visual attention maps and their combined averages.

from eye-fixations collected from observers performing a search task. The errors have been
√
combined using the standard form, σmean = σ1 2 + σ2 2 + σ3 2 . The study looked at the
coincidence of 200 SURF points with the visual saliency schemes at different image area
slices ranked in saliency. This clustering effect is quite a strong one.
We can take the distributions from table 6.1 and find out what values of the local average
spacing are generated for each ranked area slice for a given specified global average spacing.
Let us denote the global average spacing as s(global) and the local average spacing as
s(local). The global and local spacing calculations and the corresponding number of SURF
points generated are shown in equations 6.1 and 6.2, respectively.

Area(I(global))
#sp (global) =
⇒ s(global) =
(s(global))2

s

#sp (global)
Area(I(global))

(6.1)
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Area(I(local))
#sp (local) =
⇒ s(local) =
(s(local))2

s

#sp (local)
Area(I(local))
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(6.2)

Using the mean values of the % distribution in each saliency slice in table 6.1, above, and the
known image area occupancy of the points, it is possible to calculate the values of #sp (local)
for each image region. These are:

#sp (0 − 50%) = 0.1233 × #sp (global)
#sp (50 − 60%) = 0.1067 × #sp (global)
#sp (60 − 70%) = 0.1033 × #sp (global)
#sp (70 − 80%) = 0.1467 × #sp (global)
#sp (80 − 90%) = 0.2100 × #sp (global)
#sp (90 − 100%) = 0.3100 × #sp (global)

Given that we know the % area of each slice, we can substitute this data into equation 6.2
to get the local average separation. Since we are interested in looking at the highest local
density available, we choose to look at the values of s(90−100) generated for a set of possible
s(global). These values can be compared with Figure 6.3 to choose a suitable threshold.
We are looking for the value of the s(global) value that produces a value of s(local(top10%))
that approaches the minimum allowed value. This sets the density of points in the most
salient regions to be at the limit of around 11, as shown in Figure 6.3. Figure 6.4 shows
plots of s(90 − 100) for given s(global) for mean, upper and lower values. This plot gives the
average local spacing in the top 10% saliency slice for a given forced global linear spacing.
Intersection lines are plotted showing the values of global spacing required to give a local
spacing of 11 for the mean, lower and upper values of the saliency distribution. The mean
value occurs at an average global linear spacing of 20 pixels. The outlier plots show that
there will likely be some overclustering or underclustering from this value. The distribution
of the points above, is of course, approximate but is based on real dataset overlaps of SURF
feature points with image information salient in different observer viewing conditions, passive
and task-directed.
Our choice of s(global) = 20 should allow for strong feature point clustering around the
fundamental limit for the most salient regions and a tail-off away from such regions. We
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Figure 6.4: s(90 − 100) generated for a set of possible s(global). This is the average local
spacing in the top 10% saliency slice for a given global linear spacing. Standard deviation
at each value is shown. Interception lines with the minimum linear density of 11 (as shown
in Figure 6.3) are plotted. The mean global spacing required to achieve a top-10% saliency
slice local density of 11 is 20 pixels.

can iterate the SURF threshold until the average linear point spacing of s(global) = 20 is
achieved within a certain margin of error.

6.2.2

Creating a surface from the interest point array

Having now considered the appropriate threshold to get the point density in an image we
can now consider the density or cluster method that will be used to combine the interest
point array into an attention probability surface.
One method would be to count points over a local window that passes over the image and
from this a sum of local densities map can be built. The disadvantage of this method is that
the points need to be constrained within the window and the choice of window size is not
obvious. Another method would be to use a diffusion method, such as the application of a
Gaussian function to each SURF keypoint followed by their normalised summation, such as
done by de Campos et al. [169]. In this case however, tuning would be required to set the
Gaussian’s sigma, while we want to choose a fixed set of parameters to retain a relatively
large image area even in the case that the image is sparse in points. A better method that
maintains awareness of the points at any distance is a sum of the nearest neighbour distances
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between points. The map is constructed by calculating the distance to the nearest n points
for each pixel in a mask the size of the image.
In order to avoid a collapse in the distance function at locations coinciding with the SURF
points, the distance function excludes the nearest neighbour distance, leaving only secondnearest and above neighbour SURF points to contribute to the probability map. Equation
6.3 is used to calculate the map value at pixel (i,j) for the n nearest neighbours.

n p
X
d2:n (i, j) =
[(i − nnm (i))2 + (j − nnm (j))2 ]

(6.3)

m=2

in which nnm is the mth nearest neighbour to location (i,j). This equation is simply the sum
of the Euclidean distance from the current point in the mask to the n nearest neighbours.
This gives us an inverted density map in which the low values will be near clusters of points.
To convert this surface into a probability surface we need to normalise the data and invert
the map. We normalise to the pixel values [0 1] using equation 6.4:

N orm(d2:n ) =

d2:n − min(d2:n )
max(d2:n ) − min(d2:n )

(6.4)

We then invert the normalised map in order to get the most-likely region attention at the
highest probability using equation 6.5:

V isualInterestM ap = max(N orm(d2:n )) + min(N orm(d2:n )) − N orm(d2:n )

(6.5)

Finally, we rescale the pixel values of the map from the interval [0 1] to the interval [0.1 1]
to reflect the fact that even the lowest priority region may receive some degree of attention,
even if only to understand the overall gist of the scene.
This approach holds the advantage of retaining the distance relationship over all nearest
n points irrespective of range and normalises the attention map to the highest and lowest
regions of point density irrespective of that density. This is realistic since an observer
would be attend the regions of greatest content variation even in uncluttered, bland images.
Towards the corners of an image, points will only be distributed within an arc tending
downwards towards a right angle, thus forcing the corner points to have higher distance
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value than centre values due to the bounding of the image, thus reducing their probability.
Usually, we could expect that an image would be centred towards a region of interest in the
wider scene, so the extreme periphery being slightly less weighted is not a harmful thing. In
fact, this property has some advantage since the map is being scaled and normalised. Since
the depth of the map depends on the maximum to minimum values, the high likelihood of
a dip improves the surface stability in the high-cluster regions by reducing the local depth
variation.
The choice of the n value is not obvious. Since the SURF point algorithm is looking at
salient local regions it is desirable that the surface as a detector of visual interest should not
tail off too quickly. While in regions of approximately uniform point density the number
needs to provide a stable output since the aim is to preserve content above a certain level
of “probability”. At boundary regions the surface must not tail-off too quickly at first, but
should be allowed to collapse fast once the immediate surroundings of the boundary point
is reached. Finally “hole” regions lying in between high density regions should not diminish
too quickly as these regions are likely to be contextually valuable to observers.
Choosing a reasonable n will allow for a constrained surface where in busy regions the
further nearest neighbour points will smooth the probability surface from sharp peaks and
in barren regions the overall distance away from the high-density regions will be taken into
account. The choice of n is not obvious, but the requirement to include nearest neighbours
is. Imagining a square lattice structure of points is a good toy example. The value of
taking second-order radial distance points at the edges becomes clear as this will push the
surface value higher further away from the edge than if such neighbours were ignored. This
is intuitively more likely to include all of the regions covered by the surf-point description
window. Similarly, a hole in the centre of a lattice of points has a increased likelihood of
gaining a high value and thus preserving details in between interesting regions to an extent.
Applying the algorithm to these toy examples was rejected in favour of working on real
data. Some test surfaces were generated for small image set and were compared using visual
inspection with the original images in order to make an initial guess as to which values of n
were appropriate. Nearest neighbour inclusion, n = 5, 10 and 15 generated probability maps
that clustered towards the more interesting information in the images and these values were
used as a start point for experimental testing.
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Segmenting the surface into high and low interest regions: choice
of threshold

The proposed “Visual Interest” probability maps are two dimensional image areas with an
amplitude set in the interval [0.1 1]. We want to threshold this amplitude consistently in
order to segment the image into high and low regions of probability over a range of tasks.
Our aim is not to tune the map to a particular task, but rather to preserve all detail that
could be of interest to analysts who may want to perform several different tasks on an image.
As such, all possible detail that might be salient for different tasks should be preserved in
case it is required during the subsequent analysis. This method is viable because the SURF
points are image reactive, hence the variations in N shown in Figure 6.2. In an image that
has a large bland space, e.g. such as the sky above the horizon, the SURF points will cluster
towards the detailed part of the image and leave the empty part free. In turn, this causes
the surface to attain high value around the detail and low value around the bland parts that
can be cut off by the threshold. Similarly, an image that has detail over very much of the
image will retain that detail above the same threshold level.
Figure 6.5 is an illustration of this effect on two images chosen from the Torralba et al.
dataset with NN=10 used in the surface construction. In this example, the SURF threshold
used is 1.5, this being the value that gives a global linear spacing of 20 pixels over the
dataset (refer to Figure 6.3), and the surface threshold applied is 0.825 (from the interval
[0.1 1]). The image on the left generates 3553 SURF points and the image on the right
generates 1308 SURF points, both taken at the fixed SURF threshold of 1.5. The top row
shows that the SURF points are clearly clustering towards the detail in the image. The
SURF application threshold is fixed and so the fact that the number of points in each image
is different is attributable to the image content. The second row shows the derived visual
attention probability surface with the surf points superimposed. The surfaces tail-off away
from the most dense regions. The third row shows the thresholded probability maps using
the value 0.825 (the maps have values [0.1 1]). The white part is above threshold, black
below. The left image has 75.6% area above threshold and the right image has 70.95% above
threshold. The last row shows the above threshold areas highlighted in the images. This
shows that the surface is acting as desired. The detailed regions in the left image have been
brought out pretty evenly. In the right image the clusters of SURF points e.g. around the
windows have been joined to each other above threshold leading to an elegant segmentation.
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(a) Image plus SURF

(b) Image plus SURF

(c) VI NN=10 plus SURF

(d) VI NN=10 plus SURF

(e) Segmentation: 0.825

(f) Segmentation: 0.825

(g) Segment visualisation

(h) Segment visualisation

Figure 6.5: Visual Interest Surface (SURF threshold = 1.5, NN=10) applied to two
different images. Top Row: Second Row: Third Row: Surface thresholded using threshold
0.825. Bottom row: Illustration of image occupancy above threshold. (a) & (b): Image
plus SURF points. (c) & (d): Derived NN=10 Visual Interest Surface plus SURF points.
(e) & (f): Segmentation. Surface thresholded using threshold 0.825. (g) & (h): Illustration
of image occupancy above threshold.
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The areas below threshold can be treated differently during a compression process to the
regions above threshold because the regions below do not have the same interpretational
significance as the regions above. Figure 6.5 is an illustration. What we now do is validate
the choice of surface threshold using thorough observer testing to justify the choice of a
general set of parameters, NN and the segmentation threshold, that can be applied to
general imagery.

6.3

Experimental: eye-tracker data to determine the choice
of parameters for the surface

The previous sections have discussed the construction of a visual interest attention map that
can segment an image into core and contextual regions, with a view to performing a more
efficient image compression. This section describes the validation and testing process of the
generated surfaces using observer data.
The surface is designed to be a detector of visually salient image regions relevant to many
objective tasks. We must therefore ultimately gauge the performance of our surface against
observers performing multiple tasks on the same image. To do this we used eye-tracker
data by observers performing search task and analysed how their fixations coincided with
our generated probability surfaces (NN=5, 10, 15) at different thresholds of the generated
probability map.
Another measure of the surface viability is to compare the surface with the ground truth
in images. Object-category objects consistent with the observer tests were extracted from
images and the surfaces were tested for their ability to overlap with the ground truth data.
Finally, since the surface is designed to take advantage of the content-adaptive nature of the
SURF algorithm, the area above each threshold for each image was collected.
This data allows for judgement to be made on how effective the algorithm is at capturing
observer eye-fixations and task-relevant objects for a given threshold. This can then be
compared with the contextual/discardable area that each threshold provides.
Description of these experiments follows immediately, followed by results.
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(a) Streetscene

(b) Streetscene

(c) (a) plus eye fixations

(d) (b) plus eye fixations

(e) VI segmentation of (a) plus eye fixations

(f) VI segmentation of (b) plus eye fixations

Figure 6.6: Task directed viewing: Top row shows two cluttered street scenes with pedestrians, car registration plates and street signs. Centre row shows the eye fixations of observers performing multiple tasks on these images: red: count pedestrians, green: read car
registrations, blue: read streetsigns. (The alphanumerics were scales to 3.5 cycles over their
width. The black dashed line delimits the part of the image displayed for the read streetsign
task.) Note the strong general horizontal distribution of eye fixations for each given task
and also note the strong differences between the distribution of the eye fixations for each
task. The bottom row shows the VI segmentation’s ability to pick up fixations relevant to
multiple observer tasks.
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Experimental procedure

We wish to test the predictive power of the probability map during task performance and to
be able to use this information to inform our choice of parameters for a versatile surface. To
this end, we designed an eye-tracker experiment in order to test the ability of the proposed
surfaces at predicting observer visual attention while performing task-directed viewing.
The “Visual Interest” attention probability maps are designed to be segmented to identify
image regions relevant to many possible tasks in an image. We therefore built a dataset
of images suitable for performing multiple tasks. The final dataset consisted of 36 images
taken at street level in the city of Aberdeen. The images were collected with multiple tasks
in mind. Each image had at least one “object” present in the scene of the following class:
numberplate, streetname sign, pedestrian carrying an object. The top row of Figure 6.6
shows examples of the original images within this set.
The formal tasks chosen for the experiments were 1) find the streetnames and read the
letters. 2) find the vehicle registrations and read the letters. 3) find a prior-shown cut-out
of a “person” in the full image and identify what they are carrying. This led to 108 tasks
over the image set.
The tasks chosen represent normal surveillance tasks within an urban environment. They
focus the observer attention towards the objects of interest, guided by the scene context and
the observer’s prior knowledge of object-in-context associations. The first two tasks provide
hard performance data on the ability of the observers to read alphanumerics on the original
images. The third task provides some level of discrimination ability of the observers.
The eye-tracker data alone cannot tell us about human performance, only about fixation
location. The data collected was used to check for participant consistency within the group
of observers. The experimental set up consisted of a high resolution screen (1200 × 1600
pixels, but note that the original SLR had 2592 × 3888 pixels) placed at a distance from
the observer of 60cm, such that the angular resolution of the screen was one pixel. A head
mount was employed to keep the position of the head bounded during the experiment. A
Tobii eye-tracker was set beneath the screen, pointing towards the head mount.
The images were scaled for each task. The images for the alphanumeric readability tasks
were scaled to 3.5 cycles (line pairs) across each letter, just above the supposed resolution
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limit of 3 cycles for reading letters displayed ortho-normally to the sensor [21]. The images
for the “find and identify” task set were scaled to fit on the screen.
The eye-tracker used to gather the data was the Tobii x50 system, shown in Figure 2.37. This
system is suitable for tracking eye-movements on any screen or real scene, with appropriate
calibration. The system uses binocular tracking at 50 Hz and is accurate to 0.5 degrees,
with a drift of less than 1 degree.
The experimental set up consisted of a high resolution screen (1200 × 1600 pixels, but note
that the original SLR had 2592 × 3888 pixels) placed at a distance from the observer such
that the angular resolution of the screen was one pixel. The screen was auto-calibrated
to provide the appropriate contrast. The Tobii eye-tracker was set beneath the screen,
pointing towards a head mount employed to keep the position of the head bounded during
the experiment.
Each participant was shown a 36 image slideshow per task. They were instructed to carry
out the task in silence at first. They would then press a keyboard button and they would
then give their response orally which was written down. During the time that the slide
was present on the screen eye-fixations were recorded. The eye-fixations are an interpolated
average of the saccade patterns of the eyes. The eye-tracker was calibrated to record a
fixation if the eyes fixated around an area for 30 ms within a radius of 30 pixels.
In total there were 7 participants that carried out the 108 tasks, giving valuable information
about performance and eye-tracker fixations. Each participant was given a bottle of wine
after the experiment in thanks for their contribution. During post-experimental discussion,
the participants all expressed surprise that the image set only consisted of 36 images, albeit
scaled for 108 viewing tasks. The effect of scaling and task-directing of attention was
clearly such that the non-task relevant parts of the image were not attended or registered
by observers for many of the images presented. Example images from the dataset and the
associated observer fixations that were recorded for the three tasks are shown in Figure 6.6.
In addition to our own dataset, we used that of Torralba et al. which is supplied with
eye-tracker data of participants performing object search and count tasks for three distinct
objects. 36 images have eye fixation points from 8 observers performing a “count people”
task and 36 images have eye-fixation points from 8 observers performing a “count paintings”
task and a “count cups” task, leading to 108 tasks by 8 participants.
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In total the eye fixation data available contained 6 tasks. Each task was performed by an
observer over a set of 36 images. Figure 6.6 shows examples of how the recorded observer
eye fixations overlap the segmented VI attention map (s(global) = 20, NN=10, T = 87.5).

6.3.2

Observer performance

The observer group were very consistent with their performance in the “find and identify
object” task and the “find and read streetnames” task. This is perhaps to be expected, since
there is a degree of knowledge about what objects are likely to be carried as well as being
able to infer the identity of letters otherwise complicated to read if the overall word can be
comprehended. There was a fall-off in performance for some of the observers for the “find
and read numberplate” task, which can be explained by the complication of distinguishing
pseudo-random characters at the resolution limit. At the resolution limit it is expected
that there will be a range of participants that will fail to read the numbers successfully
due to information smearing and confusion generated between generally similar characters
such as for example “B” and “E”, especially in a bland font such as that used in British
numberplates. Since the data was not ortho-rectified to the camera head it is possible that
the true resolution limit for some numberplates was far above 3.5 cycles for some observers.
The readability results only differed significantly for the numberplates. Each participant had
to read 285 characters in the 36 image set. For the purposes of assessing readability, there
were two error classes defined. The first was a minor error; that is a failure to distinguish
between characters that are similar in structure1 . This class of error was awarded 0.5 counts,
since character confusion and contextual information (such as car colour) could be taken into
account in a more detailed study later without too much trouble. The second was a major
error: that is, omission of a character or the misclassification of normally distinguishable
characters. This class of error resulted in 1 count. The cumulative errors of each observer
were summed to give a total error for each of the seven experimental participants. These
total cumulative error scores were then averaged and the standard deviation calculated.
The error rate for the set of participants was 45.4 ± 21.7 out of a total of 285 alphanumeric
characters. This equates to an error rate of 15.9% ± 7.61%
1

Such confusions could arise from letters at low resolution including the following sets of confusions:
F ⇔ R, W ⇔ M , W ⇔ N , G ⇔ 6, G ⇔ C, B ⇔ 8, V ⇔ Y , X ⇔ A, H ⇔ K, 5 ⇔ 6, F ⇔ P , H ⇔ A,
G ⇔ D, O ⇔ D, B ⇔ E, 6 ⇔ 8 and G ⇔ 6
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Figure 6.7: Overlap of eye fixations collected for all tasks at different surface thresholds
of the proposed visual interest surface, using NN = 10. left column Torralba dataset, tasks:
People Count, Cup Count & Painting Count. right column Aberdeen dataset, tasks: Read
Streetnames, Read Numberplates & Find and Identify Objects.

All participants were able to detect the numberplates successfully and read notably more
than 50% of the letters successfully expected from the 3.0 cycle criterion. This was the
expected outcome by setting the slightly higher cross-character limit of 3.5 cycles [21].
Overall, the participants performance levels indicated that they understood the instructions
of the test and performed the test in a fashion consistent with each other.
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Probability maps vs. human attention from eye-tracker data

For each individual image presented to the observers a SURF based probability map was
calculated, with the parameters as previously discussed. The SURF threshold was adjusted
by iteration until the average global spacing equalled 20 ± 0.1. Where the image had been
scaled and cropped for display, the probability map had the same scaling and cropping
applied.
The probability maps had values in the range [0.1 1] and the test was to find out how well
the probability maps at each level of threshold predicted observer eye-fixations collected
from observers performing different tasks on the same image content.
For each task slide the eye-fixation coordinates collected from all participants were used.
Due to the scaling of the images to the above specified resolution some images were smaller
and some images were larger than the dimensions of the screen. In the case that the images
were larger than the display screen, only fixations within the screen were counted. For images
that were smaller than the screen size, only eye-fixations centred within the boundary of
the image were counted. There were eye-fixations recorded outwith the image boundaries.
This could have been due to a natural lapse of concentration from the participant or from
the 30 pixel accuracy of the equipment.
There were three possible classifications for the eye-tracker points. 1. On screen, on image. 2. On screen, off image (in the case where the image for display is smaller than the
screensize). 3. Off screen (e.g. participant blinking). 95% of all eye fixations lay within the
image boundary on the screen and only these points were included. Thus eye fixations lying
outwith the main body of the images are not included in the count.
For the attention map of each image for the task, the threshold levels were tuned over the
whole threshold range of [0 1] at intervals of 0.01 and the percentage of inlying/outlying
eye-fixations was recorded. (Note that the maps were set to the interval [0.1 1] so that the
perfect overlap in the interval [0 0.1] is unremarkable.)
The data is output as ROC curves in Figure 6.7 showing the overlap between the eye-fixations
and the surfaces thresholded to different degrees. The surfaces are all set to between [0.1
1], but for ease of display this has been multiplied by 100 on the x-axis. We only include
NN = 10 here, since this value was the overall best fit. The full eye-tracker data is set-out
in Appendix B of this thesis.
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Figure 6.8: Overlap of eye fixations collected for all tasks at different surface thresholds of
the proposed visual interest surface, using NN = 10. Intersection lines at a fixed threshold
of 0.825 are plotted to show the percentage of eye fixations counted above threshold for
each task. The red dot-dash lines are the upper and lower standard deviation limits for set
of tasks

A composite of the information in Figure 6.7 is shown in Figure 6.8 with intersection lines
plotted at a fixed threshold of 0.825. The task ROC curves are all similar in profile. Notably
the two indoor tasks have poor performance for a given threshold relative to he other tasks
which are performed in an outdoor environment. Typically, indoor images are considerably
more cluttered and since the tasks on the indoor set were open ended “count object” tasks,
the search pattern for the inside scene is more extensive with people looking in more and
more unlikely locations to complete the task. In contrast, the outdoor tasks are consistent:
there is less clutter outdoors and objects and their contexts for this task set are obviously
better defined. Accordingly, the accuracy of eye fixation prediction is dependent upon
the difficultly of the task in hand. In our outdoor scenes, the objects of interest are not
generally hidden in confusing clutter. Accordingly, if we set our threshold at 0.825 we have
the expectation of capturing 85-95% of eye fixations for outdoor scenes and possibly a bit
less for structured indoor scenes.
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Probability maps vs. object position ground truth

The other key performance measure of the surface is its overlap with potential objects of
interest. To this end all numberplates, streetnames and pedestrians in clear view were
manually extracted from the Aberdeen dataset. (The Torralba dataset does not have multicategory objects in every image and not every image has the object present.) In total, 46
streetsigns, 50 numberplates and 122 pedestrians were extracted over the 36 images. The
mean percentage overlaps of these object categories lying within the surface NN=10 at each
threshold is shown in Figure 6.9. (The full eye-tracker data is set-out in Appendix B of this
thesis.)

6.3.5

Percentage area thresholded for given area

As illustrated in Figure 6.5, the area occupied by the surfaces varies by design for a given
surface threshold. This area occupancy is relevant to image compression since the more
image area that is expendable, the greater the potential savings that can be made. The
percentage area from across the two image sets is shown in Figure 6.10. (The full eyetracker data is set-out in Appendix B of this thesis.)

6.3.6

Analysis of experimental output and choice of parameters

Figure 6.7 shows the overlaps of the task eye-fixations with the thresholded new surfaces
with NN = 10. (The overlaps are similar but slightly inferior for NN = 5 and 15: see
Appendix B.) The shapes of these responses are excellent for our purposes and perform
consistently at predicting eye-fixation regions over the multiple tasks. The approximate
turning point where the eye-fixation prediction power starts to collapse is at a threshold of
around 0.8 where approximately 90% of eye-fixations are included.
The ground truth data shown in Figure 6.9 shows the mean area of manually extracted
objects in the Aberdeen dataset lying above threshold at all visual interest threshold levels.
Again, the Visual Interest surface performs well with the approximate turning point being
at a threshold of circa 0.8 where 95% of object areas over the set are preserved. Note that
not all of an object needs to be seen for an observer to correctly classify it.
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Figure 6.9: Overlap of surfaces (NN = 10) at different thresholds with objects manually
extracted from the “Aberdeen” dataset. Objects Extracted from top to bottom: Streetsigns,
Numberplates, Pedestrians.

Finally, Figure 6.10 shows the percentage of image areas lying above threshold for the NN
= 10 surface acting on the “Torralba” (left) and “Aberdeen” (right) image sets. This is very
important information because the smaller the area of the image that can be considered
potentially of interest to analysts/observers, the greater the expendable area and thus the
greater the potential compression we can achieve. The algorithm performs differently for
each image set, but again at around same turning point at a threshold of approximately
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Figure 6.10: Mean percentage of image areas above threshold for given thresholds and
NN = 10. Left: the “Torralba” dataset, right: the “Aberdeen” dataset. The error bars
show the standard deviation of the image sets, while the red lines indicate the absolute
minima and maxima of the image set.

0.8, the surfaces exclude approximately 20% of image area. This is, however, image content
adaptive, with variation between 10 and 40% of image area potentially excludable at the
extremes of the Aberdeen dataset. The fast fall-off beyond threshold = 0.8 offers opportunity
to increase the excluded area sharply, although at the risk of losing eye-fixation points and
therefore regions of analyst interest.
Not all eye-fixation points need to be included in the core, of course. Many are contextual or
transient fixations collected as a part of the tasking process. It is feasible that these fixations
could pick up the necessary contextual detail on a reduced-content representation of the outof-core image regions. If the task is very focused, the narrow field of view of the human
visual system is likely to miss such lack of detail as long as it does not in itself become
distracting in the image context. On this basis we are interested in the range of surface
thresholds [0.75 0.875] and will perform subsequent analysis at a threshold of 0.825, which
is a conservative threshold chosen empirically as one of the last points of slow variation.
The results in the NN=5, NN=10 and NN=15 sets are similar, so we choose the set NN=10
for subsequent analysis.
The parameters for “Visual Interest” are now fixed. This is a general surface for the detection
of potentially salient image material. The closest comparison that this algorithm has are
bottom up models, since it reacts only to the image content and requires no foreknowledge
of image content. However, the advantage of this technique is that the algorithm selects
information relevant to both the bottom up problem and task performance and requires no
prior learning. This is illustrated in Figures 6.11 and 6.12 comparing GBVS and VI.
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(b) GBVS segmentation to match area of (a)

Figure 6.11: A demonstration of Visual Interest’s advantages relative to the state of art.
(a): VI applied to an image from “Aberdeen” (38% background). (b): GBVS applied to
the same image to get the same excluded area. Note that the GBVS algorithm is selecting
salient material relevant to some tasks but it is retaining the sky as salient while missing
the people. In contrast, the VI segmentation successfully retains a lot more detail in the
image. (See Figure 6.12 for probability map visualisation of these images.)

6.3.7

Summary of the “visual interest” surface analysis

We have proposed, constructed and tested a “Visual Interest” surface from SURF points.
By experimentation we have found that it is possible to find a threshold that can be set
to preserver image regions relevant to the performance of several objective tasks. We find
that for out chosen parameters, a surface threshold of 0.825 will leave approximately 20%
of image area classified as “contextual” leaving the possibility for high levels of compression
to take place over these regions. We next finalise the experiments by using this process
with our fixed parameters to context-compress images from general sensors and compare
the utility of these “Visual Interest” treated images against global compression in observer
experiments.

6.4

Visual Interest: validation using compression

We now have a segmentation algorithm that segments an image into “task-relevant” and
“contextual” regions. If we know the zone of an image that is of interest to an analyst,
we can apply a selective compression targeted towards those areas of the image that are
task critical. This could potentially save a lot of bandwidth. Many compression schemes
are applied globally. This requires using some rule of thumb to maintain all potential
information within an image, which means that the compression is not as strong as it
could be, or it involves pushing the global compression further at the risk of destroying
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Figure 6.12: A demonstration of Visual Interest’s advantages relative to the state of art.
Top: A 3d visualisation of the VI probability map applied to an image from the “Aberdeen”
set. Threshold intersection shown giving 38% background. Bottom: A 3d visualisation of
the GBVS probability map (thresholded to give equal excluded area to VI). Note that the
GBVS algorithm is selecting salient material relevant to some tasks but it is retaining the
sky as salient while missing the people. In contrast, the VI segmentation successfully retains
a lot more detail in the image. (See Figure 6.11 for segmented image examples.)

key information in an image. Here we propose a method of compression that aids our
validation of the Visual Interest surface. This method is used to prepare images for observer
experiments. It maintains the “core” regions at exact fidelity and blurs the “background”
regions using a Gaussian function. In each image there is alphanumeric information that
will become illegible if blurred: accordingly if observer reading performance between the
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global and Visual Interest surfaces is identical, we can assume that the alphanumeric data
has survived the blur process and that the relevant detail detail in the image is preserved
suitably. Detailed explanation follows.

6.4.1

Blurred background compression

The technique proposed is to pre-filter the image before compression using a degree of
Gaussian blur. This approach was taken by Itti in [35]. This operation destroys high
frequency information in an image and allows for efficiencies in coding since a bland region
is relatively easier to encode than a busy one. It is also a suitable way of degrading the
image for human interpretation since the application of a Gaussian blur effectively changes
the viewing scale of the image [12]: thus is is a “natural” distortion which should cause
little distraction to the observer, for example through artefacts. This method is chosen
for the final validation of the segmentation algorithm in combination with JPEG. This is
the natural algorithm to choose since it is the one commonly integrated into the capture
process for single-shot colour imagers and because the input to the algorithm is related to the
output2 . Using the blur circuit will also identify segmentation failures: if the segmentation
fails to detect the salient detail the blur will render the detail impossible to process by an
observer. In contrast, due to the block nature of the JPEG algorithm, the blocks lying fully
within the core are kept at exactly the same fidelity as if the JPEG algorithm were to be
applied to the un-blur treated image. The boundary region blocks will be an average of the
blurred and high-fidelity information.
We use the circuit in Figure 6.13 to compress our images. In Figure 6.13 the range of
interesting thresholds is [0.75 0.875], from our previous empirical analysis. This region
covers the turning point at which the surface moves quickly away from being an efficient
predictor of eye-fixation locations (as shown in Figure 6.7), while delivering a substantial
image area classified as background (as shown in Figure 6.10).
The other parameter is σ, effectively the degree of Gaussian blur to be applied to the image.
Clearly a higher degree of blur σ + 1 will naturally be more efficient to encode than degree
σ since there is less statistical “information” within the image. Figure 6.14 shows the bpp
2

There is a region of interest (ROI) capability in JPEG2000, but the parameters for the JPEG2000
algorithm are not related to the output quality. In contrast, the JPEG algorithm was calibrated using data
from observer tests: a Q value of 50 is expected to produce good visual quality for photo-real imagery
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Figure 6.13: Compression circuit for adding Gaussian blur to the images. The parts of
the image above threshold are kept at original resolution. The parts of the image below
threshold are blurred to degree sigma. The segmented regions are then combined into a
single image before compression.

output from the compression circuit in Figure 6.13 for different input values of sigma and
thresholding when applied to the images of the Aberdeen dataset.

6.4.2

Practical Implementation

We now apply this algorithm to segment new images and use this segmentation to compress
images more highly than possible using global image compression while maintaining observer
task performance levels. “New” images here means images that never contributed to the
choosing of the parameters for the segmentation.
To use our segmentation to gain increased compression, we apply a blur function to the
“background” parts of the image while leaving the salient, foreground parts intact. This
has the effect of reducing the high frequencies in these image regions allowing for higher
compression to be achieved.
In sections 6.2 and 6.3 the theory of constructing a visual attention probability surface
from interest points was examined, applied to a set of images and tested against human
task performance and eye-fixation locations for two distinct data sets. We now refine the
proposed “Visual Interest” surface by applying it blindly to unknown data from different
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Figure 6.14: Blur trade-off for compression using the single-pass visual interest surface
with NN = 10 over the Aberdeen dataset over a range of thresholds for JPEG Q50.

sensors and testing observer performance. This section further applies object recognition
from interest points to the data and contextualises the energy in the attention map to the
horizontal region about the recognised objects as described in Chapter 5. This process allows
for higher levels of compression to be applied through blurring out the non-core regions of
the image in a demonstration of the effectiveness of the segmentation algorithm.
The blind test data (that is, not previously analysed by the algorithm) consisted of 18
images collected from three different cameras. Six images of Edinburgh at street level
were collected from each of three sensors, a Canon “EOS400D”, a Sony “Cybershot” and
a Nikkon “Coolpix5000”. In each image were alphanumeric objects for observers to read.
The alphanumerics in the image were scaled down to a range of cross-letter cycle values so
as to be across the limit of resolution, such as indicated in [21]. The values examined were
2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0 cycles across the letter width.
The images for the “blind” segmentation validation were prepared as follows (the values
for the VI parameters are included explicitly here and derive from the work in previous
sections):

1. rescale the images to the specified task resolution limit.
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2. Save out a png copy of the images.
3. Save out global JPEG(Q=40) and JPEG(Q=50) copies of the images.
4. Apply the Visual Interest segmentation algorithm: a) apply the SURF point algorithm
for mean global linear spacing of 20 pixels between points. b) apply the NN=10 surface
construction technique. c) scale the map to the interval [0.1 1]
5. Apply thresholding of t= 0.825 to the Visual Interest Surface.
6. Apply Gaussian blur σ to the below threshold parts of the image: Leave the abovethreshold parts.
7. Apply JPEG(Q=40) and JPEG(Q=50) to the blur-treated image.

The blurring phase is carried out as illustrated in Figure 6.13. The circuit is used to
blur the background image regions while leaving the salient image regions in tact prior to
compression. This reduces the higher frequencies in the image allowing for a more space
efficient encoding of the lower frequencies. This provides “Original”, “JPEG(Q40,50) on
Original” and “JPEG(Q40,Q50) on VI(σ = 8, t = 0.825)”. The segmentation process is
shown in Figure 6.15.
A further category was constructed based around the object-matching task contextualisation
described earlier in this Chapter. This technique blends a horizontal bar with an attention
probability surface to bring more attention to the horizontal region about a recognised
object. This works because ground-level images usually have like objects (or object classes)
distributed horizontally across the image. The technique used here is object recognition
from previously-seen objects, based upon the distribution of matched surf points between
test and reference images. This object recognition technique is shown in [12]. Thus where
an object is detected an object context “task” map is constructed that consists of a bar the
width of the image and 1/3 height centred around the vertical object coordinates, tailing
off at the edges away from the bar. For the blending of the data, the Visual Interest surface
was generated as previously but the values of the VI map and the object contextualisation
bar are re-scaled to the intervals [0.32 0.95] and [0.93 0.95], respectively, to allow for a good
blending. These maps are then blended together to give a VI+Object attention map using
equation 6.6, with α = 0.03.
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Figure 6.15: Visual Interest Segmentation. Top left: Original. Top right: Visual Interest.
Bottom left: VI thresholded t = 0.825. Bottom right: region above and below threshold
highlighted.

V I + Object = V I α + ObjectBar

(6.6)

The output of this VI+Object category is shown in Figure 6.16 and comparison with the
interest-point-only derived surface is provided in Figure 6.17.
Note that in Figures 6.15 and 6.16 the salient area of the image becomes generally smaller,
allowing for higher image filesize savings. An illustration of the two classes of segmentation,
passive and object-detected task, is shown in Figure 6.17.
So, we now have the original, off the shelf images (png, jpeg) and content-segmented images.
The threshold is informed from the study in the previous section; we choose a threshold of
0.825 which allows for potentially large areas of non-core image to be thresholded out, as
illustrated in Figure 6.10.
Regarding the choice of σ for the blur effect, there is a trade-off to be made. The blur should
not be too big so as to preserve content, but should deliver end-filesize advantage. Figure
6.14 shows the trade-off between threshold and σ giving different filesizes for the Aberdeen
dataset. We choose σ = 8 for our blur value on the tests. This value allows an observer to
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Figure 6.16: Segmentation from Visual Interest & Object Context. Top left: Original
“object” is the numberplate of a car. Top right: Visual Interest. Centre left: Object Mask
Bar (with centroid detected as shown in Figures 5.15 and 5.16. Centre right: Combined
map. Bottom left: Combined map thresholded, t = 0.825. Bottom right: region above and
below threshold highlighted.

understand the overall context of the scene, while allowing for good compression advantage
when JPEG-compressed as a part of a hybrid image created by the circuit in Figure 6.13.
The whole set of 18 images was processed as described above, over four different resolution
scales: number of cycles across the letters was set to 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0. The compression
bpp statistics were collected and are entabulated in tables 6.2 and 6.3.
Examination of the tables shows that applying the VI blur circuit results in a saving in
image filesize of approximately 15% relative to global JPEGQ40 and approximately 15%
relative to global JPEGQ50. Applying the VI+OBJ blur circuit results in approximately
25% relative to global JPEGQ40 and approximately 25% relative to global JPEGQ50.
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Figure 6.17: The resulting saliency segmentation before compression: (left col.) using
interest points only; (right col.) combining interest points and objects (here, cars).

An example of the VI(general ) and VI(Object Recognition) ROIs is shown in Figure 6.18 for
JPEG Q40 at a resolution limit of 3 cycles across each alphanumeric character. Note the
decrease in filesize, stated in the caption. Note that for the VI compression, the MSE over
the core is zero for blocks lying fully within the VI segmentation.

6.4.3

Observer Performance

Seven observers were asked to read the alphanumeric image data (numberplates, streetname
signs) within the image set. The observers were shown the data at NCycles = 2.5, 3.0, 3.5,
& 4.0. The observer responses from the Global JPEG(Q40,Q50) images were then recorded
as were the observer responses to VI JPEG(Q40,Q50) and VI+OBJ JPEG(Q40,Q50). The
images were presented in a random order, disallowing for repeated showing of the same
image at different compression or resolution treatment. The threshold for minimum reliable
readability is usually 3.0 cycles for ortho-rectified data. We aimed for high readability
at N = 3.5 cycles, as shown to be possible above, given the offset nature of our dataset.
At that level of resolution and above, the reading performance of observers viewing the
global schemes (JPEG(Q40, Q50)) against the two visually salient schemes was exactly
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(b) VI(object) blur compression

(d) Sign in (a)

(e) Car in (b)

(f) Sign in (b)

Figure 6.18: Selective content preservation through compression: fixed compression algorithm parameters. The figure shows the output of the pre-blur background compression. (a)
shows the VI(General ) compression using JPEG Q40 and (b) shows the VI(Object Recognition) using JPEG Q40 with a recognised car front as the object. (c) and (e) show that
the car is preserved through the compression process in both algorithm modes. (d) and
(f) show that the information in the sign above the car is preserved by the general VI but
destroyed as a part of the blur process in the object case. This does not matter if the
purpose of the image is restricted to observer analysis of cars or numberplates. The trade
off is filesize. In this example the Original is stored at 0.66 bpp, (a) at 0.62 bpp and (b) at
0.55 bpp. The alphanumerics on the car numberplate are scaled to 3 cycles across the letter
width. (c.f. Table 6.2, listing achieved bpp for given resolution scaling)

.
the same. This results because the alphanumeric information in the images in these cases
was lying above threshold and therefore the difference between the task-relevant sections in
the contextualised and the global images is statistically (and thus also perceptually) zero.
Note that each observer had an individual task performance level with some hesitation
between similar alphanumerics, but that there was no fall off in performance for the same
observer between performing the task on the global or segmented-blurred images. The
means that each observer achieved the same task performance on the images, even though
the treated images were of lower filesize. Below N = 3.5 cycles, the levels of performance
were maintained, provided that the alphanumerical regions remained above threshold. For
the “VI-only” binary compressed images this was the case for the clear majority of images:
for 2.5 and 3.0 cycles only 1/18 numberplates in the images was illegible due to the blur. For
the object contextualisation add-on, this problem was resolved and all of the alphanumerics
were above threshold and performance levels equal to their global equivalents.
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While noting that the performance of observers below the theoretical resolution limit has
some minor errors, the important factor was that the performance of the observers on the
regionally-treated imagery was identical to that on global imagery on alphanumeric objects
above the resolution limit. This allows for substantial advantage to be gained at a small
risk of performance cost. As alphanumeric objects are scaled above the task resolution
limit, the chance of their inclusion above threshold becomes considerably higher, due to the
larger number of likely features surrounding high frequency regions such as high contrast
alphanumeric data.
NCycles
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0

Original bpp
1.6015 ± 0.1332
1.5587 ± 0.1317
1.5211 ± 0.1316
1.4867 ± 0.1328

JPEGQ40 bpp
0.7432 ± 0.1888
0.6976 ± 0.1768
0.6600 ± 0.1672
0.6280 ± 0.1592

JPEGQ40(VI) bpp
0.6440 ± 0.1368
0.6072 ± 0.1264
0.5776 ± 0.1176
0.5576 ± 0.1184

JPEGQ40(VI+OBJ) bpp
0.5688 ± 0.1224
0.5400 ± 0.1168
0.5144 ± 0.1072
0.4952 ± 0.1032

Table 6.2: Table of bpp values obtained using JPEGQ40 and the Visual Interest techniques
with VI(σ = 8, t = 82.5). NCycles refers to the number of cycles across the alphanumerics
in the test images.

NCycles
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0

Original bpp
1.6015 ± 0.1332
1.5587 ± 0.1317
1.5211 ± 0.1316
1.4867 ± 0.1328

JPEGQ50 bpp
0.8536 ± 0.2112
0.8176 ± 0.1984
0.7592 ± 0.1880
0.7232 ± 0.1792

JPEGQ50(VI) bpp
0.7336 ± 0.1528
0.6912 ± 0.1408
0.6584 ± 0.1312
0.6360 ± 0.1328

JPEGQ50(VI+OBJ) bpp
0.6480 ± 0.1376
0.6152 ± 0.1312
0.5864 ± 0.1200
0.5648 ± 0.1168

Table 6.3: Table of bpp values obtained using JPEGQ50 and the Visual Interest techniques
with VI(σ = 8, t = 82.5). NCycles refers to the number of cycles across the alphanumerics
in the test images.
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Conclusion

In conclusion, a method to segment images which discriminates between salient and contextual information has been presented. It operates blindly (i.e. it has no a priori idea about
the arrangement of the image data) as a single pass algorithm and successfully predicts
task-directed eye-fixations and manually extracted objects in real world scenes. It can be
combined with a-priori knowledge of tasking using object detection schemes to refine the
area of core interest, all based on the same interest point scheme with the integrated descriptor of the feature point algorithm. This surface has been used successfully to increase
compression bpp in JPEG using it to control a pre-processing contextual blur filter with no
observer performance tail-off for alphanumerics above the limit of resolution. The filesize
savings achieved were on average 15% extra using the interest point only technique and 25%
extra when the technique was combined with object contextualisation. The filesize reduction
is not small: the blur generally acts on image regions of low frequency, having much natural
redundancy. Thus the extra filesize reduction is carried out on already efficiently encoded
information and allows for exact representation of the core.
The next and final chapter uses the visual interest segmentation to improve the quality of
the ROI using JPEG and also passes the VI ROI into JPEG2000 to exploit the power of
that algorithm fully while maintaining information relevant to multiple observer tasks.

Chapter 7

Compression using the visual
interest segmentation
In the last Chapter, we successfully theorised, constructed and validated a segmentation
algorithm (“Visual Interest”) designed to preserve generally visually salient material. We
now wish to use this algorithm with state of the art image compression algorithms to improve
the compression performance over the regions of interest selected by the Visual Interest
algorithm. We use two region of interest compression schemes.
Firstly, we further explore pre-blurring images before JPEG application in the case of rationed bandwidth, examining the effect of JPEG. In the previous chapter, we validated the
VI segmentation using JPEG to retain exact fidelity over the ROI as a part of the validation process. Here we examine image statistics to show how we can improve the quality of
information retained in the images relative to global application.
Secondly, we use the JPEG2000 built-in Region of Interest encoding to reduce filesize while
gaining image quality over the ROI.
We use the PSNR and the SSIM as quality measures adapted over the ROI to assess the
quality of the generated images and show that we can reduce the image storage size by 75%
while still gaining in measured quality over the ROI.
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Introduction

In this Chapter we demonstrate the practical application of the Visual Interest segmentation
algorithm to image compression. Since this is an Engineering Doctorate, we need to show
that the novel process developed in the previous chapter can be utilised within state of art
engineering applications.
In Chapter 6, we proposed, tested, calibrated and validated a segmentation algorithm that
segments visually salient regions relevant to many observer tasks. The validation process
used a Gaussian blur outside the segmented area prior to global JPEG application. This is a
similar approach to Itti in [35], with the exception that in Chapter 6, the blur outside of the
core is kept at a constant level while Itti’s blur progressively increases away from the most
visually salient image regions. This method was successful at reducing the image storage
size while maintaining observer performance. The savings in filesize, relative to the global
implementation using the same Quality Factor, were 15% for the Visual Interest based on
interest points only and 25% for Visual Interest using the feature point descriptors for object
contextualisation.
In this chapter we further investigate this ROI compression technique, but with a view
to improving the segmented image content. We show two modes of operation: 1) taking
the global application and matching the VI-blur filesize to it and 2) taking the VI-blur
application and matching the global filesize to it. We show that we make a net gain in
standard quality measures over the ROI in both scenarios.
The second compression algorithm tested is JPEG2000. We utilise the automatic VI segmentation with the built-in Region of interest compression feature of JPEG2000. We find
that by using the VI segmentation with the JPEG2000 algorithm, we can reduce image
storage to 25% of the original image while at least maintaining or even improving the image
statistics over the ROI.
The statistical quality measurements that we use are the PSNR and the SSIM. These are
comparative measures and we compare the original to processed images over the ROI.
The PSNR is a standard quality measure for compression, (defined in equation 4.6). It
treats the input signal elements as if they were spatially independent: the ROI pixel values
in the images can be entered in any order as long as each pixel coordinate in the first image
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is compared with the same coordinate in the second image. Generally, a PSNR of between
30 and 50 is acceptable for image compression [170]. This measure is valid for comparing
variants of the same image, but it is not an image quality measure in general. An image
encoded lossily could have a higher PSNR than another image which is perceived as higher
quality. PSNR is calculated over one colour plane and so we take the PSNR between the
luminance components Y of the Y Cr Cb colour image representations and we calculate the
PSNR for the pixels in the ROI to check for any improvement over the VI-selected ROI.
The Structural Similarity measure (defined in equation 4.8) gives us information about the
structural integrity of the data in the image, relative to the original. Here we compare the
SSIM over the ROI: this entails extracting the ROI data over the SSIM map and taking the
mean of the SSIM map only over the ROI, as opposed to taking it globally as done by the
original algorithm. The SSIM is a valuable counterpart to the PSNR because it is possible
to have a PSNR between images that appears high but that does not represent the original
scene at all (a noise field could have a very high PSNR while representing nothing like the
original scene). The two measures used are complimentary: the PSNR gives us a guideline
as to the image quality over the ROI after the compression algorithm has been applied. The
SSIM then shows us how similar the images are in underlying spatial structure so that we
can interpret the PSNR measure accurately and dismiss high PSNRs when the SSIM is low.
We work on two image databases that are known and used in the computer vision community
and made publicly available: a set of houses in Pasadena, California provided by the Vision
group at California Institute of Technology [171] and pictures of the architecture of All Souls
college, Oxford, provided by the Visual Geometry Group of Oxford University [172]. All
of the images are saved as JPEG files and do not contain any information regarding the
collection parameters. The Pasadena dataset is composed of 241 colour images of dimensions
1168 × 1760 pixels with an average bpp storage size value of 0.3027 ± 0.0588 and the Oxford
set comprises 129 colour images of dimensions 768 × 1024 with an average bpp value of
0.5182±0.2001. There is one caveat here: the data sets are labelled by human interpretation
of their content. There is no information provided about the camera system or any post
capture image transforms that have been used in the image collection. Accordingly, the
pixel-level statistics of each image are individual and essentially unrelated. Thus, presenting
database-wide statistics on the datasets is not reliable. Rather, here we will present the
sorted statistical measures of the ROI compression operations on each image so that the
range of values can be analysed.
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The object recognition phase is not explored further in this thesis. While the last chapter
showed that it is practical in reducing the relevant area and can be combined at any time
with the descriptors of the Feature Point algorithm used in the Visual Interest calculation,
the emphasis here is more on finding all possible salient information in the image rapidly and
without higher levels of judgement as to their content. The aim is to improve compression
performance by working out which regions are salient to the interpretation of many tasks
using the Visual Interest algorithm and then parsing this information into a reliable ROI
compressor to derive enhanced value for the time premium of calculating the segmentation.
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Improving JPEG compression quality using the VI surface

In Chapter 6 we use the JPEG algorithm to reduce image filesize by an average of 15% extra
relative to using the global case using the interest-point only mode. This is a good result:
the JPEG algorithm used in combination with the blur prefilter retains image content at the
same level of detail relative to the global case over the segmented image area (except where
the 8x8 blocks overlap the segmentation). This is helpful in making like-for-like comparisons
between human observer responses made for the validation of the technique on blind data.
However, we can also clearly use the algorithm to achieve better image quality over the ROI
for a given filesize.
We carry out two modes of experimentation. The first is matching the VI-blur image filesize
to an initial global application and the second is matching the global filesize to an initial
VI-blur application. The routine is as follows, for fixed Q = 40 and Q = 50 and matching
VI-blur images to the global images:

1. convert the original image in the database to a global JPEG @ Q = X
2. create a VI-blur image to match the filesize of the global JPEG @ Q = X image
3. measure the PSNR and SSIM between the original and new images over the ROI
defined by the VI segmentation

or for fixed Q = 40 and Q = 50 and matching global images to the VI-blur images

1. convert the original image in the database to a VI-blur JPEG @ Q = X
2. create a global image to match the filesize of the VI-blur JPEG @ Q = X image
3. measure the PSNR and SSIM between the original and new images over the ROI
defined by the VI segmentation

7.2.1

Results

The results of the experiment are shown in two groups of figures. The first pertinent factor is
that of the achieved compression. This is shown for the Pasadena dataset in Figure 7.1 and
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Figure 7.1: bpp values achieved over All Souls dataset. Upper: JPEGQ40. Lower:
JPEGQ50. The statistics are sorted by original filesize in descending order.

the All Souls is shown in Figure 7.2. For the Pasadena set the average saving by using the
VI treated images relative to the global ones is 0.0836±0.0812 bpp for the JPEGQ50 and for
JPEGQ40 it is 0.0707 ± 0.0706 bpp. This corresponds to a percentage saving of 8.72 ± 7.405
for Q50 and 8.3295 ± 7.3057. (These percentages are the savings we achieve relative to
the the global application at the given Q level.) Using the All Souls set, the VI compression
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Figure 7.2: bpp values achieved over All Souls dataset. Upper: JPEGQ40. Lower:
JPEGQ50. The statistics are sorted by original filesize in descending order.

technique offered savings of 0.1050±0.1465 bpp for the JPEGQ50 and 0.0874±0.1248 bpp for
the JPEGQ40, corresponding to percentage savings of 10.2162 ± 9.1854 and 9.6739 ± 9.0006
for JPEGQ50 and JPEGQ40 respectively. Looking at Figures 7.1 and 7.2 is more helpful
than reading the mean and standard deviation since the data is not normally distributed.
They show that over all images, there is an advantage in storage size from blurring prior to
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JPEG.
These are good savings, but with very large error bars. This is understandable within the
context: we are working with images from a database that are already JPEG saved and the
information on the Q-level used for each image is unknown. We therefore do not know a
priori how much redundancy has been exploited in previous image encoding passes. Figures
7.1 and 7.2 give us a hint: all of the images are of the same dimension and we can see that
there is a strong variation in the original bpp values. Where the bpp level is relatively high
we achieve a higher advantage by using the VI blur-and-compress technique. Where the
original bpp values are relatively low, there is little information to be reduced outside the
core and the fixed Q-levels we are using deliver no relative advantage. This explains the
large standard deviations seen in the results. Therefore we can conclude that the strongest
use for this technique would be at the sensor head while encoding from raw 24 bit data
straight from the sensor. We would expect there to be a high relative saving since we would
be able to create higher initial redundancy from our image sets.
The PSNR and SSIM measures for our compressed images over the ROIs are shown in
Figure 7.3 for JPEG Q40 matching the global application to the VI-blur obtained filesize.
(For full PSNR and SSIM statistics, Q40, Q50 global to VI and VI to global, see Appendix
C.) The first figure shows the global JPEGed image set with a matched VIJPEG filesize and
the second figure shows the VIJPEGed images with the global JPEG images of matching
filesize. These figures show that there is a notable gain in performance over the ROI, both
for the point to point PSNR measure and for the SSIM structural measure. Of course, this
depends on image content and it can bees seen that there is strong variation, with some
images receiving minor improvement and others large improvement. This shows that for the
same filesize, we achieve a superior general quality output. Of course, the PSNR is only a
guideline as to the quality and depends on the original image data, but generally both Q40
and Q50 achieve PSNRs of around 30dB and an SSIM of 0.85 for the VI-first implementation
(the smaller filesize of the two experiments) in Figure 7.3, indicating that the algorithm is
achieving acceptable quality over the dataset. Of course if the (larger) filesize of a global
implementation is sought, the quality is notably higher.
The significance of this is that while achieving the same image filesize, the general image
quality is improved (based in standard measures) over the VI-selected ROI relative to the
global application of the algorithm.
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Figure 7.3: A comparison of the PSNR and SSIM values for the generated JPEG blur
images over the two datasets. The statistics are collected over the ROI. This mode is the
Visual Interest blur compression first, then matching global JPEG filesize. Left column:
Pasadena Dataset. Right column: All Souls Dataset. (For full PSNR and SSIM statistics,
see Appendix C.) The rows show PSNRQ40 and SSIMQ40 respectively. The statistics are
sorted by VI+blur measurement in descending order.

The advantages of this technique are that the higher quality ROI regions can be transmitted
over limited communications at the same transmission rate and stored with the same filesize
as inferior quality global applications. The only premium is the run time of the visual interest
surface and the blurring element. There is no modification to the JPEG algorithm and the
treated images are therefore fully compatible with any encoder compliant with the JPEG
standard. Due to the preservation of content highly likely to be relevant to multiple tasks
(see Chapter 6), we can claim that this method improves the core content for essentially
nothing more than the run time of the segmentation algorithm. The greatest advantage in
filesize occurs for original images that have a high initial bpp and we conclude from this
that the best location for this encoding to take place would be at the sensor head prior to
the initial JPEG transformation from raw sensor-collected pixel data in order to gain the
most advantage from the technique. (Between the “Post-Capture Processing” and “Image
Compression” stages shown in Figure 6.1).
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JPEG2000 compression using the VI surface

The filesizes achieved by JPEG are not as impressive as those achievable using wavelet
compression, such as JPEG2000, especially while retaining higher relative image quality, as
shown in Figures 2.9(a) and 2.10(a)1 . Furthermore, the images previously created rely on
a noticeable blur approximating zoom-out from the scene (see Lindeberg [90]), allowing the
observer to contextualise their search within the general scene, but retaining little detail in
the blurred regions. While all of the experimental participants in Chapter 6 remarked that
they did not notice the blurring during the test displays, this visual effect could perhaps prove
to be a distraction in longer searches. It is therefore necessary to consider the advantages
of using the JPEG2000 algorithm, with its built-in ROI encoder.
This is in fact not as straightforward a task as might be imagined. JPEG2000 is a highly
parameterised algorithm with a huge number of inputs. Rather than the straightforward
“quality level” input of JPEG, in JPEG2000 the main input is a “rate” parameter which
seeks a specified number of bpp. The algorithm can also be built up in a specified number
of code “layers” of wavelet-encoded information in frequency sub-bands. The other major
parameter is that of the resolution “levels” of the data.
Additionally, there are two methods for implementing the region of interest in the JPEG2000
algorithm. The “maxshift” method offers a strong region definition and potentially higher
gains. However, the disadvantage of this method is that it relies on a scaling factor to reduce
the foreground quantisation step sizes relative to the background. This factor must be very
large (circa 212 = 4096 and for much real data, some compliant encoders may not recover
any background at all for the method. The alternative method is to weight the cost function
code-block contributions in accordance with the ROI. This does allow for data transmission
for regions lying outwith the ROI but the regions definition is notably poorer. It is advised
to used code-blocks of only 32 by 32 wavelet coefficients, rather than the standard 64 by
64 while using ROI compression, since adjustments can only be made on a code-block by
code-block basis (page 33, [173]).
1
Although it should be noted that once the compression breaks down and artefacts are introduced there
is some evidence that these artefacts are more visually disturbing than JPEG artefacts [33, 34]. This is likely
to be due to the nature of the distortion: the JPEG algorithm acts in blocks easily identifiable as artefacts
and therefore may not distract the observer so strongly in his task. In contrast, JPEG2000 artefacts are
placed seemingly randomly across the image and are not so easy to separate from the foreground, such as
illustrated in Figures 2.9(b) and 2.10(b).
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Here, we utilise the Visual Interest segmentation with JPEG 2000 to improve compression
performance using the second method of ROI encoding. This method will not keep rigorously
to the input ROI, but it can be expected to use the ROI as a strong guide to the overall
compression process. This is fact may be an advantage in certain respects: both the Visual
Interest algorithm and the JPEG2000 algorithm react to the image content and in the event
that the Visual Interest algorithm fails to detect some salient detail, the JPEG2000 algorithm
running in this cost-function weighting ROI mode may still retain it at suitable definition
based on the frequency description of the wavelet transform. We choose a suitable number of
layers and levels to be shared in common between the global and ROI implementations and
measure the PSNR and the SSIM between the original image and both the global and ROI
implementations while reducing the “rate” parameter. Because of the spatial shift induced
by this implementation of the ROI JPEG2000, we do not expect to achieve good PSNR for
much lower “rate” inputs. However it is likely that a slightly lower rate on an image with a
Visual Interest ROI will maintain a high PSNR compared to the Original than the global
implementation as the data outside the core will be degraded preferentially.

7.3.1

Experimental procedure

The JPEG2000 ROI performance data is collected using the following procedure for both
the Pasadena and All Souls datasets. This was performed at different rate levels relative to
the original JPEG image filesizes. The factor multipliers were: 1, 0.9, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125,
0.1125, 0.09375, 0.0625 and 0.03125, reducing the bpp “rate” input systematically down to
approximately three percent of the original filesize. (The last four rates being 0.9, 0.75, 0.5
and 0.25 times 0.125.)

• For each image in the dataset:
• Create a JPEG2000 file from the Original image with the chosen “rate”, determined
by the factors above
• Calculate the Visual Interest Surface for the Original image
• Apply the JPEG2000 ROI algorithm using the Visual Interest segmentation.
• Measure the PSNR between the Original image and the global and the Original image
and the ROI-compressed images over the pixels in the ROI.
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• Measure the SSIM between the Original image and the global and the Original image
and the ROI-compressed images over the pixels in the ROI.

The algorithm used is the Kakadu implementation of the standard2 : as discussed, there
is a large number of parameters but the only parameter modified is the “-rate”, with the
other values fixed. A limited parameter search was run using the image databases used
previously in this thesis in combination with VI segmentation as the ROI to find output
ROI images with improved statistics over the ROI. The parameter set tested was chosen
after consultation with the documentation provided with the algorithm, the provided “Usage
examples” file and [173]3 . We then fixed the parameters to based on a successful outcome
allowing for efficient encoding to be exploited4 .
The multi layer and multi level coding of the JPEG 2000 code is exploited to gain efficient
encoding and the ROI and global parameters are identical apart from the ROI being input
in the former case.

7.3.2

Results

The full compression statistics for both datasets in bpp for all of the examined compression
fractions is available is Appendix C. The bpp’s achieved are shown in Figure 7.4. This shows
that the encoding of the JPEG2000 algorithm can cope well with low bit rates and that the
algorithm achieves the requested fraction across the image set for all of our inputs.
Looking at our quality measures, PSNR and SSIM, for each fractional level of compression
over the VI-selected ROI, we discovered that a rate of down to 0.25 × (initial) rate delivers
PSNR and SSIM advantage over both the Pasadena and All Souls sets. At the next rate
down (0.125) some images achieve better quality measurement statistics over the ROI, but
most of the images achieve the same quality, implying that the calculation time premium is
not worth the expenditure. However, if a filesize reduction of 25% is sought (such as we found
in our validation above) (case f actor = 0.75), the quality over the original ROI is pushed
up very strongly relative to the global case. The quality metric results for Pasadena are
shown in Figure 7.5 and for All Souls in Figure 7.6. In these Figures, the global application
2

based on the kducompress examples of the Kakadu Software Company.
See also [29] for a strong overview of JPEG2000.
4
These were fixed as Clayers = 21, Cblk = 32, 32, Creversible = no, Rweight = 1500000 and Rlevels =
21. The code used is shown in Appendix C
3
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(b) JPEG2000 bpp rates for Pasadena

Figure 7.4: bpp statistics from the application of JPEG2000 to the two datasets at the
different rates. (a): All Souls. (b): Pasadena Houses. This figure shows that JPEG2000
achieves the specified rates across the full range of the datasets.

statistics are written over the ROI implementation statistics: where the “red” trace of the
ROI is visible, the ROI performance is therefore better. (See C for full results over all of
the rate values.)
A sample of the JPEG2000 images set to a rate of 0.75 is presented in Figure 7.7. Note the
high quality of the images produced and note the difference images between the global- and
ROI-processed images: the regions treated are “squared” off due to the poor region definition
available by the code block weighting ROI, but selective preservation of the salient regions
has occurred. (See also Figures 7.5 and 7.6.)
Of course, there is the further benefit that the JPEG2000 images are stored in multi-layer
representations. The JPEG2000 ROI implementations select the ROI information by priority weighting in lower levels and so the core of the image is transmitted more efficiently.
Furthermore, in order to reach a certain resolution on a screen, only a particular number
of levels needs to be transmitted to achieve a display of given dimensions on a screen over
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Figure 7.5: A comparison of the PSNR and SSIM values for the Pasadena dataset saved
with JPEG2000. Left column: PSNRs. Right column: SSIMs. The rows represent the used
“rate” values of the data, showing a multiplicative factor of 0.75 and 0.25 times the bpp
value of the original image from the dataset, respectively. The statistics are sorted by ROI
JPEG2000 output in descending order.

a transmission system. Due to the priority coding of ROIs, the number of layers required
to achieve the required resolution should be lower for the ROI encoded images than for the
global images.
Finally, there is a time premium relative to the global case that is required to calculate the
VI surface and apply the ROI JPEG2000. On our equipment, the JPEG2000 algorithm
running in ROI mode takes on average 66% longer to run in addition to the calculation time
for the VI surface, which can be up to 6 times longer than the JPEG2000 ROI encoding.
Importantly, the extra time required to calculate and save the ROI JPEG2000 code using
this method is a one-off process, only taking up extra time at the point of encoding the
image: the ROI is built into the JPEG2000 standard and there is no time premium for
transmitting or reading the .jp2 files once they exist.
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Figure 7.6: A comparison of the PSNR and SSIM values for the All Souls dataset saved
with JPEG2000. Left column: PSNRs. Right column: SSIMs. The rows represent the used
“rate” values of the data, showing a multiplicative factor of 0.75 and 0.25 times the bpp
value of the original image from the dataset, respectively. The statistics are sorted by ROI
JPEG2000 output in descending order.

7.4

Conclusion

The Visual Interest segmentation algorithm proposed and validated in Chapter 6 has been
shown as a valuable aid in improving compression performance. We show that prebluring
VI(general)-categorised background regions prior to JPEG application we can improve the
image statistics (PSNR and SSIM) over the ROI for a given Q factor. The process has
higher advantage for images stored at a relatively high bpp level: this is likely to be because
there is a higher level of information to be reduced. For images already stored at a low bpp
rate, the advantage of implementing the VI segmentation and blur is less obvious. In this
scenario, the data in the image has already been reduced to a level at which the VI blur
adds no strong advantage in combination with the given Q-tables that were tested. The
conclusion is a recommendation that the technique is likely to hold the best value when
applied at the stage of initial compression. That said, for the experiments in Chapter 6
conducted on high-resolution imagery, the technique achieved a 15% reduction in filesize
relative to the global case and for high resolution images this level is likely to be maintained
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(b) “House in Pasadena”

(c) VI of (a)

(d) Illustration of (c)

(e) VI of (b)

(f) Illustration of (e)

(g) jp2 global of (a)

(h) jp2 ROI of (a) using
(c)

(i) jp2 global of (b)

(j) jp2 ROI of (b) using
(e)

(k) M SE 4 (a) & (g)

(l) M SE 4 (a) & (h)

(m) M SE 4 (b) & (i)

(n) M SE 4 (b) & (j)

Figure 7.7: Figure showing the VI segmentation in JPEG2000 (Example shown 0.75
times initial filesize). While the visual difference between the global and ROI files is hard
to perceive (comparing (g) (h) and (i) (j)) there is a strong statistical difference as shown
in (k), (l), (m) and (n). In the bottom row, brighter values indicate higher errors. It can be
seen that the JPEG2000 ROI has less bright values within the core and that code blocking
effects are present away from the ROI. The code block constraint on ROI processing is shown
clearly in (l) and (n) where the regions away from the ROI are plainly block-segmented for
encoding.
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if not exceeded: the 15% gain was on imges that had already been JPEG compressed at the
sensor head level in the collection cameras and using the VI at that stage could produce
more impressive filsize savings.
A successful integration of the visual interest segmentation algorithm with JPEG2000 has
been demonstrated, with a gain (relative to the global equivalent) in PSNR and SSIM over
the ROI while reducing the bpp rate down to circa 25% of the original filesize (a compression
ratio of four) on images already JPEG compressed at least once.
Although there is a notable time increase in creating the JPEG2000 images based on the
segmentation, the benefits could be very large if this process were integrated at the sensor
head: the statistical gain for the process is generally higher if the starting value is higher.
One proposal is to save the images at a rate equivalent to 25% of the bpp rates shown in
Tables 6.2 and 6.3, dependng on the resolution of critical detail expected in the images. If the
algorithm were to be embedded in hardware, the calculation time would be substantially
reduced allowing for quick JPEG2000 ROI encoding giving the end user improved core
content to work on and the advantage of JPEG2000’s sophisticated transmission build-ins.

Chapter 8

Conclusion
Here the topics investigated in the body of the thesis are summarised along with the core
achievements and novel contributions. Directions of future research to extend this work are
presented.
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Summary

The initial research aim for this thesis was to investigate the impact of image processing
algorithms on overall sensor performance. In keeping with the sensor modelling framework,
the initial focus was on frequency transfer analysis methods for algorithms that could be
potentially integrated with existing sensor performance modelling tools. To this end the initial studies described in Chapter 3 were performed and it was discovered that this approach
was not viable.
In Chapter 4 the impact of a set of image processing algorithms was tested against human
perception and metrics of processing impact were recorded. Some of the metrics used traced
the psychometric perception of difference very closely. However, these metrics alone were
insufficient to provide unique labelling of the textures. Testing feature point algorithm
matching between original and image-processed imagery reveals matching to be a stable
measure of quality decline in JPEG compression. Additionally, the introduction of new
feature points after contrast enhancement implied that feature points have a relationship
with visually salient information within images.
In Chapter 5 we look at the properties of feature detectors as detectors of visually salient
material and make the valuable discovery that when an observer shifts attention away from
the initial bottom-up scene impression while performing a task, the attention shift is generally directed towards regions naturally rich in interest points. There is a general trend that
the feature points are highly distributed towards image regions visually salient to different
observer viewing modes, both passive and task-directed. We consider how object detection
from feature point matching can be exploited to refine the observer attention prediction
performance of bottom up maps for task-directed viewing on eye-level imagery. We use a
simple object-detection scheme to contextualise object class search into a horizontal correction that is blended with a bottom-up model of visual attention. This combined map
predicts the task eye-fixations more accurately than the bottom up map alone by a factor
of 10%.
In Chapter 6, we construct a new attention probability map, Visual Interest, from feature
points only that is designed to segment an image into regions of core and contextual interest
and that works automatically, based only on the image content. This work is presented
in Chapter 6, with data laid out in in Appendix B. This attention map segmentation is
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successful at selecting image content relevant to many tasks and the feature-point description
functionality can be combined with object recognition to further contextualise the search, as
described in Chapter 5. In doing so, Visual Interest exploits the full range of functionality
of the SURF feature point algorithm, allowing for the selection of all possible task relevant
information or for the selection of higher levels of search task information based on object
context from a database of objects stored as point descriptors. As a part of the validation
process we show that we can achieve data compression using this segmentation and we
show that this segmentation algorithm can be used to produce images that are of smaller
filesize than globally compressed images, but which cause no relative performance tail-off by
observers, since the image core is essentially identical to the original. This provides a new
method of image segmentation that is content-adaptive (the greater the density of features
in the image, the greater the image area is preserved), acts in a single-pass fashion (avoiding
the need for complex prior-learning processes: the reference images for object detection are
just stored point descriptors) and identifies image detail relevant to multiple observer tasks.
Finally, in Chapter 7 we use the Visual Interest segmentation algorithm to improve the
JPEG quality for a given filesize and integrate the VI selected ROI into the JPEG2000
architecture to achieve impressive reductions in image filesize while gaining in statistical
image quality over the ROI.

8.2

Contributions

The original contributions presented in this work are listed as follows:
• Visual Saliency of feature detectors. Study providing strong evidence of a general
distribution of interest points towards the visually salient parts of an image, both in
passive and multiple-task viewing conditions. The evidence suggests that where there
is a shift away from passive/contextual/bottom-up viewing due to task, the shift goes
to regions that have a high density of interest points. This work was published in [159]
and an invited talk was presented at the Gjovik Colour Imaging Symposium, part of
SCIA 2009.
• Task based visual saliency via object contextualisation. Construction of an objectrecognition based correction to bottom up saliency that more accurately predicts observer task eye fixations, ased on descriptor matching. This work was published in
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[160] and included demonstration of filesize reduction using the binary-DCT approach
described in Chapter 7.
• Feature Point based Multi-task Salient Region Segmentation and Compression. A new
surface was constructed from interest points to take advantage of the multi-tasking
potential. Full consideration of the parameter choices was made and backed up by
comprehensive experimental data. This provided information on suitable thresholding.
Subsequent testing showed that the segmentation could be used to compress images
more heavily than possible in the global case while preserving observer performance at
levels equal to performance on globally-compressed images. This work was proposed
in general in [167] and the heuristics discussed in detail in [168]. Further, this work
has been submitted to the international journal, Machine Vision and Applications.
• Enhanced compression using the VI segmentation. We demonstrate that the technique
can be used to pre-blur JPEG images to achieve higher quality over the image ROI
assessed by the VI algorithm for a given filesize. We also show that we can feed the
VI into the JPEG2000 ROI functionality to gain higher image quality over the ROI
while reducing the file to 12.5% of the original size.

8.3

Future Research Directions

There are several promising extensions that future researchers may consider and we summarise these as follows.

8.3.1

Extension to saliency in video and video compression

In video compression algorithms, such as MPEG, there is inter-frame referencing as a part
of the encoding process. The fact that the proposed Visual Interest surface is based around
interest points could be of great value in this regard. In slow-moving image content, there
should be an array of stable matching between frames. This would allow for the segmented
ROI to be shifted according to the motion of the points. In this way by only adding a
correction for “new” points in non-matched image regions it would not be necessary to
create a whole new Visual Interest surface in every frame, only in the event of a shift above
a certain threshold.
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JPEG2000 transmission

JPEG2000 can be optimised to priority-transmit ROI material over limited bandwidth applications. The send and decode time of the various layers could be thoroughly tested over
limited bandwidth communications to quantify the transmission advantage from using the
VI ROI relative to the global application of equivalent filesize.

8.3.3

Hardware Implementation

The processing for the development work of this thesis was done on software and on a
non-dedicated PC, and the end result takes up valuable processing time. There exists the
potential for this technique to be integrated into hardware to speed up the process and
allow for real-time processing, especially at the sensor head where the initial compression
often takes place. This would be very attractive because we showed in Chapter six that the
greatest gain in filesize reduction is achieved for high original bpp values.

8.3.4

Efficient Automatic Target Recognition

The segmentation can be used as a pre-filtering operation for Automatic Target Recognition,
either by excluding non-visually salient regions from search, or by monitoring non-visually
salient regions that might not naturally receive observer attention and might be subject to
observer change blindness. Alternatively, it could be used to assign event probabilities to
the segmented image regions. This process could potentially reduce the false alarm rate and
thus improve the search computation time rendering automatic monitoring more efficient.

Appendix A

A laser imager from COTS
components
A.1

Overview

This appendix describes work performed on assessing the viability of constructing a laser
imager from COTS (“commercial, off the shelf”) components between Novermber 2005 and
June 2006 when the project was cancelled dues to company restructuring with in Thales
Optronics.

A.2

Aims

The cost of developing and producing limited-run, high-spec, electro-optic sensor systems is
currently high and in many security applications expensive systems would not be justifiable
for the end user. Advances in technology have been such that many high-spec optoelectronic
components are available “commercial, off the shelf” (COTS) as a result of their development
and subsequent mass-production by other sections of the photonics industry. This project’s
aim is to put together a laser imager from readily available components and by combining
existing, available technologies in order to reduce costs. Due to the components having
been designed for many different purposes the focus here is the production of a value-based
product. The end aim is to produce a working prototype of a laser imager in a cost-effective
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way through a combination of existing technology, rather than producing the highest possible
specification device.
On the modern battlefield there are a great many sensors present. Passive systems are
of advantage as they have to be sought actively by an opponent rather than giving their
position away to other sensors through some emission. Unfortunately, portable thermal
imagers, a class of passive systems, often suffer from poor resolution due to the requirement
for a large aperture. The wide field of view but low resolution thermal imager could be
rendered more useful by operating it in combination with an active system sending out a
beam over a narrow field of view, giving a high resolution image of a region/object of interest
detected by the passive sensor. The narrow-field of view requirement makes a laser the ideal
probe for this task. The narrow beam-width and high concentration of energy achievable
from a laser can allow high-energy reflections from a scene of interest to be received and
interpreted to form an image for display. Initial analysis of the situation requires modelling
of laser rangers, data imaging tools etc. . . to gauge how various scene collection methods
compare with each other in order to make an informed judgement as to which marriage of
components & technologies would be the most suitable to give a cost-effective result.
Clearly, before a model can be examined it is necessary to know what options are available,
from what laser types to what methods of detection of the reflected laser radiation. Furthermore and more fundamentally it is important to understand what technical issues exist
in general laser-imaging systems.
In terms of the specification of the sought laser imager there are several parameters that
could be considered to be key, although all of these are subject to change. At this stage it is
envisioned that the device would act as a portable local battlefield sensor - the information
derived from it would be shared only between a four-man section or interpreted by an
individual. Therefore an ability to resolve targets “very well” up to at least a range of
200m is important. It would be also highly desirable to have as small a minimum range as
possible. Similarly, the device must be very light (<1kg) and highly portable. In terms of
cost, <USD 1000 market price would appear to be very competitive corresponding to an
aimed-for USD 500 production cost. In terms of the laser used as an illumination source
it will be required to act within eye-safe limits and it would clearly be of advantage to the
user if the beam were to be invisible to the human eye. Since the device is sending out an
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investigative beam a good extra feature would be to provide reasonably (±1m) accurate
range information.
The device would ideally be used in conjunction with a passive thermal-imaging sensor. The
thermal imager would provide passive, low-resolution, wide field of view detection of objects
and then the COTS component laser imager would be used to provide detailed scrutiny of
a suspected object at high enough resolution to offer quick identification.

A.3

Literature Review

This literature survey is split into the following sections: Laser Radar Technology, Laser
Imaging methods, Image Processing methods (noise advantages, contrast advantages) and
laser safety.

A.3.1

Laser Radar Technology

Laser radar is a mature technology. Existing literature deals with the problems of how to
model performance of sending out a laser signal and subsequently retrieving it after reflection
off an object in order to extract information from it. It should be noted that the term
“Laser Radar” is often used synonymously with Optical Radar, LADAR (LAser Detection
And Range) and LIDAR (LIght Detection And Range). It is relevant to the concepts behind
a laser imager because the physics of laser radar deal with the power expected by way of
return by a probe beam. The term LIVAR (Laser Illuminated Viewing and Range) is used
for imaging systems that also give range information.
What kind of output from the laser is used depends on the required task. For example,
the simplest information-gathering task is a simple range calculation based upon the time
of flight of the laser pulse from the laser to the target & back to a detector. A clock is
started when the pulse leaves the laser & is stopped when a sufficiently strong return signal
is received at the detector.
The reality of course is that most laser radar systems are much more complicated than
that. A core issue of importance is the returned power of a signal. The higher the returned
signal-power, the better. The general range equation takes the following form:
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(A.1)

and describes received return laser power from a perfectly reflecting object (From Chapter
1, page 9, [41]).
Where: Pr = received signal power in Watts
Ps = source power laser power in Watts
K = beam profile function
T A1 = atmospheric transmission from source to the target
ηt = transmitter optical efficiency
ϕ = beamwidth in radians
r1 = range from transmitter to target in meters
Γ = target laser cross section in square meters
T A2 = atmospheric transmission from target to the source
r2 = range from target to receiver in meters
D = receiver aperture diameter in meters
ηr = receiver optical efficiency
Clearly, in the design of a system governed by an equation of so many variables it is imperative to perform some system modelling before attempting to purchase any equipment to
perform testing. This equation is a useful start point in terms of building a model of a laser
imager as it gives an estimate of the returned signal power from a laser pulse/beam at a
receiver. The aspect of imaging this returned signal will be dealt with later in this survey.
For the purposes of this imager, the ideal wavelength region of the output would be between
1.5-1.8µm, as this is the region of the spectrum that has the highest permissible power
output while remaining classed as eye-safe [174]. The higher the power allowed to be sent
out, the higher the likelihood of receiving an interpretable signal back from the object of
interest.
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There are four major parameters in the above relationship that require very careful thought
during the construction of a model:

1. In terms of substituting the source power, Ps , into the model this data is available
from the manufacturer data sheets for each laser.
2. The beam profile function, K, is dependent on the cross-axial beam-profile emitted by
the laser (e.g. Gaussian or top hat).
3. The atmospheric transmission, T, is a factor that takes into account how the atmosphere degrades the beam. Water or dust suspended in the atmosphere, will degrade
the transmission of the beam through scattering or blockage. Similarly, turbulence
caused by heat haze or non-laminar wind flows will distort the refractive index of the
transmission medium (and thus the optical path travelled by the beam) making the
return signal collection less accurate than in vaccuo. This can either be modelled using archive data conditions, based upon previously recorded power returns at known
atmospheric conditions or Beer’s law of atmospheric attenuation using sensible approximations of the extinction coefficient. Another possibility is a parametric model
of refractive index variation across a certain distance or a more sophisticated parametric model of turbulence based on previously recorded data. The National Centre for
Atmospheric Research recently published a paper on Raman-shifted eye-safe lidar for
the special purpose of analysing aerosol backscatter and adding to this database [175].
It is likely that over such a short range any atmospheric attenuation factor will be
equal in both directions of propagation. Although operational ranges for the proposed
laser imaging systems are short, it is desirable that it should be useable in conditions of poor atmospheric visibility, if possible; hence consideration of atmospheric
loss mechanisms is an important factor.
4. The beam width, ϕ, is easily found in the design specifications for off the shelf lasers.
Modification of the beam width by the transit optics of the laser imager is likely to
required. This needs to be taken into account at a later stage of modelling.

These four variables can also have a dependence on temperature & weather conditions, although some will be affected much more than others depending upon the nature of the laser
source. It should normally be possible to get at least a power output dependence on temperature from the manufacturer. In terms of producing an impression of how the potential
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future device would cope while operating over many different temperatures and conditions it
would be necessary to devise a set of test scenarios and devise a set of descriptive parameters
to fit the above variables. For example, if the device were to operate in the desert it would
be necessary to model the performance of the device across a very wide range of temperatures, in generally dry atmospheric conditions and to match an appropriate turbulence to
day/night conditions. There exist substantial UK & USA standards & databases on such
conditions, such as the Ministry of Defence “Environmental handbook for defence material.
Part 4: Natural Environments” [176]. In this model we shall not include turbulance, since
the range under review is very short. Later models would necessarily look at this factor.
Simple calculations indicate that over the desired range of 200 meters there is unlikely to
be any significant variation between r1 & r2. Taking the desired range as 200m, doubling it
to 400m and dividing this by the speed of light gives a total required time of flight before
detection of 1.333µs. Given that current commercial devices are offering ranging accuracy
for golfing purposes as being ± 1m, it is considered a good estimation to state that in
equation A.1, r1 = r2.
In the specific case of a laser imager, the target cross section is not so important a factor
as in a pure laser radar. In the case of a laser imager the “target” is in fact a “scene”,
from which an observer or automated computational algorithm might be able to extract
sub-targets or regions of interest either through their resolved shape or through suspicious
behaviour. Thus in the case of a laser imager the cross section = 1 as long as the laser
output covers the whole of a scene of interest to the observer. In the case of a laser imager
the most important variable in such a model is the reflectivity parameter of the objects in
a scene, which is dependent on wavelength. This reflectivity factor would effectively replace
the cross section in an imager model. If an object has a substantially higher reflectivity than
the objects that surround it, then more power from that part of the scene will be returned to
the device. It is the difference in reflectivity between objects in a scene that will ultimately
determine the overall ability of the system to resolve objects of interest in a scene. There
will be a minimum resolvable reflectivity difference associated with the device that is clearly
a key measure of performance and one that will have to be modelled. Again, in this case
there exist substantial databases that have archived reflectivity data at the wavelength of
interest from many types of surface that can be used to estimate the minimum resolvable
reflectivity in scene conditions of interest.
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The diameter of the aperture is of importance here since the device is intended to be highly
portable and lightweight. A desirable size of aperture would be as small as possible: 6cm
would be good, as this is currently the approximate diameter of a large rifle-scope but it
is an open question. To save on weight, it would be highly desirable to have the detector aperture combined with the output optics. Laser speckle arises from the reflection of
coherent radiation from a diffuse source. Speckle limits the effective size of the receiver
aperture diameter, in the case of gathering a coherent signal, and will result in an effective loss of detection efficiency (pages 40-41, Fox [41]). In the case of gathering a coherent
signal, the limiting factor is laser speckle. There are many methods of detection that are
well understood and there is an effective aperture size that can be associated with each of
these, depending upon the nature of the returning signal to give an appropriate value to the
effective receiver aperture diameter. Collection of return signals will be dealt with later in
this review.
Finally, the efficiency of the output and collection optoelectronics will have a key impact
upon the performance of the device, especially in harsh atmospheric conditions where the
signal to noise ratio of the collected signal beam/pulse is likely to be affected. The overall
efficiency of each stage is required as a factor because of losses that add together in the
optics (such as small back-reflections from lenses) and the electronics (such as a detector
with poor quantum efficiency). If the transmitter is 80% efficient (80% of laser output power
leaves the overall device) and the detection is 50% efficient then, in effect, only 40% of the
total available laser power is potentially available for analysis, assuming perfect reflection
of the investigative beam from the target. There will be an increased cost involved in using
components that combine to give a higher efficiency. Whether this extra cost can deliver a
worthwhile benefit is dependent upon the minimum resolution required by the imager and
how much extra performance beyond that a more expensive solution would produce.
A core part of what determines the efficiency of the collection is the detection method
itself. There are three main methods of collecting a beam in a laser system (page 36, [41]).
The first is direct (incoherent) detection, which is essentially a passive detection element
that produces a voltage signal proportional to received return power. The other two are
homodyne or heterodyne (coherent) detection. In these two methods the coherence of the
laser radiation is used to good effect by comparing the return signal to a local oscillator (in
homodyne detection the local oscillator signal is collected from the out-going beam). The
heterodyne signal is the difference between the local and the received signal. Knowledge of
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this allows the calculation of radial velocity to be calculated from the Doppler-shift in the
received signal. The true advantage of coherent methods of detection in the context of a
laser imager is that there is a large Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) benefit. This is especially
important in this system where any possible gain in the SNR will be of use to counteract for
the anticipated power loss expected from using off the shelf components designed for other
applications & atmospheric conditions. A low SNR will reduce the minimum resolvable
reflectivity difference, thus undermining the total imaging performance of the system. There
are numerous coherent methods & architectures (many illustrated by Fox [41]) and these
need to be considered in the model.
The above paragraphs allow a simplification of the general range equation to be made
along with some end-specific additional factors. Yet other possible factors come in while
considering the imaging methods that will be employed. These will be discussed in the
following section. As the nature of this project is to use COTS components, it remains
to be seen where the cut-off between cost saving and performance actually lies. The first
attempt at this must involve a refinement of the total model, to take into account output
and detection methods, and to substitute available component values. The next section of
this survey deals with these issues.

A.3.2

Laser Imaging Methods

The nature of a digital image is that it is made from discrete pixels, each of which is shaded
by a certain value. From a distance these pixels blend to form a continuous, good-looking
image to the observer. Due to the discrete nature of a digital image there will be an intrinsic
limitation to what can be resolved from a digital image – certainly there is little prospect
of an observer seeing sub-pixel detail in most applications. As discussed previously, the
Johnson criterion is a standard industry guideline that specifies the number of required
cycles across the minimum dimension of an object (1 cycle = 1 pair of black and white
bars in a bar target) for detection, recognition and identification with a 50% probability of
discrimination (see reference [44]). There are other alternative models under consideration
but the Johnson criterion is a good working model. Due to the discrete pixels in a digital
image, the minimum width of a complete cycle is constrained to two pixels. Therefore in a
digital image it is unlikely that an object will be satisfactorily identified if it subtends an
angle insufficient to image 16 pixels across the object of interest, as the Johnson Criterion
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standard is 8 cycles for identification against a bland background. This gives an intrinsic
limit to the resolution. There will likely be practical issues that will push up this limit such
as the SNR. Considering this from an end-output point of view, the system should be able
to “identify” a person up to the desired range of 200m. It would therefore be a desirable
thing if the imager could resolve and display at least 16 pixels worth of information across a
person’s face over 200m. In reality, the desired pixel-coverage would be greater in order to
reveal more detail & to maintain at least the same probability of detection in the presence of
a cluttered background. In many applications the shape of a person’s headgear or clothing
could be sufficient to identify them.
A description of current imaging methods is useful in assessing the options in this imager.
Imaging methods rely upon the return beam being imaged onto an array of semiconductor
detectors, with the power detected at each sensor being used to grant a shading value to the
pixel associated with that detector. There will possibly be a loss of light associated with
the quantisation of the beam into pixels through this method (<100% of the beam power
will reach a sensitive area of the detector array). The quantum efficiency of the detector
will have a large impact on the detection efficiency at the appropriate wavelength. These
last two factors form a part of the detection efficiency as described previously.
A further limiting factor is that of the maximum safe receivable power for a detector element
in an array. If the device must survive a 100% power reflection from an object directly at the
exit aperture this places an intrinsic limitation on how much output power is allowed. If this
value is too small the device may prove itself useless at useful ranges. A useful rule of thumb
is: the more sensitive the device, the lower the damage threshold is. The damage threshold
needs to be taken into account in the model. Eye safety will be the more relevant constraint it will impose a limitation of laser power before considerations of detector damage threshold
come into play.

A.3.3

Burst Illumination

Burst Illumination (BIL) is a technique that uses a laser pulse as an illuminator of a scene
(much like a flash from a camera) the returns from which are then collected and written to a
display. The key factor in this system is “gating”, as described by Klasen et al. [177]. A laser
pulse is sent out towards the scene of interest. A strong return signal provides range data on
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a possible subject of interest. The return also includes reflections from all objects along the
axis (such as foliage, water molecules or dust in the path of the beam) as well as atmospheric
turbulence distortions. Once the investigative pulse has established the approximate range
(and also possibly using the noisy image produced) it is then possible to commence gating
of the scene. Gating is simply the act of cutting-off/ignoring the beam outside a time “gate”
around a central value corresponding to the calculated object distance. This is usually done
using an electronic shutter on the camera and is ultimately limited by the rise time of the
camera. In effect this places a gate of a decided depth around the object of interest. This
ensures that only reflections from within the gate are recorded. By dismissing all back
reflections outside the gate there is considerably less noise in the image. The only factors
that need to be taken into account are the turbulence in the air and returned signal strength
from within the gate. In some devices the gate can be moved across the depth of the target,
giving many potential images for interpretation. For example, the gate could be set to be
entirely behind the target. This would result in no signals returning from the target and
would therefore produce a silhouetted image of the target. Current BIL systems seek to
collect images from approximately 1km and are somewhat bulky; being designed more for
fitting to vehicles than for portability. For a demonstration of BIL output, see Figure A.1,
below.
Other literature describes BIL system capabilities [179, 180] and performance limits [178].
Also of interest is a man-portable LIVAR system described by Jeff R. Lynam of Intevac –
a major producer of laser imaging systems [181]. This paper describes the architecture of
a non-gated system that has used a COTS controller board and operating software. It also
discusses the virtues of image processing performed upon images collected from the system.

A.3.4

Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS)

2D detector arrays such as those used in BIL cameras are expensive. A stated aim is to
devise a low cost laser imaging product, hence there is a drive to consider scanning involving
lower-cost arrays containing one or a few elements.
There are numerous architectures to be considered that may be possible and all of these
need to be modelled in order to find the most efficient.
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Figure A.1: BIL images of a vehicle behind netting. Top left Range gate centered in front
of the net, front of the net displayed. Top right Range gate centered on net and front of
vehicle. Bottom left Range gate centered on vehicle front (all return rays from the net and
atmosphere have been cut-out by the gate). Bottom left Range gate at the background,
target silhouette. From Klasen et al. [178].

Micro engineering has made it possible to produce micro-scale controllable scanning devices,
known as Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS). The scanning system envisaged for
this system is based on MEMS & it is aimed that it will be combined with hollow waveguides,
which are described in the following sub-section. They are silicon-base compatible, which
may be important in terms of keeping down costs in the final design, mass produced product.
There will be a power transfer efficiency value associated with this device also. The three
most obvious possible system architectures are as follows:

1. Scan-out, scan-in: the outgoing beam in scanned to sections of the scene and is scanned
back to an appropriate detector in an array.
2. Scan-out, camera-in: the outgoing beam is scanned out quickly and an array camera
captures the beams as they return.
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3. Flood illumination pulse out, camera in (standard BIL concept): the outgoing pulse
floods the full area imaged by the array camera. This method is less likely given the
requirement for eye safety - would need a long pulse consistent with the time to scan
a full image frame to the detector.

It could be possible to scan-in the beam to one detector with a fast reset time. The core
thing is to consider system set-ups that fill the requirements for the scanner at the modelling
stage. Things to be considered include the theoretical obtainable performance from the
system in several architectures, including angular resolution, scan-rate & mechanism and
the tolerances required. There are many different ways of scanning the beam, such as
micro-mirrors or micro-lenses. (see chapter 1 in [182].)
The Fraunhoffer Institute for Photonic Microsystems in Dresden has achieved a video-rate
micro-mirror scanner system for monochromatic laser video projection. It should be possibly
to apply the methods in their research to the device under consideration here [183].
The Institute has also published some useful reference papers on the subject of MEMS, all
of which provide valuable background reading to this project [184–186].

A.3.5

3D Imaging

With a high-resolution imaging-ranging system, it is possible to calculate depth information
from within a scene [187]. This allows for a 3D image to be built up. The advantages to a 3D
image are many. The depth information in a 3D image allows better identification of objects
in a scene based upon 3D geometrical shape in addition to contrast and reflectivity. For
example, it is possible to identify partially occluded objects through foliage by separating
and examining different depth layers within the collected image. This has application in
both aerial and ground based viewing.
The 3D image can be built up in three ways. Firstly, it is possible to vary the electronic
“Gate” in depth over several BIL frames so as to give a cross-sectional depth picture of
the target. Secondly, a scanner can be used to gather information from across a scene and
build-up the range depth. This method can offer higher angular resolution than the gating
method but can result in a slower collection time. Thirdly, there are focal plane arrays
with timing built into each pixel, so that a single pulse can be captured directly as a 3D
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image [188]. Since it is desirable to collect the data from the proposed laser imager onto
a small, cheap detector arrangement the second method is worth considering. Some image
processing may be required to generate an interpretable image as an output. Processing
methods are discussed later in this review.
Relevant background literature in the potential of 3D imaging, including coverage modelling,
detection, shape recognition and distinction and foliage penetration are covered in [189–194].

A.3.6

Hollow Waveguides

QinetiQ have developed hollow wave-guide technology that can be built into silicon designed
for a specific purpose. Common optical components required can be integrated simply into
this system, such as miniature beam-splitters, free-space regions and MEMS. It is hoped
that after initial proto-type success it will be possible to have the complete optical circuit required for the imager miniaturised and integrated with the MEMS scanner described above
and the detector arrangement to save weight and cost through mass production [195]. This
arrangement will have to be built into the model through the expected feed-in and propagation losses. The silicon compatibility is of advantage in a system to be mass-produced, as it
is the most common semi-conductor material and there are many plants that can cope with
this material. There is potentially great cost advantage in this method – QinetiQ claims
50% cost savings using hollow waveguides as opposed to regular optical circuits1 .
The integration of hollow waveguides is not “off the shelf” – there will be a requirement
for a specially designed and manufactured hollow waveguide system and there will be a
development cost associated with this. However, the technology involved is readily available
and the manufacturing process is mature. Furthermore, The components required in the
optical circuit are not radical or novel in themselves. It is worth attempting to integrate a
system using hollow waveguides if reasonably priced COTS components can be combined in
the laboratory to make an effective laser imager.

1
QinetiQ, world wide web address for hollow waveguides: http://www.qinetiq.com/home/commercial/information comm
(accessed March 2006).
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Display Options

Since this product would be designed for personal use there is a need to display the generated image (with or without processing features) so that a relatively unskilled observer
can interpret it. The most practical option is a simple display screen, depending upon the
number of pixels that are to be scanned by the device. Small screens are mass manufactured
for mobile phones. The key points of the display system are that it should not weigh very
much at all, and consume as little power as possible. In terms of displays to fill this purpose,
organic-polymer led (PLED or OLED) displays may be a suitable option.2 . They are very
electrical-to-optical efficient, offer high contrast, lightweight, devices with high-resolution
potential that can run at video rate. Microemissive manufactures a miniature 320 x 240
display using OLED technology that offers 18-bit colour resolution at up to 60 frames per
second3 . Such a display is probably too high spec in terms of its colour output. The proposed laser imager would effectively be a monochromatic device producing a greyscale image
with different shading values, but it might be useful to consider this as an off the shelf option
among others. The colour function could be useful in highlighting motion in the scene on
the display or scene depth if 3D functionality is included, for example. The final choice on
the display format will be made towards the end of the product development cycle to take
advantage of available technology or in-house stockpiles to provide a cost-effective solution.
System component options - COTS detector and laser systems
The final part of this review is to take a look at what components are available, or that are
in a stage of final development in order to see what limits this may impose upon the final
device so that an accurate model can be constructed.
In terms of available detector technology at the wavelength range under consideration there
is a huge amount of freshly published material, ranging from large arrays to single element
detectors. InGaAs Avalanche PhotoDiodes (APDs) can detect 1.5µm radiation with good
sensitivity and good reset time [196–207]. The fact that these devices can be mounted on
silicon if required implies that such a system could fit-in very well with the idea of integrating
the MEMS-detector arrangement onto a silicon hollow waveguide arrangement. Over a short
distance, simple PIN detectors could be a cheaper alternative.
2

Cambridge Display Technology, “Features and Benefits of PLEDS” page, world wide web address:
http://www.cdtltd.co.uk/technology/38.asp, (accessed March 2006).
3
Microemissive,
“ME3203
Product
brief”,
world
wide
web
address:
http://www.microemissive.com/products/ME3203 ProductBrief v1 91.pdf, (accessed March 2006).
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The NASA Langley research centre has succeeded in integrating a heterodyne photoreceiver
onto a GaAs electronic wafer with built-in optical waveguides [208]. This group claims that
their integrated circuit improves coherent lidar detection system efficiency by more than
3dB through elimination of excess losses due to electronic interconnects.
Most of the lasers examined so far have been bulky systems. The laser imager needs to be
compact and very lightweight, as well as very robust, with a predictable and useful output
across a wide range of temperatures (-40 to +50 would be ideal).
In terms of off the shelf laser technology, the cheapest option would be to use telecommunications laser diodes emitting at 1.55µm wavelength. These diodes are readily available
as this is the wavelength that transmits through optical fibres and could be used in conjunction with an off-the-shelf telecommunications receiver set-up for that wavelength. The
issues with laser diodes are that they can be highly temperature dependent and the beam
might require to be collimated using a special lens arrangement. Also, the peak power output from individual laser diodes is, in general, rather poor compared to other laser systems
and integrating stacks of diodes would require complicated optics. Vertical Cavity Surface
Emitting Lasers are an excellent class of semiconductor laser, emitting a good quality beam
at relatively high power compared to other diode-based systems. The Walter Schottky Institute in Munich, in cooperation with a spin-off company from the same institute called
Vertilas, has built a 1.55µm VCSEL diode that can generate up to 7mW output and cope
with fast modulation speeds4 5 , Higher power Fabry-Perot and Distributed Feedback lasers
exist but would require some extra optics to generate a perfectly collimated beam. There
is a great variety of COTS laser diodes operating in the IR part of the spectrum, easily
found through an internet search, and the power requirements and output of there will need
to be put into the model. A good source describing the physics and general architectures
of lasers is “Optoelectronics: an Introduction” by Wilson and Hawkes [209]. Alternative
robust systems, such as diode-pumped solid-state lasers in which a stack of laser diodes can
be used to pump a laser medium, or in diode pumped doped fibre lasers. Such systems offer
much higher peak-power outputs than diodes alone. The limitations to this consideration
are the weight and the cost. Initial modelling will be performed on the basis of the stated
values of COTS laser diodes. If these prove to be inadequate then there is a large number of
4
Walter Schottky Institute, world wide web address: http://www.wsi.tum.de/E26/en/research/vcsel/results.html,
(accessed March 2006).
5
Vertilas, “Leading Technology for Long Wavelengths VCSELs”, world wide web address:
http://www.vertilas.com/pdf/Optical technologies.pdf, (accessed March 2006).
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alternative laser technologies available off the shelf that could be adopted into the model6 .
It is hoped that over the limited range requirement of the proposed imaging device diodes
will suffice.

A.3.8

Processing methods: noise advantages, contrast advantages

Digital images are simply matrices of data to be written to appropriate pixels on a screen.
Careful manipulation of such images, known as “image processing” may improve the detection, recognition and identification of objects in the images collected from the COTS laser
imager proposed. In terms of how to enhance images using post-capture processing the relevant sources for the following information are the excellent notes from SIRA’s courses on
image processing and a textbook by Gonzales on implementing digital image programming
through MATLAB [210–212].
The most important factor is noise reduction. Noise is an unavoidable characteristic of
any electro-optical system, ultimately limited to electron noise in the detection system. In
most practical imaging systems the noise levels caused by the electronics are far above the
fundamental limits caused by thermal electronic excitement in the detector. The extent
to which these noise levels arise depends upon the quality of the components. In most
imaging systems, image quality will be dictated by the degree of scatter from the atmosphere
that the investigative beam and return signal travel through. It is possible that uneven
illumination on the target, such as the sun shining on one half of it can cause distortion
of the received image. Depending upon the nature of the resultant noise or errors there
are various correction methods that can be adopted to enhance the received image and
ultimately improve the DRI performance of the device. There exists a vast number of
available filters for dealing with various classes of noise, such as “salt and pepper”, Gaussian
and Poissonian. If the device were able to run at ˜50 frames per second for good real time
imaging then frame averaging/integration could be implemented to reduce the noise. An
average across N frames results in a reduction of random noise by the square root of N.
The limitation to this method is that moving targets will not be appropriately visualized
in the combined output, however it is an entirely appropriate method for relatively static
observation of targets over a small number of frames. Deconvolution is a technique for
6
Globalspec world wide web address linking to directory of solid state laser manufacturers and catalogues
http://solid-state-lasers.globalspec.com/Industrial-Directory/state laser solid, (accessed March 2006).
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restoring blurred images given the point spread function and this may prove to be another
useful method, given the nature of the likely image distortions.
Similarly, it is possible to enhance the image in many ways. If one is interested in seeing the
edges of shapes in the image, a high-pass filter can be applied in the frequency space of an
image (obtained using a 2D Fourier transform of the original image) in order to eliminate the
low frequency detail. Alternatively, a sobel-type filter can be used. These methods highlight
the edge regions in the image, where there is a large change in the shading values between
pixels. Another important enhancement method is contrast stretching. If the difference in
shading is subtle, the shading can be stretched-out with an appropriate weighting so that
the shading of the image reaches across the entire range of possible values. This may allow a
very small reflectivity difference to be rendered visible by a human observer and ultimately
improve the DRI performance. It is not likely given the nature of the expected end use of
the system that an Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) algorithm would be required, but
it could be considered. There are other methods of reducing noise and enhancing images in
other ways, all of which need to be considered, but not until the fundamental capabilities
of the system have been modelled. The addition of image processing to the system could
be costly, as there is the requirement for a fast processor and robust software to run the
operations in real time. Such additions could also lead to much higher power consumption.
Whether processing is included in the device will depend on how acceptable the output from
the hardware alone is shown to be.

A.3.9

Laser safety

Laser safety is a complicated area. The human eye reacts differently to different wavebands
and different levels of energy are possible. Overall, the standards for laser eye safety rely on
measures of overall energy exposure over time, for a given wavelength. Because of the close
range of the proposed product, the device should be rated as a class 1 device, allowing for
use anywhere without danger to the eyes [174]. A key measure is the “accessible emission
limit” (AEL) acceptable for classification. Figure A.2 shows the allowed energy in pulses
for a class 1 rating, for both 880nm. The greyed area shows the single pulse energies that
exceed the Class 1 limits for a 880 nm laser.
Figure A.3 shows the benefits of using 1550 nm compared to 850. The black dotted outline
shows the single pulse energies that exceed the Class 1 limit for an 850 nm laser with a
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Figure A.2: Class 1 pulse limits for 850nm laser. From [213].

pulsewidth between 1 ns and 18 s. Finally, the red star indicated the best single pulse
energy for an 850 nm continuous wave laser.
Figure A.3 indicates that it is possible to have a 1 kHz pulsed 1550 nm laser operating
within class 1, which may apply to repetitive scanning-type emission and collection of the
laser energy. An alternative possibility is floodlight illumination of up to 8mJ in a pulse,
operating at no more than 0.1Hz in order to lie within the class 1 limits.
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Figure A.3: Comparison between the 1550 nm and 850 nm Class 1 limits. The black
dotted outline shows the single pulse energies that exceed the Class 1 limit for an 850 nm
laser with a pulsewidth between 1 ns and 18 s. Finally, the red star indicated the best single
pulse energy for an 850 nm continuous wave laser. From [213].

A.3.10

Literature Summary

There is a large volume of in-depth literature that exists on laser imagers and on the associated technology of interest to this project. This body of literature supports the validity
of imaging technology using scanned laser illumination. System architectures have been reviewed and material collected on the state of the art in laser and detector technology. A key
to the ultimate cost effectiveness of the proposed laser imager is the integration using hollow
waveguide and MEMS technology. The concept of utilising MEMS scanning components has
been explored. External hollow waveguide technology intellectual property has been identified. Due to the very large number of factors & stages involved in this project modelling
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is highly necessary before purchasing components. The available literature should allow a
good model to be built up so that the important initial modelling stage can be performed
quickly.

A.4

Laser Modelling

The geometry of this particular model is to analyse the returned signal power for a given
range to the target. This figure can be converted easily into a number of photoelectrons
generated inside a detector. This number of photoelectrons will ultimately be used to give a
shading value to a pixel in a display - this model is representing only one samle point. The
advantage of converting to photoelectrons is that this should make it easier to add noise
values to gauge the expected overall SNR in future improved models.
We make a few assumptions. Firstly, we assume the flood-out architecture in which the
pulse has 8 mJ and does not operate at higher than 0.1Hz. Secondly, we assume that the
target is square and situated at 200m from the laser/detector setup. The target is a square
block of edge 20cm, representing the size of a person’s head.
The Rayleigh Criterion in equation A.2 defines the minimum angle subtended from the
image plane required to resolve two objects. It considers an imaging system of specific
aperture diameter, resolving light of a defined wavelength.

θ=

1.22 × λ
D

(A.2)

where: θ is the angle subtended by the two objects from the imaging system in radians, λ
is the wavelength in meters and D is the diameter of the aperture of imaging lens in metres.
The system will be limited by its apeture, so it is essential that we ensure that the aperture
modelling is realistic. For facial identification, we can assume that we wish to resolve
the equivalent of eight cycles across a human face. This corresponds to distinguishing 16
points across the face. Assuming that the human face is 20cm wide, this leaves the required
resolving distance on target as 1.25cm (20cm/16). The operating distance of 200m, allows us
−2

to work out this angle of resolution: 0.5θ = sin−1 1.25×10
200

. Substituting this into equation

A.2 and solving for D will give us the limit of the aperture that we require to resolve to this
level of detail at that range. We calculate that DRayleighlimit is 1.51cm. This is a very small
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aperture and there is room for expansion of this variable on a portable system if a better
performance were required (for example, longer range viewing).
In terms of other parameters from the range equation A.1, we fill them in from the reading
of laser component specifications.
Ps (source laser power in Watts): we assume a pulse of 8mJ in energy, with a pulse duration
time of 20µs. This gives a pulse power out of 400W.
K (beam profile function), we model as top-hat.
T A1 (atmospheric transmission from source to the target), we model as an exponential decay.
Tatmospheric (R) = e−α.R . We set the attenuation coefficient, α = 0.2, which corresponds to
a visibility of just over 5km [213].
ηt (transmitter optical efficiency), we set to 0.7.
ϕ (beamwidth in radians) = 0.062 mrad
r1 = 200m
Γ (target laser cross section in square meters): we match the beam at fixed divergence angle
to the target at 200m. Before that, there is complete coverage of the target, beyond that
much of the energy misses the target.
T A2 = T A1
r2 = r1
D (receiver aperture diameter in meters) = 6cm
ηr (receiver optical efficiency) = 0.7
The following diagrams and equations show the geometry of the beam getting to the target,
the nature of the reflection from the target and the general collection process. Figure A.4
shows the general-laser out architecture considered in the model.
There will be an overlap efficiency of the beam on the target, ηtarget (R). We consider here
that all of the beam will be incident on the target up to 200 metres, as shown in Figure A.5.
The reflection of the beam from the target is considered as Lambertian: it will radiate the
power back equally in all directions into a hemispere pointing back towards the target. The
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Figure A.4: Architechture of power out from the laser.

fraction of light power returned compared to the original will depend on the reflectivity, ρ,
of the target. The target irradiance is described by equation A.3 and this feeds into the
target radiance, applicable in the case of labertian reflection, defined in equation A.4. The
reflectance of the target is considered to be 0.1.

E=

τtransmitter × τAT M × Pontarget
Abeamontarget

(A.3)

ρ×E
π

(A.4)

L=

This reflection is illustrated in Figure A.6. The power incident on the target vs. range is
shown in Figure A.7.
The incident radiation on the target is then reflected back towards the detector. This value
depends on the radience of the target, shown against range is Figure A.8.
The detector set-up is shown in Figure A.9.
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Figure A.5: Beam overlap on the target block.

The power in equation A.1 above can be transformed into the number of photons arriving
at the detector, based upon the energy in a photon wavepacket at the operating wavelength.
The number of photoelectrons can then be calculated straightforwardly from the nominal
quantum efficiency of the detector. The detector architecture is shown in Figure A.9. The
returned power vs. range is displayed in Figure A.10 and the fractional returned power is
shown in Figure A.11.
The energy contained within one wavepacket is given by the formula, E =

h.c
λ .

Converting

the power arriving at the detector element over the duration of the pulse gives us the
incident energy on the detector. This total incident energy can be divided by the energy
of one photon to give the number of photons incident upon the detector. The numbers of
incident photons for a given range are shown in Figure A.12 for a given target range.
The number of electrons generated within the detector can be estimated using the nominal
quantum efficiency of the detector. Our model results are shown in Figure A.13.
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Figure A.6: Lambertian reflection illustration.

A.4.1

Discussion of the model

The model shows (in Figure A.13 that under our assumptions, it is possible to generate a
return of 106 photoelectrons in our detector. How these would be distributed is uncertain,
but if they were shone onto an array of pixels, of dimensions 256 × 256, say, this would
generate approximately

106
256×256

= 15 electrons per pixel (in reality, the gaps between the

active pixel areas would have the effect of reducing this number). How relevant this number
is depends upon the architecture of the system. While dealing with such low numbers, an
architecture should be sought that keeps as high a signal to noise ratio as possible, such
as heterodyne detection as described by Fox [41]. The signal to noise ratio in the detector
that that is acceptable will depend on the mechanism of collection and the sensor itself.
The sources of detection noise are fundamental and include “shot noise”, “flicker noise”
and “thermal noise” (JohnsonNyquist). In terms of rendering a display with high noise,
there are ways of cleaning up such images, such as blending repeated shots and by using
appropriate image processing filtering operations. The appropriate process would depend
on the application and the nature of the noise introduced.
This is a basic model of a burst illumination system. A natural step would be to expand the
variables and consider other realistic inputs to the model. For example, off the shelf lasers
are more likely to have the T EM00 propagation mode as their output, in which the beam
starts as perfect plane wave with a Gaussian transverse profile, rather than top hat. Other
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Figure A.7: Power incident on the target at range R.

models would look up accurate reflection values and component specifications. Greater
sophistication could be introduced by processing the MTF of the reflected signal through
the atmosphere and optical components. Finally, gating is proposed but there will still be
some external noise getting into the detector from backscatter in the atmosphere and from
ambient photons. The general idea would be to build a sufficient model in order to assess
the design trade offs of different component combinations.

A.5

Laser Imager Summary

A strong review of the state of art in laser imaging was carried out and modelling of potential
laser systems has been presented. The major issues in constructing a laser imaging device
have been clearly presented. This is a good introductory model and presents the scope for
expansion to more complex designs within the same framework by refining model sections
or adding in new ones where appropriate: an example of the risk reduction process that
good modelling can bring to engineering.
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Figure A.8: Radiance of the target at range R.

Figure A.9: Architechture of the detector.
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Figure A.10: Power returned to the detector at range R.

Figure A.11: Power returned as a fraction of power out at range R.
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Figure A.12: Number of photons incident on the detector at range R.

Figure A.13: Number of photoelectrons generated inside the detector at range R.
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Appendix B

Experimental data informing the
choice of parameters for the visual
attention surface.
B.1

Overview.

This Appendix exists as a depisitory for the processed output of the experiments designed
to inform on the suitability of the parameters for the feature point-derived visual attention
surface. The data comes in three broad categories:

• Eye-tracker fixation point overlap count vs. threshold
• Object Category overlap vs. threshold
• Image area above threshold vs. threshold

For each of these categories, there are five visual attention prediction surfaces presented.
The first three are those proposed in Chapter 6 based on interest points. These surfaces are
based on equation B.1 applied to the constellation of SURF points at the theshold discussed
in Chapter 6.

d2:n (i, j) =

n p
X

[(i − N Nm (i))2 + (j − N Nm (j))2 ]

m=2
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(B.1)
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In equation B.1, the three values trialed are NN = 5, 10 15. The other two visual attention
prediction surfaces are those of Itti et al. and Harel et al., also known as the Graph-Based
Visual Saliency algorithm (GBVS) [7, 19]. These two models are reliable models of bottomup visual saliency and are included as a comparison of visual attention maps requiring no
prior knowledge or learning, since this is the class of the new proposed algorithm.

B.2

Eye fixation overlap count vs. theshold

Figures B.1, B.2 and B.3 show the eye-fixations vs. the thresholded maps NN = 5, 10, 15,
respectively. Figures B.4 and B.5 show the eye-fixations vs. the thresholded Itti and Harel
viaual attention maps.

B.3

Probability maps vs. object position ground truth

Figures B.6, B.7 and B.8 show the overlaps of manually extracted objects with the probability map categories NN = 5, 10 15, respectively. Figures B.9 and B.10 show the Itti et al.
and GBVS visual attention maps, respectively.

B.4

Percentage area thresholded for given area

This is highly relevant to image compression since the more image area that is expendable,
the greater the potential savings that can be made. The of percentage of image area above
threshold for a given threshold for the three surfaces, NN = 5, 10 and 15 are shown in
Figures B.11,B.12 and B.13, respectively. The percentage of image area above threshold for
a given threshold for the Itti et al. and GBVS surfaces are shown in Figures B.14 and B.15,
respectively.

B.5

Discussion

The eye-fixation count vs. threshold level overlap of the proposed surface is shown in Figures
B.1,B.2 and B.3 for the new attention map with NN = 5,10 and 15. In these figures the eyefixation count vs. the thresholded attention probability surfaces is shown. For comparison
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Figure B.1: Overlap of eye fixations collected for all tasks at different surface thresholds
of the proposed visual interest surface, using NN = 5. left column Torralba dataset, tasks:
People Count, Cup Count & Painting Count. right column Aberdeen dataset, tasks: Read
Streetnames, Read Numberplates & Find and Identify Objects.

with the proposed map, the response of two models of passive saliency are included. The
bottom-up class of model is a single pass algorithm like the one proposed and forms a
component part of modelling task directed viewing. The Itti et al. model is shown in Figure
B.4 and the model of Harel et al. in Figure B.5. It is clear that the passive models are
inadequate to deal with the influence of task upon attention, with the user needing to accept
a very low threshold to capture most of the eye fixations. The pattern for GBVS is similar
to Itti, except that the fit is worse. This is to be expected, since these algorithms are seeking
to model bottom-up passive visual attention response, with a narrow focus. In contrast, the
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Figure B.2: Overlap of eye fixations collected for all tasks at different surface thresholds
of the proposed visual interest surface, using NN = 10. left column Torralba dataset, tasks:
People Count, Cup Count & Painting Count. right column Aberdeen dataset, tasks: Read
Streetnames, Read Numberplates & Find and Identify Objects.

shapes of the new surface responses, shown in Figures B.1,B.2 and B.3, are excellent for our
purposes and perform consistently at predicting eye-fixation regions over the multiple tasks.
The approximate turning point where the eye-fixation prediction power starts to collapse is
at a threshold of around 0.8 where approximately 90% of eye-fixations are included.
The ground truth data shown in Figures B.6,B.7 and B.8 shows the mean area of manually
extracted objects in the Aberdeen dataset lying above threshold at all threshold levels of
the new proposed algorithm, with NN = 5, 10, 15 respectively. Again, the passive models of
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Figure B.3: Overlap of eye fixations collected for all tasks at different surface thresholds
of the proposed visual interest surface, using NN = 15. left column Torralba dataset, tasks:
People Count, Cup Count & Painting Count. right column Aberdeen dataset, tasks: Read
Streetnames, Read Numberplates & Find and Identify Objects.

visual attention in the top two rows perform poorly against the tasks, shown in Figures B.9
and B.10. The Itti dataset has very large variation implying that there are some task-critical
objects detected at the most salient image regions but the response is not consistent. The
GBVS surface does not succeed in finding task critical data except at very low threshold.
Again, the Visual Interest surface performs well with the approximate turning point being
at a threshold of circa 0.8 where 95% of object areas over the set are preserved.
Finally, Figures B.11,B.12 and B.13 show the percentage image area lying above threshold
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Figure B.4: Overlap of eye fixations collected for all tasks at different surface thresholds
of the Itti et al. probability map. left column Torralba dataset, tasks: People Count, Cup
Count & Painting Count. right column Aberdeen dataset, tasks: Read Streetnames, Read
Numberplates & Find and Identify Objects.

for the new probability surfaces with NN = 5, 10, 15 respectively. This is very important
information because the smaller the area of the image that can be considered potentially of
interest under analysis, the greater the expendable area and thus the greater the potential
compression we can achieve. Itti and GBVS are presented in Figures B.14 and B.15. The
Itti and the GBVS surfaces are looking for a small region ranked in saliency and this figure
shows this clearly. The Visual Interest surfaces perform differently for each image set, but
again at around same turning point of approximately threshold = 0.8, the surfaces exclude
approximately 20% of image area. This is however image content adaptive, with variation
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Figure B.5: Overlap of eye fixations collected for all tasks at different surface thresholds
of the GBVS probability map. left column Torralba dataset, tasks: People Count, Cup
Count & Painting Count. right column Aberdeen dataset, tasks: Read Streetnames, Read
Numberplates & Find and Identify Objects.

between 10 and 40% of image area potentially excludable at the extremes of the Aberdeen
dataset. The fast fall-off beyond threshold = 0.8 offers opportunity to increase the excluded
area sharply, although at the risk of losing eye-fixation points and therefore regions of analyst
interest.
Not all eye-fixation points need to be included in the core, of course. Many are contextual
or transient fixations collected as a part of the tasking process. It is feasable that these
fixations could pick up the necessary contextual detail on a reduded content representation
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Figure B.6: Overlap of surfaces (NN = 5) at different thresholds with objects manually
extracted from the “Aberdeen” dataset. Objects Extracted from left to right: Streetsigns,
Numberplates, Pedestrians.

Figure B.7: Overlap of surfaces (NN = 10) at different thresholds with objects manually
extracted from the “Aberdeen” dataset. Objects Extracted from left to right: Streetsigns,
Numberplates, Pedestrians.

Figure B.8: Overlap of surfaces (NN = 15) at different thresholds with objects manually
extracted from the “Aberdeen” dataset. Objects Extracted from left to right: Streetsigns,
Numberplates, Pedestrians.

of the out-of-core image regions. If the task is very focused, the narrow field of view of
the human visual system is likely to miss such lack of detail as long as it dies not in itself
become distracting in the image context. On this basis we are interested in the range of
surface thresholds [0.75 0.875] and will perform subsequent analysis at a threshold of 0.8,
which is a conservative threshold that is chosen as one of the last pointns of slow variation.
The results in the NN=5, NN=10 and NN=15 sets are very similar, so we choose the set
NN=10 for subserquent analysis.
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Figure B.9: Overlap of surfaces (NN = 15) at different thresholds with objects manually
extracted from the “Aberdeen” dataset. Objects Extracted from left to right: Streetsigns,
Numberplates, Pedestrians.

Figure B.10: Overlap of surfaces (NN = 15) at different thresholds with objects manually
extracted from the “Aberdeen” dataset. Objects Extracted from left to right: Streetsigns,
Numberplates, Pedestrians.

Figure B.11: Mean percentage of image areas above threshold for given thresholds and
NN = 5. Left: the “Torralba” dataset, right: the “Aberdeen” dataset. The error bars show
the standard deviation of the image sets, while the red lines indicate the absolute minima
and maxima of the image set.
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Figure B.12: Mean percentage of image areas above threshold for given thresholds and
NN = 10. Left: the “Torralba” dataset, right: the “Aberdeen” dataset.The error bars show
the standard deviation of the image sets, while the red lines indicate the absolute minima
and maxima of the image set.

Figure B.13: Mean percentage of image areas above threshold for given thresholds and
NN = 15. Left: the “Torralba” dataset, right: the “Aberdeen” dataset. The error bars
show the standard deviation of the image sets, while the red lines indicate the absolute
minima and maxima of the image set.

Figure B.14: Mean percentage of image areas above threshold for given thresholds and
the Itti et al. visual attention surface. Left: the “Torralba” dataset, right: the “Aberdeen”
dataset. The error bars show the standard deviation of the image sets, while the red lines
indicate the absolute minima and maxima of the image set.
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Figure B.15: Mean percentage of image areas above threshold for given thresholds and
the GBVS visual attention surface. Left: the “Torralba” dataset, right: the “Aberdeen”
dataset. The error bars show the standard deviation of the image sets, while the red lines
indicate the absolute minima and maxima of the image set.

Appendix C

Compression Statistics: JPEG and
JPEG2000 image statistics using
Visual Interest Segmentation
C.1

Overview.

This Appendix exists as a depositry for charts and graphs showing the statistical outcome
of using the VI segmentation algorithm described in Chapter 6 to achieve excellent region
of interest compression. The file saving statistics for many different fractions of the original
filesize are presented here, offering fuller information that that presented in Chapter 7.
There are two sections:

• JPEG
• JPEG2000

The experiments examine two datasets released to the public by researchers in computer
vision: a set of houses in Pasadena, California provided by the Vision group at California
Institute of Technology and pictures of the architecture of All Soulds college, Oxford, provided by the Visual Geometry Group of Oxford University. All of the images are saved as
JPEG files and do not contain any information regarding the collection parameters. The
Pasadena dataset is composed of 241 colour images of dimensions 1168 × 1760 pixels with
289
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an average bpp storage size value of 0.3027 ± 0.0588 and the Oxford set comprises 129 colour
images of dimensions 768 × 1024 with an average bpp value of 0.5182 ± 0.2001.

C.2

JPEG

We carry out two modes of experimentation. The first is matching the VI-blur image filesize
to an initial global application and the second is matching the global filesize to an initial
VI-blur application. The routine is as follows, for fixed Q = 40 and Q = 50 and matching
VI-blur images to the global images:

1. convert the original image in the database to a global JPEG @ Q = X
2. create a VI-blur image to match the filesize of the global JPEG @ Q = X image
3. measure the PSNR and SSIM between the original and new images over the ROI
defined by the VI segmentation

or for fixed Q = 40 and Q = 50 and matching global images to the VI-blur images

1. convert the original image in the database to a VI-blur JPEG @ Q = X
2. create a global image to match the filesize of the VI-blur JPEG @ Q = X image
3. measure the PSNR and SSIM between the original and new images over the ROI
defined by the VI segmentation

C.2.1

JPEG Results

The results of the experiment are shown in two groups of figures. The first pertinant factor is
that of the achieved compression. This is shown for the Pasadena dataset in Figure C.1 and
the All Souls is shown in Figure C.2. For the Pasadena set the average saving by using the
vi treated images relative to the global ones is 0.0836 ± 0.0812 bpp for the JPEGQ50 and for
JPEGQ40 it is 0.0707 ± 0.0706 bpp. This corresponds to a percentage saving of 8.72 ± 7.405
for Q50 and 8.3295 ± 7.3057. (These percentages are the savings we achieve relative to
the the global application at the given Q level.) Using the All Souls set, the VI compression
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Figure C.1: bpp values achieved over All Souls dataset. Upper: JPEGQ40. Lower:
JPEGQ50.

technique offered savings of 0.1050±0.1465 bpp for the JPEGQ50 and 0.0874±0.1248 bpp for
the JPEGQ40, corresponding to percentage savings of 10.2162 ± 9.1854 and 9.6739 ± 9.0006
for JPEGQ50 and JPEGQ40 respectively.
These are good savings, but with very large error bars. This is understandable within the
context: we are working with images from a database that are already JPEG saved and the
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Figure C.2: bpp values achieved over All Souls dataset. Upper: JPEGQ40. Lower:
JPEGQ50.

information on the Q-level used for each image is unknown. We therefore do not know a
priori how much redundancy has been exploited in previous image encoding passes. Figures
C.1 and C.2 give us a hint: all of the images are of the same dimension and we can see
that there is a strong variation in the original bpp values. Where the bpp level is relatively
high we achieve a higher advantage by using the VI blur-and-compress technique. Where
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the original bpp values are relatively low, there is little information to be reduced outside
the core and the fixed Q-levels we are using deliver no relative advantage. This explains the
large standard deviaitons seen in the results. Therefore we can conclude that the strongest
use for this technique would be at the sensor head while encoding from raw 24 bit data
straight from the sensor. We would expect there to be a high relative saving since we would
be able to create higher initial redundancy from our image sets.
The PSNR and SSIM measures for our compressed images over the ROIs are shown in
Figures C.3 and C.4. The first figure shows the global JPEGed image set with a matched
VIJPEG filesize and the second figure shows the VIJPEGed images with the global JPEG
images of matching filesize. These figures show that there is a noteable gain in performance
over the ROI, both for the point to point PSNR measure and for the SSIM structural
measure. This shows that for the same filesize, we achieve a superior general quality output.
Of course, the PSNR is only a guideline as to the quality and depends on the original image
data, but generally both Q40 and Q50 achieve PSNRs of around 30dB and an SSIM of 0.85
for the VI-first implementation (the smaller filesize of the two experiments) in Figure C.4,
indicating that the algorithm is achieving acceptable quality over the dataset. Of course,
as shown in Figure C.3, if the filesize of a global implementation is sought, the quality is
notably higher.
The significance of this is that while achieving the same image filesize, the general image
quality is improved (based in standard measures) over the VI-selected ROI relative to the
global application of the algorithm.
The advantages of this technique are that the higher quality ROI regions can be transmitted
over limited communications at the same transmission rate and stored with the same filesize
as inferior global applications. The only premium is the run time of the visual interest
surface and the blurring element. There is no modification to the JPEG algorithm and the
treated images are therefore fully compatible with any encoder complient with the JPEG
standard. Due to the preservation of content highly likely to be relevant to multiple tasks
(see Chapter 6), we can claim that this method improves the core content for essentially
nothing more than the run time of the segmentation algorithm. The greatest advantage in
filesize occurs for original images that have a high initial bpp and we conclude from this that
the best place for this encoding to take place would be at the sensor head for the inital jpeg
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transformation from raw sensor-collected pixel data in order to gain the most advantage
from the technique.

C.3

JPEG2000 compression using the VI surface

The JPEG2000 ROI performance data is collected using the following procedure for both
the Pasadena and All Souls datasets. This was performed at different rate levels relative to
the original JPEG image filesizes. The factor multipliers were: 1, 0.9, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125,
0.1125, 0.09375, 0.0625 and 0.03125, reducing the bpp “rate” input systematically down to
approximately three percent of the original filesize. (The last four rates being 0.9, 0.75, 0.5
and 0.25 times 0.125.)

• For each image in the dataset:
• Create a JPEG2000 file from the Original image with the chosen “rate”, determined
by the factors above
• Calculate the Visual Interest Surface for the Original image
• Apply the JPEG2000 ROI algorithm using the Visual Interest segmentation.
• Measure the PSNR between the Original image and the global and the Original image
and the ROI-compressed images over the pixels in the ROI.
• Measure the SSIM between the Original image and the global and the Original image
and the ROI-compressed images over the pixels in the ROI.

Further detail regarding the implementation can be found in the body of Chapter 7.

C.3.1

JPEG 2000 full Results

The compression statistics in bpp are shown in Figure C.6 for the Pasadena set and in Figure
C.5 for the All Souls dataset. This shows that the encoding of the JPEG2000 algorithm can
cope well with low bit rates and that the algorithm achieves the requested fraction across
the image set for all of our inputs.
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The PSNR and SSIM results for the Pasadena dataset at the different rates are shown in
Figures C.7, C.8 and C.9. The results for the All Souls images are shown in Figures C.10,
C.11 and C.12. The red lines show the values of the JPEG2000 ROI and the blue plots show
the global jpeg2000 statistics at an equivalent rate. The global equivalent is plotted over
the ROI jpeg2000 plots. As the rate is reduced, once there is no red visible over the whole
set, there is no longer an advantage of using the ROI if the aim is to achieve better image
statistics over the ROI. The value of the PSNR that is acceptable is generally around 30.
For both datasets, this is still achieved 0.125 of the original file bpp (seen in Figures C.8 and
C.11). Careful inspection shows that there is a clear small gain in the statistics across the
datasets at this level. Generally, the value of calculating VI is still positive for 0.25 times
the original filesize, of course image dependent.
Of course, there is the further benefit that the JPEG2000 images are stored in multi-layer
representations. The JPEG2000 ROI implementations select the ROI information by priority weighting in lower levels and so the core of the image is transmitted more efficiently.
Furthermore, in order to reach a certain resolution on a screen, only a particular number
of levels needs to be transmitted to achieve a display of given dimensions on a screen over
a transmission system. Due to the priority coding of ROIs, the number of layers required
to achieve the required resolution should be lower for the ROI encoded images than for the
global images.
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Figure C.3: A comparison of the PSNR and SSIM values for the generated JPEG blur
images over the two datasets. This mode is the global JPEG first, then matching Visual Interest blur compression. Left column: Pasadena Dataset. Right column: All Souls Dataset.
The rows show, PSNRQ40,PSNRQ50,SSIMQ40 and SSIMQ50.
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Figure C.4: A comparison of the PSNR and SSIM values for the generated JPEG blur
images over the two datasets. This mode is the Visual Interest blur compression first, then
matching global JPEG filesize. Left column: Pasadena Dataset. Right column: All Souls
Dataset. The rows show, PSNRQ40, PSNRQ50, SSIMQ40 and SSIMQ50.
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Figure C.5: bpp statistics for the application of JPEG2000 to the All Souls dataset.
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Figure C.6: bpp statistics for the application of JPEG2000 to the All Souls dataset.
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Figure C.7: A comparison of the PSNR and SSIM values for the Pasadena dataset saved
with JPEG2000. Left column: PSNRs. Right column: SSIMs. The rows represent the used
“rate” values of the data, showing a multiplicative factor of 1, 0.9, 0.75, 0.5 times the bpp
value of the original image from the dataset.
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Figure C.8: A comparison of the PSNR and SSIM values for the Pasadena dataset saved
with JPEG2000. Left column: PSNRs. Right column: SSIMs. The rows represent the used
“rate” values of the data, showing a multiplicative factor of 0.25, 0.125, 0.1125, 0.09375
times the bpp value of the original image from the dataset.
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Figure C.9: A comparison of the PSNR and SSIM values for the Pasadena dataset saved
with JPEG2000. Left column: PSNRs. Right column: SSIMs. The rows represent the used
“rate” values of the data, showing a multiplicative factor of 0.0625 and 0.03125 times the
bpp value of the original image from the dataset.
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Figure C.10: A comparison of the PSNR and SSIM values for the All Souls dataset saved
with JPEG2000. Left column: PSNRs. Right column: SSIMs. The rows represent the used
“rate” values of the data, showing a multiplicative factor of 1, 0.9, 0.75, 0.5 times the bpp
value of the original image from the dataset.
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Figure C.11: A comparison of the PSNR and SSIM values for the All Souls dataset saved
with JPEG2000. Left column: PSNRs. Right column: SSIMs. The rows represent the used
“rate” values of the data, showing a multiplicative factor of 0.25, 0.125, 0.1125, 0.09375
times the bpp value of the original image from the dataset.
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Figure C.12: A comparison of the PSNR and SSIM values for the All Souls dataset saved
with JPEG2000. Left column: PSNRs. Right column: SSIMs. The rows represent the used
“rate” values of the data, showing a multiplicative factor of 0.0625 and 0.03125 times the
bpp value of the original image from the dataset.
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